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UNAOHM FSM5987 T.V. FIELD STRENGTH METER 
INPUT 
Sensitivity: from 20dBuV to 110dBuV [-40dBmV to 50dBmV] or 10uV to 0.3V, 

in eight 10dB steps. 
Reading: dB reading proportional to peak value for video signals; proportional 

to mean value for AM or FM sound signals. For both signals scale 
calibrated to rms value and expressed in dBuV. Two more scales are 
available: volt from 0 to 50, and ohm from 0 to 2000 ohm. Battery 
status is also provided. 

Accuracy: +/- 3dB for bands I & III +/- 6dB for bands H & IVN 
Irpedance: 75 ohm unbalanced; DC component blocked up to 100V. 

FREQUENCY 
Range: 46 to 860 MHz as follows: Band I 46 to 106MHz 

III 106 to 206MHz 
H 206 to 460MHz 

IVN 460 to 660 MHz 
Reading: 4 digit LCD readout. 100KHz resolution. 
Price: E378.00 exc. VAT and Carriage. 

-- TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD. 
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET, 
OLDHAM, ENGLAND. 
TEL: 061-652 3221 TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061-626 1736 
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UNAOHM EP741FMS 
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
Frequency 
Range: 

Frequency 
Reading: 

Function: 
TV Monitor 

Panorama: 

Panorama 
Expansion: 
Analogue 
Measurement: 

Continuously adjustable via a geared -down vernier as follows: 
IF 38.9MHz 
Band I 46 to 106MHz 
FM Band 88 to 108MHz 
Band III 106 to 290MHz 
Band H 290 to 460MHz 
Band U 460 to 860MHz 
TV Bands -4 digit counter with 100KHz resolution 
FM Band -5 digit counter with 10KHz resolution 
Reading Accuracy: reference Xtal +/-1 digit. 
NORMAL: picture only 
ZOOM : 2 to 1 horizontal magnification of picture 

: picture + line sync pulse [with chromaburst if TV signal 
is coded for colour) 

panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected 
band and of tuning marker. 

Adjustable expansion of a portion of the spectrum around the tuned 
frequency. 

20 to 40dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calib- 
rated in dBuV (at top of picture tube] to rms value of signal level. 

DC/AC Voltmeter: 5 to 50V. 
Measurement 
Range: 

Measurement 
Indication: 

Video Output: 
DC Output: 
TV Receiver: 

Additional 
Features: 
Price: 

20 to 130dBuV in ten 10dB attenuation steps for all bands; 
-60 to 130dBuV in nine 10dB steps for IF. 

ANALOGUE: brightness stripe against calibrated scale 
superimposed on picture tube. The stripe length is proportional 
to the sync peak of the video signal. 

BNC connector. 1Vpp max on 75 ohm. 
+12V/50mA max. Power supply source for boosters & converter 
tunes in and displays CCIR system I TV signals. Other standards 
upon request. 
[1] Video input 75 Ohm. (2) 12V input for external car battery. 
[3) Output connector for stereo earphones. 
E1344.00 exc. VAT and Carriage. 
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UNAOHM EH 1000 TELETEXT AND VIDEO ANALYZER 
Function: 

RF Input: 

Video Frequency 
Input: 
Teletext Input: 
Teletext Clock 
Input: 

Oscilloscope: 

Price: 

Eye Pattern: display of RF and video -frequency teletext signals by 
means of eye pattern diagrams both in linear representation and 
lissajous figures [0 and X]. Line selection: display of video signals 
and line by line selection. Measurement of modulation depth. 
Teletext: monitoring of teletext pages. 
Freq. Range: 45 to 860MHz. Frequency synthesis, 99 channel 
recall facility, 50KHz resolution, 30 channel digital memory. Level: 
4C to 120dBuV; attenuator continuously adjustable. Indication of 
the minimum level for a correct operation of the instrument. 
Impedance: 75 ohm. Connector type: BNC. 
Minimum Voltage: 1Vpp. Impedance: 75 ohm or 10K ohm in case 
of a through -signal. Connector type: BNC. 
Voltage: 1 Vpp/75 ohm. 
Voltage: 1Vpp/75 ohm. Measurement: Aperture of eye pattern: 
linear or Lissajous figures, selectable. Indication: directly on the 
picture tube. A calibrated scale shows percentage of eye pattern 
aperture. Error: the instrument introduces an error of < 5% with 
video input and 20% with RF input. Jitter on regen d clock: <25ns. 
Line selector, Selection of any TV line between the 2nd and the 
625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch. 
VERTICAL CHANNEL: Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency 
Response: DC to 10MHz. Rise time: pre & overshoot<2%. Input 
Coupling: AC. Input Impedance: 75 ohmI50pF. 
TIME BASE: Sweep Range: 20 to 10ms [1.1/2 frames]; 32; 
64/192us [1/2; 1; 3 lines). Linearity: +/-3%. Horizontal Width: 
10 divisions; x5 magnification. 
E1670.20 exc. VAT and Carriage. 
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F YOU'RE INVOLVED IN ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, ASSEMBLY OR 
TEST, WHETHER AS A BUYER, SPECIFIER 
OR USER, YOII NEED TO ATTEND 
INTERNEPCON '89, 14-16 MARCH AT THE 
NEC, BIRMINGHAM. 

1V EK.\'liPCl1,V 89 wilt be the most comprehensive 
electronic manufacturing ing cv'eltl ever held in the l'A: 
bringing together the latest in design, bane -board 
MCI nUfat" ore. 011V1corinet: io l technology. pro- 
duction and lest. As such. it's the only event 10 
offer pool a complete picture of electronic 
mottokcluring today 

WHAT'S ON SHOW 
Over 350 leading suppliers bring yon the latest in 
electronics manufacturing equipment. interconnection 
products. assembly equipment. test. materials and 
services. In fact, many have chosen this show as a launch 
platform for their new products in 1989. They'll he on 
hand to give live demonstrations and to offer you expert 
advice. 
Special centres are dedicated to showitig you the latest in 

printed circuit hoard design and manufacture 
subcontract services hybrid technology 

environmental engineering. There's also lnternepcotis 
uniellie Working Production Line, demonstrating surface 
mount, hybrid and conventional design and assembly 
techniques. Plus the Joint Societies Technical 
Conference, covering topical issues within the industry. 
Internepcon - its designed to spark ideas, innovations 
and new solutions to your design, manufacturing and 
production prohlenls. 

Fill in and return this coupon TODAY for your FREE 
ticket to this comprehensive event, your copy of the full 
Preview and Show Planner, plus details of the 
Internepcon Conference - or call the TICKET HOTLINE 
on 0792 792 792. 

SHOW HOURS 
Tuesday 1.4-Wednesday I í \larch 
Thursday 16 March 

I0.00am-5.(0pm 
I O.00am - -I.00pm 

Wee 11~ EIecíro lie Maiw/a uriag Eves 
14-16 March 1989 National Exhibition Centre Birmingham 

INTiRNICÓÑ 
;;J,EXHI TION 
[&COfyFERENCE 

r -- 
Please return to: INTERNEPCON '89, Cahners Exhibitions Ltd., 
Oriel House, 26 The Quadrant, Richmond, Surrey TW9 I DL. 

Please send me free tickets with my comprehensive 
Internepcon '89 Show Preview and Planner. 
El Please send me details of the Joint Societies Technical 
Conference at Internepcon. 

Please use block capitals 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address 

Telephone 
No one under 18 admitted. 

Post code 

Telex 

Student groups by arrangement only. 
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Against the 
national interest 

ou don't have to he on the left wing of anything to appreciate the inadequacies of the 
defence industry. One look at the Nimrod affair -a cost (with profits) of some £600 
million to the tax payer with nothing at the end to show for it - confirms the statement 

in the minds of reasonable people. Failure in the Nimrod project can reasonably be attributed 
to GEC companies failing to deliver the necessary computing hardware. But it yields yet 
further cause for concern. The UK electronics industry has become so grossly distorted by 

padded defence contracts that it can no longer compete in the real world. The Government to 
its credit now insists on fixed price contracts. The legacy however will probahly last until Sir 
Arnold Weinstock either dies or goes into retirement. 

TheUK didn't actually invent the transistor but then neither did Japan. The subsequent 
history speaks for itself. Japan built computers and transistor radios to follow the mass 
market demand from the \Vestern world: the Western world built military systems against 
costs plus contracts for a military establishment which was happy to order whatever its 
supply industry said that it could deliver. The Japanese built functional components and 
equipment that people and businesses really needed while the defence industry built mostly 
non-functional equipment for an easily heguiled, criminally uncritical military 
establishment. 

The semiconductor industry is a perfect example of defence stifling. One published 
estimate suggests that 50 per cent of the electrical giant GEC's earnings are related to 
military sales. Yet it is a fact that the same company has never managed to achieve success as 

a large scale commercial vendor of semiconductor components. It has had plenty of 
opportunities-AEI Semiconductors at Lincoln, the Fairchild partnership, GEC 
Semiconductors, the I Iirst Research facilities hut its merchant delivery never amounted to 
more than a drop in the commercial ocean. Never once did it attempt manufacture of 
mainstream mos devices such as microprocessors and memories. 

Then one might consider GEC's premature departure from the Alvey project. Lord 
Weinstock considered it quite appropriate to take the money associated with what should 
have been the UK's prime semiconductor technology programme before leaving at the first 
contractual opportunity. GEC has shown absolutely no commitment to accepting a role as a 

mainstream semiconductor supplier. The only allegiance it has ever shown is to its 
shareholders and the bottom line. 

This same company now has the gall to make a public accommodation with the powerful 
Siemens group to huy the reasonably independent Plessey Semiconductors operation. A 
reasonable man could say that a union of GEC and Siemens itself represents an unhealthy 
monopoly. Plessey has its own distort ions due to a history of padded defence and telecomms 
contracts but it represents the UK's last free enterprise semiconductor venture. The message 
to Lord Young must he: tell Weinstock to get stuffed. 

Frank Ogden 
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[UPDATE 

Desktop unix for under £4000 
The announcement of an under £4000 Unix 
desktop machine from Acorn Computers 
will lend weight to the considerable body of 
opinion that OS/2 just isn't going to make it 
in the way that dos has. 

Unix began its breakout from the \'AX and 
AT&T based minicomputer world a couple of 
years ago when it started to become clear 

The £4000 desktop unix computer from 
Acorn will use the X.desktop user interface 
developed by Cambridge software house 
IXI. 
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New HF loop system 
British Aerospace has spent three years 
developing this I -IF loop antenna system. 
which has been on trial with H.M. Forces on 
NATO exercises in Norway and on a small 
launch in the south Atlantic. It passed all 
tests with flying colours and is now to he 

made availahle commercially. 
Essentially a collapsible loop of specially 

extruded aluminium tubing. the system has 

an automatic antenna tuning unit which can 
handle up to 100 watts - although it needs 
only the merest whiff of RI: to tune. 

It easily outperforms any of the wire 
antennas even a specialist could erect; and 
anyone who has witnessed what squaddies 
will throw up as an excuse for an antenna 
will quickly appreciate what a difference the 
system is making to forces communications 
in the field. 

The system is designed to optimize high - 
angle radiation properties by nearly vertical 
incidence skywave (tN\'IS) which has proved 
particularly useful at sites low down in 
Norway's fjords. Short-wave radio still plays 
a vital role in short range communications. 
since satellite links cannot he relied upon 
wholly. 

Of particular importance is the uniquely 
low visual profile the loop offers. It can he 

that OS/2 couldn't deliver the multitasking. 
multiuser applications which have always 
been at the heart of the AT&T operating 
system. When major companies such as 

DEC, Hewlett-Packard, ICI, and others got 
together with AT&T to lay down new stan- 
dards for unix, it put the wind up IBM who 
responded with its own unix look -alike, aix. 
It also made the software houses act. Micro- 
soft of dos fame produced a unix version 
called xenix. It should he noted that while al; 
of the unix versions were similar, applicat ion 
software had to he written specific to a 

particular version of unix. 
Sun, AT&T and other vendors brought out 

software compatible unix machines for the 
top end of the business microcomputer 
market, an encroachment which displeased 
IBM greatly. IBM had already played the 
OS/2 card with its Intel based 80286 and 
80386 machines and hoped to mirror the 
success enjoyed by its I'C models. It certainly 
didn't wish to see the business threatened by 
a completely aligned unix consortium, a 

position made more likely when Sun 
brought out a unix workstation based on the 
80386 processor chip. 

Big Blue did a couple of things. It made a 

J 

version of aix availahle for its PS/2 desktop 
PC. It also joined the Open Systems Founda- 
tion, a unix dominated organisation com- 
prising itself, I-lewlett-Packard (again). DEC 
(again), Nixdorf. I loneywell Bull, etc. 

While all this was going on, the technolo- 
gy was also moving. MIPS Computers, a 

Californian venture capital company, came 
out with its first risc based high performance 
micro dedicated to unix. It performed so well 
that the big players had to take note. 

DEC for instance responded by engineer- 
ing its own machine based on the same 
R3000 risc processor engineered by MIPS 
Computers, capable of running at the 20 to 
30mips mark. An 80386 will do around 
5mips flat out by comparison. 

All this underlines the importance of the 
Acorn announcement, a risc based product 
using the Archimedes chip set. The 
machine, which offers 411B of ram and 50MB 
of SCSI hard disk together with thick and 
thin Ethernet interface, goes right to the 
heart of the networked personal computer 
business earmarked by IBM for its own 
machines running under OS/2. Acorn ex- 
pects to deliver its first machines during 
January. 
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Minimal size HF transmitting aerial developed by British Aerospace. This collapsible loop 
of extruded aluminium will handle 4001E and comes complete with automatic tuning unit. 

configured in various sizes. down to 
2m x lm, with tuhes of only40mm diameter. 
It is capable of being mounted (and oper- 
ated) on a vehicle or being carried by just one 
man, and has also been found to make an 
excellent tent -frame. 

Some protection from local interference 
is offered by the nulling properties of the 
loop. as was demonstrated during the recent 
BBC Radio Show when army cadet forces 

tried to use their wire dipole on the roof of 
Olympia - they got nothing hut computer 
hash which corrupted their data traffic. But 
the loop could he oriented to ignore the 
noise from below. 

The system will handle power down into 
the AM broadcast hand. and looks ideal for 
use as a'quick and easy on the air' solution to 
many emergency broadcasting needs. 

Paul Rusling. 
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RF SYSTEMS AND MODULES 
LOW NOISE GASFET RF PREAMPLIFIERS - Frequencies from 20 MHz to 1 GHz. NF 

0.67 dB. Gain 25-40 dB variable. Remote or local operation. Power supplies and 
weatherproof boxes. 

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS - Up or down conversion in the range 20-1000MHz. 
High stability phase locked loop. Gasfet front ends. AGC control. Up to 10 mW RF output. 
Adjustable gain. 

SIGNAL SOURCES - 15MHz to 1 GHz. High stability phase locked oscillators. FM or FSK 
modulated versions available. Output 10 mW at 50 ohms. 

LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS - Frequencies from 1 MHz to 950 MHz. Narrow or 
wideband. Output powers from 10 mW to 70 watts. Television versions available. 

TELEVISION RETRANSMISSION SYSTEMS - Bands I, Ill, IV and V. Up to 50 watts 
output in bands I and Ill. Up to 15 watts output in bands IV and V. 

FM TRANSMITTERS - Single channel. 50 watts RF output. Mono or stereo versions. 
Power supplies available for FM transmitters or any of the above amplifiers. 

Please telephone for further technical information and prices 

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
UNIT 1, AERODROME INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, 

AERODROME ROAD, HAWKINGE, FOLKESTONE, KENT 
CT18 7AG. 

Tel: 0303 89 3631 

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE 
OF RF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

ENTER 9 ON REPLY CARD 

A NEW SERIES OF QUALITY 

HAND-HELD MULTIMETERS 

from Ar_ 
retailing between £6 to £40 plus VAT 

198.9 

4 i ,.,w.t 

Series includes an AUTORANGE and two HEAVY-DUTY 

DIGITAL models plus a POCKET SIZE and a 

SOLID-STATE ANALOGUE model. 

rammum 

VISA 
For details of these and our full range contact: 

Electronics Limited 
Heron House, 
109 Wembley Hill Road, Wembley, 
Middx. HA9 8AG England 

MEMORIES 
EPROM - SRAM - DRAM - EEPROM - 2716 - 2732 - 2764 - 27128 - 

27256 27512-4116 -4164 -41256.2114 -6116 - 6264 - CMOS 
AND LOW POWER 

MICROPROCESSORS 
NEC - INTEL - MOTOROLA - AMD 

8085-68009-280A-80186-8086 

Semiconductor 4!),.5 - 

Sensors 7 Ferrite Cores 
Optoelectronics 
Semiconductors 
Thermistors 
Integrated 
Circuits 
Potentiometers 
LEDs 
Connectors 
Suppression 
Switches. 

Lowest prices worldwide for memories, digital, linear IC's. 

Send for complete components catalogue 
UK -£1.50. Export - £2.50 

PVS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
244 Deansgate Court 
Deansgate Manchester 
M34BQ 
Phone 061-8317086 & 0860 399945 24 Hrs. Telex 668986 Fax 061-832 6934 Telephone: 01-902 4321(3 lines) Fax: 01-902 5984 Telex: 923985 

ENTER 36 ON REPLY CARD 
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ELECTFOW°105 MONITORS 
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THE 'ALADDINS' CAVE OF ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
I COLOUR MONITORS I I PRINTERS 

16' Decca. 80 series budget range. colour monitors features in- 
clude PIL tube, attractive teak style case, guaranteed 80 column 
resolution, only seen on monitors costing 3 times our price, ready 
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs. Manufacturers 
fully tested surplus. sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 day 
full RIB guarantee. 1000's Sold to date. 
DECCA 80 RGB - TTL + SYNC input for BBC t interface etc. 
DECCA 80 COMP 75 It composite video input with Integral audio 
amp & speaker ideal for use with video recorder or TELEBOX ST or 
any other auudiovisual use. Only £99.00 (E) 

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR 
BRAND NEW CENTRONIC 14' monitors in attractive style moulded 
case featuring hi res Mitsubushi 0.42 dot pitch tube 669 x 507 

Opixels. 28Mhz bandwidth. Full 90 day guarantee. 
rderast004-N2forTTL+s cRGBforBBCetc £159.00 (E) 

1003-N1 for IBM PC etc full CGA equiv £189.00 (E) 

I tulle pia chase bring 10,. incredible casings un n range (if printer, u, soil all applica- 
ti,nl. \lam nl Act "onenn' ,rpm: can I,c seen at nun Snuth I ondun Shop 

HAZELTINE ESPRINT Small desktop 100 cps print speed with both 
RS232 and CENTRONICS interfaces Full pin addressable graphics 
and 6 user selecable type fonts. Up to 9.5 single sheet and tractor 
paper handlingg Brarld New Only £199.00 (E) 
CENTRONICS 150 series. A real workhorse for continuous use with 
tractor feed paper, either in the office, home or factory desk standing 
150 cps 4 type fonts and choice of Interfaces. Supplied BRAND NEW 
Order as: 

150-SN up to 9.5 paper handling £ 185.00 Ejj)j 

150 -SW up to 14.5" paper handling £225.00 E) 
150-GR up to 14 5' paper plus full graphics £245.00 E) 

When ordering please specify RS232 or CENTRONICS interface. 

Ultra Fast 240 cps NEWBURY DATA 
NDR 8840 High Speed Printers 

Only £449 It 

POWER SUPPLIES 
All power supplies operate front 220-240 y AC Many other types from 
3v to 10Kv in stock .Contact sales office for more details. 
PLESSEY PL 12/2 Fully enclosed 12v DC 2 amp PSU. Regulated and 
protected Dim cm 13.5 x 11 x 11 New £16.95 (B) 
AC -DC Linear PSU outputs of + 5v 5.5a. -5v 0.6a, -I 24v Sa Fully regu- 
lated and short proof Dim cm 28 x 12.5 x 7 New £49.50 ((C) 
POWER ONE PHC 24v DC 2 amps Linear PSU fi lily regulated 

New £19.95 (B) 
BOSHERT 13088 switch mode supply Ideal disk drives or complete 
system. 4 5v 6a, + 12 2.5a.-12 0 5a. -5v 0.5a. Dim cm 5.6 x 21 x 10.8 

New £29.95 (B) 
BOSHERT 13090 same as above spec but outputs of « 5v 6a. + 4v 
1.5a u- 12v 0.5a, -12v 0.5a New £39.95 (B) 
GREENDALE 19ABOE 60 Watt switch mode outputs 4 5v 6 a. + 12v 
la -12v la. f 15v 1a.D. 11 x 20 x 5.5 RFE Tested £24.95 (B) 
CONVER AC130-3001 High grade VDE spec compact 130 watt 
switch mode PSU. Outputs give +5v 15a, -5v la. +&-12v 6a. Dim 6.5 
x 27 x 12 5 Current list price £190. Our price New £59.95.00 (C) 
FARNELL G6/40A Compact 5v 40 amp switch mode fully enclosed 

1005-N2 RGB interface for OL 85 columns. £169.00 (E) New £l40.00 (C) 

20 u 22" A special purchase from a now defunct Goverment Dept enables us FARNELL G24 5S Compact 24v 5 amp switch mode full enclosed & AV Specials to offer you this amazingBritish Made quality printer at clearance New£95.00 (C) 
Superbly made, UK manufacture. PIL to all solid state colour Prices SAVING YOU OER £1500 II The NDR 8840 features high 
monitors. complete with composite video and sound inputs, attrac- speed 240 cps print speed with integral, fully adjustable paper trac- 
tive leak style case, Ideal for a host of applications including Schools. for giving exceptional fast paper handling for multi part forms etc The 
Shops. Disco's, Clubs etc. Supplied in EXCELLENT little used con- unit -features 10 selectable type fonts ggwing up to 226 printable 
dition with 90 day guarantee. characters on a single line. Many other features Include Internal 

20' Monitor £165.00 (F) 22' Monitor £185.00 (F) electronic vertical and -horizontal tabs, Self test. 9 needle head, Up to 
15 5' paper, 15 milieu character ribbon cartridge life and standard 
RS232 serial interlace. Sold In SUPERB tested condition with 90 da 
guarantee Only £449.00 

MOTOROLA M1000-100 5" CRT black & white compact chassis EPSON model 512 40 column 3.5" wide paper roll feed, high s 
monitor measuring only cm 11.6h .12w, 22d. ideal for CCTV or CUM- matrix (3 lines per second) printer mechanism for incorporation In 
outer applications. Accepts standard Composite video or Individual Point of sale terminals. ticket printers data loggers etc. Unit features tit 
H & V syncs. Operates from 12v DC at apprx O.Ba.Some units may directional printhead and integral roll paper Teed mech with tear bar. 
have minor screen marks, but still In very usable condition Full Requires DC volts and simple parallel external drive Ioglc.Compete 
tested with 30 day guarantee & full data Only £29.00 (C( with data. RFE and tested Onfy £49.95 (C) 
Fully cased as above. with attractive moulded, desk standing swivel EPSON model 542 Same spec as above model, but designed to be Brand new high quality, fully cased 7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner sys- 
and tilt case Dim cm 12h,14.5w.26d. £39.00 (C) used as a slip or flatbed printer. Ideal as label, card or ticket printer. tem. Unit simply connects to your 7 aerial socket and video monitor 
JVC type751-7 5" ultra compact black & white chassis monitor for Supplied fully cased in attractive, small, desk top metal housing. Corn- turning same Into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry if your monitor 
12v 0.7a DC operation Dim cm 11 h,14w,18d. Simple DIY circuit data pIele with data. RFE and tested Only £5558.00 D) doesn't have sound, the TELEBOX even has an integral audio amp for 
Included to convert data and separate sync input to composite video PHILIPS P2000 Heavy duty 25 cps bi directional daisy wheel printer. driving a speaker plus an auxiliary ounpul for Headphones or Hi Fi sys- 

tem Ideal portable equipment etc, Supplied with full data. Fully DIABLO, OUME, WORDS TAR AR compatible. Many features In- tem etc. Many other features: LED Status indicator. Smart moulded 
Brand New £65.00 (B) dude lull width platten - up to 15" paper, host of avalladedaisy wheels, case.Mains powered. Butt to BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV 

KGM 324 9' Green Screen. Little used fully cased, mains powered single sheet paper handling, superb quality print. Supplied complete sound or video etc. Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee. 
high res monitors with' standard composite video input Fully tested witn user manual & 90 day guarantee plus FREE dust cover & dais Carriage code (B) 
and in excellent condition £49.00 (E) wheel. BRAND NEW Only £225.00 (E 
20' Black & White monitors by AZTEK COTRON & NATIONAL 
All sold state, fully cased monitors. ideal for all types of AV or CCTV 

Special Offer 
EXPERIMENTORS PSU 

ONLY 

£ 16.95 (C) 
Made to the highest spec for BT this unit gi es several fully 
protected DC outputs most suited to the Electronics Hobbyist. 
+5v 28.4 &-12v 1a, -+24v la and +5v fully floating st 50ma. 
Ideal for school labs etc. Quantity discount available. 
Fully tested with data RFE = Removed From Equipment 

The AMAZING TELEBOX 
Convert your monitor Into 

QUALITY COLOUR TELEVISION 

MONOCHROME 

applications. Units have standard composite video inp' ith in- Most of the items in this Advert, plus a whole range of other 
tegral audio amp and speaker. Sold in good, used condition= II 

electronic components and goodies can be seen or purchased 

tested with 90 day guarantee. Only £85.00 at our 

A MA 
offe 
st 
te ed 

FLOPPY DR 
D ' el -from Only £39.95 

E purchase d standard 5.25" disk drives enables us to 
ou prime product at all time super tae ices. All units un ess 

ec are removed from often BRAND NEW equipment. ully 
and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units 

o red operate from , 5 and + 12 volts DC are of standard size and 
a r ept the common standard 34 way interlace connector. 
T NDON TM 100-2A IBM compatible 40 track FH double sided 

Only £39.95 B 
T DON TM 101-4 FH 80 track double sided Only £49.95 (B 
JA'ANESE Half Height double sided drives by Canon, Tec, 
Tos iba etc. Sped 40 or 80 track Only £75.00 
TEA D55 -F 40 track double sided Half Height 

Brand Ne .00 (B) 

IES 
34 Way Interface cable and connector single £5.50,13 
5.25" DC r wen cad I 

£19.50 s U for 2x: 
8" DISK DRIVES 

SU RT 800/801 single sided refurbished 
SUG T T 851 double sided refurbished 
MITSU = HI M2894-63 Double sided switchable Ha 
for 
SPECIAL OF R Dual 8" drives with 2mb capacity in smart cas 
with Integral PS ONLY £499.00 (F 

Is 

COMPi7TF1SYSTE 
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous EINSTEIN the 
TPC2000 Professional 3 piece system comprises: Quality high res 
GREEN 17 monitor, Sculptured 92 key keyboard and plinth unit con- 
taining the Z80A CPU and all control electronics PLUS 2 integral 
TEAC 5.25' 80 track double sided disk drives. Many other features 
include Dual 8" IBM format disk drive support. Serial and parallel 
outputs, full expansion port 64k ram and ready to run software. Sup- 
plied complete with CPM, WORDSTAR, BASIC and accounts pack- 
age. BRAND NEW 

Fulla ceOguarantee. 
ER£1400 Original price V Only £299(E) 

9 ual £8.50 (A) 
cased PSU Ior2.. 25 Drives MASTER SYSTEMS type 2/12 microproces- 

drives £3 . or controlled V22 full duplex 1200 baud. This 
TuM1 BT approved modem employs all the latest 
fee res for error free data comms at the stag - 

£175.00 E) gent speed of 120 characters per second 
£260.00 E saw you 75% of your BT phone bills and 

rd or Soft s - data connect time II Add these facts to our 
BRAND NEW £275.00 (E) giv away price and you have a superb buy !! 

slim unit measures only 45 mm high with 
ny integral features such as Auto answer, 

Full LED status indication, RS232 Interface 
Remote error diagnostics, SYNC or ASYN(' 
use, SPEECH or DATA switching, integral 
mains PSU, 2 wire connection to BT line etc. 
Supplied fully tested, EXCELLENT slightly used 
condition with data and full 120 day guarantee. 

** South London Shop ** 
L: ted at 215 Whitehorse Lane, London SE25. The shop Is 
o he main 68 bus route and only a few miles from the main 
A2 nd South Circular roads. Open Monday to Saturday from 
9 to ..30, parking is unlimited and browsers are most wel- 
com = Shop callers also save the cost of carriage 

MODEMS 
Mode 
PI 

to suit all applications and budgets. 
contact our technical sales staff if you 

luire more information or assistance. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 
V22 1200 baud MODEMS 

ONLY £149 II 

LIMITED 
QUANTITY Only £149 (D) 

CONCORD V22 1200 baud as new £330.00(E) 
CONCORD V22 1200-2400 BIS £399.00 
RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 1200 £225.00(E) 
DATEL 4800 / RACAL MPS 4800 EX BT 

EQUINOX IMS) S100 system capable d running either TURBO or 
modem for 4800 baud sync use. £295.00 (E) 

standard C'PM . Unit features heavy dutybox containing a powerful EX 
DATEL 2412 2780/3780 4 wire modem unit 

(E) PSU, 12 slot S100 backplane. & dual BI fullytested. £199.00 double sided disk drives. 
Two Individual Z80 cpu boards with 192k of RAM allow the use of MODEM 20-1 75-1200 BAUD for use with 

multi user software with upto 4 RS232 serial interfaces. Many other PRESTEL etc EX BT fully tested. £49.00 (E) 
features include battery backed real time clock, all IC's socketed etc. TRANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic coupler 
Units in good condition and tested prior despatch, no documentation with RS232 I O Brand New £49.00 (E) 
at present hence price d only £245.00 (F) RS232 DATA CABLES 16 8 long 25w D plug to 
S100 PCB's IMS A46564K dynamic RAM £55.00 B) IMS A930 FDC 25 way D socket. Brand New Only £9.95 A 
controller £85.00 (B). IMS A862 CPU & (lo £65.00 (B) As above but 2 metres long £4.99 A 

SAE for full list d other St 00 boards and accessories BT plug & cable for new type socket £2.95 A 

DISPLAY 
-CLCCTRf1fYlCS- 

.... 

---\1 
, 
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TV SOUND 
& VIDEO 
TUNER 

ONLY 

£29.95 
TELEBOX ST for monitors with composite video Input £29.95 
TELEBOX STL as ST- but fitted with integral speaker £34.95 
TELEBOX RGB for use with analogue RGB monitors £59.95 

('ukmr , hen used,suha,lnur( Ill. It(ili.roinn \l nl wnalIcfm IU\id'I UXI. 
p pc enloonnnnin. 11A I A sheet ,m request 17\I tenistas sermons( Al I. 

RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERIES 

Ma ntenance free, sealed longife LEAD ACID 
A300 12v 3 Ah £ 13.95 A) 
A300 6v 3 Ah £9.95 A 
A300 6-0-6 v 1.8 Ah RFE £5.99 A 

NICKEL CADMIUM 
Quality 12 y 4 Ah cell1lack. Originally made 
for the TECHNICOLOUR video company. 
this unit contains 10 high quality GE nicad, D 
type cells, configured In a smart robust 
moulded case with DC output connector. Dim 
cm 19.5 x 4.5 x 12.5. Ideal portable equipment 
etc BRAND NEW £24.95 (B) 
12v 17 Ah Ultra rugged all weather, virtually 
indestructable refillable NICAD stack by 
ALCAD. Unit features 10 x individual type 
XL1.5 cells In wooden crate. Supplied to the 
MOD and made to deliver exceptionally high 
output currents & withstand long periods of 
storage in discharged state. Dim cm 61 x 14 x 
22 Cost over £250 Supplied unused & tested 
complete with instructions £95.00 E 
EX EQUIPMENT NICAD cells by GE 
Removed from equipment and believed In 
good but used condition. 'F' size 7Ah 6 for 
£8 (B) Also 'D' size 4Ah 4 for £5 (B) 

BRAND NEW 85 Mb 
Disk Drives ONLY £399 

End of line purchase enables this brand new 
unit to be offered at an all time super low price. 
The NEC D2246 8' 80 Mb disk drive features 
full CPU control and industry standard SMO 
interface, Ultra high speed data transfer and 
access times leave the good old ST506 inter- 
face standing. Supplied BRAND NEW with 
full manual . Only £39.00_1) 
Dual drtve. plug in 135Mb sub systemforIBM 
AT unit In case with PSU etc. £1499.00 F 
Interface cards for upto 4 dives on IBM AT 
etc available Brand new at £395.00 

COOLING FANS 
Keep sou, Ha pins 001 rid RI I IAI1I I sari oar 

r ItlL,\n \I lit' coolin fans 
AC FANS, Specify 240 or 110 v 
3' Fan dim 80 a 80x39 £8.50 B 
3.5" ETRI slimline 92 x 92 x 25 £9.95 B 
4" Fan Dim 120 x 120x38 £9.95 B 
As above - TESTED RFE Only £4.95 C 
10' round x 3.5' Rotron 10v £10.95 B 
DC FANS 
Papst Miniature DC fans 62x62x25 mm 
Order 812 6-12v or 814 24v £15.95 A 
4" 12v DC 12w 120 x 120 x 38 £12.50 B 
4"24vDC8w120x120x25 £14.50 B 
BUHLER 12v DC 62 mm £12.95 A 

meth or other tuns ami Mist cis us murk CALI 
or SA for mire Mails 

SPECIAL INTEREST 
Please call for availability or further into. 

RACAL-REDAC real time. colour drafting 
PCB layout system £3950 
DEC VAX11/750 Inc 2 Mb Ram DZ, and full 
doc etc. Brand New £8500 
HP7580A 8 pen digital Al drum plotter with 
IEEE Interface As New £4750 
CHEETAH Telex machine £995 
1.5 kw 115v 60 Hz power source £950 
500 watt INVERTER 24v DC to 240v AC sine 
wave 50 Hz output £275 
SOLDER SYSTEMS tin lead roller tinning 
machine for PCB manufacture £350 
CALLAN DATA SYSTEMS multi user INTEL 
based UNIX system complete with software 
and 40 Mb winchester disk drive. £2750 
WAYNE KERR RA200 Audio, real time fre- 
quency response analyzer £3000 
TEKTRONIX 1411/R PAL TV test signal 
standard. £6900 
TEKTRONIX R140 NTSC TV test signal 
standard. £875 
HP 3271A Correlator system £350 
PLESSEV portable Microwave speech / data 
link 12v DC, 70 mile range.The pair £275.00 
19' Rack cabinets 100's in stock from £ 15.00 

All prices for UK Mainland. UK Customers must ADD 15% VAT to total order value. Minimum order, cash £5, Credit Card £10. Official account orders from 
Gn rnment Depts, Universities. Schools 8 Local Authorities welcome - minimum account order value £25. Carnage charges (A) £1.50. (B) £3.50, (C) 
£650, (DI C8.50, (E) £10.00, (F) £15. (G)Cat. All goods are Supplied subject to our standard conditions of sale All guarantees given on a return to base basis. 
We reserve the right to change prices & specifications without prior notice. Bulk trade 8 export enquiries most welcome. 

MAIL ORDER & OFFICES 
Open Mon -Fn 9.30-5.30 

32 Biggin Way, 
Upper Norwood, 

London 5E19 3XF 

LONDON SHOP 
b000's of Bargains for callers 

Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30 
215 Whitehorse Lane 

South Norwood, London SE25 

DISTEL jThe ORIGINAL 
FREE of charge dial up data base 

1000's of items 4 info ON LINE NO W II 
300 baud 01 679 1888, 1200'75 01 679 

6183. 1200 FOX 01 679 8769 

ALL ENQUIRIES 

01 679 4414 
FAX 01 679 1927 
TELEX 894502 
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Ghosts in the 
machine 
Artist William Latham has put 3D computer 
modelling to work to create a series of 
computer "sculptures- from a stack of digital 
data. 

I -le says that the sculptures, produced at 
IBM's Scientific Centre. Winchester. "are in 
some ways like ghosts of physical sculptures 
in that they exist only in the form of data and 
not in a solid material form." 

Latham adds that the visual characteris- 
tics such as texture, lighting and surface 
qualities can he simulated. as can he second 
stereo view. Public presentation is made by 
stereoscopically projecting the image pair to 
create the illusion of a solid sculpture. "I am 
attempting to create sculptures which are 
beyond the human imagination" he states. 

Computer sculptures from artist William 
Latham generated in a computer using 3D 
graphics modelling techniques. 

Linear motor 
runs on air 
An interesting combination of air bearing 
and linear motor technology has resulted 
in a new way of building linear stepper 
drivers. 

The Dorset company Digiplan has pro- 
duced a system which is near frictionless 
yet can exert static forces up to the 8kg 
mark at resolutions of 12 500 steps/inch. 
The acceleration can be programmed 
within the range 0.01 to IOC, giving a 

maximum speed of 100in/s. 
The motor system can be used in two 

modes: operating standalone from its own 
program memory and activated by switch- 
es, or under control of a computer 
through an RS232 link. The built in 
eeprom memory is large enough to store 
up to 40 motion control routines for 
individual or sequential execution. 

The company says that the motor sys- 
tem suits applications which require X -Y 
motion and can also drive more than one 
motor unit on a platen with overlapping 
trajectories. This allows multiple motion 
tasks without cumulative errors. 

[UPDATE 
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Large, flat TV in big hang up 
.\ prototype flat screen TV measuring l2in 
across the diagonal has been developed by 
the Finnish company Lohja in conjunction 
with Matra and SCS fhomson. 

The apparatus. designed for wall hanging. 
uses monochrome electro -luminescent LCD 
grayscale levels. The company reports some 

e. 

Hitachi's 6in flat -screen colour display. 
The picture is genuine. 

success in making a colour version but 
admits that "relative colour hues and inten- 
sities need further research". The receiver 
includes teletext with remote control and 
:an also he used as a VDU. 

Finlux flat screen TV based on the tech- 
nology are expected to become commercial - 
l' available in the second half of the 1990s. 

I-lita:hi demonstrated a 6in 381 000 pixel 
flat screen colour TV display at this year's 
Electronica exhibition. 'I he perceived pic- 
ture quality I. as directly comparable in all 
aspects except viewing angle with a conven- 
tional CRT. 

Super fast op -amp 
\ bipolar op -amp from Harris Semiconduc- 
tor features a 1G1 -1z gain bandwidth with 
I SO\'/µs slew rate. Applications include 
video amplifiers, radar, medical imaging and 
in RF circuitry. The device. the I-IFA-0001 
claims an offset of 0.7m\ and an open loop 
gain of 96dB. Two further devices in the 
series offer other tradeoffs between slew rate 
and gain/bandwidth. 
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rUPDATE 1 

LEADING EDGE 

Clarendon Laboratory research profile ....des 

During November, photographer Graham Richard- 
son and I visited Dr Gregg and his colleagues at 
Oxford's Clarendon Laboratory to talk about their 
research into ultra -cold GaAs Pets. If all goes well. 
we will be presenting a report of that work in the 
March issue. In the mean time, this collage repre- 
senting just a small portion of the work done there 
should whet your appetite. 

An inch diameter disc of a new high -temperature 
superconductor, top. which is cooled to below its 
superconducting transition temperature by liquid 
nitrogen. A small cylindrical samarium -cobalt 
magnet is able to float freely above the disc by 
virtue of the Meissner effect this effect is a 

characteristic of superconducting materials and 
involves the exclusion of magnetic flux from the 
body of the material when in the superconducting 
state. 

In the centre is a cryogenic radio -frequency 
magnetic resonance spectrometer with sample 
in -situ ready for insertion into the cryostat (seen in 
the background having its liquid nitrogen radiation 
shield filled). 

The bottom end of the spectrometer including 
the sample (far right top) is cooled to tempera- 
tures of order 1K during operation using liquid 
helium. The spectrometer uses cooled GaAs MES- 
FETs which perform well at these low tempera- 
tures. 

Liquid helium boils at 4.2K and costs about the 
same price as whiskey. The liquid helium transport 
vessel containing up to 50 litres of refrigerant can 
be seen to the left of the picture. It is connected to 
the cryostat via a vacuum -insulated transfer line 
which enables the very cold liquid to be transfer- 
red to the apparatus without appreciable boil -off. 
The helium gas is recovered as it boils off during 
the course of the experiment and is reliquified. 

Magnetic resonance is a versatile tool in solid- 
state physics and is used to probe the fundamental 
magnetic properties of materials at an atomic 
level. 

An ultra -pure crystal of a rare-earth garnet (DyA1G) 
onto which has been grown an array of high - 
frequency ultrasonic transducers. The transducers 
on this crystal inject longitudinal and transverse 
acoustic waves at frequencies between 200MHz 
and 2GHz with low insertion loss. This assembly is 
used in the study of some very unusual magnetic 
properties which the material exhibits at liquid 
helium temperatures of below 4K. 

The electronic equipment and techniques used 
are broadly similar to those of modern radar 
technology and are capable of measuring acoustic 

path -length 
changes in the material to parts in 10 

The Clarendon Laboratory: one of the physics 
laboratories in the University of Oxford. 
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TV STATION: MASTER TIME AND FREQUENCY GENERATION. SYSTEMS 

* DUAL ATOMIC 
FREQUENCY STANDARDS 

* . MSF OR DCF77 RADIO 
TIME RECEIVERS 

* PAL SYNTHESISER 
3 

SYNC PULSE GENERATOR 

* 

* 

EBU 
TIMECODE GENERATOR 

STUDIO CLOCK 
DRIVERS 

DUAL REDUNDANCY: HOT STANDBY 

SYNCHRONISATION WITH WORLD TIME 
STANDARD. 

COLOUR SUBCARRIER, COLOUR BLACK 
AND ALL STANDARD PULSE 
REQUIREMENTS. 

FIELD 1 LINE 7 IS SYNCHRONISED TO 
REAL TIME OF DAY 

PULSED AND SELFSETTING ANALOGUE 
CLOCKS DIGITAL DISPLAYS 

EUROPEAN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LIMITED SPECIALISE IN THE DESIGN AND 
MANUFACTURE OF TURNKEY PROJECTS INVOLVING ALL ASPECTS OF FREQUENCY, TIME 

AND TIME CODES USED IN THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY. 

European Electronic Systems Limited, 
Maldon, Essex CM9 6SW, UK. 

Telephone: 024 541 5911 Telex: 995917 EULEC G Fax: 024 541 5785 

ENTER I I ON REPLY C XRI1 

Power 
TS3022S 
DUAL0-30V 0-2A PRICE: £260 t VAT 

TS1541S 
0-15V 0-4A PRICE: £165 + VkT 

TS3021S 
0-30V 0-2A PRICE: £150 + VAT 

upplies 
FEATURES: 

Dual 3.5 digit LCD display 
of V and I (TS3022S four): 
ConstantV or constant , 

I modes. 
Protected output. 
Remote sensing. 

T56.6 - 

It/IT 
TSACCAZS 

A V A 

(1') 4,;-411'- 
oc 

:i!If i: eái:: 
thandar 
ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

Line and load regulation 
íc0.01°/0. 
Ripple and noise <1mV. 
Low radiated and 

conducted interference. 

rs 

For further details of these and other products in the Thandar range, please send for a catalogue. 

Thandar Electronics Limited, 2 Glebe Road, Huntington, Cambridgeshire. PE18 7DX. Telephone (0480) 412451 Fax 11480) 411463 Telex 32250 Test G. 
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ESEARCH NOTES 
Making waves with 
electrons 
One of the most remarkable tools developed 
in recent years is the scanning tunnelling 
microscope 1STY11. It relies on the fact that 
electrons can 'tunnel' their way through 
very thin layers of insulation. whether solid. 
gas or vacuum. 

Tunnelling is essentially a quantum effect 
used to practical effect in tunnel diodes. 
Because the tunnelling current is critically 
dependent on the thickness of the insulating 
layer. it is possible to use it as a measure of 
this thickness. Or, if the current is used to 
control a mechanical servo loop. it becomes 
possible to maintain two conductors in air at 
precisely controlled separations oil() "m or 
less. 

If one such conductor is a moving needle 
and the other fixed substrate. it follows that 
the needle can he made to follow faithfully, 
every nook and cranny in the substrate. right 
down to atomic dimensions. Using the loop 
control voltage to drive a computer. an 
operator can. at the same time, build up a 

three-dimensional map of the substrate or 
even reveal a single molecule - as has 
previously been shown in these pages May 
1988. p.452). 

So far. so good. But. as pointed out 
(Nature. \'oí.335 No ti 1851 by a team at 
Columbia University,. the technique is not 
only sensitive to the topography of the 

substrate: it can also respond to electronic 
phenomena not directly related to the 
arrangement of the atoms. In simple terms 
the Sri may well reveal more than just ghat 
you'd see down some unimaginable perfect 
microscope. 

Sian-Liang \Vu el al were studying a 

material called tantalum disulphide t'I'aS.1 
which behaves as a metal at high tempera- 
tures. As the temperature is lowered TaS, 
undergoes a phase transition to a new 
electronic state called a charge density wave 
ICI)\\'). This wave has a periodicity much 
greater than that of the rows of 'I'aS, mole- 
cules in the crystal lattice and can he seen 
superimposed on STM pictures of the lattice. 

\\'u and his colleagues performed a neat 

s * . 

4 
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WIMPs may determine the future 
Deep inside a disused railway tunnel in 
Northern Spain. scientists are looking for 
tiny particles known as \VMPS, which may 
determine the future of the Universe. 

WIMPs - short for Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particles - are tiny sub -atomic 
particles predicted by some theories of cos- 
mology. As their name implies. they are not 
expected to interact much with other matter 
andd are therefore likely to be very hard to 
detect. Indeed. no-one has yet identified any 
particle corresponding to the theoreticians' 
predictions. 

Nevertheless. WIMPS could he important, 
for though they are likely to he only ten 
times the mass of a proton. they could exist 
in huge quantities, scattered throughout the 
universe. And because of their total mass 
they may have a significant bearing on 
whether the Universe goes on expanding. as 

at present, or whether it begins to contract 
again. ending up in a sort of 'Big Crunch'. 

Calculations based on the known mass of 
stars and gaseous material would suggest 
eternal expansion. hut if there were a lot of 
mass in the form of so-called 'dark" matter- 
that is to say, particles such as \VIMPs - 

then the forces of gravity might well have a 

dramatic effect on what happens billions of 
years into the future. Looking for WIN Ps is 

therefore more -than -usually fascinating. 
The tunnel in Spain is a good place to look 

for such particles because it is under about 
200 metres of solid rock. Professor Angel 
Morales from Zaragoza University and his 
colleagues from the University of South 
Carolina and Pacific National Laboratory in 
the USA have had to take their equipment as 

far away as possible from natural radioactiv- 
ity and cosmic rays from space. These could 
confuse the detectors and lead to spurious 
results. To be doubly sure that no back- 
ground radiation can spoil the experiment. 
the physicists are shrouding the detector in a 

2cm thick layer of lead. surrounded by a 

20cm thickness of paraffin wax bricks and 
other radiation barriers. 

The detector itself consists of a lump of 
the element Germanium -76. Professor 
Morales says that if it is hit by a WIMP, an 
atom will he nudged very slightly. causing its 
nucleus to recoil. Measuring this recoil 
through its magnetic effects could then 
provide evidence for the WI M P's existence. 

second experiment in which they suppressed 
the CI)Ws by replacing 10 of the tantalum 
atoms by titanium. The resulting STY1 im- 
ages showed only the molecular lattice 
without any CD\\'s. 

Studying electronic phase transitions of 
this sort may seem something of an arcane 
activity. hut such transitions are now being 
seen as central to many of the problems of 
solid-state physics. Transitions to ferro- 
magnetism and superconductivity are other 
examples which might eventually yield some 
of their secrets to techniques such as scan- 
ning tunnelling microscopy. They might 
also become the basis of new practical 
devices far more esoteric and useful than the 
tunnel diode. 

If the theories are correct, the WIMPs will 
pass through the rocks, the lead and the 
paraffin wax as easily as a ray of light passes 
through the glass of a window. Other forms 
of radiation will, it's hoped, be kept outside. 

The idea behind this experiment is not 
just to detect \VIMPs hut. it is hoped, to 
discover something of their characteristics. 
By measuring the precise effects of such 
particles on the nuclei of the germanium 
atoms. Morales hopes to discover just how 
big these still hypothetical particles are. If 
they are as heavy as some theoreticians 
believe, then they could account for 90% of 
the total mass of the Universe. In other 
words there could he much more dark 
matter out there than everything else put 
together. If so, then we are definitely head- 
ing for a Big Crunch in which all matter 
collapses back on itself in a fireball not 
unlike the Big Bang that started it all. 

On the other hand if the dark matter 
comprises lighter particles such as the 
axions required by unified field theories, the 
expansion from the primaeval Big Bang 
could go on until its energy is exhausted and 
all motion eventually ceases. 
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j ' ESEARCH NOTES 
Great balls of fire 
Of all natural electrical phenomena. hall 
lightning is possibly the most intriguing. 
Eyewitness reports. some substantiated with 
photographs, describe glowing balls around 
25cms diameter. variously coloured - 
white. red. blue or yellow. Some hover 
almost stationary: others drift at speeds of up 

to 4 or 5 ms though they rarely last more 
than a minute before disappearing, some- 
times explosively. 

As with any unpredictable and transient 
phenomenon. scientists can do little more 
than advance plausible theories. \nd 
although ball lightning has been consistent- 
ly reported for more than 150 years. some 
meteorologists still doubt its existence. 

Not so a group at the Soviet Institute of 
Thermal physics led by Boris Smirnoff. 
Smirnoff believes that the 'fuel' consists of 
an aerosol of ozone adsorbed onto charged 
dust particles on the atmosphere. These 

Zapped by microwaves 
A little knowledge of RF can be a dangerous 
thing, at least to judge from a nationwide 
survey conducted by Cambridge University 
safety adviser, John Williams. Following 
informed rumours about accidents involv- 
ing microwave ovens in laboratories, Wil- 
liams decided to find out for himself. A 

questionnaire sent to members of the Uni- 
versity Safety Association has now been 

analysed and the results published in 
Laboratory News. 31.10.88. 

The microwave oven, it appears, is now 
being used indiscriminately as a sort of 
up-market hunsen burner. But no-one is 

reading the instructions - at least not 
many. 14% of those returning question- 
naires said that they could recall a damaging 
incident of some kind. Worse still, thirteen 

particles then coalesce and, as they do. the 
oxidation process causes the temperature at 

the centre to rise to as much as 2000°C. 
Eventually. according to this theory. the 

charged particles are neutralized and the 
ball breaks up or disappears. 

I -low accurate this explanation is must 
remain a matter of speculation. If the centre 
of a ball of'lightning' is at 2000°C. it's hard 
to explain, for example, why it hovers and 
doesn't rise. It's also hard to explain why in 
some cases the hall floats in close proximity 
to combustible material without setting it 

on fire. 
It may of course he that not all such 

phenomena have the same explanation. 
Some meteorologists are convinced that at 

least 80% of ball lightning events can be 

explained by more conventional means. Of 
the remaining 20%. who knows? Smirnoff 
has certainly tired the imagination. 

universities had experienced explosions or 
accidents that were actual or potential 
causes of serious injury. In two such inci- 
dents microwave ovens had their doors 
blown clean off. 

Of some wry satisfaction to well-educated 
engineers is the fact that all thirteen of the 
serious accidents took place in biology (sor- 
ry, life sciences) laboratories. They involved 
heating closed containers of liquids, leaving 
metal clips on glassware and failing to allow 
time for superheated liquids to cool down. 

I can only surmise that either they've 
changed the '0' level physics syllabus since 
my day or else that they've resurrected the 
old lady who warmed up a cold bath with the 
aid of a suitably immersed one -bar electric 
fire. 

Quantum well heat detectors 
AT&T Bell Laboratories in New Jersey report 
a simple gallium arsenide/gallium alumi- 
nium arsenide heat detector that is poten- 
tially simpler. cheaper and more sensitive 
than anything in use today. 

Existing infra -red detectors used by the 
military in heat -seeking missiles and remote 
sensing satellites rely on mercury cadmium 
telluride which. while extremely sensitive. is 

not the easiest material from which to 
fabricate devices of reproduceable perform- 
ance. Al &'I' decided therefore to develop an 

entirely new infra -red detector based on 
more complex principles. hut using readily 
available materials that are relatively easy_ to 
work. 

Their new experimental pyroelectric de- 
tector consists of a crystalline lattice of GaAs 

containing 4mm-wide quantum wells 
bounded by barriers of gallium aluminium 
arsenide. As infra -red photons enter each 

well they excite electrons which leave the 
wells and flow through the latt ice as a whole. 

Varying the dimensions of the quantum 
well and its harrier enable the device to he 

optimized for detecting infra -red radiation 
over a whole range of wavelengths. So tar the 
AT&T team. led by Federico Capasso. has 

experimented with devices capable of re- 

sponding to wavelengths between 5 and 
lox 10 ''m. 

Work on a practical device has now been 
under way for about a year and a half and 
already its sensitivity is equal to that of 
existing commercial mercury cadmium tel- 
luride detectors. Better still. because it uses 
gallium arsenide technology. its inventors 
hope to he able to integrate it with the 
amplification and processing circuitry that 
normally has to he built separately. That 
promises to yield infra -red detectors of 
unparalleled performance. 

Rarified atmosphere 
in China 
Evidence that technological progress is alive 
and well in the People's Republic of China 
comes in a recent description of a novel 
integrated vacuum sensor developed at the 
Nanjing Institute of Technology. J. B. I luang 
and Q. Y. Tong point out (Electronics Letters 
Vol. 24. No 231 that a fully integrated unit 
would offer considerable benefits over ex- 

isting vacuum sensors based on pressure 
chambers and strain gauges. Not only could 
it he hatch fabricated. it could also be 

integrated with some of the processing 
circuitry. 

The idea of an integrated vacuum sensor 
isn't in itself new, hut most efforts so far have 

suffered from poor linearity. poor sensitivity 
or the inability to work at pressures much 
above atmospheric. 

The design of an integrated sensor is based 

on the fact that the thermal conductivity and 
the convective heat transfer coefficient of a 

gas vary with its pressure. In other words a 

hot object will lose heat faster when the 
pressure of gas around it is higher. 

Huang and Tong have got round the 
proolem of many earlier integrated sensors 
by designing a system that works at a 

constant temperature. The schematic is 

shown below: - 

Temperature 
sensor 

Hect mg 
elemen- 

i Thermal feedba e - 
via substrate 

Regardless of how much heat is lost from the 
unit. its temperature is kept constant by 

means of the negative -feedback loop. All that 
varies as the ambient gas pressure varies is 

the total amount of power consumed by the 
heating element. Dleasurements of the cur- 
rent consumed by the device are then simply 
translated into pressure readings. 

The situation is actually a hit more com- 
plicated in practice because the thermal 
conductivity of a gas isn't directly prop- 
ortional to pressure at very low pressures. 
Under these conditions convection comes to 
the rescue. though only if the temperature of 
the sensor remains constant. I-luang's and 
Tong's elegant demonstration of this forms 
the theoretical basis for what promises to 
become a useful commercial device. 

Fabricated using conventional c-mos 
technology, their prototype sensor measures 
1.62x2.02mm and is mounted with an 
insulating layer between the chip itself and 
the package to reduce thermal response 
time. 

Results appear entirely satisfactory in 
practice. with none of the defects noted in 
earlier experimental integrated vacuum sen- 
sors. 
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Single -chip engine for 
document compression 

As the paperless office becomes a reality, the time taken to 
store and retrieve documents containing both text and 
images becomes more critical. AMD has developed a 

single -chip compression and expansion engine capable of 
processing an A4 size document in human reaction times. 

This allows the storage of information on disc in 
compressed form and almost instant display of the 

document on demand. 

NICK WILSON 

probably the first major application of 
document compression and expansion 
occurred as a result of the need to 

transmit documents as rapidly as possible 
using the limited bandwidth available on 
conventional telephone lines. Fax transmis- 
sion uses a data compression ratio of as 

much as 50 to 1. Since the compression and 
expansion algorithms employed are a well 
defined global standard, it seems sensible to 
consider them for other applications. 

A document for faxing is first scanned and 
digitised: each pixel converted to a binary Telephone 

one to represent a black dot or binary zero to Line 

represent a white dot. The resultant "hit 
mapped" image is then compressed and 
subsequently transmitted over the dial up 
telephone line using a modem (usually V29 
at 9600b/s). At the receiver the data is then 
expanded to reproduce the original docu- 
ment which is then printed out. 

TOO MUCH I )ATA! 

The need for compression becomes clear 
when a simple calculation is performed to 
determine the amount of data needed to 
represent a single A4 page of text and/or 
images at a resolution of 400DPI (dots per 
inch). If a single binary hit is used to 
represent each pixel then the total amount of 
data needed to define the whole page would 
he 400 x 400 x 8.25 x 11.25. about 1.815,113 

or five floppy disks worth! This is clearly not 
a practical proposition for either facsimile 
transmission or document storage and re- 
trieval systems. 

THE NEEI) FOIz SPEED 

In a simple facsimile application. the max- 
imum rate at "hick a document can be 

transmitted is limited by the actual speed of 
the transmission system rather than the 
time it takes to compress or expand a 

document. 1 he V29 standard used for fax 

modems operates at 9600b/s so there is little 
point in having a much faster compression 
and expansion engine in this simple applica- 
tion. 

I'he need for very high speed comes about 
in more complex document storage and 

Intelligent Copier/Printer/Fax 
multi -function systems 
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Line Interface 
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Laser Printer 
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retrieval systems or multi -function copier/ 
fax/electronic document processing sys- 

tems. The ability to access a document 
stored on disk in compressed form, repro- 
ducing it on a display unit (in expanded 
form) in normal human reaction times, 
requires a very high throughput from the 

expansion processor. Such a facility would 
allow document browsing without the need 

for large. expensive buffer memory and 

make the resulting system more useful. 

BETTER, FASTER, CHEAPER, MORE 
RELIABLE 

In a photocopier application, a high speed 

compression and expansion engine would 
give rise to a number of substantial benefits. 

Firstly it minimises the buffer memory 
between the scanner input reader and the 

laser printre output device. Secondly it 

offers the ability to accept input from the 

scanner and compress the data in real time 
without the need for a large, bit mapped 

buffer memory between scanner and system. 
The same benefit and system cost reduc- 

tion results from the ability to expand stored 
images directly to the printer in real time. 
thus eliminating large image buffer memory 
normally required between printer and 

system. 
A further major benefit in the copier 

application occurs when multiple copies of a 

document are required. A conventional 
machine has to re -scan the input document 
for each copy that is required. This itself is 

slow but when a document consisting of a 

number of pages needs to he copied the 
problem becomes more complex. 

In a conventional system the automatic 
collating facility utilises intricate and expen- 
sive mechanical systems that are both bulky 
and unreliable. \Vith a VCEP (video 
compression/expansion processor) incorpo- 
rated into the copier. multiple documents 
can be scanned and stored in compressed 
form within the copier. They may then he 

Run Length Histograms 
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printed out many times in a predetermined 
order without mechanical sorting and with 
only a single input scan of each page for 
reproduction. 

DOCUMENT BROWSING 

In a document storage and retrieval system 
where many documents are compressed 
onto a mass storage device such as an optical 
disc, the need to he able to access quickly and 

display documents to screen for selection 
purposes is a necessary requirement. Display 
of a document on screen at the touch of a key 

requires significant system performance: 
throughput of the expansion engine to dis- 
play a 300DPI M document in 200ms re- 

quires around 45Mb/s. 

CON PRESSION ANI) EXPANSION 
ALGORITI HMS 

Compression is achieved by recognising that 
must typical documents contain long runs of 
wl ite pixels then a short burst of black 
pixels. Quite often the difference between 
adjacent lines is also minimal. The two basic 

coding schemes ín wide usage today make 

use of one or both of these observations to 

compress the amount of information needed 

to represent a typical document. 
1D Encoding. The first method of com- 

pression, known as ID since it operates on 
each single scan line independently, is based 

on modified Huffman run length encoding. 
l-Icre. instead of transmitting each pixel on a 

line as a logical I or 0. a code is transmitted 
describing the number of black or white 
pixels in each group on that line. Hence a 

completely blank line of an A4 page consist- 
ing of 3300 pixels would he transmitted as a 

number saying that there are 3300 white 
pixels on this particular scan line, a con- 
siderable saving in data. 

The actual code transmitted is not a direct 
number representing the number of pixels 
in each run length. Instead the codes are 
designed such that the most common run 
length of black dots or white dots are given 
the shortest codes to represent them. This 
technique makes the compression algor- 
ithm even more efficient. 

The codes are chosen based on the run 
length histogram shown. Here it can be seen 

that on a typical 'average" document there 
area lot of short runs of black pixels and not 
many long runs. \\ hite runs are more evenly 
distributed. There tend to be more long 
white runs than long black runs. Hence the 
codes chosen to represent short black runs 
should he small and those chosen to repre- 

sent long white runs should he small. \Ve can 

afford to allow long black runs to have longer 
codes because they do not occur very often. 

This predictive approach works very well 
as long as documents are "typical". The 

actual compression ratio achieved will de- 

pend upon the content of the document. A 

check ensures that the compressed form is 

never actually longer than the raw data. This 
could happen if one tried to compress a pixel 
checker hoard pattern. The CCITT publishes 
eight test documents based on typical types 
of letters, images and drawings. These are 
u:;ed to evaluate the efficiency of the com- 
pression algorithm and its throughput. 
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2D Encoding: This method transmits the 
difference between the current scan line and 
the previous scan line on a line by line basis. 
It assumes an imaginary first line compris- 
ing of all white pixels and compares the first 
scan line to this. The difference between the 
two lines is transmitted. Although efficient. 
any errors made in the document will 
corrupt the entire page from the point at 
which the error was made. 

In traditional analogue transmission over 
conventional telephone lines this would be 
unacceptable. Pure 21) encoding is only used 
in error free environments such as is offered 
by digital transmission systems (CCITT 
Group 4). 

Current fax machines use a combination 
of II) and 21) encoding over the existing 
telephone network. CCITT Group 3 encod- 
ing defines that the first line is encoded 
using modified Huffman run length techni- 
ques and that the next n-1 lines are transmit- 
ted using the 21) encoding method. 'I he 

value n -I is known as the k parameter and 
effectively determines the maximum num- 
her of scan lines that can he corrupted if an 

error occurs. For digital transmission sys- 

tems k can he infinity. 
The VCEP supports the Modified Huffman 

(M111. Aodified Read (MR) and Modified - 
Modified Read (Y1MR) coding schemes used 
by the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 stan- 
dards. The 111qR is pure 21) encoding and 
offers the highest compression ratio. The 
extent of data compression provided by 

Group 3 or Group 4 compression techniques 
depends on the specific data patterns con- 
tained in the image. A typical black and 
white document will yield a compression 
ratio between 5:1 and 510: I . 

The multi -function desktop system allows 
document copying. storage, retrieval, docu- 
ment manipulation. FAX, and printing. The 
\'CEP uses the standard CCITT group 3 or 
group 4 compression/expansion standards 
used in every ordinary FAX machine allow- 
ing communication with existing equip- 
ment. 

TI IE VCEP 

The VCEP from Ab1D does its jobs quickly: 
using the standard set of eight documents 
defined by the CCITT to quantify through- 
put. it processes a data stream of 60NIb/s. 
The performance is achieved by exploiting 
similar techniques to the earlier processing 
engine, the Am7971. This part is still avail- 
able for the less demanding application of 
the simple FAX machine. The VCEP is 

fabricated in c-mos and particular attention 
has been paid to hand tuning the actual 
layout of the silicon. 

P \TTERN RECOGNITION IS THE KEY 

The device works by recognising patterns 
rather than operating on a hit by hit basis. 
The pipelined internal architecture and the 
use of an on chip reference line buffer allows 
the 21) encoding process to operate on a 

word at a time basis. The current line and 
stored previous (reference) line are com- 
pared on a 16 hit word basis in a single clock 
cycle: this allows a hit throughput rate 
effectively higher than the clock rate. 
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The reference line buffer is 6911 bits in 
length. more than enough to store a com- 
plete line of a normal size document even if 
scanned with a resolution of 400DP1. 

For large drawings the standardised tech- 
nique of tiling is exploited. Here the drawing 
is processed in smaller 'tiles.' of 512 x 512 

pixels to make the information more man- 
ageable. Each "tile" is simply treated as if it 
were a separate document. 

DUAL PORTS 

In a typical system the \'CEI' allows data to 

he expanded from the CPU hus port and 

output to the image bus port. Data to be 

compressed is taken from the image bus port 
and output to the CPU bus port. Internal 
design flexibility even allows data to be 

compressed or expanded with the source and 

destination port being the same. le com- 
pressed or expanded data can he output to 

the CPU port. 
Ile use of on chip 16 word fifo and a dual 

16 -hit port structure minimises the over- 

head on the CPU and even allows a "transpa- 
rent mode" removing the need for extra bus 

control logic and buffers if a straight 
through path is required. For maximum 
throughput a dual bus system should be 

employed with expanded image rata appear- 
ing only on :he image bus side cf the \ CEP 

and compressed data only on the CPU side. 

The \'CEI' performs the expansion and 

compression process using dedicated digital 
processing techniques. This means that the 

system software does not have to implement 
the algorithm, a process that is slow even 

when run on the fastest processors available. 

A typical software expander rurning on a 

desk top PC -AT takes well over 90s to 

retrieve a screen full of information during 
which time no other tasks may be per- 

formed. The \'CEI' unburdens the system 

processor from this time consuming task as 

well as drast:cally reducing the cverall task 

run time. 

,Nick I I'ilson is an.4 !ID application engineer 

The same 
benefit and system 
cost reduction 
results from the 
ability to expand 
stored images 
directly to the 
printer in real 
time, 
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CIRCUIT IDEAS 
High -quality 
unity -gain buffer 
Measurements on this unity -gain buffer 
show a :300\7µs slew rate. 601.1. output 
impedance and 0.02% distortion at I kHz 
with a 10V pk-pk signal and IkS2 load. It is 

suitable for driving capactive loads like long 
cables and tone controls. 

In performance terms. the circuit is simi- 
lar to an op -amp connected as a voltage 
follower. hut having no overall feedback it is 

less affected by instability and transient 
intermodulat ion distortion. 

Operation of the circuit is simple. The 
input stage is a cascode built around "I'rl., 
which, loaded by current sourceTi'_S. drives a 

Improved peak 
detector 
Conventional peak detectors provide a sim- 
ple means of measuring the level of a.c. 
signals and have the advantage of very wide 
bandwidth. There are however occasions 
lvhen there is an uneasy compromize be- 

tween output ripple and discharge time. 
This idea improves the situation. The first 

detector. D1.R1.U1. develops a voltage that 

C=100n R=390k 

C2= 100n R1=R2=43k 
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Supply T T 
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Input)Sl 
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loon 

47 
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390 

1 
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complementary output stage. Tr 1.3. Two leds 
form I.6\' references. In low-cost applica- 
tions. current source Tr_, can he replaced by 
the simpler inset circuit. 

Compared with an op -amp design the 
only real trade-off is d.c. offset at the output. 

opposes the discharge of the main detector. 
D,.11,,C, allowing time constants to he 

shortened. Component values shown are for 
detectors working at 1 kl-Iz, having an output 
ripple equal to one per cent of the input 
signal amplitude. Discharge times of simple 
and improved detectors were 39 and lams 
respectively (measured as a time -constant). 

Further stages could he added. and it may 
he convenient to model the circuit as an RC 
filter in which the diodes set the initial 
conditions. i.e. the capacitor voltages. More 
generally there may he useful configurations 
based on filters with complex poles in their 
transfer functions, he they realised with 
inductors or gain blocks. The diodes would 
still charge the capacitive elements. 
I.N. Wells 
St \lhans 
Hertfordshire 

VMEbus i/o 
Readily available I.'II Iz peripheral i.cs make 
an economical VMEhus i/o interface provid- 
ing two serial ports and 20 parallel lines. 

Decoding of the upper 16 address hits. 
carried out by IC1., produces master select 
signal >1.1sei. which locates the hoard on any 
convenient 256byte boundary via Jil switch- 
es 

Initially. IK histahle devices ICy,.h are 

Try 

BC560 

47 

33k 

100» 

ti 10mA 

24V 

Output 

Signal 

47 1'Vv- -24V 

which results in the requirement of an 
output decoupling capacitor: the input capa- 
citor can he omitted. 
Paolo Palazzi 
Cervignano 
Italy 

cleared. causing the u output of ICy,, to go 
high. This sets latches IC1_5 to their transpa- 
rent mode. At the start of a peripheral access. 
latch IC1 will he enabled if the access is a 

VMEhus write. If the access is a read, IC1 

goes to its high -impedance state and IC5 is 

enabled. On the first falling edge of E, 
histable device ICy, is clocked high provided 
that >1.1sra.and usl are asserted. 

Output Qof ICy, is gated with the u output 
of ICOb and then inverted to produce valid 
memory address signal 101.' for 3 -to -8 -line 
decoder ICI,,. Selecting the peripherals at 

this point ensures adequate address set-up 
time. 

On the next falling edge of E. the u output 
of ICt,ti is clocked low. asserting rrrlck and 
holding data in the enabled latch. Output u 

of ICy,, also serves to deselect the peripherals 
by causing the VM.A signal to go low. Bistable 
device ICy, is also cleared when the access 
terminates and the interface circuit is in- 
itialized for the next access. 

Expansion for other peripherals is easily 
accomplished by using the spare select sig- 
nals available at the 3 -to -8 -line decoder IC1,,. 

"1'o expand the circuit to 16 hits is possible by 
replicating latches 1171.5 although if only 
eight -hit accesses are required. it may be 

advisable to disconnect os from IC 1;;, and tie 
pin I high. 
I.. Smith and F. Kelly 
Computing Science Department 
University of Stirling 
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CIRCUIT IDEAS 
More convenience for 
hard of hearing 
Many hearing aids are now fitted with an 
inductive coupler selected by moving the 
aid's switch to its 'T' position. Such couplers 
are intended for adapted telephones and loop 
systems fitted in public buildings. 

1 personal loop. which is very easy to 
make. enables people with impaired hearing 
to listen to television programmes without 
disturbing other members of the household. 
The television needs a headphone socket: the 
personal loop either plugs directly into the 
socket or is connected via a small matching 
amplifier. 

Lighting Ilex or speaker wire can be used 
for the loop which. being worn around the 
neck. should he large enough to be comfort- 
able: a cloth covering increases comfort. 
Sadly. low -frequency response is often poor 
due to limitations of the hearing aids. 
David Taylor Check that the ti's output 
Sheffield issuitahleforlou- 
Yorkshire impedance loads - Ed. 

Approximately 10turns 

311 resistor, ends of flex tied and 
resistor soldered between 

A -Bin A> B 

A>Bin B>A 

A<Bin A -B 

74LS85 

A3 83 

1 1 

From address decoder 

IRO 

DO 
GO Z - D4 04 

D1 n1 = 
D2 02 

.Z - 06 O6 

D3 03 
4 Logic = - D7ÑR 07 

- 
Cp inputs 

Ao BO 

_1A4 84 - 
'Al B1 

vcc 

Interrupting 
input latch 

\Vhere processing time is at a premium. 
replacing an i/o polling system with 
interrupt -driven ports can give a great sav- 
ing. I made this interrupt latch for my 
6809 -based robot -arm controller. but it 
should he suitable for many 6800 -systems. 

On reset. the comparator's A=B output 
goes high. causing disabling of ii and 
transparency of the latch. When input data 
changes. the comparator's A=B output goes 
low. interrupting the processor and transfer- 
ring input data to the data bus. Since the 

- A5 7415245 B5 - 
A2 B2 - A6 B6 - 
A3 B3 

- A7 
B7 

DIR OE 

6809 bus 

Do 

D2 

D3 

RAW 

a 

RESET 

latch input and output lines are now the 
same. i'i returns high. The processor 
resumes its task once the data has been read. 

Input signals must remain in the same 
state long enough to allow time for the 
microprocessor to execute the interrupt 
routine and read valid data. I found that 
opto -isolators at the inputs provided not 
only galvanic isolation. hut also efficient 
low-pass filtering. 
Dominic Bergogne, CUS]'Genie Elect rique. 
Clermont-Ferrand, France 

NEXT MONTH 
Miniature IIF TX aerial. The search for a truly 
compact yet efficient I -IF transmitting aerial 
has become something of a Holy Grail among 
the RF fraternity. We present a gen- 
uinely new design arrived at through a reverse 
look at the original Maxwell wave equations. 
Imagine this: an aerial structure (it .doesn't 
look like one) with dimensions of X/200 with 
an' effective bandwidth of 30 per cent of 
operating frequency but with efficiency com- 
parable to high current loops. 

Developing an industrial imaging system. 
Area scan imaging enables a computer to keep 
a cold. calculating eye on an external situation 
using little more than a monochrome TV 
camera. PC computer plus interface board and 
software. This is how it's done. 

ELECTRON ICS 
& WIRELESS WORLD 

New theory 
product, 
miniature 11F, 
TS' aerial 

llevlopine an 
indu,Uial 
imaein/sestet , 
Low tempera) 
cats 

11011T1 
Communications 
Ilard dirks 
Inler- 
runn.d 

Low temperature GaAs. Gallium Arsenide has 
an inherent electron mobility of around six 
times that of silicon. It works well at room 
temperature but cryogenic cooled micro 
structures are showing some startling charac- 
teristics. 

Working with the PC: A special feature on the 
computer architecture used by more than 60 
per cent of professional engineers covers hard 
disk development, local area networks and 
hooking up to the outside world. 

In depth: Data communications. Packet 
switching for static data links, RS232 ex- 
plained, computers and the public switched 
network and training for the new boom time 
in data comms. 
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Feedback and fets in audio 
power amplifiers 

Negative feedback and power mosfets alike represent steps 
forward in audio amplifier design but neither, nor indeed both 
of them together, provide all the answers. Ivor Brown takes a 

sober look at the current state and outlines a design resulting 
from his research. 

In recent years the regard of negative 
feedback as a technique used in the 

design of audio power amplifiers has 

undergone a radical change. Twenty years 

ago it was common to see advertisements for 
amplifiers that proudly proclaimed the large 

amounts of negative feedback incorporated 
in the design. Today it is generally accepted 
that feedback can cause some very undesir- 
able effects in an amplifier and it must he 

applied with care and caution. 
Bandwidth restriction of the basic ampli- 

fier. necessary to ensure that the system is 

stable when feedback is applied, causes most 
of the problems. In most current designs the 

amount of negative feedback applied is 

strictly limited to avoid too great a band- 
width restriction. 

Power mosfets are capable of better high - 
frequency performance than bipolar devices, 
and their use enables a fresh evaluation of 
negative feedback techniques to be made. 
Some device manufacturers seem to regard 

the mosfet as the solution to most of the 
difficulties encountered in audio amplifier 
design. However, this is not the case and 

they need to he used so as to maximize their 
advantages and minimize their disadvan- 
tages. Providing this is done, high- 
performance designs that use substantial 
amounts of feedback are possible. 

PO\\'ER MOSFETS 

Features of mosfets as they affect audio 
power amplifier design are as follows. 

Power mosfets exhibit a more gradual 
turn -on characteristic than bipolar devices. 

This is their most important advantage. In 

class -B designs the circuit is split into two 
halves with one half handling the positive 
part of the waveform, and the other the 

negative. Transfer of the signal from one half 
of the circuit to the other has to be very well 
controlled; otherwise, there will he signifi- 
cant cross -over distortion. 

Cross -over distortion generates many odd 
harmonics of the input signal. To smooth 
out the transfer and minimize this distor- 
tion, the output devices pass a small quies- 

cent current and so operate in class AB - 
even so. the abrupt turn -on characteristic of 
hipolars makes them pretty good harmonic 
generators. 

IVOR J. A. BROWN 

Displaying the output from some designs 
on a spectrum analyser, with an input 
sinusoid of say 2001-1z, reveals that all the 
odd harmonics are present to frequencies 
above the audible limit. The display shows 
the near -equal -amplitude odd -harmonic 
components standing like a row of soldiers. 
Each component may he much less than 
0.1% of the fundamental hut there is a lot of 
them. Field-effect transistors handle the 

cross -over region more gently and the am- 
plitudes of the harmonics that are generated 
fall more rapidly with increasing frequency. 

Field-effect transistors are unipolar de- 

vices, that is the conduction process involves 
only one kind of charge carrier, and so they 
have the potential for a better high - 

Current 
source 

Input 

.ve. supply 

Load 

-ve. supply 

Fig. 1. With this configuration, maximum 
output power is severely restricted due to 
the fet's high gate -to -source voltage. 

frequency performance than bipolar devices. 

This is their second most important advan- 
tage which should he exploited when using 
them in amplifer designs. There are, how- 
ever, appreciable capacitances between the 

terminals of power fets, as relatively large 

areas of silicon have to he used to obtain a 

high power rating. The various patented 
manufacturing techniques are mainly con- 
cerned with reducing the capacitances while 
keeping a satisfactory power handling capa- 
bility. To obtain the improved high - 

frequency performance, fets must be driven 
from low -impedance sources. 

At the same collector or drain current the 
mutual conductance of a bipolar is much 

higher than that of a fet. Figure 1 shows in 

outline the type of circuit in which fets are 

frequently employed. with a class -A driver 
feeding complementary source followers. 
Mutual conductance of the output devices 

determines the output impedance of the 

amplifier in the absence of overall negative 
feedback. 

In bipolar devices and fets the mutual 
conductance rises with increasing current 
and the output impedance falls. It is desir- 

able that the output stage itself has a low 

output impedance so that the circuit does 

not have to rely on overall negative feedback, 
or some other technique, to provide damp- 
ing for the loudspeaker. In general, fet power 
stages operate at higher quiescent currents 
than bipolar designs, but even then the 
output impedance will he appreciably 
greater. 

Field-effect transistors require a larger 
driving voltage than hipolars which can lead 

to design complexity. Base -emitter voltage 
of a bipolar when the collector current is an 

ampere or so will he about one volt, while the 
gate -source voltage of a fet may approach ten 
volts. In the circuit outlined in Fig. 1, this 
can severely restrict the maximum power 
output that can be obtained from given DC 

supply rails, and so make the design less 

efficient than an equivalent bipolar one. 
Sorne circuits in the fet manufacturer's 
application notes include additional higher 
voltage rails for the driver stages to over- 
come this disadvantage. 

Because field-effect transistors have a 

negative temperature coefficient, they do 

not exhibit thermal runaway. This statement 
is true but needs qualifying. The desirable 
negative coefficient is present only at high 
drain currents; say over a few hundred 
milliamps. Under quiescent conditions, 
when an appreciably lower drain current is 

likely, the coefficient is positive and thermal 
stability can he a problem just as in bipolar 
designs. 

Input current of fets is zero so they have 

infinite power gain. This is correct, but of 
limited significance. As Fig. 1 shows, fets can 

be driven directly by a low-level class -A 

stage, hut as already mentioned this simple 
approach incurs some penalties. Note that 
the fets are not driven from a low -impedance 
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source. Bipolar devices have to he cascaded 
to make output circuits with sufficient gain 
so that they can be driven from a low-level 
stage. 

Unlike bipolar devices, field-effect transis- 
tors do not suffer from secondary break- 
down. This undesirable feature has been 
successfully overcome in the design of mil- 
lions of bipolar amplifiers, so it is hardly a 

significant advantage for the fet. 
Field-effect transistors may be considered 

to he more expensive than bipolar equiva- 
lents. If you are comparing the cheapest of 
each type this is correct, hut not correct if 
the bipolar devices are high -frequency types. 
The extra cost of using fets will hardly he 

significant in the context of the total cost of 
an amplifier. 

As you see. fets are indeed a mixed bag of 
advantages and disadvantages. Circuits of 
the type so far considered hardly make the 
most of the former while not minimizing the 
effects of the latter. Later I will describe a 

circuit arrangement that makes better use of 
fets, but first I will consider some of the 
features of negative feedback and other 
linearizing techniques. 

FEEDBACK AND OTI IER TECHNIQUES 

Electronic devices are not perfect and for 
high -quality audio applications some 
method has to he employed to make an 
amplifier work in a highly linear manner. 
Discovery of negative feedback before the 
last war could be said to have initiated the 
interest in, and made possible the construc- 
tion of, high -quality audio systems. 

vs 
, vin Amplifier 

vout gain A= - 
vin 

vout 

Attenuator 
gain p =-L 

vout 

System gain = vout - 
(1 AA 1 

Fig. 2. Negative feedback reduces dis- 
tortion by 1+A, and it has many other 
advantages, but it is not a cure-all. It 
does not reduce distortion produced in 
the subtraction process, and it can 
decrease stability. 

In Fig. 2, a fraction of the output signal is 
fed hack and suhstracted from the source 
signal. It can be shown that the gain and the 
non -linearity of the system will be reduced 
by the same amount. A low -distortion 
preamplifier can he used to make up the loss 
in gain, leaving the overall benefit of im- 
proved linearity. Feedback will not reduce 
distortion generated in the subtraction pro- 
cess. so this must he done very accurately. 
When correctly applied. negative feedback 
will lower the output impedance of the 
system. making it more suitable for driving 
loudspeakers. 

Due to phase shifts occurring at hign 
frequencies. returning some of the output of 
an amplifier to its input can make it oscil- 
late. To ensure stability, the bandwidth of 
the basic amplifier has to he restricted so 

that the gain within the feedback loop falls 
gradually with increasing frequency. If 
appreciable feedback is applied the fall -off 
may have to start from a frequency well 
helow the upper audio limit. (The loop gain 
has to fall to below unity before the active 
device frequency limitations, with their 
attendant phase shifts, become significant.) 
This decreasing gain is accompanied by a 

phase lag of the output signal compared to 
the input. 

When there is sufficient feedback to 
achieve large reductions in gain and distor- 
tion the source and feedback signals should 
he virtually the same, leaving only a small 
difference signal when they are subtracted. 
This condition will not he obtained with 
signals which include high -frequency com- 
ponents, such as fast transients, due to the 
reduction in amplitude and the delay of the 
feedback signal. A large momentary signal 
will result which may cause transient distor- 
tion in the amplifier. 

Current designs tend to incorporate the 
minimal amount of overall feedback consis- 
tent with obtaining acceptable benefit from 
the feedback without causing serious tran- 
sient problems. Feedback can be applied 
round individual stages without these diffi- 
culties. The amount of gain inside the 
feedback loop is limited so there may be no 
need to restrict the frequency response, hut 
the linearizing benefit of the feedback will 
also be limited. 

To obtain good results, a careful optimiza- 
tion of the basic amplifier design will be 
necessary and perhaps fairly complex cir- 

- vd 

to handle small signals it is assumed that it 
introduces negligible distortion. Its output 
is added to the main amplifier's, output, 
thereby cancelling all the distortion pro- 
ducts from the final output waveform. As 
there is no feedback in this system it cannot 
oscillate and hence no limitation of band- 
width is necessary. However, addition of the 
inverted error signal to the output of the 
main amplifier is not that easy to arrange. 

Current dumping is another approach. It 
is a mixture of feedforward and feedback 
with the output transistors included in a 

balanced bridge arrangement. Linearity of 
the whole circuit is controlled by a small 
class -A amplifier in the bridge, leaving the 
output transistors to just dump a large 
current into the load 1.5 

These alternative techniques may seem 
attractive, hut do not overlook that they 
depend on the accurate balancing of gains in 
different parts of the circuit. This balance 
must hold for the whole range of audio 
frequencies and beyond if it is to cancel the 
effects of all the distortion mechanisms. 
While these alternative circuits are capable 
of good performance and appear to solve 
many of the problems encountered with 
feedback they do create some of their own. 
As far as I know. they are not found in 
'economical' designs. 

I will look again al negative feedback to 
see how it compares with the other techni- 
ques. It does not completely remove the 
effects of non-linearities: it can however 
reduce them to negligible proportions. It 
does not rely on parts of the circuit being in 

Accurate 
amplifier 
gain A 

-v 

Attenuator 
gain 1 

A 

vin Main amplifier 
gain A Avin' vd 

rO Av 

Fig. 3. Feed -forward amplifiers are inherently stable, so they do not need bandwidth 
limiting. But addition of the inverted error signal to the output of the main amplifier 
is not easy to arrange. 

cults will have to he used. For more details 
on feedback and its associated stability prob- 
lems, refer to standard electronics text hooks 
such as those mentioned in Refs 1-3. 

There are other techniques that can he 
employed to linearize amplifiers, such as 
feedforward, Fig. 3. I lere a fraction of the 
output is compared to the input. The frac- 
tion is set to equal the inverse of the forward 
gain of the main amplifier, so that if there is 

no distortion the two signals that are com- 
pared will be identical. 

In practice the difference between the 
signals is an attenuated and inverted repre- 
sentation of the distortion produced in the 
main amplifier and should he small. This 
signal is then passed to an accurate second- 
ary amplifier whose gain is equal to that of 
the main amplifier. As this amplifier has only 

balance. hut only on there being sufficient 
forward gain in the basic amplifier to obtain 
the desired reduction of distortion. 

If a distortion mechanism, such as cross- 
over mismatch, causes the forward gain to 
momentarily fall to a low figure, negative 
feedback can do little to improve matters: so 

the use of feedback does not remove the need 
for good circuit design. In general, feedback 
will reduce the amplitude of small low -order 
harmonic products quite successfully. hut as 

mentioned earlier. if an amplifier produces 
high -order components the application of 
feedback can result in most of the remaining 
distortion energy being in even higher -order 
components. 

Most problems encountered with feed- 
back are due to the restricted bandwidth of 
bipolar output stages requiring an earlier 
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10.2mA 

41 Fd R 

stage to have an even more restricted band- 
width to keep the system stable. Output 
circuits incorporating Pets can have wider 
bandwidths so that the roll -off of the earlier 
stage can he above the audio range, and the 
benefits of feedback will now he present for 
all audio frequencies. The other advantage is 

that Pets produce few high -order harmonic 
components. Provided that the input signal 
is limited to the audio range. there will he no 
problems with transient signals, since there 
will he negligihle high -frequency attenua- 
tion and delay of the feedback signal. 

PROTOTYPE DESIGN 

A neat design, which formed the hasis of a 

number of amplifier kits, was puhlished in 
1970 by Texas Instruments. In essence the 
circuit is a bipolar class -AB output arrange- 
ment. It has voltage as well as current gain 
and is driven by an operational -amplifier 
integrated circuit with stabilized low voltage 
supply rails. 

As the gain of the op -amp has to be 

rolled -off from a low audio frequency to 
maintain stability, the design does not 
accord with present-day thinking. I lowever. 
the extension of the idea to a small -signal. 
very linear, wideband amplifier taking con- 
trol, via an overall negative feedback loop, of 
an even wider bandwidth output arrange- 
ment. is attract ive and acceptable. 

Provided the output stages do not intro- 
duce too much distortion, sufficient overall 
feedback can be employed to effectively 
linearize the complete system without en- 
countering transient problems. \Vith fets in 

.15V 
+30V (nominal) 

Regulator 

15V 

R4 

Load 

-30V (nominal) 

Regulator 

the output stage and the small -signal ampli- 
fier constructed from discrete components 
this can he achieved, very much along the 
lines of the 1 exas circuit. This arrangement 
exploits the advantages of using fets in audio 
power amplifiers. 

Figure 4 is an outline of the circuit. The 

four -let output circuit is operated from 
positive and negative rails of about 30\. 
Local negative feedback is applied by R;; and 
RI. Approximate performance figures for the 
output Circuit alone, loaded by an 812 resis- 
tor but with no overall feedback, are: 

Maximum output power - 30W 
Voltage gain - 18á1i 

Distortion components - less than 1% 

(mainly 
low -order 
harmonics) 

Bandwidth - 3MHz 
Output impedance - 111 from 0 to 

over100kllz 
Total quiescent current - 80mA 

The fact that the power devices require a few 
volts to drive them means that the low - 
power lets operate at a direct drain current of 
about 8mA with 50011 drain resistors, and 
that they work in class A over most of the 
output range of the amplifier. At such 
currents, Pets have a square -law relationsh:p 
between their drain current and gate -source 
voltage. 

This non -linearity gives rise to only the 
second harmonic, so from the distortion 
point of view it is not serious. It does mean, 
however, that dissipation in these devices 
goes up with the level of drive. The trouble is 

Fig. 4. Prototype audio power amplifier. 
Driving the fet output stage is an op -amp. It 
is built using emitter -coupled bipolar de- 

vices to provide good signal-differencing 
performance. 

"Power mosfets are 
capable of better 
high -frequency 
performance than 
bipolar devices, and 
their use enables a 
fresh evaluation of 
negative -feedback 
techniques to be 
made" 
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not that they are in danger of being des- 
troyed hut, having a positive temperature 
coefficient at low currents, their drain cur- 
rent will increase. This change will he 

amplified by the power fets, resulting in a 

large increase in the quiescent current of the 
whole output circuit. 

The solution is to attach the driver fets 
and the temperature compensating network 
between their gates to a small heat sink. 
Only a very small amount of heat is gener- 
ated. so thermal tracking of the devices is 

not very important; the sink effectively 
serves to keep them all at amhient tempera- 
ture. Use of two cascaded stages with local 
negative feedback solves the problem of 
obtaining a low output impedance from 
devices with low mutual conductances. N ax- 
imum output swing is limited only by the 
drain -source saturation voltage of the high 
power fets. 

Discrete transistors are used for the small 
signal amplifier, which is in effect an op - 
amp. It is composed of emitter -coupled 
stages. which are necessary to obtain a good 
signal-differencing performance, with a 

complementary class -A output stage. The 
output stage provides the low impedance 
necessary for driving the fets to obtain a wide 
bandwidth. Its DC supplies are fully stabil- 
ized by integrated -circuit regulators. Low 
frequency voltage gain is approximately 
2000. 

Two networks are included in the differen- 
tial stages to gradually roll -off the response 

of the amplifier from about 20k1-Iz. These 

compensating networks cause the high - 
frequency response to "ripple" down at an 

average slope of about 9dB/octave'. This is 

half way between the first -order slope of 
6dB/octave, as used in compensated op -amp 
integrated circuits. and the second -order 
slope of 12dI3/octave which would cause 

peaks in the overall response. Using this 
technique the open -loop response is kept 
sensibly flat throughout the audio range 
while maintaining a good margin of sta- 
bility. 

Bandwidth of the input signal is restricted 
by a passive input filter. Voltage gain of the 
complete circuit at audio frequencies is set 

to 100 by the overall feedback resistors H1.2. 

The capacitor in series with R1 decreases the 
gain at I C to unity. thereby accurately 
defining the quiescent output voltage to he 

very close to zero. 
At all output levels up to overload, the 

complete amplifier has a total harmonic 
distortion less than 0.005%. This figure does 

not rise at higher audio frequencies. Tran- 
sient signals do not cause large error signals 
to he present so transient distortions are not 
a problem and the circuit is unconditionally 
stable. The only adjustment necessary after 
construction is to set the quiescent current 
of the output circuit. Provided tone controls 
are not required, all signal sources, except 
for gramophone pick-ups, can he simply 
connected to the amplifier via volume and 
balance controls. 

PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE 

N y prototypes have been used as replace- 
ments for some well reviewed economical 
amplifiers in a number of audio systems. In 

BEHIND THE DESIGN 

I am a lecturer in the Electrical and Electro- 
nic Engineering Department at Brunel uni- 
versity, Uxbridge. and I am responsible for 
the final year Audio Systems Engineering 
course which includes power -amplifier de- 
sign. When power fets arrived on the scene I 

wanted some experience of designing with 
them. Another reason for starting this work 
was to assess, in a real design situation, an 
easy -to -use computer circuit -analysis pack- 
age that we have in the undergraduate 
laboratories at Brunel. It saved many hours 
of work, and I doubt whether the project 
would have been so successful, or success- 
ful at all, without it. The early parts of this 
article are a summary of the theoretical 
work undertaken before starting the design 
exercise. 

My decision to write this article stems 
from the favourable comments of those who 
have heard the prototypes. With regard to 
audio systems; beauty is in the ear of the 
listener, and not in the eye of the engineer 
looking at instruments in his laboratory. I am 
not implying that measurements are not 
important a system that measures well may 
audition well, but I doubt that good sound will 
be obtained from one that produces poor 
figures in the laboratory. 

Bearing in mind this history, I make no 
claims for my amplifier's giving state-of-the- 
art performance. It has not gone through an 
optimization process to find the best type 
and value for each critical component, nor 
does it contain any special high -quality 
items. In its present form it is relatively 
cheap, and I believe that the favourable 
comparisons that have been made with 
other amplifiers are realistic, in that they 
were between systems that should involve 
similar manufacturing costs. 

all cases a difference in the sound was 
immediately apparent to all listeners with- 
out any need for A/B comparisons. 

The impression is one of greater clarity 
with individual instruments standing out 
more clearly separated from each other. 
Transient sounds are sharper with a faster 
attack. The location of sources in the stereo 
sound stage is more precise. with each 
source appearing to he smaller. Drums and 
other Kass instruments have more "punch 
weight, and reality. All these effects can he 

simply descrihed as an improvement in 
definition. with more "silence" between the 
instruments. 

If an amplifier produces many harmonics, 
albeit all of small amplitude. from a simple 
sinusoidal signal, imagine what will it do to 
the complex waveforms found in a recording 
of music involving perhaps symphony 
orchestra, choir, and organ. There must he 

thousands of spurious signals produced due 
to the harmonic, intermodulation, and tran- 
sient distortion mechanisms. 

There cannot be too much correlation 
between these spurious signals in the two 
stereo channels. so there will he a "carpet" of 
low-level sound, not directly related to the 
main sounds in frequency or amplitude, 

stretching between the loudspeakers. The 
images of individual instruments are formed 
above this "carpet", which is likely to he 

thicker near the real sound sources, so 

forming a diffuse halo of sound round each 
instrument. The amplifier descrihed in this 
article generates very few high -order distor- 
tion and intermodulation products: hence 
the enhanced clarity and localization of 
sounds. 

Transient non-linearities can he caused in 
the output stages of amplifiers when large 
low -frequency components in the signal 
cause the unstahilized supply rail voltages to 
vary. In the prototype design the signal 
delivered to the output stages is tightly 
controlled by the small -signal amplifier 
throughout the audio range. Distortion 
components generated in the output circuit 
are effectively cancelled by the small -signal 
amplifier supplying a waveform which in- 
cludes matching inverted distortion compo- 
nents. 

I have checked this experimentally by 
comparing the distortion products intro- 
duced by the output stages on (heir own. 
with those in the waveform appearing at the 
output of the discrete op -amp. In the com- 
plete amplifier the harmonic components. 
as observed with a spectrum analyser, were 
virtually identical in both cases. 

SUGGESTION FOR DEVELOPMENT 

It may he possible to devise Netter output 
circuits that have lower inherent output 
impedances and distortion figures and a 

higher output -power capability. Setting -up 
and thermal stability of the quiescent cur- 
rent is an aspect that warrants attention: 
perhaps a scheme can he found that removes 
the need for any adjustments to he made 
after construction. Use of a discrete compo- 
nent op -amp as the low-level part of the 
circuit does involve rather a lot of compo- 
nents, albeit inexpensive ones, so another 
avenue for research is to investigate simpler 
circuits with the aim of achieving similar 
results. 

I -low far up the performance ladder this 
design approach can be taken I do not know. 
hut it appears likely that some of the techni- 
ques used in expensive designs, for example 
very -high -current power supplies, may 
prove unnecessary. With fets used to their 
advantage. the performance -to -cost ratio of 
quality power amplifiers may see a signifi- 
cant improvement. 
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. 
The flight simulator is a device for the 
instruction and training of aircraft 
crews. It allows them to carry out 

operations which might. in a real aeroplane. 
he dangerous to the aircraft and the crew. 
The financial aspect is important. in that 
there are considerable savings in flying time, 
fuel and wear and tear: the use of revenue - 
earning aircraft for training is also reduced. 
It has been estimated that the cost of 
training using aircraft can he up to ten times 
that of simulator training. 

Modern simulators are already able to 
satisfy the UK CX\'s C!\P45:3 requirements 
and those of the US FAA Phase II and Ill 
"zero flight -time" specifications, which 
means that all pilot conversion and regular 
training can he carried out by simulator. no 
real aircraft being involved at all. 

?lilitary aircraft crews are possibly in 
greater need of specialized simulator train- 
ing. since the assortment of systems at their 
disposal. particularly the lethal variety. can 
he difficult to deploy in peacetime. Full 
mission training. tailored to fit specific 
needs, is now in use. 

TI IE 13CGINNINI; 

At the start of World \\'ar II. a large number 
of civilians who were formerly totally inno- 
cent of any involvement with flying were 
suddenly required to take full responsibility 
for expensive aeroplanes. The direct ances- 
tors of modern simulator techniques can be 

seen in a number of electronic devices of that 
period. which used analogue methods of 
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computation. The Link Trainer was one 

such. 
In 1950. Redifon (now Redittusion 

Simulation) built the first. fully electronic 
flight simulator for commercial crews. bas- 

ing it on the Boeing 377 Stratocruiser and 
following it quickly with a Comet 1 machine 
- the first simulator for a jet airliner in the 
world. 

As civilian jets came into use, more data 

\vas produced by the manufacturers which 
could he used to improve the accuracy of 
simulator performance. 

" 

o use the data. 

more powerful computers were needed and 

real-time digital computing came into 
being. improving the fidelity of simulation 
in motion modelling. control feedback and. 

after a time. full visual s imulat ion of the view 
from the "office". The computer makes 
provision for an instructor to create flight 
plans before the "flight" begins, including 
malfunctions and adverse weather. the spe- 

cified events and conditions occurring auto- 
matically. 

Until recently. the Gould Concept :32. 

32 -hit mainframe was used for flight simula- 
tion. hut the provision of larger amounts of 

performance data and the requirements of 
more demanding legislation have pushed 
mainframe computing to the limit. so far as 

simulation is concerned. The need to specify 
simulators for many different requirements 
and the need to provide for future expansion 
have dictated the use of distributed, dedi- 
cated processors. Gould's SCI-Clone/32 dis- 
tributed computer. which is used ín the 
Rediffusion Noyoview system, employs the 
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architecture shown in Fig. I. As many com- 
puting nodes as may he needed are linked by 

a reflective memory (the outer ring) and a 

low -speed housekeeping link as the inner 
ring. A dedicated node is used to operate the 
system. Further nodes to provide more 
channels of simulation may he added and the 
simulator can be as simple or as complex as 

required. from the type needed to simulate 
small feeder -line types to that for 747s. A 

maximum of 40 nodes is possible to provide 
40 channels of simulation, nine being the 
most used to date. 

THE INSTIZUCT01t 

A recent facility. the touch -activated simula- 
tor control (l'.\SC). has the effect of making 
the simulator transparent to the instructor. 
so that he can devote his time to instructing. 
rather than operating the computer. Touch - 
screen controls avoid the use of keyboards. 
for example allowing the instructor to 
"move" weather conditions around at a 

touch without searching for the relevant 
keys to press. 

IZEAI.ISN1 

Utmost fidelity to the experience of flying is 

the aim in all simulators. Flight -induced 
sensations involving sight. hearing and mo- 
tion are synthesized to the extent that there 
is virtually no discernible difference between 
flying the aeroplane and going absolutely 
nowhere in a simulator, except that the 
results of running out of airspace are a great 
deal less dire. 
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SIMULATORS 
The next time you climb aboard a 747, the pilot 

might not have flown one before. 

This article explains why. 

`I.fkr/'r 

_ 

The flight deck exactly duplicates that of 
the aircraft type being simulated and is fitted 
with all controls and instruments. Forces fed 

hack to the controls from the control sur- 
faces are simulated and the pilot receives 
sounds relevant to that part of the flight 
envelope. The visual system reproduces the 
outside view and the whole thing is mounted 
on a system of jacks to provide motion cues 
to the pilot. All these processes are control- 
led by computer. 

The flight dynamics software. which de- 
termines the reaction of the "aeroplane" to 
the pilot's demands, is based on aerodyna- 
mic data obtained by the aircraft manufac- 
turer from wind -tunnel results and flight 
testing. Other systems such as power plant. 
autopilot. fuel management. electrics. hyd- 
raulics. pneumatics. warning systems, radio 
systems and navigation are all simulated. 

Sound. Sounds from the engines and other 
systems are generated digitally and fed. via a 

Heading picture shows a Boeing 737.300 
sin- ulatorby Rediffusion. showing an SPIT 

right/dusk display. Middle picture is a 

grc and scene at Seychelle Airport. shown 
by a Novoview LCV low-cost display. Far 

I aft is a dusk shot of Frankfurt Airport. 
dis )layed by an SP -X computer -generated 
image system and left. an LCV image of a 

landing at Bogotá in fog. 
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number of channels. to many 
loudspeakers around the flight 
deck. so that the effect is that of 
external sound. 
Feel. Apart from the seat of his 
pants. the .pilot's only contact 
with the aeroplane are his flying 
controls. The "feel" of the 
controls conveys information 
and is computed from static and 
dynamic forces on and move- 
ment of the controls and control 
surfaces 500 times in a second. 
Outputs from the control sur- 
faces resulting from the pilot's 
demands are used to compute 
the ensuing motion and scene 
changes. 
)1otion. To provide a realistic sensation of 
motion, the control -surface outputs give 
information from which to calculate the 
accelerations which would he experienced by 

the crew. The motion system receives its 
data from the flight dynamics software and 

calculates a new platform position every 
2ms. The effect of all this is that the crew 
receive the correct sensation of motion for 
any manoeuvre being carried out - even that 
of continuous. long-term acceleration as 

experienced on a take -off run. In such a case. 

the authentic "shove in the hack" is brought 
about by tipping the whole machine back- 
wards while maintaining the view from the 
flight deck in the normal condition - all 
under computer control. 

The speed of computation means that the 
system will respond accurately to the two 
extremes of high onset acceleration and 
low -speed washout. In other words, the 
acceleration produced by the start of a 

manoeuvre is reproduced. as is the gradual 
reduction of the acceleration to correspond 
with the aircraft's approaching the attitude 
demanded by the flying controls. 

Visuals. Computer -generated image sys- 

tems provide realistic visual simulation of 
the outside scene under night and dusk 
conditions. or full daylight \'FIl (visual flight 
rules) conditions. The image presented to 
the crew includes geometric transforma- 
tions, changing perspective. picture clip- 
ping, shading due to ambient light and 
differing aerial perspective and colour 
changes with varying weather. "Fog" is 

reproduced at pixel level. rather than the 
older method of lowering a "curtain" of fog 
over the scene. 'l'o impart a sensation of 
speed when close to the ground. surfaces 
carry texture (it is even possible to depict 
bricks in \walls. with their changing apparent 
sizes and perspective). It has been possible 
for some time to produce texture on two- 
dimensional objects, hut the most recent 
simulators are able to apply texture patterns 
to any polygon. regardless of its orientation. 
Databases. covering a volume of 400 nautical 
miles up to 90 000 feet. represent real 

airports of the world. cities and topographic- 
al features under a range of weather condi- 
tions. The databases provide for the simula- 
tion of contaminated runways and docking. 

The computer -generated image is display- 
ed to the crew by either a monitor -based 

system or by projector. .\ monitor display 

r 

L 
é 715 

Simulator by Rediffusion Simulation for 
JAL, showing the curved, wrap -around 
screen for the WIDE image display. The 
jacks impart the motion sensation. 

uses a CRT with collimating optics to make 
the display appear to he at infinity. as in real 

life. To create the necessary wide field of 
view. up to six monitors are disposed around 
the simulator. with adjacent views overlap- 
ped to eliminate gaps and joins: an angular 
coverage of 120° horizontally and 33° verti- 
cally is thereby possible. 

One disadvantage of the monitor -based 
system is that different crew members see a 

different view of the display. which becomes 
distorted. For this reason. Rediffusion pro- 
duced a visual system called WIDE, which is 

short for "Wide-angle Infinity )isplay Equip- 
ment". It provides an uninterrupted field of 
view of 150° and 40' and. because the system 
is based on a wrap -around hack projection, 
the distortions which are associated with 
monitors are eliminated. 'I he whole flight 
deck sees the same view. 

WIDE uses three vector -type projectors. 
mounted above the simulator. to throw the 
image on to a parabolic hack -projection 
screen which the pilots view via a large - 
diameter collimating mirror round the out- 
side of the flight deck. A later version of 
WIDE - \VIDE II - uses five sealed Schmitt 
projection tubes instead of three. an im- 

The Rediffusion-Gould computer 
architecture, which allows a modular 
approach to the expansion of facilities. Up 
to 40 nodes can be used. 

Reflective memory 

Housekeeping link 

proved design of tube with a 

larger phosphor and a corrector 
lens providing the increased 
resolution and angular coverage 
needed for helicopter training. 
WIDE II covers a horizontal 
angle of 200° degrees to give a 

view out of the side windows 
and over the shoulder. 

Particularly in military train- 
ing. where high speeds are 
involved. a very large field of 
view and very high resolution 
are needed to allow target 
identification at a distance. 
Using a larger display surface 
with more computing power 
would he one solution to the 

problem, hut might not he the most cost- 
effective. Instead, the "area -of -interest" 
(A011 type of display, where a small. high - 
resolution sector is inserted into the lower - 
resolution, wide-angle field. has been 
adopted. The smaller area corresponds to the 
pilot's field of view. which is controlled by 

the pilot's head and eye movements, so that 
the scene displayed tracks with the direction 
in which the pilot is looking. 

The earliest method of obtaining an A01 

display was to build a model ()idle terrain on 
a large hoard and to point a CCT\' camera at 
it. A helmet -mounted projector had its field 
of view centred on the pilot's head direction. 
A light -valve projector, fitted in the cockpit 
behind the pilot, projected an image via a 

jointed optical relay assembly. which 
allowed motion in the three axes. It was 
fitted with angle sensors to provide head - 
orientation angle information to drive the 
camera over the model. 

In the more recent designs. laser optics 
allow the use of small -aperture optical sys- 
tems necessary to produce high -density 
head and eve -tracked scenes. 

TRAINERS 

Although simulation training can cost a 

tenth of that using aircraft. it is still expen- 
sive. In some circumstances. such as sys- 
tems gaining, where the trainee must gain 
familiarization with navigational. engine - 
management and emergency procedures. a 

great deal of time at a fairly low level of 
complexity has to he spent and it is found 
that full simulators with visuals and all the 
other exotica cannot he justified. Instead, it 
is common practice to use a small. desk -top 
computer. loaded with simulation programs 
for the relevant system. called a trainer. One 
recent Rediffusion trainer for systems fami- 
liarization on a 747 uses two screens. one of 
which depicts the control panels and the 
other a schematic of the system, which 
changes in response to the trainee's opera- 
tion of the controls. A gainer of this type can 
cut the costs of simulat ion by up to 30°. 

This article is based on material supplied by 
Ilediíhrsion Simulation Limited 
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FLIGHT ELECTRONICS 
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68000 - LATEST 16 -BIT TECHNOLOGY 

SUPERB DOCUMENTATION 
- COMPLETE 

WITH USERS MANUAL 

SOURCE LISTING AND 3 TECHNICAL 
MANUALS 

COMPLETE 
PACKAGE 

- START LEARNING 
IMMEDIATELY 

BUILT-IN ASSEMBLER 

POWERFUL 
DEBUGGING 

FACILITIES 

POWERFUL INPUT/OUTPUT 

2 x RS 232 24 I/O LINES 

GM EXPANSION 
BUS 24 31T COUNTER/TIMER 

EXPANSION 
MEMORY SOCKETS 

ACCEPTS EPROMS, EEPROMS 
OR RAM TO 128KB 

Flight Electronics Limited lead the field in microprocessor 

training systems. The NEW FLJGHT-68K... 
designed and built ín 

the U.K., has been designed specifically 
for education. 

The hardware is designed to be easily understood, 
yet is 

comprehensive 
enough for many advanced control applications. 

The board features a full specification 
68000, versatile memory 

system, 68681 dual UART linked to two full specification 
RS232 

ports, 68230 Parallel interface/Timer 
plus a G64 bus connector 

which enables a wide range of low cost interface boards to be 

utilised. 
The firmware is simplicity itself to use. All commands 

are self 

1 explanatory 
and will prompt the user for information 

where 

. required, which means that users will be able to start learning 

I about the 68000 in a matter of minutes! 

A set of 53 monitor commands 
offer full program 

Ilkts 
generation, 

debugging and system control facilities enabling 

the FLIGHT -68K to be used ín a 'stand-alone' 
configuration 

using o terminal as the system console. For more advanced 

applications, 
the FLIGHT -68K may be used as o target for 

68000 object code (hies. 

Also available from Flight Electronics 
ís a powerful 

macro cross -assembler 
for use with the BBC computer, enabling a 

full 68000 development 
system to be realised of very little extra cost! 

The documentation 
provided with the system is a model of clarity 

and comprehensiveness, 
providing concise, easily accessible 

information on all aspects of the 68000 and the FLIGHT -68K. 

Much of the manual is written in a tutorial format, with a wealth 

of practical example programs. 

Each system is supplied complete with protective cose, power 

supply, User Manual, Monitor Source Listing and the original 

technical manuals for the 68000 and peripheral I.C.s. 

Flight Electronics 
Ltd. Flight House, Ascupart 

Southampton 
SOl ILU.Telex:477389 

FLIGHT G.(0703)227721-6LINES 

TELEPHONE 
NOW FOR FULL DETAILS! 

1.5 ONKEpt CAI;U 
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Reeves in 
equilibrium 

In your series Pioneers in your 
September issue you covered the 
lite and works of A.tl. Reeves. I 

feel that his work in the"Equilib- 
rium Principle" deserves a men- 
tion, because it may well be yet 
another topic well ahead of its 
time. The picture actually 
showed a four digit companding 
vibration equilibrium coder 
made using tunnel diodes, and 
behind it a mechanical model 
thereof, but there was no men- 
tion of it in the text. 

The best description of 
equilibrium process as against 
the more normal serial processes 
we all know is as follows. If you 
have a beaker of sand and you 
have to level the sand in the 
beaker, you can use a pair of 
tweezers and move each grain 
until the surface is level. That is 

the serial method. Alternatively 
you can merely shake the beaker 
until it is level. That is the 
equilibrium process. It relies on 
the fact that the force of gravity 
causes the particles to level in 
the manner you want by the 
application of energy in the form 
of shaking. 

When Mr Reeves developed 
the equilibrium method of cod- 
ing or analogue to digital conver- 
sion, (as it is now known) tran- 
sistors were just ceasing to he a 

novelty and integrated circuits 
unheard of. Therefore methods 
of doing anything that mini- 
mised the number of compo- 
nents and got high speed results 
using low speed components 
were at a premium. Ile sought to 
invent a circuit whose equilib- 
rium condit ion gave the required 
number or code for the given 
input. Not content with a 

straight digital to analogue con- 
version, he also set out to make it 

TFEEDBACK 

A basic dogma in twentieth cen- 
tury physics dictates that for an 
observer in the universe there is 

nothing faster than the velocity 
of light in vacuum, that light or 
anything else can never overtake 
light. These statements are fun- 
damental assumptions of the 
theory of relativity. Obviously, 
they are unproved statements for 
such a universal application. 
1-lowever, any disbeliever could 
never dare to express his doubts 
and will immediately he consi- 
dered a heretic or a science 
ignorant person, perhaps a char- 
latan. The theory of relativity is 

more than a religion in the twen- 
tieth century. Religions in the 
twentieth century are diverted in 
heresies. I lowever, for the theory 
of relativity there is no room for 
any heresy. no matter whether it 
is based on unproved or totalized 
statements. It is hard to believe 
this fact. hut it is true. 

It comes without surprise to 
find that the experiments of 
Alexis Cuy Obolensky and I larold 
go unreported even though they 
were conducted over 11 years. 
Recently the Pappas-Obolensky 
experiments demonstrated elec- 
trical signal propagating in the 
range of 2C and over 100C under 
special conditions. 

No theory is in hand to explain 
these velocities. However, we 

Maxwell was half right 
may suggest that the Maxwell 
theory for the propagation of 
electric alternating to magnetic 
disturbance, ie for the propaga- 
tion of electromagnetic waves 
correctly predicts a velocity C 

relating to the ratio of electric 
and magnetic parameters of the 
medium. However, one can en- 
ter a doubt that an electric signal 
should always alternate with a 

magnetic signal 100 per cent and 
vice versa. It seems reasonable 
that under certain conditions, 
part of an electric signal or part 
of a magnetic signal may pro- 
pagate by its own disturbance 
without alternating 100 per cent 
with a complementary electric or 
magnetic disturbance. In a such 
a case the velocity of a such 
disturbance may not he based on 
C and not limited by C. 

The weakness of the observed 
superluminal signals and the 
special conditions for their pro- 
pagation supports the above 
ideas. Therefore, research is 
needed to investigate techniques 
for effective transmission of un- 
itary signals, to investigate opti- 
mum media for their propaga- 
tion. 

If unitary waves exist, they are 
certainly used by advanced civi- 
lizations. Most likely, the de- 
velopment of unitary waves by a 

civilization is the minimum 

qualification to join the next to 
the human group of civiliza- 
tions. 

Recently, the Advanced Ener- 
gy Research Institute, UK, 
announced its decision to in- 
vestigate and develope unitary 
interactions with the contribu- 
tion of the pioneer investigator 
of Unitary interactions, Tech- 
nithion Laboratories, USA and 
its director Alexis Guy 
Obolensky, as well as with the 
recently joined member Profes- 
sor Dr Panos T. Pappas. Let us 

celebrate and hope for such in- 
itiatives. 
Professor P.T. Pappas 
Joint author "36ns faster than 
light" 
If the Pappas-Obolensky observa- 
tions result from singular elec- 
trostatic or electromagnetic 
components separated from a 
standard Maxwell E -M wave, 
then it should he relatively easy 
to prove this. An electrostatic (or 
magnetic) screen separating a 
pulse excited aerial system from 
its corresponding receiver will 
always cause an echo detectable 
at the receiver. This would pre- 
sumably he caused by the taster 
than light separated magnetic 
(or electrostatic) component 
arriving ahead of the main E -M 
wave. The bulk of replies will be 
published next month. -Editor. 

compand. i.e. give a log law. This 
improves the fidelity when sound 
is encoded using only a few 
digits. 

The circuit whose photograph 
you show used four tunnel 
diodes. These were diodes that 
change conductance depending 
on the current flowing through 

them. They were supplied with 
different currents at which they 
"triggered." Four of them with 
different triggering currents 
were arranged in this circuit so 
that they were triggered by an 
input pulse whose amplitude was 
modulated by the speech to he 

encoded. If a particular diode 

triggered feedback would reduce 
the amplitude of this pulse, and 
it was therefore a feature of the 
circuit that there would be only 
one equilibrium state with a 

given input pulse and a specific 
pattern of the four diodes that 
could be triggered. A damped 
sinewave was superimposed on 
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the top of the pulse to "shake" 
the circuit into its stable state. 

A detailed mathematical work- 
ing of the equilibrium method of 
coding is given in Principles of 
Pulse Code Modulation by K.W. 
Cattermole, Iliffe 1969, ISBN 
592 023834 8, chapter 4 section 
6. 

Mr Reeves' futuristic ideas 
were sometimes tinged with an 
"otherworldliness", though. In 
the early 1960s I suggested 
(whilst a student doing summer 
industry experience) that PCM 
could be used to improve the 
fidelity of tape recordings. He 
replied that it would certainly 
work, but there would be no 
demand for it. One wonders what 
sort of technology would have 
emerged if he had taken it up, 
and whether he could have 
solved the problems of digital 
audio using 1960s tape decks and 
technology.] would suspect that 
if he had, we would have now got 
something far simpler than the 
expensive spinning head equip- 
ment now on offer. 

However the equilibrium 
principle may well be applied to 
other problems, and if it does 
appear again in the fields of 
artificial intelligence, pattern 
recognition or neural networks 
then due recognicance should be 
given for Mr Reeves' work with it 
in the 1960s. 
John de Rivaz 
Truro 
Cornwall 

3HP television 
Mr. Atherton's articles on 
Pioneers are always of great in- 
terest to me, particularly the 
piece on Walter Bruch who, in- 
cidentally, was born one year 
after me! 

In the early 50's when 1 was 
Vice -President of research and 

FEEDBACK 

development in the Freed Radio 
Corporation, USA. I was a mem- 
ber of the National Televisions 
Systems Committee (NTSC) 
which was based in Washington. 
The advantage was that we could 
visit most of the major com- 
panies doing research on com- 
patible colour television, and 
naturally we were impressed 
with the work done by RCA on 
the shadow mask tube. although 
the picture quality in those early 
days was not very good but we 
realised it needed development. 
The initial decision didn't go in 
favour of the RCA system 
however. 

The picture shown by Dr Cold - 
mark at CBS which used, I be- 
lieve, a 14in tube with a colour 
disk in front which was synchro- 
nous with the colour signal. 
Naturally the quality was very 
good, as we knew only too well 
because all those experiments 
were carried out by my former 
company, Scophony Limited, in 
England many years before the 
war, and probably by many 
others. But is was an incredible 
surprise when the Federal Com- 
munications Commission de- 
cided on the CBS system for 
compatible colour television. 
The set manufacturers then 
launched a campaign against the 
CBS system. 

I believe that the reason for 
the change was an anti -CBS de- 
monstration given by Dr 
Dumont of Dumont Television. 
Unfortunately I was not present 
on that day but he demonstrated 
a 30in cathode ray tube which, I 

am told, was about 5ft long and 
in front was an enormous disc 
driven by a large synchronous 
motor in the order of 2 or 3hp. I 

believe the disc containing the 
various colour filters was 9ft dia- 
meter. By pre -arrangement with 
the maintenance staff of his fac- 

tory Dr Dumont organised it so 
that when the FCC viewed his 
large screen picture all the lights 
in the building went out and 
everything shut down after just 
two minutes viewing. He apolo- 
gised and said that he thought 
the future would be a larger 
picture for the home but that 
unfortunately the big disc would 
require an awful lot of power. He 
claimed the main circuit break- 
ers operated when the load of the 
disc was switched on. 

Not long after that the FCC 

changed their minds and the 
RCA system, approved by the 
NTSC, was given official 
approval. 
Joshua Sieger 
Poole 
Dorset 

Direct broadcast 
pollution 

Once again the news is full of 
satellite broadcast announce- 
ments. 

I have never seen any report- 
ing of the adverse effect that all 
this RF "pollution" will have on 
the work of radio astronomers, 
who have to work at very low 
signal levels. 

It seems a great shame to 
sacrifice research into the cos- 
mos for the sake of ever- 
increasing numbers of pulp TV 
channels, from abroad. 

Given an equal amount of in- 
vestment, how much would it 
cost for fibre -optic nerworks to 
distribute data to houses. Apart 
from the absence of RF pollu- 
tion, optical networks would also 
have the benefit of being two- 
way, and able to support compu- 
ter data transmission too. 
Mike Whittaker 
Appleby 
Cumbria 

Not NAND 
I am sorry to have to turn down 
Mr Medes' kinds invitation (Let- 
ters, November) to start getting 
my hands dirty. As I have been 
successfully designing and build- 
ing electronic equipment for 30 
years or more, his invitation has 
arrived too late. 

Some of his other points fall 
into the broad category of: "I 
have had little success in doing 
so-and-so; if someone else claims 
to have done better than me he 
mustbea #!§'." 

I did not say what he claims 
that I said about SN7400's. But I 

have never come across a 7400 
which does what his diagram, 
shows, namely, always maintains 
its two outputs different at Q and 
not Q, without any qualifications 
or exceptions. But at least in that 
particular instance my scrap of 
code is less out of touch, and 
represents real 7400's more 
accurately, than his diagram 
does. Diagrams can represent 
hardware inadequately just as 

surely as a computer program 
can. 
J.G.D. Pratt 
Leatherhead 
Surrey 

NiCad whiskers 
I am surprised your correspon- 
dent R S Ratcliffe does not seem 
to know that "whiskers" in NiCad 
cells can be cleared, quite safely 
in my view, by discharging a 

capacitor across the cell. I use 
5000 pF charged to 16V. and 
discharge positive to positive. 
Tests with an Ohmeter show 
whether the fault is cleared. A 
good cell gives an effect rather 
like that of a large capacitor. 
R.A.W. I Lill 

West Kilbride 
Ayrshire 
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Bipolar Modules 
15 watts to 180 watts 
Mosfet Modules 
60 watts to 180 watts 
Power Supplies 
Pre -amplifier Modules 
100 volt line Transformers 
Power Slave Amplifiers 

UK Distributor for 
Toroidal Transformers 

STEEL DISHED 
WASHER 

OUTER 
INSULATION 

SECONDARY 
WINDING 

INSULATION 

PRIMARY 
WINDING 

\\ 

CORE 

END CAPS 

NEOPRENE 
WASHERS 

Standard range 
available from stock 
15VA to 625VA 
Design and manufacture 
up to 3KVA with fast 
prototype service 

Write or phone for prices and data. 

Jaytee Electronic Services 
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL 

Telephone: (0227) 375254 Fax: 0227 365104 
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From £534' 
(We are assuming that you already have an IBMTM or 

compatible). 

Thurlby's DS -PC Link package connects a Thurlby 

Digital Storage Adaptor to an IBM compatible, creating 

a flexible digital storage oscilloscope of great 

sophistication with a performance of instruments 

costing up to ten times as much! 

The DS -PC Link comprises disk -based software and 

an interface caole to link the DSA and PC. It provides 

a fast, high resolution colour (or monochrome) 

waveform display, a full set of DSO facilities and 

special PC features, including disk -based storage, 

intelligent cursor control and hard copy output. 

DSA524 Two channel adaptor 20MS/s £585 

DSA511 Two channel adaptor 10MS/s £395' 
DS -PC Link Interface Package £139' 
Prices exclude VAT 

Thurlby Electronics manufactures and distributes a 

wide range of electronic test equipment. Send now for 

the full data. 

Thurlby 
Burrel Road, St. Ives, Huntington, Cambs PE17 4LE 

Fax: 0480 64832 Tel: 0480 63570 

ENTER 30 ON REPLY CARD 
ENTER 33 ON REPLY CARD 
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ACTIVE 
ASIC 
Asic verification. The XL2 from Instrumatic 
provides 896 individual pattern generation 
and acquisition channels, or up to 448 
bidirectional I/O channels. to verify devices 
with over 600 pins It also delivers 100 -MHz 
clock rates and 80 -MHz data rates across all 
896 channels. Instrumatic UK Ltd. Phone: 
06284 76741 

Fast cmos gate array family. Cmos-5 gate 
arrays operate with an output frequency of 
100 MHz. The family offers gate Counts from 
2000 to 45000. From 71 to 318 TTL or cmos 
logic level I/Os are available, according to 
gate count. and output drive capability is up 
to 17.5mA. NEC. Phone 0908 691133 

Transistor array for 2.4GHz. For use with 
digital or analogue circuits up to 2.4GHz. a 

array includes integral 236 bipolar NPN 
transistors. 320 resistors. 8 capacitors. 19 
protective elements against electrostatic 
discharge and one bias driver Siemens. 
Phone: 0932 752323 

A to D and D to A Converters 
4 -to -D converter. The ADS 111 sampling 
A -to -D converter. which combines a 12 -bit 
converter and a fast sample -and -hold 
amplifier in a 24 -pin dip The ADS 11 1 

digitizes sinusoidal -input signals at minimum 
rates of 500ksamples per second with 12 -bit 
binary performance Date'. Phone: 0256 
469085 

Discrete active devices 
Small -signal transistor. The MRF021 I. a 

low -noise high -gam. small -signal RF 

transistor, packaged in an SOT 143 four -lead 
surface -mount package Important features 
include gain bandwidth of typically 5 6GHz. a 

collector -base capacitance of typically 0 7 pF 
and a collector -emitter breakdown voltage of 
15 V minimum Motorola. Phone: 0628 
39121 

General microprocessors 
Microcontroller. Two application -specific 
devices to its range of 4 -bit single chipc-mos 
microcomputers The HD404302 and 
HD4074308 allow features such as multi- 
channel A -to -D conversion and direct drive of 
fluorescent displays and led annunciators to 
be implemented with a single chip solution 
The HD404302 contains a 2048 x 10 -bit 
masked ram, while the HD4074308 is a ZTAT 
version containing an 8192 x 10 -bit one 
time programmable eprom Hitachi Phone: 
0932 246488 

Microcomputer with eeprom. The 
MC68HCO5B6 combines a cmos 6805 core 
with peripheral features. which include 256 
bytes of byte -erasable eeprom. an 8 -channel 
A -to -D converter, a serial communications 
interface and two pulse -length modulation 
systems. Motorola Ltd. Phone: 0908 614614 

32 -bit microprocessor. Toshiba's first 32 - 
bit microprocessor is based on tron 
architecture. Main features of TX] include an 
average operating speed of 5mrps and 
12.5mips under the clock cycle of 25MHz. 
Toshiba. Phone: 0276694600 

Tram modules and motherboards. Each 
module comprises a small daughter board 
with a transputer and between 32KByte to 
8MByte of memory. All the trams use 
transputers running at 20MHz with all the 
T414 variants upgradable to T800 floating 
point transputers. Transtech Devices Ltd. 
Phone: 0494 464303 

Interfaces 
Analogue interface chip. TLC 32040 
analogue interface circuit is a complete 
analogue -to -digital and digital -to -analogue 
input/output system held on a single 
monolithic chip. Hi-Tek Electronics. Phone: 
0223 213333 

PC into system controller. The 70618 
RS232/IEEE 488 converter enables a PC to 
become an IEEE 488 controller without 
sacrificing any PC slots. The converter is a 

length of cable with an enlarged 25 -way D 

connector shroud housing the interface. 
Schlumberger Technologies. Phone: 0252 
544433 

Linear integrated circuits 
BiMOS dual op -amps. GE Soho State offer 
a pair of operational amplifiers for 5V power 
supply operation in microprocessor based 
systems. The CA5260 and CA5250A are dual 
op -amps with a mosfet input stage and 
cmos output stage. GE Solid State Phone: 
0276 685911 

Voltage regulator. Voltage regulator IC 
provides 5V regulation. The STA 2931 is a 5V 
positive regulator in TO -92 plastic package. It 
has a low quiescent current (typically 0.4mA 
at I OmA output), and maintains regulation 
with input-output differential typically down 
to 0.05V ITT Semiconductors. Phone: 0932 
336116 

Wideband operational amplifier. The 
Elantec EL2040 is a high sle rate amplifier. 
designed for closed loop gain, of more than 
10. which provides 400 volts per 
microsecond slew rate. an open oop gain of 
83dB. a 400MHz gain -bandwidth product 
and 6.3MHz high power bandwidth. 
Microelectronics Technology Ltd. Phone: 
084468781 

Dual monolithic power op -amp. The PA21 
combines two isolated power amplifiers in an 
8 -pin hermetic TO -3 package Manufactured 
by APEX Microtech each amplifier is rated at 
2.5A output and will operate with supply 
voltages of 5 to 40V or ± 20V 
Microelectronics Technology Ltd. Phone: 
084468781 

Bipolar arrays. The QuickChrp ?family from 
Tektronix is a series of uncommrt'ed arrays 
of bipolar NPN (6.5GHz). C and R Schottky 
diodes enable the design of TTL drivers. fast 
recovery amplifiers. clamping circuits. etc. 
Tektronix. Phone: 06284 6000 

Memory chips 
High density cmos fif o. 17 c-mos fifos with 
densities of 2568 to 2K and speeds from 
25ns to 8Ons are now available from AMD. 
Advanced Micro Devices. Phone: 04862 
22121 

256k eproms with 7Ons access. The 
TC57H256D family of 256kbit UV erasable 
eproms. With a 32768 x 8 -bit architecture, 
these devices offer access time for read 
operations as low as 7Ons. Toshiba. Phone: 
0276694600 

Optical devices 
3000 mcd leds. The SLA 590 se- ies of leds 
which have typical luminous interbities from 
700 mcd up to 3000 mcd at 20mA Hero 
Electronics Ltd. Phone. 0525 405015 

GaAs chip set for optical fibres. A set of 
GaAs ICs provide a complete transmit/ 
receive interface for optical fibre 
communications at data rates of 4 Gb/s. 
The set consists of the HS6902 multiplexer 
and PHS6901 laser diode driver for the data 
transmission functions and five devices that 
provide signal conditioning and 
demultiplexingat the receiver ena of the 
fibre Hitachi Europe Ltd. Phone 0923 
246488 

Optical fibre connector. Plug versions are 
available to suit both single and mjlti mode 
fibres and typical mean insertion losses of 
less than 0.1 dB are achieved with either fibre 
type. Leetec. Phone. 01.852 2203. 

Avalanche photo diode. The Hitachi 
HR1201. Major performance parameters 
include a typical sensitivity of 0.9mA/mW at 
1550nm and a typical dark Curren; of only 
2nA. Micro Call Ltd. Phone: 084 421 5405 

Red semiconductor laser. NEC claims the 
first visible semiconductor laser for 
commercial applications. The NDL3200 is an 
Al /InP diode delivering 3mW recommended 
maximum at 670nm. NEC Electrorics (UK). 
Phone: 0908 691133 
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Small -signal semiconductors from Toshiba. 

Laser diode. Toshiba'sTOLD321 and 
T0LD323 laser diodes exhibit variation 
better than 0 OI mW between -20 C tc 

r 60 C(typical) Output power s0.lmWfor 
a threshold current of 20mA (typical). 
Toshiba (UK) Ltd. Phone. 0276 694600 

Power semiconductors 
Smart power ICs for brushless DC 
motors. With pulse width modulated current 
control. communication logic. and protected 
power outputs on a single chip. tie UDN- 
2936W and UDN-2937W provide three 45V 
push pull outputs. each rated a: 3A 
continuous 14A at startup) and orotectea by 
ground clamp. flyback power diodes anc 
thermal shutdown. Sprague. Phone: 0932 
253355 

NA 
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Standard logic circuits 
20 -BIT encoder decoder. Fabricated in 

cmos. the AS2787 encoder, AS2788 
decoder provide over one million different 
conversions in the single channel mode. Four 
different output channels with 262 144 
combinations each are also available Both 
the encoder and decoder are clocked by an 
on chip oscillator and amplifier Austria Mikro 
Systems International Ltd Phone 0793 
37852 

Integrating A -to -D converters. For 3 75 
digit DMMs The Maxim M.4X133 and 134 
feature an internal resolution of plus or 
minus 40000 counts and provide an extra 
digit for use as a guard digit to allow 
autozero. Dialogue Phone 0276 68200 

LCD graphics/character module. The TLX 
1301 is complete with driver chip and 64K of 
ram and offers a viewing angle of 50 
Toshiba Phone: 0276 694600 

PASSIVE EQUIPMENT 
Passive components 
Multiturn potentiometer. The Model 64 
from Beckman is a un square. 15 turn 
cermet trimmer, an industrially priced uivt 
meeting MIL specifications Beckman 
Industrial Ltd Phone: 021-643 8399 

Flat electrolytics. The FLK series of flat 
aluminium electrolytic capacitors from ECC 
Electronics features a maximum operating 
temperature of 105 C. The capacitors are 
7mm thick ECC Electronics (UK) Ltd. Phone. 
0494 36113 

Cermet trimmer. The Spectral Reliance 
Model 64 Vxin multi -turn trimmer comes in 

five pin styles and top or side adjust. Spe=trot 
Reliance. Phone. 0793 21351 

Chip inductors for automatic mounting 
from Stettner have been specially coated 
with a high mechanical strength material for 
use with automatic mounting machines 
employing suction nozzles The coating also 
protects the coils against damage during 
handling. Steatite Insulation Ltd Phone 021 
6436999 

Connectors and cabling 
Phase -adjustable SMA connector. Th s 
connector from March Microwave is a 

combination of connector and phase shiner 
that allow phase adjustments and trimming 
to be performed during and after installation , 

March Microwave Ltd. Phone' 0376 44277 
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D connectors with integral suppression. 
From Murata is the CUBL range of D type 
connectors which feature integral RFI- 

suppression capacitors connected between 
the metal casing and user selected pins 
Murata Phone. 0252 522111 

Optical -fibre connectors. Sumitomo 
Electric has developed a duplex optical -fibre 
connector designed to meet the 
requirements of the ANSI X3T9 5 

subcommittee which is establishing 
standards for the FDDI 100 Mbit s local area 
network. Sumitomo Electric Europe S A 

Phone 01-723 4003 

Displays 
Membrane with leds. Diamond H Controls 
has introduced a range of membrane switch 
panels featuring surface mounted, iight- 
emitting diodes implanted within the 
membrane sandwich layers Diamond H 
Controls Ltd. Phone. 0603 45291 

Low-cost displays. The Siemens HDSP 
2000 series of stackable dot-matrix displays 
is available from RR Electronics These 0 15 
in, 4 -character. 5 x 7 devices offer a 

reduction in power consumption, being in 
c-mos. and come in red, high efficiency red, 
yellow and bright green. RR Electronics Ltd. 
Phone: 0234 270272 

Intelligent video I/O board adn software for 
QT Micro VAX/transputers from Caplin. 

!I 
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Instrumentation 
Oscilloscope amplifier. The SAI00 
amplifier from AWR Technology is attachable 
lo any oscilloscope to extend its sensitivity 
by a factor of 100. A differential input and 
switchable high -cut and low-cut filters 
eliminate the noise that usually accompanies 
low level signals. AWR Technology. Phone: 
0304 365918 

Multimeter. An "audible bargraph" in 

Beckman Industrial's HD 153 digital hand- 
held multimeter converts the reading into an 
audible signal in addition to displaying the 
values. allowing hands off operation. 
Beckman Industrial Phone: 021 643 8899 

Instrumentation tape recorder. Earth 
Data Ltd. has introduced the EDR128 
instrumentation tape recorder which 
provides mixed- bandwidth digital recording 
on a standard VHS cassette. It will digitize up 
to 128 analogue signals using 12 or 16 bit 
conversion, at a bandwidth of up to 40kHz. 
Earth Data Limited. Phone: 0703 869922 

Pressure transducers. The EPNM 
transducers from Entran have a threaded 
body for high stability. Metallic -foil strain 
gauges bonded to a stainless -steel 
diaphragm provide a typical output of 9mV 
f.s. for 5V excitation, an optional internal 
amplifier giving 5V full scale. Pressure range 
is from 0- 150psi up to 0-7500 psi. Entran. 
Phone: 0344 778848 

Digital storage oscilloscope. The Hameg 
HM205-2 can operate as a digital -storage or 
real-time oscilloscope In analogue mode. it 
provides two 20MHz channels. As a digital 
storage oscilloscope, 1042 x 8 bit memory 
is available per channel and maximum 
sampling rate is 5MHz per channel. 
Feedback Test and Measurement. Phone: 
0892 653322 

1GHz service monitor. The SM 1000 
Service Monitor from Helper Instruments 
features continuous frequency coverage 
from 100kHz to 1,000M Hz. It is a digitally 
synthesized generator/receiver measuring 
frequency, RF power. frequency deviation. 
SINAD, modulation peak deviation and 
modulation density. As an AM/FM generator, 
output is adfustable from 0.1 to 10.000 pV 
Lyons Instruments. Helper Instruments. 
Phone: 0992 457161 

Portable instrumentation recorder. 
Instrument Rentals offer the Racal V -Store 
instrumentation tape recorder available on a 

variety of rental and/or leasing 
arrangements. The V -Store. using VHS 
cassettes. comes in either 8.16 or 24 
channel version. Signal monitoring and 
display are provided. Instrument Rentals. 
Phone: 0753 44878 

Direct digital synthesizers. Lyons 
Instruments have introduced two phase - 
continuous. fast. high -resolution, direct 
digital frequency synthesizers from Sciteq 
Electronics Inc. The VDS-8 is an "ultraclean" 
module with 8 MHz bandwidth. Model VDS- 

15 is a 16 MHz DDS and phase generator in a 

chassis construction. Resolution is 0.1 Hz for 
the VDS-8 and VDS-15 anywhere in their 
ranges. Switching speed of VDS-8 is less than 
750ns between any two frequencies and 
phase noise less than -140 dBc/Hz at 1 KHz 
offset. Lyons Instruments. Phone: 0992 
467161 

Midata 510 option. Marconi Instruments 
have a plug in option for the MIDATA 510, the 
digital test system for entire boards or 
individual asics. The DTS is a digital test sub 
system featuring 10 megapatterns per 
second application/sense rates. Marconi 
Instruments. Phone: 0727 59292 

200 MHz logic analyser. Performance 
Solutions Ltd. announce a PC -based. 32 - 

channel logic analyser Features include 
memory depth of 8Kbytes per channel, 
internal clock rates of 5ns to 5ms, store, 
retrieve, compare and search facilities. 
together with screen printing to an IBM. 

compatible printer. Performance Solutions 
Ltd. Phone: 0494 791606 

LCR component bridge. The 6421 
automatic bridge from Prism Electronics 
offers 0.25. measurement accuracy of L. C, R, 

D and Q at three test frequencies of 100Hz. 
I kHz and 10kHz. Four -digit resolution is 

provided and full IEEE-488/RS232 talk/ 
listen facilities are available with an optional 
interface. Prism Electronics Ltd. Phone: 
048062225 

Function generator. The AFG from Rohde 
and Schwarz is a pulse generator producing 
single pulses or pulse trains with adfustable 
rise and fall times The unit provides linear or 
logarithmic sweep with phase -continuous 
steps and AM, FM, VCO, pulse modulation 
and frequency shift keying. Feedback Test 
and Measurement. Tel 0892 653322 Rohde 
and Schwarz. Phone: 

Signal generation for D -MAC and D2 - 
MAC. Schlumberger Instruments announces 
a D -MAC and D2 -MAC packet test signal 
generator designed to provide test patterns 
and signals to EBU specifications. The 
generator simply replaces the program for 
testing a transmission channel. receiver or 
code converter. Schlumberger Instruments. 
Phone: 0252 544433 

Low-cost oscilloscopes. Tandem 
Technology Limited offer six oscilloscopes 
with bandwidths of 20 and 40MHz. with two 
or three channels, delay sweep and 1 mV/div 
sensitivity. X/Y operation. line and TV sync 
separator circuit and variable hold off. Prices 
start from £270 Tandem Technology Ltd. 
Phone: 0243 788703 

Multiplex simulator and analyser. 
Tekelec Communications have introduced 
their TE880 primary multiplex simulator and 
analyser for testing of PCM and TDM 
multiplexers. The unit will simulate a PCM 

link at frame and channel levels and. as well 
as TS0 and TS16 displays, it will measure 
A.A. A -D. D -A and D -D. Tekelec 
Communications. Phone- 0734 771020 

Measuring oscilloscope. Tektronix 
announce the 2247A portable oscilloscope. 
which features a counter/timer. automatic 
rise/fall time measurements. and extended 
measurement capabilities. The 2247A is a 

100MHz. 4 -channel oscilloscope, providing 
auto setup, on -screen cursors and up to 20 
preprogrammed measurements. Tektronix 
Phone 06284 6000 

Low-cost DSO. The Tektronix 2201 is a 

lightweight digital storage oscilloscope. Its 
features include a 10Ms/s sampling rate. pre 
trigger. 8 -bit resolution, 1MHz useful storage 
bandwidth and a 2K record length. The 
instrument possesses 20MHz bandwidth, a 

dual channel capability and sensitivity 
ranging front 5mV to 5V per division. 
Tektronix UK Ltd. Phone: 06284 6000 

Thermocouple temperature meters. The 
TM -35 and TM35X range of thermocouple 
meters from Texmate are suitable for use 
with either 'J' or 'K' type thermocouples. 
They feature thermocouple break detection 
and indication, display hold, display test and 
auto polarity indication. The meters have a 

differential input. Texmate. Phone: 0481 
53131 

Eight -channel logic analyser. The TA 100 
is a hand-held logic analyser that can often 
be substituted for more complex logic 
analysers. It has eight data inputs an external 
clock input. a trigger output, and a trigger 
chaining capability. Maximum clock 
frequency is 25MHz and data pulses less 
that l Ons wide can be captured. Thandar 
Electronics I. td. Phone: 0480 412451 

Power supplies 
High -current power supply. The TS154IS 
from Thandar is a laboratory linear power 
supply with remote sensing able to provide 0 
to 4A at 0 to 15V. with liquid -crystal displays. 
The power supply operates in constant - 

current or constant -voltage modes with 
automatic crossover. Current limit control is 

logarithmic. Thandar. Phone: 0480 412451 

Printers and controllers 
Rack -mounting printer. An improved 
version of the RM-80 rack mounting printer 
has been announced by Blue Chip 
Technology. This is an 80 -column type with 
integral paper feed and collection, designed 
for use in areas where dirt, dust or water may 
damage the printer or printout. Blue Chip 
Technology. Phone: 0244 520222 

COMPUTER 
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Fax card for IBMs and clones from Communicate. 

Computer board level 
products 
PC comms expansion. Altek announces 
the DigiBoard PS-COM 16 amultichannel 
communications expansion board designed 
for the IBM PS/2 models 50.60 and 80. 
offering 16 asynchronous serial 
communications ports on the one PCB. Altek 
Microcomponents Ltd. Phone: 0734 772345/ 
791579 

Image processing for the MicroVAX. 
Caplet Cybernetics Corporation (C3) has 
added the QTVIO intelligent video I/O board 
and image processing and graphics software 
to its QT series of MicroVAX/transputer 
products. The board allows VAX users to 
capture and store monochrome or colour 
images, process them at high speed, and 
display the results, without passing image 
data through the Q -bus or MicroVAX CPU. 

Caplin Cybernetics Corporation. Phone: 01- 
538 1716 

Analogue and digital I/O boards. The 
Datel DVME range of compatible data 
acquisition and control beards for the 
VMEbus system, available from Crellon, 
comprises A to D, D to A. digital I/O and 
analogue multiplexer boards and their 
associated software packages. Gothic 
Crellon Ltd. Phone 0734 7.38878 

VME analogue input coprocessor board. 
A high-speed. intelligent, analogue input 
board for the VMEbus is available from 
Crellon Microsystems. Using an on -board 
68010 microprocessor, the Datel DVME-601 
A/D coprocessor will automatically collect 
multiple A -to -D scans for transfer to host 
memory through a 64 Kbyte dual ported 
RAM. Gothic Crellon Ltd. Phone: 0734 
788878 

VME backplanes. Fat,ri-VME backplanes 
are available from Onboard Electronics. 
Basingstoke. Five, nine and twenty slot J1 

and J2 versions of these devices are 
available. built to conform with the VMEbus 
specification and easily mounted on 
standard Eurocard racks. Onboard 
Electronics Ltd. Phone: 0256 843346 

Adapters for IBM PS/2. Roalan 
International have a range of Adapter Cards 
for their PS/2 Microchanriel Architecture 
Computers. The range includes a parallel, 
serial, four channel serial. combined parallel 
and serial and a GPIB interface (IEEE -488). 
Roalan International. Phone: 0202 86 1512 

68020 and 68030 singleboard 
computers. A range of single -board 
computers from Stuart James Systems is 

based on Motorola's 68020 and 68030 
processors, running at 16, 20 or 26 MHz. 

Each board in the range can provide support 
for up to four floppy and eight SCSI hard 
discs, 2 or 8Mb of DRAM, a real-time, 
battery -backed clock. eignt serial ports and 2 

parallel ports. Stuart James Systems. Phone: 
0543 256979 

VXI-based "Instruments on a card". 
Tektronix UK Limited has launched the first 
VXI "instruments on a card". These include a 

waveform digitizer and an arbitrary 

waveform generator for D size mainframes. 
There is also a scanner controller card that 
links VXI systems to the Tektronix line of 
switching products for manufacturing ate. 
Tektronix U K. Ltd. Phone: 06284 6000 

Data encryption development board. 
Texas Instruments has introduced a low-cost 
IBM PC board to assist in developing data 
encryption systems. or systems for 
authorising electronic funds transfer 
transactions. The board is based on TI's 
TMS32010 digital signal processor. Texas 
Instruments Ltd. Phone: 0234 63211 

Computer systems 
Network workstation. Com (UK) Ltd has 
announced 3Station/2E, an enhanced 
version of its 3Station dedicated network 
workstation. or "netstation". The new 
product is designed for users requiring more 
sophisticated graphics and computation - 
intensive applications such as desk top 
publishing. 3Com (UK). Phone: 0628 890670 

Image computers. Kontron Electronics 
announces the IMCO 10 Image Computer, 
which is based upon the Intel 80386 
microprocessor. The workstation is an image 
processing system for those who need to 
gain a low-cost entry to image computers. It 

will accept a variety of sensor input devices 
including RGB cameras, slow -scan devices. 
videotape and optical disc. Kontron 
Electronics. Phone: 

D Ill CCltlltllinlCatl/InS 
products 
Group 3 fax for under f200. A plug-in half 
card that will provide an IBM PC or 
compatible with full facsimile transmission 
facilities to Group 3 CCITT standards for 
under £200 has been announced by 
Communicate. The basic C -Fax S half card is 

a send only text device, but an upgrade 
provides send and receive capability (C -Fax 
SR). Communicate Distribution. Phone: 01- 
390 6802 

OEM colour CRT drive package from Kent 
Modular Electronics. 
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Global positioning 
by satellite 

Transputer decoding lowers the cost of accessing the modern 
Global Positioning System to that of earlier 

Loran and Decca systems. 

PHILIP C. MATTOS 

6 121 

Glohal positioning system. 
GI'S, is based on the con- 
cept that if you know your 

exact range from three known 
positions, you can calculate 
your position in three dimen- 
sions. The range is determined 
by the propagation delay of the 
signals from the satellites. 
which assumes you knew when 
they were transmitted. Short of` 
carrying an atomic clock in 1°.': 
every receiver, this is solved by 5 

using a fourth satellite. and 
using the redundancy in the 
position equations to solve for 
time also. While earlier satellite 
navigation systems such as 

Transit used Doppler shift as the 
measuring domain, GI'S uses 

propagation delay. 
Contrary to popular belief. 

the satellites are not geosta- 
tionary. They are in an inclined 
orbit that takes them over any point in their 
ground track approximately every 12 hours. 
Fig. 1. Geostationary satellites cannot pro- 
vide three-dimensional positions. nor lati- 
tude accuracy near the equator, nor any 
coverage of the polar regions. 

There are currently six operational satel- 
lites. so coverage is severely limited. This is 

largely due to delays with the NASA shuttle. 
It is anticipated that the full constellation 
will he in service by 1995. with useful 
coverage of the UK by mid 1990. 

SPACE SEGMENT 

The system consists of eighteen operational 
satellites in six orbits, with a spare satellite 
also available in each of the six orbits. This is 

a relatively recent change from the original 
specification. which had the satellites di- 
vided over only three orbits. 'I he specifica- 
tion may change again. as the current orbits. 
being almost synchronous with the earth's 
rotation. albeit at twice the frequency, suffer 
cumulative orbit disturbance due to the sun 
and solar flux. Desynchronising them would 
give a more stable orbit with less need for 
firing the jets. 

Fig. 1. GPS satellites are not geostationary - they have inclined 
orbits that take them over any point on their ground track orce 
every 12 hours. (Diagram from Ref. 1.) 

All of the satellites transmit on the same 
frequency using a spread -spectrum techni- 
que. To spread the spectrum of the signal. 
inherently only 1001-Iz wide, it is multiplied 
by a code -sequence known as a Cold code 
after its inventor. As the chip -rate of the code 
is 1.023MI-1z. this results in the transmitted 
signal having a bandwidth of around 2M1 -1z. 

with a very low power density f-163dB1V). 
This is far below atmospheric and front-end 
noise. 

Each satellite has a unique code, so when 
the signal is descrambled, the energy from a 

particular satellite only can he extracted. 

Global Positioning System, GPS, arose 
from early experimental American 
military programmes interested in 
clock stability and relativity, such as the 
"Timation" programme in the 1970s. 
Specifications of the prototype system 
became public in 1978, with a full issue 
of the (American) Institute of Naviga- 
tion Journal being dedicatec to the 
subject. 

COMMAND SEGMENT 

Carriers transmitted by the satel- 
lites are modulated by the Gold 
code and also by useful data 
needed in the receiver to work 
out both the satellite position 
and the user position. Coeffic- 
ients are transmitted that alloy% 

the exact position of the satellite 
to he calculated, and also meas- 
ured values of the ionospheric 
propagation characteristics. This 
data is uplinked to the satellites 
by the ground stations around 
the world. after considerable 
computation to perform curve 
fitting such that the new para- 
meters can remain valid for at 

least four hours, even through 
they are uploaded every two 
hours. 

Ground stations. at Ascension 
Island, Diego Garcia. Kwagale 

and Hawaii. are controlled from the master 
station at Falcon Air Force Base. Colorado. 
These give global coverage, so satellites are 
never out of sight of a control station for 
more than the two hour uplink interval. 

Data sent by each satellite consists of 
detailed information about its own orbit and 
transmission parameters. and at a slower 
rate. less detailed information about all the 
other satellites. This latter data. known as 

the almanac. is useful as it allows acquisition 
of satellites after the first to be directed at the 
correct code. and also the correct Doppler 
offset. 

USER SEGMENT 

In order to determine both the timing in- 
formation and the downloaded data, the user 
has to receive the off -air signal, from at least 
four satellites, and descramble it. To receive 
the signal, an aerial that can see almost an 

entire hemisphere has to be used. The speci- 
fication asks for down to 5 degrees above the 
horizon. 

To descramble the signal, the user must 
generate a copy of the satellite code. The 

copy is then multiplied by the incoming 
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signal at the correct offset to allow for prop- 
agation delay, which must he found empir- 
ically. This gathers the energy from the 
required satellite while spreading out the 

Coarse Acquisition Code 

Commercial 

Precise Code 

noise. and the other satellites. even further. 
Finally the offset and data are used to 

calculate first the satellite's position and 
then the position of the receiver. For the 
satellites. this is largely a case of plugging 
the downloaded coefficients into given equa- 

Military tions. hut there is one small calculation that 
must he performed iteratively. For the user 
position. a matrix of four simultaneous 
equations must be solved. and it is most -10.23 -1.023 +1.023 +10.23 convenient to handle this iteratively. 

1575.42 MHz 

Fig. 2. In this GPS signal spectrum, the central peak is of interest data contained in the 
wider curve is for military use and its code is secret. 
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Fig. 3. Traditional GPS receivers require one of these hardware tracking channels per 
satellite (a). Sections (b) and (c) are a traditional code tracking loop and a hardware 
carrier tracking loop respectively. 

THE TRADITIONAL \PPROACI-I 

The traditional approach consists of a dual - 
conversion superheterodyne front-end us- 
ing a coherent local oscillator and in- 
termediate frequencies. then four or five 
hardware signal -processing paths that each 
deal with one satellite. feeding their output 
to a processor which performs the calcula- 
tions and handles the user interface. 

Radio -frequency front end. The RF front 
end takes the incoming 2111Hz-wide signal at 
I575.42MIIz with a received power of 
-163dB. and amplifies it. It then down con- 
verts it to a convenient frequency. The spec- 
trum is shown in Fig. 2.: the wider curve is 
the military signal whose code is secret so we 
cannot unscramble it. Our desired signal is 
the coarse acquisition IC/A) code, which 
forms the central peak. 

It is usual to use a first IF of 100-200111-Iz. 
in order that the front-end image frequency 
is easily eliminated. Some systems only use 
the single IF, hut running phased -locked 
loops at these frequencies is inconvenient. 
so most use a second down conversion stage. 
to a frequency of 5-2011 liz. 

All frequencies used in the satellite are a 
multiple of the 1.023MHz basic chipping 
rate. so it is convenient to use other multi- 
ples for IFs and local oscillators. Thus the 
carrier is 1540x 1.023M Hz. If the first IF is 
to be 120x 1.0231MI lz. i.e. 122.761111z. then 
the local oscillator is 1420x 1.023MI Iz. 
Another favourite is 160x 1.023, i.e. 
163.68M Hz. 

Choosing such multiples means that all 
local signals can he generated synchronous- 
ly from the same chain. and thus he com- 
pletely free of undesired beat frequencies. 
The actual incoming carrier is of course not 
exactly on frequency. due to Doppler shift 
from the fast moving satellite. 

Hardware signal -processing loops. The 
signal tracking hardware is the most expen- 
sive section of the receiver. In early sets. it 
consisted of a satellite code generator. a very 
narrow filter. and a phase -locked loop. with 
the offset of the code generator and the 
frequency of the PLL being swept empirical- 
ly until the signal was found. 

The signal processing consisted of two - 
mixing (or multiplying) stages. the first of 
which multiplied the incoming signal by the 
locally -generated satellite code. This does 
not alter the centre frequency. hut it does. 

when synchronised, pull all the satellite 
energy from the 2M1-Iz wide signal into a 

single narrow carrier. 
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Output of the PLL was used in a down 
conversion mixer to make the carrier. now 
only 1001-Iz wide, hit the passband of the 
filter. The filter had to be very narrow in 
order to achieve the required noise perform- 
ance, hut due to Doppler shift. it would then 
miss the carrier without such tracking. 

In order that the hardware can detect such 
a signal, the I'LL normally runs at twice the 
final carrier frequency, so that the BPSK 
modulation on the carrier does not affect it. 
\ divide -by -two circuit and an exclusive -OR 

gate can then extract the download data 
stream from the satellite. 

Traditional hardware is shown in Fig. 
3.taken from Ref. 4. 

Such hardware could. in 1980, use a card 
per satellite. Soon after, the use of higher 
levels of integration. and even custom chips, 
allowed it to he reduced, hut it still remained 
the major section of the hardware. 

Processor. In the earliest systems. the 
satellite tracking was almost entirely auto- 
nomous. with the processor interested only 
in the code -generator offset and the down- 
load data from each of the four or five chan- 
nels. \s faster micros became available, the 
micro was used inside the hardware loop to 
command the code generator. and com- 
mand the I'LL frequency. 

The main task, however, was to perform 
the mathematics to calculate the position, 
and to monitor the keyboard and drive the 
display. 

As the hardware tracking loops became 
more integrated, they ceased to he auto- 
nomous, so the micro workload grew, espe- 

cially on receivers designed for 'high - 
dynamics' vehicles, where predicting the 
f)opplershift becomes problem. 

Despite the rapid increase in micro- 
processor performance, all the signal pro- 
cessing was still done in the hardware track- 
ing chancels. as the micro could not histor- 
ically keep up with the speed demands. 

WI-IY CI -UNGE? 

I set out to design a hand held receiver. That 
means low chip count for small size and for 
low power consumption. It also means rapid 
satellite acquisition time. both for conveni- 
ence (one's arm starts to ache after a very few 

seconds of holding something at arm's 
length), and to save battery life. 

Thus the main problem to he tackled was 

the hardware signal processing. This used a 

large number of chips, since the custom asic 

approach was not open to me, and thus also 
space and power. It is also the section that 
determines the acquisition time - and the 
traditional approach takes an average of 44s 

to acquire a satellite. with a worst case of 
double that. The reason for this long time is 

that it must search through a large number 
of frequency domains (say 10), and a large 
number of code offsets (2046). resulting in 
20 000 trials. each requiring the lock up 

timeof the PLL. 

WHAT THE TRANSPUTER OFFERS 

The transputer is a very high-speed general 
purpose processor with on chip serial corn- 
munications that can transfer up to 
I.8Mhyte/s on each of eight links (four in. 

four out). Communications is autonomous 
from the processor, which only authorises 
the communication at a cost of about 1µs 

per message, no matter what the message 
length. 

So the transputer can perform i/o opera- 
tions concurrently with the main proces- 
sing. Even more significant is the speed of 
the processing - the simple maths opera- 
tions such as ADI) or XOR needed for this 
type of signal processing take 50 or 100ns. 

In order to allow such speeds of i/o and 
computation, the transputer provides 
4Kbyte of static ram on chip. Fig. 4. Being 
on chip this ram cycles in 5Ons on the 
20MI-Iz parts, avoiding the problems of driv- 
ing pins and printed circuit tracks to exter- 
nal memory. 

If more than 4Kbyte is needed, it can be 

added externally. Additional memory need 

not be fast since the time critical programs 
done in the fast internal ram. 

Availability of a l0MhI's machine rather 
than the 0.5MIP microprocessor conven- 
tionally used makes a significant difference 
to how the problem can he approached. 
Suddenly it becomes possible to handle the 
signal directly with the microprocessor and 
in the case of GPS. this means five separate 
signals. 

Another major feature of the transputer is 

the hardware scheduler. Even a single trans- 
puter can handle multiple tasks at the same 
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Fig. 4. Because the transputer has internal 
memory, accessing is very fast since the 
problems of driving i/o pins and printed 
circuit tracks do not arise. 

time. Conventional processors doing this 
take a large percentage of the CPU time 
managing the interaction between the tasks. 
but in the transputer, this is performed en- 
tirely in hardware at negligible time penalty. 
As a result the input task performed by the 
serial communciations hardware, the signal 
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Fig. 5. GPS navigation system hardware. This new system uses the same r.f. section as a 
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processing task, and the computation/user 
interface task can all run simultaneously; 
the CPU switches between them trans- 
parently. 

THE NEW APPROACH- SOFTWARE 
SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The new approach is to perform all the signal 
tracking in software. Essentially the same 
radio -frequency front end is used, hut con- 
version is to a lower frequency of around 
1.5M Hz, the lowest frequency that can con- 
veniently handle the bandwidth. This is then 
fed into the transputer for processing, Fig. 
5. 

The signal has to be read in to the proces- 
sor, multiplied by the locally generated 
code, filtered and detected. 'I he easiest way 
of achieving the last two operations is to 
down convert to a low frequency and apply a 

low pass filter. then perform an FFT if the 
frequency is unknown, or a synchronous 
down conversion to DC if the frequency has 

already been determined. In the following 
sections. I will cover the approach taken for 
a single satellite. then later demonstrate 
how vast economies can be achieved when 
performing the work for multiple signals. 

INPUT 

To input the signal I have tried two methods - an analogue -to -digital converter, or hard - 
limited one hit signals. An a -to -d converter 
severely limits i/o bandwidth, and a 100 per 
cent duty cycle is not achieved. A few mil- 
liseconds of off -air signal are taken and pro- 
cessed inside 20ms. resulting in a 10-20% 
utilisation of the incoming signal. 

With the hard -limited approach, a faster 
sampling rate can he used without hitting i/o 
limits, and by devious tricks that process a 

word's worth of samples (16 or 32) in a single 
instruction. a vast saving in processing can 
he achieved. Additionally no ACC circuits 
are needed in the front-end. 

Thus the chosen design clocks a hard - 
limited signal into a shift register. and when 
a byte has been collected, feeds it down a 

transputer link using a link adaptor. This 
uses a link adaptor plus two TTI. chips. Fig. 
6. Because the link is attached to an auto- 
nomous direct -memory -access controller in 
the transputer, no CPU time is involved in 
input. 

CODE CORRELATION. DOWN 
CONVERSION 

Once a buffer has been filled in the proces- 
sor, the hardware scheduler wakes the cpu. 
which switches buffers so that the next mes- 
sage will go into another buffer while this 
one is processed. Thus the data is never 
copied. it is processed in situ. 

The code correlation function consists of 
multiplying the incoming samples by a code 
stream which is held in memory. It is a 

binary stream, so is packed one sample per 
hit. 

Down conversion consists of multiplying 
by a locally generated set of samples that 
represent a synthetic local oscillator. These 
are generated once only. at start-up, or even 
kept in the ROM. and are also hard limited 

LDL signal.b.i 
LDNJ j 
LDL LO.code.i 
LDNJ j 
XOR 
BITCNT 

address of signal 
constant index 
address 
constant index again 
(inc. prefix) 
(worst case) 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
34 

no of 5Ons cycles 44 

On a T425-20, execution time is 2.2}ás per 32 samples.With 
overheads, this becomes 327ps per 5000 samples. 

Fig. 7. Assembly code for main signal processing calculation. 

one -hit samples. The result is then at around 
4k1-Iz. plus or minus the Doppler shift. 

Because these two multiplies represent 
the equation, 

y := signallil * codeli-offsetl * local.oscillatorlil 

you can see that once the correct code offset 
is achieved, code*local.oscillator can he 

calculated once and saved. thus reducing the 
repetitive work in the loop. Even before the 
offset is found, this is valid, as an offset 
applied to the local oscillator only represents 
a phase shift, which is acceptable at this 
stage. Note that while it is imperative in the 
analogue world to perform code correlation 
before the down conversion, to prevent the 
lower edge of the bandwidth going negative. 
there is no such restriction in the mathema- 
tical world, and hence I have used no pa- 
rentheses in the above equation. (Occam 
would require them.) 

So the equation becomes. 

y := signal(il * code.1.01 i+offset I 

which by redefining the base of code. 1.0 
becomes 

y := signal' il * code.LO.offset l i I 

\s I have said. the signal is only one hit 
wide, and is packed 16 to a word on the T222 
transputer. A one hit multiply is an 
exclusive -OR operation so assuming a group 
of input samples in a buffer, one could use 
t he following code: 

SEQ i = O FOR samples/.16 

yl i 
1 
:= signal Iii >< code.L0.offset1 i 

1 

Note that 16 two -microsecond multiplies 
have been reduced to a single 100ns XOR 
operation - a speed up of 320 times! Now 
the loop is dominated by the loop -control 
code. taking around a microsecond. and the 
array indexing. Both of these are solved by 
opening the loop out/in line. This removes 
the loop control. and allows the transputer's 
efficient constant -index instruction to he 

used. Assuming a buffer of 128 samples. i.e. 
eight 16hit words, this becomes. 

SEQ 

y101 := signall0l >< code.LO.offset101 

y17) := signall7l >< code.1.0.offset 171 

This code generates the same number of 
output samples as there were input samples, 
so although it has performed a huge amount 
of work, it has not reduced the size of the 
data. This can he done in the filtering opera- 
tion. 

FILTERING 

Now, the sample stream represents a 4kI Iz 

carrier sampled at 2.5 or 5N I-Iz. For 32hit 
transputers, the higher rate is used, giving 
improved noise performance. Either rate is 

far higher than required. so the samples are 
decimated. Additionally, in order to filter the 
signal, a large number of samples need to he 

averaged. 
These two tasks can he combined, and the 

transputer has a very effective instruction 
that will perform the task for a word's worth 
of samples at a time. This instruction is 

available directly in OCC \M as the BITCNT 
predefine. By careful choice of sample rates 
and buffer sizes. the filter bandwidth comes 
out correctly in the wash: this one averages 
128 samples. which represent 50Ns sampled 

at 2.5M Hz, giving a filter that has a deep null 
at 20k Hz, hut passes (I -8k1 Iz. 

Thus the following code will filter and 
decimate, counting the number of hits set in 
each word cumulatively 

SEQ 
accumulate := 0 

accumulate := BITCNT(ylil. 
accumulate) 

The same rules can he applied to speed 
this up as before, i.e. opening the loop. but in 
fact the best approach is to integrate the 
active line into the same open loop with the 
correlate/convert operation. yielding, 

SEQ 
accumulate := 0 

accumulate := 131TCNT(signall0l >< 
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code.LO.offset[(l1.accumulate) 

accumulate := BITCN1'(signall71 >< 
code.LO.offsetl7! accumulateI 

This code compiles into extremely effi- 
cient instructions: it can be improved by less 

than 5% by hand coding in assembler. The 
improvement comes from eliminating the 
intermediate stores to the variable "accumu- 
late", and can also be achieved in OCCAM by 
combining all eight lines into one. with 
appropriate brackets. I do not propose to 
demonstrate on the printed page since it is 

too narrow. 
Assembly code instructions for the main 

expression are shown in Fig. 7. For an 
explanation of the mnemonics. see Refs 2.3. 

This combined code has now achieved a 

single sample representing 501.1s of off -air 
signal, and it has less than 200 of CPU time 
to do it. 111 future work will he done on these 
slow samples: since the routine runs only 
I/128th as often. it will absorb very little CPU 

time. 

DETECTION-COARSE FFT 

In acquisition mode, we need to look at the 
output of processing using a particular code 
offset to determine whether a signal has 

been found. If the code offset is incorrect, we 
will be unable to find a signal. 

Thus we continue in the fashion described 
above until sufficient slow samples have 
been built up. at this stage. 16. \\'e then 
perform an FFT on these samples. which will 
show the energy in each 1.25k1-Iz hand from 
zero to 20kHz. \Ve scan the output in the 
lowest eight bands, and if it exceeds a 

predetermined threshold. we have found the 
satellite code offset and can stop searching. 
Otherwise, the processing repeats at a diffe- 
rent code offset. 

The coarse 16 point FFT takes around 2ms 
and only represents Ims of input data, so is 

not feasible for a 100% duty cycle system 
after acquisition. Having determined the 
code offset. we now concentrate on deter- 
mining the Doppler frequency accurately. 

DETECTION-FINE FFT 

The input and processing system is then 
allowed to run for a longer period at the 
offset thus found. \Vhen 1024 low -frequency 
samples have been accumulated, an FFT is 

run on these. giving a frequency resolution 
of about 20Hz. Thus a new low -frequency 
local -oscillator stream can be generated. 
which when multiplied by future incoming 
I.F samples. will convert them directly down 
to base -band DC. 

DETECTION- CONVOLUTION 

Future incoming low -frequency sample 
streams are multiplied by the new synthetic 
stream, yielding down -loaded data from the 
satellite. This new final down conversion 
needs to he performed in phase and quadra- 
ture, in order that gradual phase drift caused 
by slight errors in the synthetic carrier 
frequency can be monitored, and thus not 
interpreted as data: it also al lows detect ion of 

the need to correct the synthetic carrier. 
The maximum rate of change is about 

2k1 -1z per hour. or 331-Iz per minute. so a new 
carrier is needed every 40s or so - this event 
is too rare to have a significant effect on CPU 
utilisation. 

The sample stream on which the convolu- 
tion is performed can he analogue. i.e. 
numbers in the range 0-127. or it can be 

hard limited and packed as it is created. This 
latter case costs some noise performance. 
but works well for the single satellite case. 
and takes negligible CPU time as the synthe- 
tic stream can also he limited and the 
operations performed a word at a time as 

before. However for ultimate performance. 
it can be done explicitly with full -word 
values. since there will only be around 
twenty points per millisecond to he handled. 
In this case it takes about 2% of the CPU. 

MORE SATELLITES? 

Thus I have shown how one satellite is 

acquired, taking some 36% of tl-e CPU in the 
high-speed signal processing and some 2% 
in the low -frequency processing. We need to 
track four satellites. and ideally a fifth to 
allow a clean handover when one goes below 
the horizon, so either we accept a less than 
100' , duty cycle. we add more processors, or 
we think up some tricks. 

Reducing the duty cycle makes synchro- 
nous operation difficult, makes carrier phase 
tracking difficult, and degrades noise per- 
formance. Adding processors is easy with the 
transputer - they simply holt together with 
no additional hardware or software. For 
high-performance military systems. this is 

the approach to take, hut the cost will be too 
high for more modest budgets. 

The clever tricks approach seems to he 

most appropriate. The most productive of 
these is to avoid having to perform the 
high-speed signal processing separately for 
each satellite. and rather to do it once for 
them all. 

There are two approaches to this. One is to 
square the incoming signal. This automati- 
cally multiplies the code and signal by 
themselves, resulting in a term that is signal 
squared, with the code removed. I lowever 
this removes all code timing information, 
and tracking must be done from the carrier 
phase. 

Such systems are very hard to initialise. 
and could not use the hard -limited 
approach, as squaring a hard limited signal 
has no meaningful effect. 

The second approach is to use a 

composite -code method, where a synthetic 
code is created that is the best approxima- 
tion to all four or five codes required on a 

pre -bit basis. Initially this code is created 
with no offset between the codes. and is run 
through the sample stream to find all the 
satellites. Knowing their offsets. a new com- 
posite code is created so that the codes are 
correctly offset. and a single pass over the 
data will pull out the signal for all four 
satellites. Thus the same 36% of the CPU 
time will do the work for all the satellites. 
and the same acquisition effort likewise. 

Low -frequency work must still be done 
separately. hut this means that the 2% 
becomes 8/10 for 4 to 5 satellites, or still 

negligible if one performs it on a single -hit 
basis. 

Just as the synthetic carrier frequency will 
drift due to changes in the Doppler shift. the 
code offsets will change due to the satellites' 
movements. They will reduce for ascending 
(approaching) satellites. and increase for 
descending ones. The maximum rate of 
change, however. is about one chip even' 
1.5s (Ref. 4), so the creation of a new stream 
even' half second would suffice. again 
absorbing negligible CPU time. 

Once the first position fix has been 

obtained, all these changes can be predicted, 
and additionally they can be monitored. This 
is done by dithering the offset by one 
incoming sample and establishing whether 
the advanced or retarded signal is stronger 
for each satellite. allowing fine tuning of the 
prediction. 

POSITION CALCULATIONS 

We now have a system that can acquire and 
track the signal from five satellites con- 
tinuously with a 100% duty cycle. with 3 to 
5MIF's of CPU resource still available for 
position calculation, the remainder having 
been used by the signal processing. 

Satellite position determination requires 
simple calculations involving plugging in 
the coefficients down loaded from the satel- 
lite. and this takes less than 2ms of CPU 
time. Equations are given in the CPS speci- 
fication. Ref. 1. 

The user position calculation is a solution 
to the four equations 

(Range.i ct12=(X-Xi)'+(Y-Yi)-+(Z-Zils' 

for i=i to 4, where Range is the distance 
from satellite to receiver, calculated from 
the propagation delay assuming a perfect 
receiver clock. c is the speed of light. t is the 
user clock error (unknown). XYZ is the user 
position (unknown) and XYZi is the position 
of satellite i. 

The user clock error becomes the fourth 
unknown, with XYZ. to he solved for. Note 
that the first result will not he perfect, as the 
satellite positions were calculated with re- 
spect to time. and the time used was 
'wrong". However successive calculations 
will yield progressively more accurate re- 
sults for t, and thus for XYZi, and thus for 
XYZ. 

The user does not need a position update 
more frequently than once every five or ten 
seconds, so it is usual to put a filter on the 
data that averages over such a period before 
running the position calculation. Such a 

filter can also allow for short outages of a 

satellite signal caused by local obstructions 
such as tall buildings. I lowever on a portable 
set, a repetitive display is probably unneces- 
sary; the above equations could be solved 
iteratively until the results stabilised. and 
then the complete set turned off except for 
the display. in order to conserve power. 

A marine (yacht) receiver would have an 
additional suite of software to provide data 
such as average course and speed, to give 
distance, bearing and estimated time of 
arrival at the next waypoint, to follow a route 
or sailplan through a pre -selected group of 
waypoints. and to raise various alarms when 
off coi.rse. 
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It would also provide outputs to control an 
autopilot. All this software has been written 
for the transputer based navigation system: 
it is a lot of code, hut since it executes 
relatively rarely it does not severely affect 
CPU time. 

DISPLAY KEYBOARD 

The display of a handheld version need only 
show a position. either in latitude and 
longitude or in local coordinates such as a 

national -grid reference. However my imple- 
mentat ion allows for the handheld to he used 
on boat, so includes the larger display and a 

keyboard for mode selection and waypoint 
entry. 

My prototype has a display with two lines 
of forty characters, and is organised such 
that it can he exchanged for a 4 x20 charac- 
ter version. These have compatible inter- 
faces. and the latter allows the face of the 

unit to he 100mm wide by 170mm high, 
suitable fora hand-held pocket set. 

The link adaptor described above for 
inputting the off -air signal also provides 
eight output pins. These are used to drive the 
display module. to strobe the keyboard and 
to operate a bleeper for acknowledging key 
depressions. The shift register used to cap- 
ture input samples also has a parallel input, 
and this is activated to read the keyboard as 

necessary. Thus no additional hardware is 

needed. 
This lack of hardware entails some slightly 

complex software to share the transputer 

link. but is worthwhile on a portable unit. 
On the marine version. I have used a second 
link adaptor for the user functions. This 
allows a clean separation of the software. and 
also makes a separate control head for the 
charthouse. the cockpit and the flying bridge 
very economical extensions. 

The simple handheld version would have 
the transputer. three 28 -pin chips and four 

I TL packages. If the navigating functions 
are included, it would use more memory. 
expanding to five 28 -pin chips. The proces- 
sor hoard is the same size as the keyboard. 
about 90x70mm. and lies beneath it, allow- 
ing a very thin lower case, except in the 
bottom :30mm. where it thickens up to 
contain the batteries. 

All radio -frequency sections are built on a 

hoard 90x 120mm in the folding cover of the 
set. with a patch aerial with the same size 
ground plane. "I bus the combined unit is 

about 25mm thick. that being dictated by 
the battery dimensions. and opens into two 
hinged units about l3mm thick. with a 

convenient thicker grip point around the 
base. 

These sizes are using conventional pack- 
aging. Using surface -mount components 
would not gain anything on the full facilities 
model, since the size is dictated by the 
keyboard. battery and display. 

On the position -only handheld. the size 
could he reduced to 80x 125 x25 by remov- 
ing the keyboard and using a smaller display, 
hut could still use conventional packaging. 
Any smaller than this would stiffer badly 

from the reduced ground plane under the 
antenna. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Use of a high-speed general-purpose micro- 
processor such as the transputer allows the 
implementation of functions previously res- 

tricted to hardware, with appropriate he- 

nefits in flexibility. space and assembly costs. 
Off -the -shelf components rather than 

custom silicon signal processing allows the 
smaller company access to the technology. 
rather than limiting it to the vertically 
integrated companies that either have vast 
funds or in-house semiconductor opera- 
tions. 

The transputer card takes up no more 
space than the microcontroller it replaces. 
hut an entire suite of signal processing 
hardware has been removed. allowing an 
implementation that is suitable for portable 
use or panel mounting in terms of both size 
and power consumption. It brings the 
accuracy of the CPS system to the level of 
cost of the old Uecca and LORAN systems 
that have been running since the war. 
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RF path evaluation 
with a PC 

A personal computer can take care of much of the routine 
work in analysing RF paths. This article describes a 

method of using standard integrated spreadsheet and 
graphics software to plot path profiles on the computer 

screen and to calculate path loss. 

(though a great deal of information is 

available on predicting the loss of 
,oint-to-point radio links at v.h.f./ 

u.h.f.. little is published on how a personal 

computer can take the tedium out of the 

many repetitive calculations which are in- 

volved. 
At least one proprietary computer pro- 

gram is available which will do an exhaustive 

analysis, but this may not he economically 
justifiable if only occasional use is to he 

made of it. Reference I covers the basic 

theory behind the calculations and contains 
a listing of a program which will plot a path 

profile using a dot matrix printer, but does 

not deal with using the computer for loss 

calculations. 
If integrated spreadsheet and graphics 

facilities are available either on a multi-user 
system or a stand-alone personal computer. 
the traditional method of plotting path 

profiles on special path profile graph paper 

can be completely dispensed with. Once the 

data for the whole path has been entered into 

the spreadsheet. it is possible to select parts 

of the path interactively and to plot these in 

greater detail. The resolution obtainable is 

limited only by the data entered. 
The advantages of this approach are as 

fol lows: 

A first "rough" plot of the basic path 

together with the main high points can he 

obtained quickly on the screen and an 

immediate decision can he made whether 

there is clear line of sight. or whether the 

ground profile needs to be obtained in more 

detail to evaluate the likely performance. 
For any given path. profiles for different 

values of K factor can he quickly produced. 
If the Fresnel zone is drawn in. then the 

effect of changing the working frequency is 

easily evaluated. 
Assuming that path information is avail- 

able in sufficient detail. it is a simple matter 
to produce an overall path plot, together 
with selected parts in greater detail. 

The basic path data is stored in a conve- 

nient form which can he easily updated and 

new plots drawn. 

FACILITIES REQUIRED 

The basic facility needed for this procedure is 

an integrated spreadsheet/graphics package 

with appropriate hardware for graphical 

I I. JURKE 

output (if this is required). The essential 

characteristic required of the graphics is the 

ability to plot true XV plots. Many packages 

are able to plot line graphs only, where the 
points on the X axis are simply evenly spaced 

instead of being scaled in the same way as the 
Y axis points. If the software can only plot 
line graphs. then it can still be used but the 

distance points along the X axis must he 

evenly spaced along the path. For plots 

covering the whole path this is feasible, but 
it will he difficult to examine individual 
sections in more detail to any great resolu- 

tion. 
The ability to enter a logical If -Then -Else 

cause into spreadsheet cells is also neces- 

sary. To he able to plot smooth profiles for 
the Fresnel zone and the Earth's hulge. a 

reasonable number of distance points must 
he included (e.g. at 1 km intervals mini- 
mum). Height data may not be needed for all 
these if, for example. it is obvious that there 
is only one obstruction. Only the height data 

for that obstruction need then he entered. 

Use is made of the If -Then -Else clause to 

calculate profile points only where height 
data is included. The end result is much 
tidier plot. 

A third desirable feature is the ability to 
write macro instruction sets. This will allow 

600 
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GH srt) 
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.AEH(srt) 

200 - 

the process of adjusting the graph settings 
defining which section of the path is to be 

plotted to be automated. On invoking the 

macro, the user is simply prompted to enter 
the start and finish points of the section to be 

plotted and the macro does the rest. 

PLOTTING PATH PROFILES 

Path profiles are plotted so that the radio 

patch is represented as a straight line. The 

linr of the first Fresnel zone is drawn below 

the radio path. The Earth's bulge is shown 
and the ground profile is plotted above this. 

It is then immediately obvious whether the 
radio ray clears high points along the path or 
is obstructed by them. The amount of the 

obstruction is also apparent. 
The basic path profile data comprising 

ground height against distance along the 

path is derived either from topographic 
maps or by purchasing a path profile dataset. 

Parameters required for a path plot are 

calculated from this basic data and are 

shown in Fig.1. 

I'he formulae used for the calculations are 

as`oI lows: 

1. Path height (PFIT). This calculates the 

values needed to dares the radio ray as a 

PATH PROFILE 
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Fig.1. Parameters needed for path profiles. 
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straight line above the imaginary straight X 
axis joining the two ends of the path. 

PH'1' = C Isrt1+AEHIsr01+Idr/DJ 
x ; JCI Ilendl+AEI-IlendlJ- 
CI-11srt1+ \El-1(srtJ ;metres 

2. Earth's bulge height (BHT). This calcu- 
lates the height of the Earth's bulge above 
the imaginary straight X axis for any point 
between the start and end points of the path. 

BHT=0.0784xdi x (D-d1(1K metres 

3. Fresnel zone radius (FZR. The formula 
calculates the radius of the first Freznel zone 
for any point along the path. 

FZR=31.6x1300xd1 x(D-d1)/(FxDIJ°5 
metres 

4. Distance of Fresnel zone above imaginary 
X axis (DFZ). This simply calculates the 
equivalent XV points so that the first Fresnel 
zone can he plotted on a path profile as a 

curve below the direct radio ray. 

DFZ=PI-IT-FZR metres 

5. Ground profile (GHT+BHT). The Y values 
for the X1' points of the ground profile on the 
path plot are simply the sum of the corres- 
ponding values for G HT and BHT. 

6. Distance from start (di). kilometres. This 
is entered manually or parsed from a path 
profile dataset. Distance points should he at 
less than 1 km intervals for the whole of the 
path so that sufficient points are available to 
plot the ray. Earth's bulge and Fresnel zones 
as smooth curves. Height data may not be 
available for all distance points. in which 
case the cells are left blank. 

7. Ground height above sea level (CHT. 
metres. This is entered manually or parsed 
from the path profile dataset. \Vith data 
entered manually and distances entered at 
1km intervals as recommended above. there 
will he gaps in the GI IT column. This does 
not normally matter as an If -Then -Else 
condition on the calculation of the ground 
profile points IGHT+BI IT) can usually he 
applied which will then only produce an 
entry in that column if there is an entry in 
the CH I' column. 

SETTING UP 

A standard spreadsheet is set up with cells for 
the following path parameters: 

K factor 
IN End -to -end path distance 

Frequency of operation 
Ground height at start 
Ground height at end 
Antenna height at start 
Antenna height at end 
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Fig.2. Typical "rough" path profile for a 20km path. This profile is drawn using a 
factor of 4/3 and a radio frequency of 950 VIHz. 
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Fig.3. Full profile for a 6km path. 
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The ground height (in metres) versus dis- 
tance (in kilometres) data is entered into two 
columns. The remaining columns for the 
radio ray. Earth's bulge. Fresnel zone and 
ground profile are calculated using formulae 

K 
D kilometres 
F megahertz 
GH(srt) metres 
GH(end) metres 
AEHlsrt) metres (above ground) 
AEH(end) metres (above ground) 

8 

K 

1 to 7 together with the data from the above 
table. 

The path profile is drawn from this spread- 
sheet by simply graphing the calculated data 
on to the screen. Whether the whole path is 
drawn or just a portion of it is determined by 
altering the range of values to he graphed. 
either manually or by invoking a macro 
routine. 

.\ typical "rough" path profile for a 20km 
path would appear as in Fig.2. 

The profile shows the radio path (P). the 
first Fresnel zone (F). the Earth's bulge (B) 
and a number of points of high ground along 
the path denoted by triangles. 

This path exhibits clear line of sight along 
its whole length and apart from checking the 
foreground clearance at each end. can he 
assumed to be a free -space path. 
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PATH PROFILE UATASETS 

Instead of deriving path height versus dis- 
tance data manually from topographic maps. 

this may be available on disc or tape at 

reasonable rates. It may he supplied in a 

variety of formats, hut for parsing in o a 

spreadsheet, the most useful is a text file. 
Each line of text should be to a fixed 

format and represent one point on the path. 
The distance of that point from the start of 
the path and its ground height above sea 

level as well as its grid coordinates are 

usually given. I'he line of text can then be 

regarded as a number of fields of a set of data 

and readily parsed into a dataset structure on 
a spreadsheet. Grid coordinates are not 
required and are ignored. 

The advantage of these datasets is that a 

large number of points along the path are 

included. This means that the ground profile 
can he drawn accurately and sections of the 

path can he examined in detail with a high 
degree of confidence. This is particularly 
useful where marginal paths over urban 
areas are involved. 

The profiles shown in Fig.3. 4 illustrate 
this. The first is for a complete path from a 

central city site to the top of a nearby hill, 
drawn for a radio frequency of 13GHz. 

Except at the city end. where buildings 
intrude, the path is clear line of sight. The 

second profile is drawn from the same set of 
data with the X coordinates restricted to the 

first 500 metres. The problem building is 

clearly highlighted. Such detail could not he 

obtained from topographic maps. 

CALCULATION OF PATH LOSS 

'fheorectical path loss is most easily esti- 

mated using the classical formula for the 

free space loss and adding any further losses 

due to obstruct ions to the line of sight path. 
To decide whether an obstruction will 

contribute a significant loss, use is made of 
the fact that little power is transmitted 
outside the first Fresnel zone. The theoretic- 
al diffraction loss curves for isolated obsta- 

cles extending into the first Fresnel zone are 

shown in Fig.5 as a set of curves of loss 

versus the normalized clearance I-I/FZR 

(clearance H divided by Fresnel zone radius 

FZR) of the path over the obstacles. The 

curves cover the range of obstacles from 
knife-edge to smooth earth. \ typical moun- 
tain ridge would he somewhere in between 

as determined by the "radius" of its top as 

seen in cross section. 
These curves indicate that where the 

normalized clearance within the first Fres- 

nel zone is greater than or equal to 0.6. the 

obstruction does not introduce any loss. hut 

may introduce a gain. 
The loss due to an obstruction with a 

normalized clearance of less than 0.6 is 

markedly dependent on its radius of curva- 
ture and clearance with respect to the path. 

The simplest method of estimating the loss 

due to obstacles 3 is to calculate two factors 

characterizing the obstacle, the normalized 
clearance I-I/FZR and a factor a where a is 

calculated by the formula 

(A2r3xr.u'r)/R 
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Fig.4. First 500 metres of the profile in Fig.3. 
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Fig.5. Loss versus normalized clearance. 

where >` is the wavelength. r the radius of the 

top of the obstacle and R the Earth's radius. 
The curves used to estimate the loss from 

the obstacle characteristics 1-1/FZR and a are 

given in reference 3 and reproduced in Fig. 

On the spreadsheet used to plot the path 

profile, additional columns are included to 
allot the loss due to multiple obstructions 
to he estimated. These are 

Column dr. The values are calculated and 

are the manually entered distances, less a 

startpoint offset (the need for an offset is 

explained below). Column di contains the 

actual values to be used for path profile 
calculations. Initially. the offset is set to zero 
and the contents of d1 will equal the dis- 

tances entered. 

A column for the ratio ll/(FZR1. The values 

are calculated according to the formula 
((CI-I+ BHT) -PI-IT/FZR. 

A column for a. The values are calculated 

) 4 

1.0 2.0 

NORMALIZED CLEARANCE, C 

according to the formula a=(X2'x rr' `1/R 

In addition, some extra cells are required for 
the following values: 

Start point offset. The value will he 

entered manually. 
Wavelength (A). The value is calculated 

from the cell containing the working fre- 

quency in MI Iz using the formula a=300/F. 
Effective radius (r) of the obstruction to 

the radio path. The value will be assessed 

from the path profile and entered manually. 
Free space attenuation (A,) for the path. 

'the value is calculated from the operating 
frequency and overall path length data. 

entered elsewhere on the spreadsheet, using 
the formula A,=32.5+2Olog(1)x F1. 

PATH LOSS 

Estimation of path loss is carried out as 

follows. Enter all path profile data, set the 
offset to zero and recalculate spreadsheet. 
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Fig.7. Full path profile, city building to hilltop. 
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Fig.8. Major obstruction 2.3km from city building. 

The free space loss is read off directly from 
the cell (A1). 

The cell in the I -1/R column which con- 
tains the maximum value for that column 
defines the most prominent obstacle. Note 
that II (the obstacle height over the path 
height) is numerically the same hut direc- 
tionally opposite to the clearance discussed 
above. I -hence any obstacle contributing a 
loss will have an II/R value greater than 
-0.6. Draw this obstacle on the screen and 
estimate the radius of its top. Enter this 
value in the appropriate cell and recalculate 
the spreadsheet. The values of a and H/FZR 
can now be read off and the loss due to this 
obstacle determined from the loss curves in 
Fig.6. 

The next most prominent obstacles are 
identified by considering the two sections of 

path on either side of the main obstacle as 
separate paths. They are considered indi- 
vidually. At this stage the whole path data 
must be saved since copies will be required 
for modification. 

To consider the first section, delete all 
path points after the main obstacle. Adjust 
D. GH (end) and set AEI I (end) to zero. 
Recalculate the spreadsheet. Inspection of 
the I-I/R column as before will identify the 
most prominent obstacle in this part of the 
path. The values I-I/FZR and a for this 
obstacle are determined as before and the 
loss it contributes determined. Check the 
I-I/R values to see if there is likely to be 
another obstacle in this part of the path. If 
there is. then save the spreadsheet for later 
use. 

The second section is assessed by taking a 

10 
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Fig.6. Diffraction over rounded obstacles. 

fresh copy of the whole path and deleting all 
points before the main obstacle. Set the 
offset equal to the distance value of the first 
point in the d1 column, adjust D, adjust 
CH(srt). set AEI Ilsrt) to zero and recalculate 
the spreadsheet. Inspection of the I-I/FZR 
column as before will identify the most 
prominent obstacle in this section. Deter- 
mine the values for 1-1/FZ11 and a as before to 
estimate the loss it contributes. Check for 
other likely obstacles and proceed as before. 

Repeat the above procedure until all 
obstacles have been dealt with. Note that not 
all obstacles protruding into the first Fresnel 
zone will necessarily contribute to the loss. 
If the most prominent obstacle protrudes 
above the radio path, then once this is dealt 
with and the sections on either side are 
considered individually, the lesser obstruc- 
tions may not return a value for I I/FZR 
greater than -0.6. 

The total loss introduced by the obstacles 
is then the sum of the individual losses 
introduced by each one. This is added to the 
free space loss for the whole path to give a 
total path loss. 

For maximum path reliability, calcula- 
tions should he done at the minimum 
recommended value for K for the path (2/3 
for temperate zones). 

An example will make this clear. The path 
profile used is typical of those from a city 
building to a nearby hilltop radio station 
(Fig.7). 

From the spreadsheet, the major path 
obstructions were determined using the 
criterion I-I/FZR>-0.6. Two possible ob- 
structions exist: the major one. 130.94m 
high, with (I I/R= +0.46) at a distance of 
2.3km from the origin and a second poten- 
tial one 111/R=-0.35) at a distance of 
4.55km from the origin. 

To find the effective radius of curvature 
for the major peak, the plot range is res- 
tricted to include only this peak and its 
immediately adjacent ground (Fig.8). By 
inspection, the effective radius of the top of 
this peak was estimated to he 75m. 

a.0 

2,0 

.25 
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To assess the effect of the second peak 

4.55km from the origin. the path data up to 

the first peak is deleted. The start point offset 

is set to 2.3km. D is set to 18.36-2.31. 
GI-ITIsrt I is set to 130.94. AEI Ilsrt l is set to 0 

and the spreadsheet recalculated. The effec- 

tive value of I I/R for this secondary obstruc- 
tion turned out to he -0.75: and because 

this is less than -0.6 it can be ignored. Fig 9 

confirms this. 

There is. therefore. only one significant 
obstruction with the parameters H/R=0.47 
and o = 0.09: and the loss it contributes. 
determined from the loss curves in Fig.6. is 

13dB. 
The total path loss is therefore the free 

space loss from Sheet 11110dB) plus the 
obstruction loss of 13dB: i.e. 

total path loss = 110+13 = 123dB 

GROUND REFLECTION POINT 

Significant interference from refected sig- 

nals is likely if large bodies of water or 
wetlands are on the line of the path at the 

point of reflection and if the angle between 

the direct and reflected rays is within the 
beamwidth of the antennas. 

The point of reflection is defineds as point 
P on Fig.10. where 1' and R are the antennas 

at each end. R0 is the Earth's norminal 
radius 16370km). K is the usual Earth radius 

factor and APB is a tangent to the Earth's 
surface at P. 

For a real path, it can be assumed that the 

angle of reflection and hence Or and 0, are all 

small. It can also be assumed that r,,. r, and 

r, are approximately equal to D. d, and d, 
respectively. The point of reflection P and 

angles 01. 0, between the direct and reflected 
rays at each end are calculated from the path 
geometry. 

Using the above approximations. the fol- 
lowing equation can he derived: 

m(Y-1 SI)+Y-c=0 

where Y=12xd1/D1-1=1-12xd,/D) 
c=lh,-h,)/Ihr+h,) 
m=11000xD'1/(4 x Kx Rx (hi +h,1) 

D. d,. d, are all in kilometres: hr. h, are in 

metres: c and m are constants. 
Solving this equation for Y will give the 

value for di which determines the reflection 
point. 

Because the factor ni contains K (which is 

dependent on the atmospheric refractivity) a 

range of values for d, needs to be calculated 
for the expected range of K. 

Once the position of P is known. O, and 0, 

can be also be calculated, since it can be 

shown that 

hr'=h1-(1000x(d,21/12xKxR) 
h2'=h.2-(1000x(4,'1/(2xKxR,I) 
angle of reflection (TPA)=h,'/d, =h,'/d, 
sines=d,xsinlr-2xTPA)/I) 
sinU2=d,xsin(7r-2xTPA)/D 

The solution of the equation for di (X) and 

the calculation of the angles. at each end. 

between the direct and reflected rays can he 

done on the spreadsheet set up for path 

profile plotting. 
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Fig.9. Path from first obstruction to hilltop. 
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Fig.10. Geometry of a 

the point of reflection and angle between 
direct and reflected rays. 

path to determine 

ANT INN \ SPACING 

If the refection point falls on water or 
wetland, then a possible solution is to install 
two antennas at each end mounted vertically 
above each other and to combine their 
signals (Fig.11).'. 

Assuming that the plane of the two anten- 
nas is normal to the direct ray, the two 

outputs from the antennas due to this will be 

ín phase and will add. However. there will he 

a difference in phase between the outputs 
due to the reflected ray because of the 
different distances this ray has to travel to 
reach the two antennas. 

For the signals due to the reflected ray to 

cancel, the phase difference should be ra- 

dians. The antenna spacing S to achieve this 
is given by S= 150/I Fsin0), where F is the 
working frequency in MHz and S is in 
metres. 

The author adds that, provided the simple 
criteria described in his article are met. 

these procedures can he implemented on 

6 e 

1 

PHASE 
SHIFTER 

Fig.11. Reception of direct and reflected 
rays. 

any reasonably professional integrated 
spreadsheet/business software package. He 

developed the ideas and the basic spread- 
sheet under PFS First Choice on his Exzel 
IBM compatible and used it at work under 
Lotus Symphony on a Sperry IBM com- 
patible. 

Hagen furke is a chartered engineer. 
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Decoding RDS 
To complement November's survey of the BBC's progress 
with RDS, this article provides a technical description of 

the signal. Next month the author presents a practical 
RDS display module which can be used to enhance 

conventional FM receivers. 

Alarge percentage of the population 
now understands something of what 
is meant by the letters RDS - the 

Radio Data System. The eye-catching logo is 
destined to become as familiar on radio 
receivers as Dolby's double -I) symbol is upon 
cassette machines today. 

RDS signals are carried by all BBC FM 
transmitters in England, and also by many 
independent local radio stations operating 
under franchise from the 1B.1. Several Euro- 
pean countries are carrying these signals 
too, and within the next year or two most of 
western Europe will he included.' 

RDS has a number of distinct "features" 
(see panel). A feature may be described as a 

reserved data channel within one or more 
It )S group types. The subject of group types 
will he covered later. but suffice it to say that 
by altering the mixture and balance rate of 
group types used a broadcaster can control 
the mixture and balance of the RDS features 
he transmits. 

The two- and three -letter acronyms (e.g. 

*What is happening to RDS? Bev 'larks IBBC). 
Electronics & Wireless IVor/J, November 1988. 
1096-1100. 

Although it does not implement the important auto -tuning features of RDS, this compact 
module, to be described next month, can be added to a conventional FM tuner to bring it 
the benefit of the system's useful display features. 

.. 

SINION J. I'AIlNALI, 

RDS FEATURES 

What does RDS offer the listener? People natural- 
ly think of teletext, a familiar broadcast data 
system. Parallels between the two should stop 
here, however, because unlike teletext, RDS is 

primarily radiated to assist the listener in recep- 
tion and to give additional information about the 
programme being received. Subsidiary channels 
are included within the specification, but the 
recommended proportion of overall RDS capac- 
ity to be given to these applications is very small. 

A list of RDS features' is as follows: 

Programme identification PI 

Programme service name PS 

Programme type PTY 

Alternative frequencies AF 

Traffic programme identification TP 
Traffic announcement flag TA 

Decoder identification DI 

Music/speech switch MS 
Programme item number PIN 
Radiotext message RT 

Clock time and date CT 

Other networks ON 
Transparent data channel TDC 
In-house data IH 

h 
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J° 

PI, PS. PTV) are an essential part of Rl)S- 
speak, and will he used throughout this 
article. 

Programme identification: the 1'1 code is a 
16 -hit binary number which labels a sta- 
tion's transmissions. If a receiver finds two 
transmitters carrying the same code it may 
assume that the two transmissions are iden- 
tical. The receiver may then use relative 
signal strength and quality to determine 
which transmission to use. 

Programme service name: the PS name is an 
eight -character string, used to ident4 the 
station being received. \\ hereas the PI code 
is 'machine readable'. the PS name is de- 
signed to he seen by the listener. Examples 
are "BBC R-+" and "Camhrdge". 

Programme type: the PTV code defines the 
current programme as being in one of 32 
categories. Examples are: news. current 
affairs, pop music. 

Alternative frequencies: a list of alternative 
frequencies is built up from two-hyte :\F 
code elements. A single FM frequency on the 
IOOkl-Iz lattice may he expressed in one byte 
by declaring the offset (in 100kí-Iz units) 
from the base of Band 2 (87.5M1-Iz). MF and 
LF hand frequencies. and FM frequencies 
offset from 100kl-Iz lattice points require two 
bytes. 

The AF list is used by a mobile receiver, 
which checks the signal strength, quality 
and PI code of each of the listed frequencies. 
If one of these offers superior reception the 
receiver should retune and use this new 
frequency instead. 

Checks need to he repeated frequently, 
since signal strengths from FBI transmitters 
can vary quite widely over short geographic- 
al distances. To do this the receiver must 
employ a second front-end, dedicated to the 
task of testing frequencies contained in the 
AF list; or else use gaps in programme 
material to retune to listed frequencies and 
make the necessary tests. 

The AF list is essential to efficient opera- 
tion of either type of receiver. Without this 
provision the receiver would need to test the 

PI code of every receivable frequency in the 
hand. I lowever, the PI code acquisition 

time is inherently of the order of 
_,''100ms, making this process very slow. By 

defining a subset of the hand, indeed a 

subset of the band in which the PI code may 
be presumed to he correct, the \F list 
considerably shortens this task. 

A receiver operating with a single front- 
end cannot make a 1'1 code test on frequen- 
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cies that it samples because the length of 

time required, and the consequent audible 

drop -out that would he produced. Instead. 

the receiver will make a check of the PI code 

when it has retuned to the new frequency as 

a programme source. Invalid frequencies 

included in an AF list will cause such 

receivers to give a short burst of an un- 

wanted programme whilst the PI code is 

being read. before the frequency is rejected. 

Traffic programme: TI' is a single bit. It 

identifies that the station being listened to. 

indeed the programme being listened to. is 

likely to carry travel announcements. 
Motorists can use this as a means of seeking 

travel news in an unfamiliar area. Normally 

I he 1'P flag would he set on the transmissions 

from a BBC local radio station: provided, of 

course, that the station does indeed carry 

such announcements. 
, 

-:r.."1==717"-~". -. 

FR INTER 11 46 

r- r-- 
-. r-- 

FR N+iRD 11: 

r11 r- 
¡MERCURY 11:5-; 

RDS is now being implemented by broad- 
casters all over Europe. These PS displays 
were received from the France -Inter and 
Fréquence-Nord services of Radio France, 
and from Radio Mercury, the ILR station for 
Reigate and Crawley. 

Traffic announcement: 1'A is also a single 

hit. and is used in conjunction with TP. If TA 

is set then the station being listened to is 

broadcasting a travel announcement at this 
moment. The receiver can use this hit to 

increase the volume. stop a cassette, or some 

similar act ion. 

Decoder information: DI is formed from 

four hits, and identifies the decoder operat- 

ing mode required. One hit indicates mono/ 

stereo, another indicates whether an artifi- 
cial head has been used for recording, and 

the third indicates whether compression is 

applied to the signal. The fourth hit is 

undefined. 

Music/speech: Ms is a single hit. It may he 

used by receivers to switch between two 
volume settings. 

Programme item number: the PIN is a 

composite number, expressed in 16 bits, 

formed from the day of month. hour and 

minute of the published start of the current 
programme. The programme may start late, 

or early, but the PIN remains the same. It 

may he thought of as similar to a railway 
timetable reference: the 1612 train is still 
the 1612 even though it actually leaves at 

1615 today. 

Receivers may use this number to switch 

on automatically at the s art of a particular 
programme. or to start recording (copyright 
law permitting). 
Radiotext: the radiotext message is a string 
of either 64 or 32 characters. Two transmit- 
ted variants are specified. RT is intended to 

give information about the programme 
being received. 

Clock time and date: CT information defines 

the year. month, day. week number. day of 
week. hour and minute. Seconds and frac- 

tions of a second are implied by the timing of 

transmission of this information: the end of 

transmission defines the minute described 

precisely. 
Other network: ON data is a collection of 

RDS features relating to other stations. The 

features are: PI, PIN, PTY. TP, TA and AF. 

Thus, although listening to a particular 
station. the receiver can he informed of the 

frequencies on which to find other services 

in the area, the state of their travel broad- 

casts and what type of programme they are 

carrying. 
This feature provides the means by which 

a listener may find Radio 2 (say) having 

driven 300 miles listening to Radio 4. At 

every stage on the journey the receiver may 

determine, from ON data on Radio 4. the 

frequency on which to find Radio 2. 

ON holds the key to the operation of a 

comprehensive travel service whereby, 

whatever station your receiver is tuned to, it 
has ready and immediate access to all travel 

announcements in the area. Such data, :f 
transmitted, is likely only to be consistent 
between the services offered by a given 

broadcaster. 
Transparent data channel: TDC provides up 

to 32 sub -channels for communication with 
data -consuming devices, e.g. home compu- 
ters. 
In-house data: IH is similar to TDC, but 

reserved for use by the broadcaster. 

This is a comprehensive list of RDS features 

defined in the EBU specification'. Some 

features are basic to the system and cannot 
he omitted. others are optional. In any case. 

even basic features may be left in a default 

state by the broadcaster or changed in 

accordance with the programme. The BBC 

uses the words "static" and "dynamic" to 

describe this operational disparity. 
The NBC has declared that it is radiating 

PI, PS. AF. ON. and CT from its transmitters. 
It exercises dynamic control over PI, PS and 

ON from its Radio 2. 3 and 4 transmissions, 
changing station names when appropriate 

throughout the day. Normally Radio 2 trans- 

missions carry the I'S name "BBC R2/1": the 

2/1 reminds listeners that the service 

changes to Radio I at certain times. At these 

times the PS name swill change, to "BBC 

R1/2". Other changes are made to re -label 

educational broadcasts and indicate when 

the FM and LF networks are split, and 

therefore carrying different programmes. At 

present. the IBA is not radiating ON or CT. 

In addition to the declared features, both 

the BBC and IBA are radiating default RT 

(radiotext), PTY (programme type). TP and 

TA flags from all transmitters. The BBC 

exercises dynamic control of these features 

.. 

S 
RADIO DATA SYSTEM 

on an experimental basis from all Radio 2.3 
and 4 transmitters, and their content may be 

expected to change on a regular basis. The 

changes are scheduled to occur at published 

programme boundaries. and are executed by 

the BBC's central RDS computer at Broad- 

casting (-louse. London. Changes are com- 

municated to RDS encoders at transmitter 
sites by the use of spare capacity in the BBC's 

Nicam programme distribution system. It 

must he stressed. however, that this in- 

formation is transmitted on an experimental 
basis and the BBC has not undertaken to 

offer these features as a public service. 

Summary of the BBC's current RDS features. 

Static Dynamic Experimentally 
Dynamic 

PI,PS,PTY 

Local radio AF,TP.TA. CT 

and Radio 1 DI,MS,PIN 
RT.ON 

Radios 2.3.4 AF.DI.MS PI.PS.CT PTY.TP,TA.PIN. 
RT.ON 

Note that CT (clock time) transmissions 
must he dynamic to he of any use! BBC clock 

time transmissions are synchronized to MSF 

transmissions from Rugby and are traceable 

to the NFL standard. Automatic changeover 

from CMT to BST is provided in this service 

and thus BBC CT transmissions will make 

tI ie same changes. 

HOW IS THIS DATA TRANSMITTED? 

RDS uses an additional subcarrier of 57k Hz. 

This frequency is three times that of the 
stereo pilot tone and is phase -locked to the 

pilot tone when this is present. The injection 
level of the 57kHz subcarrier is expressed in 

terms of the deviation of the main FM carrier 
due to the (unmodulated) subcarrier. The 

BBC uses injection levels of 2.0k1-Iz for local 

radio and Radio 1, 2 and 4 transmissions. 
and a reduced level of 1.2kHzon Radio 3. 

The subcarrier is amplitude modulated by 

a shaped bi-phase coded signal. The subcar- 

rier itself is suppressed to avoid data mod- 

ulated cross -talk in phase -locked loop stereo 

decoders and to enable the system to work 

R2/1 12:21 f 

All BBC national and local stations in 

England now carry RDS signals. Coverage 
is being rapidly extended to Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. 
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alongside the German ARI system (Auto- 
fahrer Rundfunk Information)`. 

The basic data rate is 1187.5 baud. This 
rate is obtained by dividing the subcarrier 
frequency by 48. 

Data is differentially encoded at the trans- 
mitter according to the expression 

Output It = Input Id ®Output It - tal 

where to = one hit period = 1187.5s 

At the receiver the reverse process is applied 
by the expression 

- ltd 

© 1 11 1 

I I I I 

O IIIIIIIIIIIII( I II 
1 

II 

Radio data 
message 
source 

Output ItI = Input It- tal ® Inputlt 
This combined process ensures that the data 
will he decoded correctly if the demodulated 
signal is inverted. 

The hl -phase symbol generator produces 
two impulses for each input bit. A logic 1 

input gives 

elt) = SID - hit+ta/2) 

and a logic ()gives 

r-D-tterentral--------1 
I 

encoder 

CK 

elt) = -S(t) + Slt+ta/2) 

Left 

An example of the resultant impulse train 
is shown at (4) in Fig. 1. This is then shaped 
by a filter whose response is ideally 

cos Ti id 
for 0 , f , 

4 t J 

9 
0 for f> a 

J 

The resultant shaped impulse train then 
T$2 modulates the 57kHz subcarrier. 

In the receiver. the above processes need 
to be reversed. The stereo multiplex signal is 
band -filtered and a synchronous demodula- 
tor used to recover the shaped hi -phase 

Sound programme 
signals 

J 

N r z 
to polar 
impulse 

converter 

Right 

Stereo encoder 
with 

pre -emphasis 

Multiplex 
signal 

Vh /fm 
transmitter 

Biphase symbol generator 

Delay 
td 

2 

2 

1187-5 Hz bit -rate clock H. 2375Hz 

Fig.1. RDS transmission chain. The 57kHz subcarrier is locked to the stereo pilot tone, if present. 

9 

24 

Shaping filte 
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nftd 

4 
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signal 

Suppressed 
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I amplitude 

modulator 

J 

Multiplex signal input 

(from v.h.f./tm. 
demodulator) 

ti rL 
57k Hz 

Synchronous 
57kHz demodulator 

Stereo decoder 
with 

de -emphasis 

Left 

Sound programme 
signals 

ti 
2 4kHz 

57 kHz 
subcarrier 
recovery 

- .e 

Right 

Linear 
inverter 

L__ 

Bitate 
clock 

recovery 

4 *-1F->=3 

Integrate Slicer 
and dump 

Biphase symbol 
decoder 

57 kHz 
subcarrier 

57 kHz 
oscillator 

LAuInTIR/ 

J 

CK 

CY/ 

ulfu 

CK 

Differential 
decoder 

118 7 5Hz bit -rate clock 

Data F., 
processor 

J 

Fig.2. Typical receiver decoding system for RDS. The rather complex modulation scheme was chosen to minimize the risk of inteference to the audio programme. 
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symbols. One form of bi-phase symbol de- 

coder is shown in Fig.2. It is important to 

note that, for optimum noise rejection, the 

combined filter response of the shaping filter 
and hi -phase decoder should have the same 

characteristic as the transmitter's filter, 
shown above. 

BASEBAND CODING 

RDS uses a continually repeated data struc- 

ture known as a Klock. A block comprises a 

total of 26 hits. Sixteen bits carry data: the 

ten extra bits are used for error detection/ 
correction and synchronization. 

Four such blocks are transmitted sequen- 

tially to form a group. The first block is 

known as Block 1. the second as Block 2 and 

so on. When transmission of the group is 

complete. transmission of the next begins. 

There are no gaps between blocks or groups. 

The group repetition period may he calcu- 

lated as follows: 

to.=tdx 1(14=1104 187 5s-87.5ms. 

RDS is designed to carry information to 

that most difficult of destinations, the mov- 

ing motor car. Reception conditions can 

vary on a second by second basis. multipath 
distortion sometimes rendering the data - 

stream useless. For this reason ROS employs 

a high degree of redundancy. both in terms 

of the check hits appended to each block and 

the repeated transmission of group types. 

The structure and length of an RDS group 
were chosen to optimize the data -carrying 
capacity in the presence of random and 

period is reception errors. 
A 26 -hit block may he generated from 16 

data hits by multiplying the data bits by the 

following matrix: 

10000000000000000001110111 
01000000000000001011100111 
00100000000000001110101111 
00010000000000001100001011 
00001000000000001101011001 
00000100000000001101110000 
00000010000000000110111000 

G= 00000001000000000011011100 
00000000100000000001101110 
00000000010000000000110111 
00000000001000001011000111 
00000000000100001110111111 
00000000000010001100000011 
00000000000001001101011101 
00000000000000101101110010 
00000000000000010110111001 

This is the matrix equivalent of the gener- 

ator polynomial 

glx1=x10+x'+x'+x5+xt+x`+ 1 

The result of multiplying this matrix by 

the data word D=0100010000100011 may 

he shown by writing the data hits vertically 
beside the matrix and then exclusively or-ing 
together all lines of the matrix where 

Dlbit nl = 1. 

O 10000000000000000001110111 
1 01000000000000001011100111 
o 00100000000000001110101111 
o 000l000c000000001100001011 
O 00001000000000001101011001 
1 00000100000000001101110000 
o 000000lc000000000110111000 
O 00000001000000000011011100 
O 00000000100000000001101110 
0 00000000010000000000110111 
1 00000000001000001011000111 
O 00000000000100001110111111 
O 00000000000010001100000011 
o 00000000000001001101011101 
1 00000000000000101101110010 
1 00000000000000010110111001 

Result is given by 

XOR 
XOR 
XOR 
XOR 

Line Used 

Line Used 

Line Used 

Line Used 

Line Used 

01000000000000001011100111 
00000100000000001101110000 
00000000001000001011000111 
00000000000000101101110010 
00000000000000010110111001 

01000100001000110110011011 

The matrix leaves the data hits untouched 
(they are multiplied by the unity matrix). 
and generates a 10 -hit check word. The 

check word is akin to the CRC (cyclic 
redundancy check) well known in data stor- 
age systems. The resultant word is modified 
by exclusively or-ing the result with a 10 -bit 
word known as an offset word. This offset 

word is different for each of the constituent 
blocks of a group. Offset words applicable to 

each of the group elements are shown below: 

Block Offset Offset word 

1 

2 
3 

4 

A 
B 

C 

C' 
D 

0011111100 
0110011000 
0101101000 
1101010000 
0110110100 

Note: block 3 has an alternative offset word to aid 

identification of a special set of group types. 

Group = 4 blocks = 104 bits 

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 

Block=26 bits 

\1 
Information word Checkword 

'Information word =16 bits 

m15 
m7 m0 

offset word 

Checkword=10 bits 

1 

C.4 c'0 

Fig 3. Basic data structure of RDS is a 26 -bit sequence known as a block. 

SYNCHRONIZATION 

In the decoder a parity check matrix (shown 
below) is used to generate a 10 -bit number 

from an accumulated 26 -bit data sequence. 

The matrix multiplication is performed in 

the same way as the generation shown 

earlier except. of course, that there are 26 

input bits and 10 output bits. 

1000000000 
0100000000 
0010000000 
0001000000 
0000100000 
0000010000 
0000001000 
0000000100 
0000000010 
0000000001 
1011011100 
0101101110 

H= 0010110111 
1010000111 
1110011111 
1100010011 
1101010101 
1101110110 
0110111011 
1000000001 
1111011100 
0111101110 
0011110111 
1010100111 
1110001111 
1100011011 

The result of this matrix calculation is 

known as a syndrome. Each offset word 

produces a characteristic syndrome when 

the matrix is multiplied by the 26 bits 

forming the respective block. If the decoder 

is in sync the syndrome for offset A will be 

found 26 bits ahead of the syndrome for 

offset B, which will he found 26 bits ahead of 

the syndrome for offset C or C', and so on. 

To lock to an incoming data stream a 

decoder must apply the parity check matrix 
to the contents of a 26 -bit shift register of 
incoming data bits at each and every hit 

period until a valid syndrome is detected. 

Confidence is increased if another valid 

syndrome is found 26 hits later, and so on. 

The offset words, effectively being deliberate 

errors introduced at known intervals, thus 

form the basis of the synchronization 
mechanism. 

Offset Offset Word Syndrome 

A 

B 

C 
C' 
o 

0011111100 
0110011000 
0101101000 
1101010000 
0110110100 

1111011000 
1111010100 
1001011100 
1111001100 
1001011000 

Once a sequence of four blocks with offsets 

A, B. C or C'. and O has been formed, the 

decoder has acquired one RDS group: this 

may now he processed. 

GROUP TYPES 

The four most significant bits of Block 2 of 

any group label the group and define the 

RDS features to which the group's data 

relates. In addition, the next most signifi- 
cant bit further divides the group type into 
one of two variants: A or B. Thus a group is 

known by its four bit number (0-15) and its 

variant letter (\ or B). 
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Bo TP 

Group type code/ 
Programme service name segment At the present the following group types 

Alternative frequency 1 have been defined: 

PI code Checkword 
*offset A 

PTY Checkword 
+offset B 

/ 

0:0;0¡0 o 

TA MS DI C1 CO 

Decoder control bits 

11 i 

d2 0 1 

d1 1 0 

d0 1 1 

Programme service name segment address code 

Checkword 
offset C 

Checkword 

offset D 
Group type RDS features carried 

OA PI, PTY, TP. TA. DI, MS. PS, AF 

OB PI. PTY, TP, TA. DI. MS. PS 
/ 1AB 

2A/B 
Pt. PTY, TP, PIN 
PI. PTY. TP. RT 

/ 

3AlB Pl, PTY. TP, 0 N / 
4A Pl. PTY, TP, CT 
5A/B PI. PTY, TP. TDC 

b1 b8j , ;b1 6A B 

156 
PI. PTY, TP, INIi 
PI, PTY, TP. TA. DI, MS 

d o 0 1 2 

3 4 

5 6 

7 B 

Character numbers 

Fig.4. This RDS group is of type OA: it carries basic tuning information. 

Bo TP M/S Programme service name segment 
Group type code / TA J/DI l Checkword 

P1 code 
offset A 

i 
PTY PI code 

Checkword 
+offset C' 

Checkword 
+offset / / 1\ 

o 0:0 o 

T 
Programme service name segment address code 

Fig.5. Type OB group. PI is the single most important code carried by RDS and is repeated 
frequently. 

Left 
slip 

r 

Syndromes L and L' 

I 

xl o o 0 o o o 0 o o o 

L-. -------------------- 
Block 1 

Sense of this bit is ' 

unknown and variable 

Ix 

L 

Right 
slip 

o o o o o 0 0 1 o o o 

Fig.6. Locking to the RDS bit -stream: block 1 bit -slip syndromes. 

An example of a group is shown in Fig.4. 
This is an OA group which carries hasic 
tuning and switching information. 
Block 1 is occupied by the PI code. Block 2 
carries the group type ¡dent ificat ion (0 \) and 
a mixture of RDS features: TP. TA. PTY and 
one of the four 1)1 bits. Exactly which of the 
four 1)I hits is defined is set by the last two 
bits of Block 2. These two hits form a number 
in the range 0-3, pointing to one of the 1)1 

bits. The same numher also determines 
which two characters of the eight -character 
I'S name are to be updated by the two new 
characters in Block 4. Block 3 contains two 
AF codes. 

The effective data rate of RDS can be 
calculated. knowing that only 64 out of every 
104 hits (i.e. one group) carry data. and that 
five of these carry group labelling informa - 

Syndromes R and R' 

l ion. This gives an effective data rate of 

1187. 59x5-637.67 baud 
1(1044 

Every group type has the PI code in Block 
I. The PI code is the single most important 
piece of information that RDS carries, since 
it is the key to all the automatic tuning 
features. Because of this importance and the 
need to keep the PI repetition rate as high as 
possible, variant B of all group types includes 
the PI in Block 3 as well. In this case t he 
offset word C' is used instead of C for Block 
3. This enables a receiver to determine the PI 

code of a transmission by looking for offset A 
or C'. There is no need to accumulate a 

whole group. with the consequent time 
penalty. in order to extract this information. 

By regulation of the group types radiated and 
their repetition rates the broadcaster can 
exercise some control of the range of RDS 
features included in his services. Ile certain- 
ly cannot avoid transmitting Pl. PTY and TP. 
which are the main features which might he 
used by a receiver performing a station -by - 
station search along the hand. Such a 
search. whatever the group type mix, will 
always find the desired feature repeated 
every group. Other features can he acquired 
more slowly once a station has been selected. 

BBC transmitters currently radiate the 
cyclic group sequence: OA. 1B. OA. 2A. I5B, 
OA, 3A, 15B. OA, 2A. OA. 1 B, 15B. (h\. 3A. 2A, 
OA. 15B, OA, 15B, with the addition of a 

group 4A included automatically at each 
minute's edge. This group sequence 
achieves the minimum repetition rates for 
each feature recommended by the EBB, and 
explains why certain RDS features are not 
apparent in BBC transmissions. 

The PI code for a station is not necessarily 
constant. indeed the BBC actively switches 
PI codes to retlect changes in its networks in 
the same way as the I'S name. However, 
these changes are, in RDS group terms, very 
infrequent. Once the decoder has locked to 
the bit stream and has read the PI code, it 
may calculate the four possible syndromes 
that will occur with Block 1 if a hit is slipped 
in either direction. Four possibilities exist 
because the sense of the gained hit is 

unknown and indeed variable. If syndromes 
A, B, C/C' or U are lost hut a pair of these new 
syndromes (L/L' or R/R') is detected at 
104 -bit intervals (one group length), the 
decoder can make a rapid adjustment to its 
hit count to re -synchronize to the stream. 

(To he continued) 
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Specialized components and completed modules 
are available for the decoder design. For details. 
send a stamped. addressed envelope (or two IRCs) 
to the E&Itlt' editorial office. marking your 
covering envelope "RDS". A copy of the author's 
object code for the 68701 is available from the 
same source. as a Motorola S -format hex listing. 

Simon Parnall is a senior design engineer 
with the BBC. 
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OPEN LEARNING 
TECHNICIANS & ENGINEERS 

Electricity and Electronics 
Digital, Microprocessors, 8 Bit/16 Bit 
Electric Power Machines 
Controls, Synchros, Servos 
Hydraulics, Pneumatics 
Instrumentation and Process Control 
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Heating 
Telecommunications, Telephony, Radar 
Mechanical Power Training 
Robotics 
Fault Diagnosis, Troubleshooting 
Audio Visuals 

SOLUTIONS! ab- at® (U.K.)Ltd. 
4A Harding Way, St Ives, Huntingdon, 
Cambs. PE17 4WR 
Tel: 0480 300695 Fax: 0480 61654 

ENTER 38 ON REPLY CARD 

STEREO VARIABLE 
EMPHASIS LIMITER 3 

. r., p ̂  
__ =- /_ lllR??!'I 

\__ 

As a protective limiter for live 
recording and broadcasting. 

For dynamic range reduction in 
professional to semi -pro format 
transfers. 

Incorporates independent flat 
limiters and variable emphasis 
limiters. 

Manufactured using BBC design 
information. 

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD 
THE FORGE, CRANLEIGH, 

SURREY GU6 7BG 
TEL: 0483 275997 

KESTREL 
ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS LTD. 

* All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec. 
* Many other items available. 
`Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package' 

1+ 100+ 1+ 100+ 

74LS00 0.15 0.08 2.4576 MHz Crystal 0.75 0.55 

74LS32 0.15 0.08 4 Meg Crystal 0.45 0.26 

74LS125 0.15 0.11 6 Meg Crystal 0.45 0.26 

74LS241 0.30 0.18 8 Meg 0 45 0.26 

74LS244 0.30 0.18 1488 0.25 0.16 

74LS245 0.30 0.19 1489 0.25 0.16 

74LS373 0.30 0.18 2732A 2.50 2.30 

74HC00 0.14 0.09 2764A 2 20 1.90 

74HCO2 0.14 0.08 27C64-20 2.80 2.10 

74HC147 0.25 0.14 27C128-25 3.40 3.10 

74HC 153 0.24 0.12 27128A-25 2.80 2.50 

74HC194 0.25 0.15 27256-25 3 30 3.00 

74HCT04 0.16 0.13 27C256-25 3.80 3.25 

74HCT32 0.16 0 08 43256C12L 12.00 10.60 

74HCT74 0.16 0.12 8255-5 1 90 1.30 

74HCT123 0.23 0.16 82C55 2.00 1.50 

74HCT138 0.23 0.16 8085 1 60 1.00 

74HCT373 0.35 0.28 6522P 2.80 1 85 

74HCT374 0.35 0.28 Z8OACPU 1 00 0.65 

74HCT574 0.40 0.32 Z80AP10 1.00 0.65 

74HCT643 0 42 0.30 Z8OACTC 1.00 0.65 

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to 

confirm prices. 

178 Brighton Road, 
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA 
Tel: 01-668 7522. Fax: 01-668 4190 
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The sad story began in 1982. when 
the British Government allocated 
two of Britain's five satellite chan- 
nels to the BBC for providing a 
I)BSservice in Britain. It added the 

proviso that the BBC must buy or lease its 
satellite from Unisat, a consortium of British 
Telecom, British Aerospace and GEC - 
Marconi. Bill "son of \Vakey \Vakey" Cotton 
was in charge. There was much grand talk. 

But after finding that Unisatwasasking up 
£80M a year, the BBC ducked out and later 
paid £10M in compensation (Unisa wanted 
nearly £60M) rather than risk bankruptcy 
trying to provide a service. 

The BBC had also been worried by the 
Government's edict, made after channel 
allocation, that the BBC must use a com- 
pletely new television transmission system. 
This was Multiplexed Analogue 
Components. or M \C. developed 
by the rival Independent Broad- 
casting Authority. instead of 
PAL. 

The BBC had developed its 
own system called extended PAL, 
which took advantage of the 
wider bandwidth available for 
DBS while retaining compat- 
ibility with existing PAL sets. The 
extended PAL signal had extra 
high -frequency information on 
top of the ordinary signal band. 
Ordinary PAL sets would ignore 
this extra signal: an extended 
PAL receiver would use it to dis- 
play a clearer picture, without 
Moiré effects. 

MAC separates the chroma 
and luma information in time 
rather than frequency. Bursts of 
digital code for text and sound 
are interleaved with the picture 
bursts. 

In July 1982 the Government set up a 

committee under Sir Anthony Part to decide 
between the two rival systems. In November 
that year Part came down firmly in favour of 
MAC. Union and International Telecom- 
munications Union followed suit, recom- 
mending MAC as a standard for direct broad- 
casting by satellite throughout Western 
Europe. 

Time would later prove that ex-PAI. might 
have been a better solution, politically if not 
technically. 

After the BBC got cold feet on MAC UBS. 
the IBA took on the job of finding a replace- 
ment. In December 1986 the IBA awarded 
the I)BS franchise to 11SI3. a consortium of 
the Granada and Anglia TV groups, Pearson 
Publishing. Virgin and - at the time - 
Amstrad. BSB had impressed the IBA with 
promises of a £200 dish system. ten million 
subscribers alter ten years and 25 000 new 
jobs. Poor I.ord Thomson seemed quaintly 
oblivious of the fact that Amstrad buys -in 
boxes from the Far East. 

The Government's concession was to drop 
its previous demand that anyone running a 

British UBS service must huy a British satel- 
lite. BSB bought from Hughes Aircraft in the 
US, with a guaranteed launch on a McDon- 
nell Douglas Delta rocket from Cape Ken- 
nedy in Florida scheduled for \ugust. 1989. 

But the IBA franchise still required BSB to 
use MAC. This ties in with the decision by all 
European states to adopt the MAC system. It 
had the intention of helping the European 
consumer electronics industry. dominated 
by Philips and Thomson. compete with 
Japan on future high -definition TV tech- 
nology. 

Europe's Eureka HDTV system builds on 
MAC. The HD picture is formed from 1250 
lines, hut retains compatahility with 625line 
MAC receivers. Patents on MAC could also 
protect the \Vest from the East, just as EMI's 
clever exploitation of Telefunken's patents 
on P\L made it possible for inefficient fac- 
tories in Europe to survive until the legal 
cover ran out. 

The original MAC system was called C - 

MAC, and it incorporated a digital data 

COUNTDOWN 

TO C OS 
By BARRY FOX 

stream running at 20.25Mbit/s. This data 
stream can carry eight separate digital audio 
channels. either as four stereo pairs, eight 
different language soundtracks or any com- 
bination of the alternatives. Alternatively 
some of the data could he used for text or 
business communicat ion. 

France and West Germany objected to this 
standard because the data stream is of such 
high frequency that it cannot travel down 
the existing network of TV cables on the 
Continent. Their engineers developed a 

variant of MAC. called 1)2 -MAC which halves 
the data rate to I9.125Mbit/s by the simple 
expedient of halving the number of digital 
channels. 

Britain said no to 1)2 -MAC. and developed 
a clever half -way system called D -MAC. This 
maintains the full data rate but halves signal 
frequency through duohinary coding. where 
two bits are transmitted in the time normal- 
ly taken to transmit one. 

In July 1987 the Home Office confirmed 
that BSB would use the 1) -MAC system. 
hoping that the Continent would follow. 
Unfortunately this has not happened, largely 
because ITT in Germany has invested in the 
production of microchips for D2 -MAC re- 
ceivers. 

I -loping to capitalize on the standards 
split. a consortum of Philips. Plessey and 

Nordic \ LSI lot Norway) has been develop- 
ing a multi -MAC chip set, which can cope 
with all varieties of signal: C -MAC, D -MAC 
and D2 -MAC. 

Foreseeing the risk of starting to broad- 
cast a D -M \C service which no one can 
receive, BSB is paying ITT £50 million to 
modify its 1)2 -MAC design for U -MAC. and 
produce four million chip sets for T\' manu- 
facturers. 

BSB decided early on that it would broad- 
cast all three channels in scrambled format. 
using "hard" computer encryption. Viewers 
will only he able to see pictures and hear 
sound if they hake paid a subscription. or 
one-off fee for a special programme such as a 

championship boxing match, or been given a 

free decoding key. This technology, called 
conditional access. relies on the transmis- 

sion of digital codes along with 
the signal broadcast from the 
satellite. These codes interact 
with digital codes burned into 
the microchips inside the re- 
ceiver. The signal is unscram- 
bled only where the codes match. 
Non -payers get non -matching 
codes unless the programme 
provider wants everyone to 
watch on a free basis. Two of 
BSB's channels will be free and 
supported by advertising. UK 
viewers will get free codes. En- 
cryption reduces copyright fees 
because only British viewers will 
he sent the correct codes. 

BSB is paying General Instru- 
ment £ 100 million to modify its 
VideoCvj'her system as used in 
the US. and make EuroCr'pher 
hardware modules available for 
manufacturers next summer. 

In June 1988. Rupert Mur- 
doch, News International man- 

aging director, re -wrote the rules of the 
game. He announced that his Sky Channel 
had taken four channels on Luxembourg's 
private venture Astra satellite and would use 
PAL without encryption. Amstrad, no longer 
a member of the BSB consortium, would sell 
reception equipment for under £200. Mur- 
doch subsequently took a fifth channel on 
Astra in a deal with Disney. Around 80 
manufacturers have now said they will sell 
two million dish/receiver systems in 1989. 

In a desperate effort to re-establish confi- 
dence in MAC and BSB. the Home Office and 
Department of Trade and Industry said they 
were considering the transmission of BBC2 
and Channel i TV from the same satellite as 
BSB. Immediately. and predictably, there 
was outcry. Soon after the ill-advised 
announcement, the Government tempered 
its proposal by promising to continue simul- 
casting terrestrial transmission for an in- 
terim period. Then the whole daft idea was 
dropped. 

In October 1988, \V. H. Smith took two 
channels on Astra and confused things even 
further. VHS decided against using PAL, 
and will use D -MAC instead like BSB. But 
\1'HS hardware suppliers will use the multi - 
standard MAC chip set being made by the 
consortium of Nordic VLSI. Plessey and Phi- 
lips. thereby making receivers compatible 
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wenty years ago the hi-fi industry went 
through a painful learning process. 
Manufacturers found out the hard way 

about the perils of incompatibility. 
There were at least four different quad- 

raphonic surround -sound systems, each 
supposedly better than the rest People who 
bought one system found that the records 
they wanted were available only for a com- 
peting system. Magazines endlessly debated 
the relative merits of different coding tech- 
nologies. This sold magazines, and kept 
journalists in business, but did nothing to 
resolve the standards debate. 

In the end, all the four systems on offer 
(SQ, QS, CD4 and UD4) - plus a BBC system 
and a neat compromise from David Hafler - 
fell by the wayside, spoiling the chances of 
the much better Ambisonics system. Now 
surround -sound has made a come -back, in 
the guise of the Dolby system used by the 
cinema industry. Home decoders can repro- 
duce surround -sound tracks on video re- 
leases. 

Success of the Dolby system has nothing 
to do with technical superiority. The Dolby 
surround system is designed to help sell 
films in cinemas, not provide subtle ambi- 
ence in a domestic environment But the 

The sad history of consumer electronics 

availability of software has broken the tradi- 
tional "no hardware, no software" vicious 
circle. 

In the - mid 1970s, sales of home hi-fi 
declined:The public started to `spend money 
on home video instead. And an even worse ` 

muddle over standards arose: in all there 
were foúr different European systems, 
variously offered by Philips and Grundig. 
Then came the battle between VHS and Beta 
from Japan. Slowly and painfully, VHS 

emerged as the de facto standard for time - 
shifting and library rental. 

Technical superiority had nothing to do 
with the emergence of VHS as a home 
standard. Although the format now offers 
very good pictures and sound and every 
imaginable feature, VHS often trailed its 
rivals in the early days. The format won 
through 'because it was backed by the 
largest number of manufacturers with coin- ` 

mercial clout 
In the 'meantime, the consumer electro- 

nics trade was busy creating the biggest 
muddle of all, this time in home computing. 
There were systems from Sinclair, Commod- 
ore, Apple, Acorn, Atari, Apricot, Tandy - and 
many more - all incompatible with each 
other. Often several different incompatible 

. systems were on offer from the same manu- 
facturer. There was also a chaos of non- 

_ standardization for communication pro- 
tocc9ls and disc storage. 

IBM stepped into the vacuum. with its own 
hierarchy of PC standards based on the MS 

:DOS operating system. The success of the 
PC with DOS had nothing to do with technical 

=merit and everything to do with the old 
zindustry adage "no-one ever got fired for 
buying IBM". 

The one lesson that comes over loud and 
-clear is that the consumer electronics Indus- 
try never learns from past mistakes. This is 

= partly because the manufacturers play a 

1Mac Hatter's tea party game with personnel 
and partly because the industry is split into 

=water -tight compartments which never corn- 
Imunicate. 

The people making and selling video 
learned nothing from the audio experience, 
andlthe computer industry learned nothing 

'from either audio or video. Now exactly the 
same thing is happening with satellite televi- 

osion. A whole new generation of salespeople 
_ are fighting a standards battle in public that 
°cou,ld cripple what looked for a while like a 

_promising new market for consumer elec- 
trorñics. 

with both PAL and D-2 MAC as favoured by 
France and \Vest Germany. 

\VHS will fund its programmes with a mix 
of advertising and subscription, so must en- 
crypt its broadcasts. For this WHS will use 
the Eurocrypt system hacked by the same 
chip consortium. But because multi -MAC 
and Euroctypt chips will not be ready until 
mid -1989. decoders will not he available 
until the end of 1989 and so \VI -IS will start 
broadcasting from Astra in February using 
I'Al, without encrypt ion. 

Thus. for at least six months people who 
huy simple receivers to watch Rupert N1ur- 

doch's channels will also he able to view 
programmes free. But after that they will 
either have to modify their satellite tuner or 
huy another one. The snag is that upgrading 
for MAC and even some forms of PAL 
decryption will he possible only if the tuner 
can handle a signal of around 10MHz band- 
width. Cheap PAL decoders may handle only 
around 6M1-Iz and thus not he upgradeahle. 

There is a further problem. \stra will 
broadcast from 19 degrees East but the BSB 
satellite will sit at 31 degrees West and thus 
need a separate dish aerial or dish steerer. 
Although BSB will use D -MAC for all its 
three channels. it is already committed to 
using the EuroCvpher encryption system 
like WI -IS. There is no compatibility between 
Eurocnpt and EuroCvpher, so anyone want- 
ing to watch WI IS programmes and BSB 
programmes will need two decryption units, 
even though both programmes use D -MAC. 
Is this the way to sell a new entertainment 
service? It gets worse. 

Although Rupert Murdoch's original plan, 
as announced in June. was to broadcast all 
his Sky channels in clear PAL. he soon found 
himself in trouble with the film companies 
who insisted on encryption. Satellite broad- 
casts into Britain can he picked up elsewhere 
in Europe, where separate rights deals are 
being struck. Only encryption can restrict 

viewing to the country for which rights have 
been sold. So Murdoch had to promise to 
encrypt his Sky Movie Channel. 

Then came the deal with Disney, and the 
birth of a plan to encrypt both the Disney and 
Sky Movie channels and charge a bundle 
subscription of £12 a month. 

Sky soon realised it would be impossible 
to get a foolproof encryption system up and 
running by February 1. so set August 1 as the 
deadline for encryption. Sky then toyed with 
the idea of using a compromise system as an 
interim solution between February 1 and 
August 1 hut recognised it would cause 
chaos. It now looks as if Sky will broadcast in 
clear PAL from February 1 to August 1 and 
then switch to hard encryption. but still use 
PAL: at least that is what Sky has promised 

the film companies. And in this business. the 
situation can change with the wind. 

It seems inevitable that dates will he mis- 
sed all round. and the trade and public will 
he faced with a bewildering array of different 
and incompatible reception systems. Some 
viewers will switch off mentally and never 
switch on to the new technology. 

Trade experience in audio, video and 
home computing teaches that a lot of people 
will lose a great deal of money learning the 
same old lessons, all over again. 

Ignorance is an expensive luxury. 

The Astra satellite lifted off from hourou 
in the early hours of December 10. Start of 
programmes is scheduled for midday on 
January 20. 

"D -MAC, D2 -MAC. PAL, enhanced PAL, Eurocypher. Eurocrypt and all I can get is flaming Wogan!" 
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8051 DE VELOPMEN1 LARD 
The new Cavendish Automation development card carries a full symbolic Assembler and text editor 
as well as the MCS-BASIC 52 package. It will allow the user to write applications programmes in 
either BASIC or Assembler. 
The text editor supports ORG, LOC, HIGH and LOW directives as well as the current location ($) and 
the + and - operators. Full source text editing is included, and the source file as well as assembled 
code may be blown into PROM/E2PROM on -card. A powerful feature of the system is that a function 
library of over 60 routines within the interpreter may be accessed using assembly language CALL 
instructions, enabling simple negotiation of floating point, logical operations, relational testing and 
many other routines. 

wro. 

AA",. f1l..icn 

o000000004_0_,'! 

9.dVSS29l9NY 0909 Nrd9r 

9doSSL9lSNY 
09C19 htldlr 

aa1/4i«s 

9dYSS29 9MY 
109C:9 Nrdrr 

- FEATURES: 

Only requires +5V supply and 
dumb terminal 

Save assembled code or source 
text in PROM on -card 

Card I/O includes 9 x 8 -bit ports 
and 2 serial lines. 

Very fast interpreter 
specifically written to access 
capabilities of '51 Family 

32K user RAM, 16K user PROM 
(RAM jumpered to access code 
or data space) 

Card supported by over 50 
other types of CA I/O and CPU 
target cards 

So, for professional implementations at super -low cost, call us on (0480) 219457. 

Cavendish Automation, 45, High St., St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1 BN. Tel: 0480219457. Telex: 32681 CAVCOM G. 

ENTER 14 ON REPLY CARD 

:DATA ACQUISITION 
FOR THE PC 

J 
w~, 
11=3 

o =CO MEMZI 

( 

We give you the best: 

Value for money 

Support 

Performance 

£295 
A1)1000 
12 bit ADC 
25 micro sec conversion 
8 input channels 
3 counter/timers 
24 digital I/O 
sample and hold amp 

Quality 

AI)A 1600 

16 bit ADC 
16 input channels 
16 bit DAC 
I Ills conversion 

295 

Many other cards 
and software 
support available. 
Call us for a 
demonstration. 

NIA Instruments I_td. FREEPOST. 
Yelverton. Devon P1.2(1613R. 

Tel: (0822) 853585. Tlx: 45441 INIAGE 

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY 
RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE 

IN THE ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES 

OF COMPONENTS BECOME 
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH 

PURCHASERS OF SUCH 
MATERIALS AND WOULD 

APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE 
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE. 

WE PAY TOP PRICES AND 
COLLECT. 

R. Henson Ltd. 
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, 

London N12 8JG. 

5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner 

Telephone: 
01-445 2713/0749 

ENTER 400N REPLY CARD 
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EPLD programmer design 
To illustrate the design of programmers for UV-eraseable 
PLDs, this unit and a PC will program Cypress C20 devices 

Commercial PLD program - 
mers can he costly. princi- 
pally because they must 

support a plethora of exotic de- 
vices from different manufactur- 
ers with widely varying program- 
ming and testing requirements. 
The usual approach is to provide 
software -configurable pin driv- 
ers which may he specifically 
tailored to the voltage. current 
and slew -rate requirements of 
virtually any device. For many 
users, though, this respresents 
vast overkill. since they may only 
he interested in programming 
the common or garden 16L8. 
16R4. 1686 ad 1688 
architectures. In fact. the major- 
ity of combinational and sequen- 
tial logic functions may he im- 
plemented using these four 
indust ry-standard architectures. 

This simple, low-cost programmer is de- 
signed to program the popular and readily 
available Cypress C20 Series UV-eraseahle 
PI.Ds: PAI.C. 161.8, 16114. 16R6 and 16R8. 
The programmer is connected to the serial 
port of any PC. A communications package. 
such as Procomm, running on the PC. can 
then provide the \'T100 terminal emulation. 
and ASCII file transfer capabilities required 
to use the programmer. 

FEATURES 

The programmer offers the following facili- 
ties. 

Device programming from a 1E -DEC file 
generated by a logic assembler. such as 

ramsni or cIr.. Alternatively. the /EDEC file 
may he generated manually from a fuse 
map using any text editor. 
Automatic test vector application from a 

teiEc file. 
A novel means of quickly and easily testing 
a programmed logic function during the 
development process, by manually ap- 
plying inputs and examining the output 
states. 
Blank check to verify unprogrammed de- 
vices. 

Logic designer 

Input term 

o 

1 

5s 

31 

JOHN CROMIE 

o 

32 x 64 

Fuse links 

63 

] vrc 

I/O 

I/O 

D 
o 

20 

2 OE 

Programmer 

.l 256 x 8 

EPROM cells 

8 bits 
255 

Fig.1. A PLD as seen from two different perspectives. 

Checksum on the fuse states is automati- 
cally verified after programming against 
that in theteurc file. 
Full imrlementation of CYPRESS intelligent 
quick -programming algorithm. 

PROGRAM '1 INC AND TEST 
COMMANDS 

The programmer will accept the following 
commands. 
BLANK carries out a blank check on the 
device. 
CSUM returns the device checksum, in Hex: 
000( if device is unprogrammed. 
JEDEC downloads a standard JEuec file from 
the host. as created by a logic assembler such 
as i'.u-\sni or con.. The device is programmed 
and the checksum is verified. Any test 
vectors are then applied to the device. May he 

exited at any time by typing . Esc . Only the 
Design Specification, Link. Checksum and 
'Pest Vector fields are handled: others are 
ignored. 
PLINE n displays fuse state of Product Line 
n: (0=<n=<64) 
0: fuse unprogrammed 
I: fuse programmed 

RESTART has same effect as 

pressing reset button. 
TEST enters manual test mode. 
An input vector can he edited 
and applied to the device inputs: 
the subsequent state of the 
outputs is then displayed. 

Inputs 
I: Drive input qua' 
0: Drive input .ow 

X: Don't care (actually driven 
Low) 

-: Treat this pin as an output 
(pins 12-19 only) 

Output states 
H: Output is tiled 
L: Output is i.ow 

Z: Output is high -impedance. 

The inputs may he edited in con- 
junction with - and ---> cursor 
keys. \Vhen the desired input 

Outputs 
A B I Pin state 

0 0 I i.rn% (not allowed) 
0 1 I Vpr 
I 0 I ma 
1 1 I i nci i (pulled up to 5V) 

vector has been set up. it may be applied to 
the device by hitting either <Return> or 
<Cursor Up>. Hitting <Cursor Up> dif- 
fer< in that the application of the input 
vector is followed by a clock pulse (rising 
edge) being applied to the device's car; input. 
Note that the device pins remain unaffected 
by any editing prior to hitting either of the 
above two keys. 

PROGRAMMER TEST COMMANDS 

CALL aaaa calls subroutine at location 
aaaal-h and then returns to prompt. 
PULSES applies a continuous stream of 
O.lms programming pulses at \' and short 
verify pulses at OV to pin 11 of the device for 
test i ng timing and voltages. using an oscillo- 
scope. It is an infinite loop, and the program- 
mer must he reset to exit. 
RE -\D aaaa displays the contents of memory 
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location aaaal-I in the microcontroller. 
WRITE aaaa dd writes byte ddH to memory 
location aaaal I in the microcontroller. 

OPERATION 

The 111)63701 single -chip microcontroller. 
with software embedded, enables a reduc- 
tion inprogramr.zrhardware. In addition to 
the microcontroller, only three other ICs 

and a few passive components are needed, as 

shown in the circuit diagram of Fig.5 The 
11/)63701 was selected because it had all the 
necessary on -chip features such as 4K 
eprom, 256 bytes of ram, timers and a serial 
port, hut also because it was available in an 

economical one -time -programmable (o.p.t.) 
version. 

There are two pin drivers for device pins 1 

and 11, allowing the pins to be driven to Vrr, 

(13.5V). logic nicii (5\') or logic i.ow (ground). 
Each pin driver is controlled by two outputs 
from the microcontroller. shown in the 
table. 

Output A controls the switching of Vrr 
through to the pin via an o.c. buffer (7407) 
and a power op -amp (L272). Whenever B is 

Wien, the non -inverting input of the op -amp 
will he held around 4.5V; so long as A is inch 

the voltage at '1.- inverting input will he 

pulled up to 15V and thus the op -amp output 
will he around OV. disconnecting Vn from 
the pin. The pin state can then he toggled 
between logic not and r.ow by B, via another 
o.c. buffer and pull-up resistor. Whenever A 

goes i.ow and B is incii. the inverting input 
voltage will drop to around 2.5V, which is 

now less than the 4.5V on the non -inverting 
input. causing the op -amp output to swing 
to V,,1,. This then drives the pin through the 
diode. Due to the voltage drop across the 

op -amp and diode, the 15V supply is dropped 
to the required I3.5V (±0.5V) for Vnr. 
Resistors Rf, and Rr allow B to control the 
voltage at the non -inverting input. Hence. if 
B is Low. V1,1, cannot be switched through to 
the pin since the voltage at the inverting 
input will never fall below that at the 
non -inverting input. This interlock protects 
against the pin being driven low at the same 

time as \',r, is applied, causing the op -amp 
output to he shorted to ground through the 

buffer. Diodes 1)3 and D4 protect the op -amp 
inputs in the absence of the 15Vsupply. Note 
the low value of Rai; this is necessary to 
ensure a sufficient rise time on the clock 
pulse since, in the absence of an active 
pull-up, the pin input capacitance can only 
he charged up through the pull-up resistor. 
The 1272 power op -amp was chosen because 

of its limited slew rate of typically IV/µs. 
allowing the pin driver comfortably to meet 

the minimum 1µs V1,1, rise and fall time 
specifications of the PAL C20 Series. 

The pull-up/pull-down switch. controlled 
by microcontroller output P35. allows pins 
12-19 of the device to be pulled either iucri or 
t.ow via the 47k(2 resistor pack RP,. This 
facility is used in testing these outputs for a 

possible high -Z state. If the pin is in the 

high -Z state it can he freely pulled Wren or row 

using this switch. whereas this would not he 

possible if the pin was being actively driven 
by the device as an output. Transistor Tr.; 

switches the common pin of RP, to 5V if P35 

is driven low. 

Product terms (0-64) 

Input terms (0-31) 

Fig.2. PLD address mapping. For example, (Product Term 27, Input Term 3) (Address 
00011011, Data 00001000). 

Start 
Vccpr5.OV 

Vpp= 13.5V 

Address 1st 

location 

M=0 

Program 
one pulse 
of 0.1 ms 

M=M1 

M=20? 

No 

Fail 

Increment 
address 

Verify 
one byte? 

Pass 

Program one 
pulse of 410.11 

(Mims 

Yes 

M=20? 

No 

Fig.3. Programming flowchart. 

No 

Last 
address? 

Yes 
Verif y 

Yes 

Read 
all bytes? 

Vccp=5.0V 

Pass 

Pass 

Program 
complete good 

device 

Fail 

Reject 
device 

Fail 
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Ports 1 and 4 of the microcontroller are 
connected directly to the rest of the device 
pins which do not require high -voltage pin 
drivers. Port 4 is always an output port. since 
pins 2-9 of the device will invariably be 
inputs. Port 1, however, is hi -directional, 
since pins 12-19 can ser\'e as either inputs or 
outputs. To afford protection in the event of 
contention between a device output and a 

Port I output. series resistors (RP1) are 
inserted to limit the current. Pull-up resis- 
tor packs RP, and RP2 ensure that \ I,I to the 
device meets the specified 3V minimum. 

Mode -control inputs PCO-PC2 are held 
nHui. so that the controller will start up in its 
single -chip mode (mode 7). 

IC5 IICL232) provides a complete RS232 
interface, with both positive (+10\') and 
negative (-10V) supplies being generated 
on -chip: capacitors C -C12 smooth these 
supplies. Only the TNn. R50 and cxu 
lines of the RS232 interface are 
used. with no facility for a hard- 
ware handshake. Leds indicate 
line activity: green for Rxn and 
red for nu. 

A spare input to IC5 (pin 8) is 

used for a rudimentary check on 
the presence of the 15\ supply. 
Pin 9 goes to input P37. and will 
he low if a voltage greater than 
3\' is present. 

device in programming mode. Program- 
ming consists of applying brief 100µs pulses 
at Ve>, to the real input, reading hack the fuse 
state after each pulse by dropping the Pcal 

input briefly to cxn. Once a '0 is returned in 
the appropriate hit location, indicating that 
the fuse has been programmed, a knock-out 
pulse of 4 x 1110µs x (the number of short 
pulses required) is applied to boost a few 
extra electrons into the floating gate of the 
cell. A maximum of 20 short pulses are 
allowed to program a cell. although general- 
ly 1 to3willsuffice. 

SOFT\\ARE 

The microcontroller software is structured 
around a generalized command interpreter 
carp iNmr. whose job it is to accept a com- 
mand as a character string from the user (via 

loops again to receive the next line. \ field: TEST VECTOR is called to apply the 
inputs and test the subsequent 
outputs. If the test vector passes. 
the next line is received. 

'C' field: the received checksum is com- 
pared to the one totted up in 
cnECRsnal as the device \vas pro- 
grammed. An error is reported if 
there is no match. 

The xos xorr protocol is used to control data 
arriving. Once a line is received. xoFF is sent 
to the host while that line is being processed: 
xoN is then sent to request the next line. 
PJEDEC terminates on receiving either 
<ETX> denoting the end of a JEDEC file. or 
<ESC> typed by the operator to abort. 
MAKE PREC takes a Link field in the receive 
buffer and scans the fuse data. packing it 
hitwise into four sequential bytes in mem- 

ory. This simplifies pro- 
gramming. since simple 

- 1 14--100)Js logical shift instructions 
13 5V - 

5V - 
Rise and fall 

times 
>1Ns 

may now he used to access 
the fuse data. The Product 
Line number is also calcu- 
lated and stored in variable 

OV - 
¡f 40ps 

Fig.4. Pin 11 of device under control of pulser test routine. 

EPLD PROGRAMMING 

\s viewed by the logic designer. the PLD is 

represented by a 32 x 64 fuse matrix. with a 

particular fuse being addressed by its Pro- 
duct Term (0-63) and Input Term (0-31) 
co-ordinates. So far as the programmer is 

concerned, all four PLDs appear identical as 

a 256 x 8 bit eprom array with eight address 
inputs and eight data lines (Fig.1.1. It is the 
task of the programmer to map this logical 
32 x 64 representation on to the actual 
physical 256 x 8 array of eprom cells 
(Fig.2.): 
(Product Perm, Input 'Perm) -. (Address. 
Data) 

Because of the eight -hit data bus, eight cells 
may he programmed or verified simul- 
taneously. The 64 Product Terms are split 
into eight groups. with one data line 
assigned to each group as in Fig.2. 'I'he 
address is in fact made up of two fields: A7 -A3 
select the Input Term and A2 -AO select the 
particular Product Term within each group 
of eight to be connected to the data line. 

A7 -A3 => Input Term number 
A2 -A0 => remainder of (Product Term 
number/8) 
Since the programmer will be programming 
one Product Line at a time as the Link fields 
of the n:urc file arrive, the fuse data will not 
arrive in an order permitting us to program 
eight fuses at the one time. Hence. only one 
data line at a time can be set to' 1' in order to 
program a cell. 

Data mask 1)7 -DO => quotient of (Product 
Term number/8) 

Once the Address and Data inputs have 
been set up. the Cypress programming 
algorithm can he entered IFig.3.1. The \ 
input must be raised to 13.5V to place the 

the serial port). compare this command with 
a table of possible commands and call the 
appropriate subroutine if a match is found. 
Naturally. if no match is found. it beeps and 
sends out the promptagain. Other functions 
of caw ISM include sending out the prompt. 
echoing the characters typed in by the user, 
handling the Backspace and Delete func- 
tions and ensuring that the receive buffer is 

not overrun. This command interpreter loop 
was developed and thoroughly tested first of 
all. since it forms the backbone of the 
interactive software structure. The rest of 
the software is then developed as subroutine 
modules. which may he called by the inter- 
preter once an entry is made in the Com- 
mand Table. Each entry in the table has 
three fields: 
1. Number of characters in name (n) 1 byte 
2. Name n ASCII chars 
3. \ddress of subroutine 2 bytes 

The end of the table is marked by an entry 
with 11 in the Number of Characters field. 

This approach facilitates development 
work. particularly if no development system 
is being used. since new modules or test 
routines may he easily linked in and tested. 
In fact, two of the first commands entered 
\'ere READ and WRITE to read frorr and write to 
specific memory locations: invaluable in 
testing the rest of the code! Some of the 
major subroutines are detailed below. 
PJEDEC receives a JEDEC file line by the line 
from the host. Once a line has been received. 
the field identifier is checked and one of 
three actions follows: 
L' field: aL5I;E PREC is called to calculate the 

Product Line number and pack the 
fuse data in binary format into four 
sequential bytes in memory. 
ZAP PLIxE then programs the Pro- 
duct Line: if no errors occur PJEDEC 

P LINE. 

'LAP PLINE takes this binar' fuse 
data and proceeds to program 
the Product Line fuse by fuse. 
setting up the appropriate ad- 

dresses as it goes. Error codes are returned 
by ZAP PUKE if a fuse refuses to program or 
is already blown when it shouldn't he. 

ZAP FUSE: is called by ZAP MINE to program 
each individual fuse according to the Cyp- 
ress algorithm. It is supplied with the neces- 
sary data mask 18 bits with only one set). 

vIY FUSE is called by ZAP FUSE following each 
programming pulse. in order to ascertain 
whether or not the fuse programmed suc- 
ces_fully. This may be achieved very simply 
by .caning the mask with the data read hack 
from the 

Cell programmed 
0001 ((000 mask 
xxx0 xxxx data read 

0000 11((00 all zeroes 

Cell not programmed 
0001 0000 mask 
xxx1 xxxx data read 

0001 ((000 not all zeroes 

PIL. PCAI is called by zu' FUSE to apply a 

programming pulse to the device. The Out- 
put Compare feature of the 68701 is used in 
conjunction with the 16 -hit free -running 
counter to achieve accurate timing. 

PIN EDITOR is the module implementing the 
Manual Test feature of the programmer. 

B AM CIECR checks if all the fuses are unpro- 
grammed. 

DISP PLINE takes a Product Line number and 
displays the state of that line. 

cst,M calculates and displays the checksum of 
the device. 
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OPERATION 

Connect the programmer to the PC serial 
port. 
PC PROGRAMMER 

Pin 2 TXD Pin 3 RXD 

Pin 3 RXD Pin 1 TXD 
Pin 7 Ground Pin 2 Ground 

The PC should he running a communica- 
tions package set to the following: 
VT100 emulat ion 
XON/XOFF enabled 
Echo Off 
Full Duplex 
4800 baud 
8 hits 
No Parity 

A B Pn State 

- Not allowed 

Vpp 
LOW 

High-Zlhxpl 

V 

16 

229 
3 

CID, 

32-3 
13 

IRXD) 

5k 

I 

'he 

1f5 
1CL232CPE 

1CV 

10V 

11 

6 

C12 

2 

SV 

IC 

3 

R3 220 RJ220 

Green Red 

LED? LEO.]V'. 

2 
TRx data Tx data 

5V 

400k 

5k J 

13ND 

Rv dala 

T. data 

59 

15V 

(6 10p 

i 4C7 
100n C8 

I100. 

Fig.5. Circuit diagram of EPLD programmer. 

If all is well, the Reset hutton should clear 
the screen and the power -up message will 
appear, along with a prompt. <Return> 
should cause another prompt to appear. Line 
activity may he seen on the TXD and RXD 
leds. Type HL <Return> and make sure you 
get a 'Device Blank' message hack. Switch off 
the 15\' supply and type BL again. You should 
now get a 'V,,, not present 'niessage. 

Connect an oscilloscope to IC2 pin 1 and 

enter command PUL. The signal should 
appear as in Fig.4. Verify that the rise and fall 
times of the \'PP pulses do exceed 1µs. 
Remove power and insert a blank device in 
IC2. Check that BI. returns 'Device blank'. 
and cs ret urns a checksum of 0000. 

The author invites readers to contact him for 
details of software and hardware for the 

Vpp-0K 

21 2 

1.5V) 

31 3 

FOND) 

31-1 
115V) 

31 4 

(ONO' 

programmer. Address: "Ratherhourne", 
Dunwiley, STRANORLAR. Lifford, Co. 
Donegal. IRELAND. (Tel: 010-353-74- 
312091. 
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1HEflRy'5' 
ELECTRONICS FOR TRADE, INDUSTRY, 
EXPORT, EllU TION AND RETAIL 

*INSTRUMENTS COMMUNICATIONS' 
SCOPES COUNTERS INTERCOMS CB RADIO 

DMMS 
PSU'S 

GENERATORS 
ETC. 

*SECURITY 1 
PANELS PIRS SIRENS 
DOORPHONES STROBES 

" 1 / 
COMPONENTS 

FREE! 
ILLUSTRATED 

Hal)GÓó S CS ABLES 
ETC. CATALOGUES WITH 

FANS III RELAYVOS RETAIL DISCOUNT 
IS O 

NT 

* ACCESSORIES 

Instruments/Security 1rP 
TV -VIDEO AMPLIFIERS 

AUDIO 
TVIVIDEO 

III 
U SECU OITY RIES 

CB RADIO 

Computer 
General Catalogue 

Ati 41, * hob. 

Please state Trade/ Education or 

Retail/mail older Send 12 ;" x 9" - (A4) SAE £1 00 each or £' 50 for both 

HEflR'P5 404 Edgware Road, London W2 1 ED 

Tel: 01-724 0323 la ai 
*ALSO AT Audio Electronics 301 Edgware Road W2 01-724 3564 

SALES OFFICE 01-258 1831 Telex 298102 Fax 01-7240322 

ENTER 50N REPLY CARD 

(E) EPROM PROGRAMMER 
1 

4/0 

AT LAST! Over 50 Generic Device Types- .. - 

1.2506,10ms 15-2764 29-8749 43-8744 
2-2508/50ms 16-2764A 30-8750 44-8051' 
3.2516/10ms 17-27128 31.8748H 45-8052' 
4.2516/50ms 18.27128A 32.87491-1 46-8044' 
5.2532/10ms 19-27256 33-8750H 47-87C51 
6-2532/5001s 20-27256,21V 34-8741 48-637018 
7-2564/10ms 21.27512 35-8742 49-637010 
8-2564/50ms 22-27513 36-8041' 50-637058 
9-2758 23-87C64 37.8042' 51-637051 

10-2716 24-87C256 38-8048' 52-63701Y 
11-2732 25-8755 39.8049' 53-2816A 
12-2732A/10ms 26-87558 40-8050' 54-28178 
13-27328/50015 27-8355' 41.8751 55-28648 
14-2764-500,s 28-8748 42-8752/21V 56 -EMULATOR 

.... at a price to suit any budget! 
THE MODEL 18 PROM PROGRAMMER Still only 
* Types include 27C ... parts: EEPROMs now programmed! £189.95 
* Supports our new EPROM Emulator. ! VAT 
* Automatic Data Rate setting 300-192000 Baud. 
* Two independent Communications Protocols built in. Use with: 

- any host computer with RS232 port and Terminal Emulator. 
- our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package available for all 
MS-DOS, PC -DOS and CP/M-80 computers. 

* Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate. 
* Upgradable for future types. 
* Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK. 
* Comprehensive User Manual. 
* n.b. Devices other than 24/28 pin require low cost socket adapter. 

NEW PRODUCTS!!!! 
8048/41 Cross assembler for MS-DOS Introductory Offer Price £99 50 - VAT 
EPROM EMULATOR 2716 to 27512 f149800 -VAT EPROM ERASER £9350+ VAT 

Write or telephone for further details: 

mi rl I ELECTRONICS, UNIT 2, PARK ROAD CENTRE, 
Li MALMESBURY, WILTS SN16 OBX. Tel: 0666 825146 

SPICEAGE 
Non -Linear Analogue Circuit 

Simulator £245 complete 
Those Engineers have a reputation for supplying the best value -for -money in microcom- 
puter -based circuit simulation software. Just look at what the new fully -integrated SPICE 
Advanced Graphics Environment (AGE) package offers in ease -of -use, performance. 
and facilities: 

SPICE AGE performs four types of analysis simply, speedily, and accurately' 
Module 1 - Frequency response Module 3 - Transient analysis 
Module 2 - DC quiescent analysis Module 4 - Fourier analysis 

Frequency response of a low pass filter 
circuit 

2 DC Quiescent analysis 
SPICEAGE analyses DC voltages in 

any network and is use'ul, for example, for 
setting transistor bias. Non-linear compo- 
nents such as transistors and diodes are 
catered for. (The disk library of network 
models contains many commonly -used 
components - see below). Tris type of 
analysis is ideal for confirming bias condi- 
tions and establishing clipping margin 
prior to performing a transien' analysis. 
Tabular results are given for each node: 
the reference node is user -selectable. 

^-=-_--1r -r- - -' 
Impulse response of low pass filter 
(transient analysis) 

4 Fourier analyses 
SPICEAGE performs Fourier trans- 
forms on transient analysis data. This 
allows users to examine transient analy- 
sis waveforms for the most prevalent fre- 
quency components (amplitude is plotted 
against frequency). Functions as a simple 
spectrum analyser for snapshot of tran- 
sients. Automatically interpolates from 
transient analysis data and handles up to 
512 data values. Allows examination of 
waveform through different windows. 
Powerful analytical function is extremely 
easy to use. 

1 Frequency response 
SPICEAGE provides a clever hidden 
benefit. It first solves for circuit quiesc- 
ence and only when the operating point is 

established does it release the correct 
small -signal results. This essential con- 
cept is featured in all Those Engineers' 
software. Numerical and graphical (log & 

lin) impedance. gain and phase results 
can be generated. A 'probe node' feature 
allows the output nodes to be changed. 
Output may be either dB or volts: the zero 
dB reference can be defined in six differ- 
ent ways. , i.,, 

MO WS IC 

" 
MI MIS 11001 u 

W-Ill 1 Nol " I 1,1,111141 
1.1 1 

1.1u.r.0 11 
1iMú1 11.1;v0l 
t.lwv 

,"_ 

DC conditions within model of 741 
circuit 

3 Transient analysis 
The transient response arising from a 
wide range of inputs can be examined. 7 

types of of excitation are offered (impulse. 
sine wave. step. triangle, ramp, square. 
and pulse train); the parameters of each 
are user -definable. Reactive components 
may be pre -charged to steady-state con- 
dition. Up to 13 voltage generators and 
current generators may be connected. 
Sweep time is adjustable. Up to 4 probe 
nodes are allowed, and simultaneous 
plots permit easy comparison of results. 

4-7:.'".,";;;---5,":,=.1:1 . .. ... 

Spectrum of rectangular pulse train 
(Fourier analysis) 

If your work involves designing, developing or verifying 
analogue or digital circuits, you will wonder how you ever 
managed without Those Engineers circuit Simulation 
Software. 

A good range of properly supported and proven programs is 
available and our expert staff are at your service. 

Those Frgne.+s LIU 

m 

DlLk, ';;cam warn Maull"cv mite GYuñn(;.41crL1Yl = GTZn`23 Dal 
Tel 01-43527; 1111 FAX 01.4351945 Tlx 8950511 (ansbk ONE ONE G)Ouoting box 23332001 
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PPLICATIONS S 'Y 
DSP overview 
Preliminary information concerning "Texas' 
latest cmos signal -processing chip is given 
in h rochu te SI'RT036. The eight -page 
Ty1S320C3o Preview Bulletin gives general 
specifications of the 32bit device and 
broaches its architecture. 

With a 60ns cycle time. the device can 
execute more than 33 million floating-point 
operations per second. It has on -chip mem- 
ory. a concurrent DMA controller and an 
instruction cache. 

Texas Instruments. European Literature C'enhe. 

Program Ram Ram Rom 
cache block° block 1 block() 
64.32 1K.32 1K.32 4K .32 

031-0 

Mux 

A23-0 

Reset 

INT 3.0 

Manton Lane. 13cdhird P71í4 I 7PA. 1ACK 

LCD for automotive 
applications 
Reprints of a technical paper available 
through Philips describe how advances in 
liquid -crystal technology are gradually mak- 
ing mechanical and vacuum -fluorescent dis- 
plays less attractive alternatives for automo- 
t ive cockpit indications. 

The paper, called 'LCL) for Automotive 
Instrumentation'. is published by The En- 
gineering Sociey for \dvancing lohility 
Land Sea Air and Space. Within its six pages. 
the paper discusses the problems of mount- 
ing an LCI) in the dashboard. and advances 
in technology such as 'chip -on -glass'. 

Philips Components. 4lullard House, Torrington 
I louse. London It'C/E VIII). 

Rear electrode 
g.ass 

Seal 

Epoxy cover 

Chip ~ "/ ps v. 

Main electrode glass 
CHIP -ON -GLASS USING BUMPED IC 

Using power-fet 
modules 
As far as electrical parameters are con- 
cerned. the statement that power lets are 
easily paralleled to increase current capabil- 
ity is true. At high currents however mecha- 
nical constraints relating to paralleling mos- 
fets have to he considered. 

Power I lexfet modules reduce the mecha- 
nical problems of paralleling devices. hut 
other problems relating to the use of power 
mosfets. such as heat sinking. driving and 
e.m.i. still have to be considered. Application 
note GBAN-I I EX- 1 from International Recti- 
fier covers these subjects and presents rat- 
ingsoÍ the company's I-lexfet modules. 

International Rectifier, Holland Road. I lurst 
Creen. O.rted. Surrey RI 1891313. 

XF 1-0 

MC/MP 

Controller 

V 

Cpu 

32 bit dota 
buses 

Integer, 
floating point 

multiplier 

Integer/ 
floating point 

a.0 

32 bit 
barrel shifter 

Extended precision 
regis er R0_7 

Address Address 
generator0 generator 1 

Auxiliary registers 
AR0-7 

Control registers (x12) 

Tr1 - 
l{t 

Output 

DV/OT STRESS RELIEF OF PARASIT C 

DIODE BY ACTIVE GATE CONTROL 

Mux 

Dma 

Source 8, 

destination address 
generators 

Control registers 

Peripheral bus 

10031-0 

10Al2-0 

Serial 
port 0 

Serial 
port 1 

Timer 0 

Timer 1 

DV/DT STRESS RELIEF OF THE 

PARASITIC DIODE WITH SERIES 
INDUCTORS /AUTOTRANSFORMERS 

OV t1 Is critical time to allow parasitic 
of Tr2 to recover 

t2 Is critical time to allow parasitic 
of Tr1 to recover 

IDEALISED OUTPUT WAVEFORM 
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Marconi TF2370 
Spectrum Analyser, 100MHz 
frequency range 

£4500.00 

MAINS ANALYSERS GENERAL PURPOSE T&M 

DRANETZ 
626 Analyser Mainframe 
PÁ6001/3 Single Phase AC Plug -In 

PA6003/1 Three Phase AC Plug -In 
606 Three Phase Mains Analyser 

808 Power Demand Analyser 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Marconi 2305 

i 
1 

£ BRUEL & KJAER 
2600.00 2215 Sound Level Meter with Filter 
900.00 2511 Vibration meter with 4370 & 1621 

1750.00 HEWLETT-PACKARD 
2550.00 89018 Modulation Analyser 
2750.00 8903A Audio Analyser 

3575A Gain/Phase Meter 
RACAL 
9008 Modulation Meter 

Hewlett Packard 9836C 

( 

tl-. - 
yrWiy rwwi - r sr ir 

rr. iwrii ti 
wsr 

.. eris '7 

Modulation Meter, 500kHz to 
2GHz frequency range 

£3350.00 

Colour Computer with dual 
disc drives 

£ 

900.00 
1950.00 

6900.00 
1500.00 
2250.00 

500.00 

Hewlett Packard 435 
Power Meter, Powers to 
+44dB, frequencies to 18GHz 

£6500.00 £650.00 

COMMUNICATIONS TESTERS OSCILLOSCOPES 

HEWLETT-PACKARD £ PHILIPS £ 

4951A With options 001/100 1600.00 3295 350MHz Automatic Oscilloscope 3500.00 
49518 With options 001/100 2500.00 TEKTRONIX 
4951C With option 103 3550.00 2235 100MHz Dual timebase, Dual Trace 900.00 
8175A Digital Signal Generator 7000.00 2445 150MHz 4 -Channel Dual Timebase 1850.00 

2465 300MHz 4 -Channel Dual Timebase 2900.00 
TEKTRONIX GOULD 
834A Data-Comms Tester, with ROMS 850.00 OS300 20MHz, Dual -Trace 275.00 

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS 

MARCONI 
TF2371 200MHz Bandwidth 
2382 400MHz Bandwidth 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
141T 1GHz system (8554B, 8552B) 
71100A 100GHz-2.9GHz system 
TEKTRONIX 
492P 50k-21 GHz Portable Analyser 

£ 

5500.00 
11750.00 

3850.00 
15000.00 

11750.00 

Carston Electronics Limited, 2-6 Queens Road, Teddington, Middx TW11 OLR. Tel: 01-943 4477. Telex: 938120. Fax: 977 9232 

Phone 01-943 4477 Now for your up to date Stock List! 
ENTER 43 ON REPLY CARD 

SMALL SELECTION 011 CY`NSLED 
RING U . I ' YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN$TOCK 

L. st bulk Government release - Cossor Oscillos pe 
U150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general pure se 

bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm - Dual Channel - High 
brightness display (8-10cm) full delayed time base with gated 
mode - risetime IONS illuminated graticule - Beam finder - 
Calibrator 1KHZ squarewave power 100 - 120V 200V - 250 volts 
AC - size W 26CM - 14CM deep - WT 12.5 KG - carrying handle, 
colour blue, protection cover front containing polarized viewer ánd 

mera adaptor la - - ested in fair 
conditioñ with operating instructions -£150.00. 
Racal RA17L Communications Receivers. 500KC/S to 3OMC/S 
in 30 bands 1MC/S wide from £175. All receivers are air tested and 
calibrated in our workshop supplied with dust cover operation 
instructions circuit in fair used condition - Racal Ancillary Units 
for all receivers mostly always in stock - Don 10 Telephone Cable 
1/2 mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from £20 - Army 
Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available 
now P.O.R. - Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern 
and old equipment. RF and AF Signal Generators - Spectrum 
Analysers - Counters - Power Supplies - Oscilloscopes - 
Chart Recorders all speeds single to multipen - XY Ploters A4 
A3 - Racal Modern Encryption Equipment - Racal Modern 
Morse Readers and Senders - Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty 
Masts P.O.R. All items are bought direct from H M Government 
being surplus equipment price is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries. 
Phone for appointment for demonstration of any items, also 
availability or price change V.A.T. and carriage extra. 

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS, 

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW, 

BRADFORD, B011 2ER TEL NO. (0274) 684007. 

WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT - VALVES - PLUGS - SOCKETS, 

SYNCHROS ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT 

R.S.T.LANGREX 

SUPPLIES LTD 
One of the largest stockists and 

distributors of electronic valves, tubes 
and semiconductors in this country. 

Over 5 million items in stock covering more 
than 6,000 different types, including CRT's, 

camera tubes, diodes, ignitrons, image 
intensifiers, IC's, klystrons, magnetrons, 

microwave devices, opto electronics, 
photomultipliers, receiving tubes, rectifiers, 
tetrodes, thryatons, transistors, transmitting 

tubes, triodes, vidicons. 
All from major UK & USA manufacturers. 

Obsolete items a speciality. Quotations by 
return. Telephone/telex or fax despatch 

within 24 hours on stock items. Accounts to 
approved customers. Mail order service 

available. 

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP. 

Tel: 01-684 1166 
Telex: 946708 

Fax: 01-684 3056 

ENTER 27 ON REPLY CARD 
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FIELD ELECTRIC LTD. 01-953 6009. Fax: 01-207 6375 
3 SHENLEY ROAD, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS WD6 IAA. 

Motorola TEL Monitor Chassis 7" Green Phosphor 22MHz bandwidth, I2V DC input. New & 

boxed. Complete with circuit diagram and data, compatible to BBC/IBM computers. £25 c/p 
4.00. 

1.2V I .8Ah Ni -Cad new, 42x 25mm £2.00. 1.2V I .2Ah Ni -Cad new, 41 x 22 £2.00 inc. c/p. 

PC/XT & AT Compatible Keyboard, auto/sense keyboard, keys arranged in 3 areas, function 
array, qwerty array, special function/number pad, shielded 5' cable terminated to 5 pin din, 
new & boxed. £45.00 c/p 4.95, IBM compatible. 

Power supplies. Switch mode units 240V AC input. 5V 20A £ 18.50, 5V 40A £25.00, 5V 60A 
£22.00. Farnell 6V 5A ultra small £25.00 I2V, 2.5A ultra small £38.00. Multi -rail units in 

stock. If you cannot see your requirement please ring we have vast stocks of PSU. 

Cherry TEL Alpha Numeric ASCII Coded Keyboard including. 8 colour coded graphic keys. 

108 keys form X -Y matrix, full cursor control, 6 encode keys, 5V rail, new £ 16.00 c/p 3.00. 

Farnell Fan Cooled SM PSU 240V AC IN +5V at 10A -5V at IA + 12V at 3A -12V at IA 
£35 me c/p. 

Finlay Microfilm FM 1, portable micro fiche reader, 240V AC or 12V DC input, c/with 6V 1.6A 
AC adpt, I2V DC 6V AC adpt.fiche inc. lens, gates or Nat Pan sealed lead acid cells x3, we 

cannot offer guarantee cells, 6V 9 watt Quartz halogen bulb, carrying case, size 81/2x71/2x 5 
hard vinyl £24.95 new and boxed. 

Variable P.S.U. all 240V AC input, all metered. Kingshill 501.0.50V 0-1A £35.0.40V 0.3Ax 2 

£115.0.20V0-10Aí115.0.50V0-3Af85.0.40V0.2Ax2 . - B- 
0.2A £ 140. Lambda 0-40V 0.3A £98 0-40V 0-1A x 2 £125. artron 030V 0- l A x 2 £45. 
H.P.6824A ±50V ± IA £75.Oltronix B401 0-40V 0-lA £50. B - 1 I- : . 

Sorensen SRL4012 0.40V 0.12A £345. 60.40.60V 0.4A £260. Lambda LMG 12.12V DC 

±5% 65A DC Lin £345 c/p details please ring. 

Hewlett Packard 86A Personal Computer with built in interfaces for 2 disc drives and 
centronics compatible printer, 64K built in user memory, 14 user definable keys, display 
capacity 16 or 24 lines x 80 characters, c/w system demo disk, user programme, library 
pocket guide, full user manual etc, complete new in sealed boxes. I month only £250.00 c/p 
please ring. 

Nec 12" Green Screen Monitor. 7511 comp video input, black plastic case, high resolution, 
20MHz bandwidth. 240V AC £21.95 c/p 5.50. 

NEC 9" Green Screen Monitor. 751? comp video input, black plastic case with built in handle 
20MHz bandwidth. 240V AC £19.95 c/p 4.50. 

Mitsubishi 51/4" 1/2 height floppy disk drive, 80 track double sided, high density 1.6MB 
capacity new uncased. IBM compatible f55.00 c/p 2.00. 

Astec Switch Mode PSU. 240V AC input, uncased, new, +5V at 2.5A + I2V at 2.0A, -12V at 

0.1A £17.50 c/p 2.00. 

Tabor Corp 3" Floppy disk drives, 34 way IDC edge pin connector, new & boxed. 360K 40 
track some data ava. £24.00 c/p 2.00. 

TEST AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
Please ring for quote on carriage and packing. 
Tektronix 7603 O'sr upe 100MHz c/with 7A18N dual trace amp 7853A dual time base 
CRI Readout £890.00 
Tektronix plug in type 7B53A J £295. 
Tektronix plug in type 7B92. £295. 
Tektronix plug in type 7670. No guarantee. £120. 
Hewlett Packard 5000A Logic state analyser. f100. 
Hewlett Packard 1600A Logic state analyser. £295. 
Hewlett Packard 1607A Logic state analyser. £230. 
Hewlett Packard 161 l A Logic state analyser. £800. 
Hewlett Packard 693D Sweep Oscillator 4 to 8GHz £550. 
Hewlett Packard 1900A Pulse Generator mainframe c/w 1905A rate gen. 1915 variable 
transition time output 25MHz 1908A delay gen. £460. 
Hewlett Packard 432A Power Meter. f175. 
Hewlett Packard 651B Test Oscillator 10MHz. £230. 
Datron 1030 RMS Voltmeter. f115. 
Datron 1051 Multi -function meter. £230. 
Ballantine 323.01 True RMS voltmeter. £115. 
Fluke AC/DC Differential Voltmeter 887AB. £230. 
Marconi Sanders Microwave Sweep Oscillator 27 to 40GHz. Plug in units below 
Marconi Sanders RF Oscillator Plug in unit 2 to 4GHz. £850 
Marconi Sanders RF Oscillator Plug in units 4 to 8GHz 
Solartron Schlumberger 1310 Frequency Response Analyser. £150. 
Exact Digital Variable Phase Gen 337. £200. 
Advance Inst. PG52A Pulse Generator. £150. 

We would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment 
Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries Welcome/Order by phone or post. Open 6 days, Postal rates apply U.K. mainland only. All test equipment carries warranty. All prices 
include 15% VAT unless stated. Phone your order for quick delivery. Access, Amex, Diners, Visa accepted. We can supply telephone and some audio equipment, electrical 

and aerial equipment, much more than is shown in our ad. Please ring. 

ENTER 46 ON REPLY CARD 

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Supplied with Manuals. This is a very small 
sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS. Please check availability before ordering. 

Carriage all units £ 16. VAT to be added to total of Goods and Carriage. 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
TEKTRONIX %nCurve Tr, er 12000 
!Eh rcoNIx 571, Curve T. e' £2.500 
!psi RoNIX 42S Dual Trace 401M1-1, Delay Sweet, 1120 
T EKT ROW, C. 58 Dual Trace 1POMO, Delay Sweep £900 
TENTRONI. .236 Dual Trace 10060I, Delay Sweep L900 
HITACHI 1050F Dual Irate 100MHz Delay Sweep £60 
TEKIRON . 2215 Dual liar a 613MH, Delay Sweep L500 
TEKTRONIX 454 Dual bate LSOMH' Se'ay Sweep L50 
HP 104 Dual Trace 50011, De a Sweep £30 
PHILIPS 1244 four Trace SO1111, Delay Sweep 1500 
PHILIPS 1240 Duel Trace 501M, Delay Sweep L350 
TELEOUIPMENI D83 Dual Trace 506111, Delay Sweep 1.350 
COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE CDu ISO Dual Trace 35911, Delay Sweep 
Sold Stale Portable 8. IOcm O,5play w4h manual £180 

onal { met Pm m tect' Cover Containing 2 Probes and Vievang 
Hood 

SE Lab ' MI 1 I Dual Irate 18MH, Sold Slate Portable AC or 
,term DI nperalor' 18. 10e11 D'splaywnh manual 1150 
ELEQ P 'ENT 5540 Single Trace I OMH, L90 

ADVA'4 '' Opal Trace 151601, 1225 
AOVAsl l 052501. Dual Trace 10MHKa £150 
EKTRIINIX 41'6 STORAGE Dual Trace 10061H, 11250 
11 . 14 STORAGE Dual Beam 10MHz L300 

GL J "AL 'T DRAGS 054000 Dual In, e 1350 
GCJ.D - I, TAI wit',, '5401_ Dual lra_e 25914, L60 

NEVER BEFORE - AT ONLY £675 
The Classic Ted, r, ..e' Os4,lloscope 100MHz Dual Trace delay 
sweep 

SPECIAL OFFER AT ONLY £300 EACH 
Tr eau In 4 " approved versed nl D75) Dual hate 

'e,y sweep SOMH, 

HP NETWORK ANA1,51R SYSTEM 84105110124tH, L5.000 
HP SPECTRU A ANALYSER 1 SIC with 85588011.500011, 

£3.50 
HP SPECTRUM ANALYSER 855IB w'Ih 8518 Display lOMH, 

1 'GN, £1.400 
TEKTRONIX 491 SPECTRUM ANALYSER 101111, 124GH, (up to 
40011, w Ih other m,.e,sl £3,000 
rE M1TORONIX 49eí SPECTRUM ANALYSER 15 I? 4GH, lop lo 

úO00 
HP VECTOR VOL THEIR iype sass £1.00 
TEKTRONIX521 PAL VET TOSCOPE £1000 
TEKTRONIX 520 PAL VE'l ' £600 

MULTIMETERS 
AVE' 8 Complete wil l "' 'rd II, 01 £50 
AVO 8 MAV Complete war e,ds L90 
AID TEST SET No 1111 , , 4 040 81 Compteie wall 
battens and leads 165 
TEST LEADS suitable In, AVOMET ERS Red 6 Black w'Ih 2 Cox Claps 
met2Prods £sy6p13) 
Black Ever Ready' case for AVOo un,yed £21 (pap 141 ' 

TRIO OSCILLOSCOPES 
CS,15 4 ' .'1 De e, Sweep £1.000 
CSI IGO Dua ",. AllDelay Sweep L700 
CSIL6" , r , . 1 ore . we r 2550 BRUEL6 K.IOE8 EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE('. re envuael 

A ' ,ire3aencysped',me, Ina' , l I b 'ed u a .d L900 7000 RANGE TEKTRONIX 
M. nir.me ' A ,, -.A .s I M 

F 

toA 
1 'a ' It 

A 'VALVE TESTER I I I, ae Ill b, 
05 Y125,1(04 £7) 

AVO TRANSISTOR ANALYSIS Mk stye Mkt CT446 Nate ase se nDIele 
n lh batteries and noeretog nsiruchnns ONLY L25 each 1pLo L71 MARLOY 406.E RA I E'll 00 ONLY £650 each 

GENERATORS 
WAYN. KERR 8.1' A ' r .et' Bodge !2.000 
DATR'9 T r' Aul, 'II:2le. 50 
H1 'II ,en to. II.' 2GN, £450 
MAK Y ' Oh 10IL, . 1 41.114 £900 
MAT, `V Or F Al MN 1600 
MAKI t V '0.008 AM FM ,1 KH `IOMW 11.000 
MARCt V'{' 115 AM FM, IMH,061H, wan TF2171 
SYYmhr' - r £700 
MARCONI 91TF.316 AM FM5ynl Sr 2450 
MARINlif J16 AM FM IOKIV 120MH, w'Ihir2173 
1yn rnn'.r £500 
MARCONI 11.012w 'ahout thSSyncle,re,Ter £350 

ITF,02B wall5yndmonne, IF711B 1014,-BBMHr 
AM FM 130 
MARCONI I. OD ME 2400 210013 2304rom L300 
RACAL UNVERSAL ER 9900 horn LISO 
VERNER'MARCONI If 21090SCK LAT OR 1011, 1MH, Sale 

fÁume 
Z60 

INE. TIM? OSCILLATOR IN, I MH,Sne Squaref0 IppAApl51 
DYMAR 1525 AM FM 01 184MH, íI00 
MAR( ISO ATTENUATORTF2162 DC IMH, 600 Ohm 0111 de4, 
0118,15 L35 (p&p 171 
HATFIELD ATTENUATOR DC 250011, 50 On ' 0 10008 

160 ip6p 141 
MARCONI Aulomal'c 0.000.00 Meter if 2337A 40011, or 1KH, 

L200 
FERROGRAP11 RrS2 Recorder Teo Set £300 
WOOL K E Wow 6 Flutter Meter ME108 2125 
LEA' R 1601861 2 Channel M llwoltmele. 102.6V 300V 5,1, 
1C..h'l. L10 

MARCONI AE POWER Tr893A 20H, 35811, 20'641 I a Ill 
manual my L35 (P&p L71 
MARCONI RI POW, o METER 'EI: A.A I DC 500VH 051 .5W rrm,w'Ih marW oniy£45(P&P L71 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
l 1{ r,1 MH. Deay Sweep HAMEGenl 

Tester s. nppnenl Teste, raw W. £575 
HAMle OSCILLOSCOPE 2036 Duo Trace 20011/Component 
Tester with two prnees ü14 
All other mode. a.a ale 
BLACK STAR 107611, IMERS 106P 
APOLLO 10-1 006411, Ral'plhrod Tme'nlerval etc 1219' 
Al OLL0100- 100M11, [As abovew4h lone Mlicnsl 1285 
BL ACM Si AR FREQUENCY COUMEA51t,6D ldl Meteor 
IUo Ic 199 
II» I00M11/ 11, 2126 
Metm, "Oa-IGH, L175 
Bl ACKngieo bu,-S0OR 50 FUNCTION GENERATOR Sne Square 
Tr angle0 LOUR H, Ip6R 111 LI10 
OR'ON COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pal TV Oleo £199 

H,.NG CHANG Da1413031? 0'6.1 Hand held 18 ranges roc luring 
10 Amp AC DC I 1 

C' Mlle with hdtey and lads BM t 4) L3950 
Ar above D AM h 10025%.. . 

CarryryCA re. 1 , a"-.º L30 ea 

OSC'LLOSC01 IS 1R08ES 5w Ie'; X10 (P&P E3I III 

STEWART OF READING 
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, 

Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm. 

Tel: 0734 

READING, BERKS RG6 1PL 
VISA 

MON-FRI. (UNTIL 8pm. THURS) 

ENTER 25 ON REPLY (CARD 

TELEPHONE 01-724 3564 
wpompij 301 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1 BN 
aim ORDER BY POST OR TELEPHONE 

ENTER 4 ON REPLY CARD 

METEX : ; !_, I SSIONAL DMM'S 

I. O:' -y' '© I 
3- A4 b0 rh13650 

EDUCATION AND QUANTITY 
PRICES ON REQUST 

31/4 and 41/212mm LCD Digital multi - 
meters: 5 ranges AC and DC volts: 
6 Resistance Ranges to 20M ohm: AC/ - 
DC to 20 Amps: Hfe Transistor test: 
Diode Test: Continuity: Auto polarity 
and zero: Plus extra features as 
below. Size 176 x 90 x 36 r 
mm (3800 172 x 88 x 36): 
All with Test Leads: 
Fused: Hard carry case 
and instructions. 

REDCE 

UCTIONS 
LIMITED 
PERIOD 

ONLY ,. 
MODEL DIGITS RANGES EXTRA FEATURES BASIC PRI 

3800 3'1 32 
Low AC/DC 0/20 micro 
amp ranges 0.5°m £3 .50 

3y2 30 LED continuity indicator 0.3°/ 5.18 

3630 3'12 30 est 0.3% £40.65 

3650 34 30 
2 -Range frequency counter 
5 -Capacitance 

d 0.3,0 £46.92 

4630 4'1 30 
Data Hold 
5 -Range Capacitance 

° 
0.05 

'° 
£54.75 

4F 41 30 
Data Hold, 2 -Range Freq. 
5 -Capacitance 

° 0.050 £62.57 

Add 15% VAT UK only - UK POST/INS etc. FREE (EXPORT EXTRA 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK - CALLERS WELCOME 
! 

INSTRUMENT 

AUDIO ELECTROf11CS UK Send 
SAE A4 
£1.00 
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Micromachined silicon into transducer technology 
distributed temperature sensing could prevent 

underground fires rival systems come to market 
prosthetics and robotics shake hands electronic 

nose learns vapour discrimination fuel cell gas 
sensors respond to legislative push prototype fibre 
optic gyroscope optical sensor markets who does 
what in optical sensors guided wave sensor 
development for industry fly by light smart 
sensor markets salmonella sensing 



MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE 
PCB LAYOUTS AND SCHEMATICS CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER 

TINY 
o 

-PC, EASY -PC 

a 0 0 0 0 

ANALYSER II 

TV IFAMPLIFIER _--- --_= _-'-_.. __ 
o 0 

0. r _Q ``p ̀ . ,ois_ 'IilI. 
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o o aáó 
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I1!l 
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t 1 
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o 4 ,QO p o 

o 0 ó1. ``,, 
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For IBM PC/XI and clones including Amstrad 1512, 1640, RM 
NIMBUS and BBC B, 6+ and Master. 
"Analyser II'-Analyses complex circuits for GAIN, PHASE, INPUT 
IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE AND GROUP DELAY, over 
a wide frequency range. 
Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds worth of 
equipment. 

PRICES FROM £105 -' VAT. 

oS` o 

Are you still using tapes and a light box? 
Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone including Amstrad 
1640 & 1512? (EASY -PC will run on the Archimedes in DOS 
emulation mode) 
Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17" square? 
With 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers? 
With eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002 to 
.531"? 
With 16 different pad sizes from the same range? 
With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole? 
With up to 1500 IC's per board, from up to 100 different outlines? 
That can be used for surface mount components? 
That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's? 
Where you can learn how to use it in around half an hour? 
Standard output to dot matrix printer. Pen -Plot and Photo -Plot 
drivers available. 
PRICES: £95 + VAT (TINY -PC) £275+ VAT (EASY -PC) 

Write or phone for full details: 

)D111111l(i9Cla7 (()gust; l juu::1tto 1ull,,J LW' 1 
Ref WW 
Harding Way, Somersham Road, 
St Ives, Huntingdon, 
Cambs PE17 4WR. Tel: St Ives (0480) 61778 

INOW IN UK! 
1 SINGLE SOURCE 

FOR ALL YOUR I ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS 
Required reading for all service pro- 

fessionals! Chemtronics latest cata- 
logue is packed with over 21111 top 
quality chemicals and cleaning prod- 
ucts. Includes CO2 powered aerosol 
range of high -purity solvents, flux 
removers, circuit refrigerants. 
precision dusters and conformal 
coatings. Also features wipers. 
applicators. premoistened 
pads/swabs. antistatic com- 
pounds, lubricants. adhe-k 
sives. desoldering braids and 
solder. Complete with technical 
specifications and applications guide. 

CALI. TODAY FOR FREE CATALOGUE ANI) S.MI'LES. 

Tel: (0322) 846886 
Fax: (113221 8465-19 Telex: 917667 CHE\IUK C. 

Chemtronics UK 
16 Swanscombe Business Centre, L London Road, Swanscombe, Kent. DA10 OLH -----~I- ENTER 26 ON REPLY CARD 

Component 
Source 
USA Mil Spec 
Transformers, Power Supplies, Fans, 
Connectors, Capacitors, 
Semiconductors. 

Uly N i I Spec 
RF Power, JANTX, Diodes, Resistors, 
Limps, Crystals, Electron Tutees, 
Relays, Circuit Breakers, Fuses. 

COMPONENT SOURCE - TI lE ONE 
STOP SOURCE FOR ALL N II. SPEC 
ELECTRONICS 

5 Brougham Road, Worthing, 
West Sussex BN 112NI'. 
Telephone: 
National - Worthing (0903) 208560 
International - 44 903 208560 
Telex: 878500 Source G. Fax: (0903) 211705 

ENTER 21 ON REPLY CARD 
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT 

SENSORS AND INDUSTRY 
THE WAY FORWARD 

T 
he world market for sensors 
in industry is currently 
around £8 billion and grow- 
ing at about 10'K per year. It 

will all hut double by 1995. In some indus- 
tries. such as the motor industry and heal- 
thcare, the rate of growth is much greater. 
New techniques and applications are con- 
stantly in development as emerging tech- 
nologies make the sensing of more variables 
accurate, reliable and cost-effective. The US. 

Japan and \Vest Germany are leading in the 
demand for introducing sensors into pro- 
ducts and processes.'1lore industry sectors 

are realising the exciting potential offered by 

the new sensing technologies and are invest- 
ing in the development and introduction of 
products which exploit these possibilities. 

168 
Silicon sensors in trans- 
ducer technology. Experi- 
ence gained in machining 
and manipulating silicon 

has encouraged the transducer manufactur- 
ing industry to investigate ways of adapting 
silicon to its own technology. 

Fibre loop thermometry. 170 New instrument that mea- 
sures temperature at hun- 
dreds of points along a 

single fibre simultaneously helps to avoid 
breakdowns. improve efficiency - and pre- 
vent underground disasters. 

173 
Single -ended multipoint 
thermometer. Alternative 
distributed temperature 
sensor is single -ended and 

insensitive to changes in cable characteris- 
tics. says its manufacturer. 

174 
Fuel cell gas sensing. 
Legislation around the 
world is the driving force 
behind the rapid growth 

in the electrochemical sensor business 

u3 
Sensor survey. Where the 
action is in the sensor 
systems primary litera- 
ture. 

The US and Japan lead Europe in auto- 
motive sensing. hut consumer. safety and 

environmental lobbies are pushing the 
European motor industry along avenues 

that will demand a rapid closing of the gap. 

This represents important opportunities for 
the motor manufacturers and for their com- 
ponent suppliers. The expertise to compete 
exists in the IUD laboratories within 
Europe. 

This is an example of the UK position 
within but one sector of the world market. 
Similar situations exist in other areas of 
industry. I lealthcare, machine tools. robots. 
security devices and household appliances 
are all areas in which sensing technology 
advances will need to he applied to maintain 
competitiveness and to make the most of the 

INSIDE 

176 

178 

Prosthetics lead the way. 
Six million dollar man or 
six million dollar myth? 

Intelligent odour - 
discriminating nose. A 

12 -element chemo-sensor 
array that identifies corn 

plex gas mixtures has application in quality 
and process control, industrial manufactur- 
ing and medical applications. 

181 
ment than any 
Britain. 

184 
develops. 

Guided -wave sensor de- 

velopments for industry. 
Kent has more fibre optic 
sensors under develop - 
other research centre in 

UK sensor market. UK 
firms need to maximize 
their share of the world 
trade in this new area. as it 

potential of modern microelectronics and 
automated assembly and inspection. 

Having developed microprocessor sys- 

tems to a level where they are cost-effective 
elements of many products. these industries 
must invest in sensing technology to cash in 
on the possibilities of intelligent control. 
'1 he brains and hands exist today - in many 
cases the eves do not. 

And this affects not just the products a 

company offers. Sensing technology is a key 

component of the manufacturing process. 
and the most successful manufacturing and 

assembly operations of the future are likely 
to he improving their yield and efficiency by 
the innovative application of novel sensing 
techniques. 
Alec MacAndrere. frhvsicsgroup. PA Technology. 

185 
rest of the world. 

188 

Guide to optical sensor 
activity. Listings of who 
does what in optical sen- 
sors in the UK and in the 

Fly -by -light Airship ap- 
plication of non -contact 
rotation sensor helps 
break fibre -optic compo- 

nent chicken -and -egg situation. 

189 
Smart sensor markets. 
blicroprocessor-based 
sensors expand process 
control, medical. and 

manufacturing appl icat ions. 

190 
Fibre optic gyroscope. 
Wide dynamic range pro- 
totype gyro has instant 
readiness. digital output. 

and no moving parts. 

Insight cover. Picture from the optical 
group at Schlumberger's transducer divi- 
sion highlights the major benefit of optical 
sensors - immunity from lighting strokes 
and electromagnetic interference. 

(t_) i Reed Business Publishing. Industry Insight is 

edited by Geoffrey Shorter and designed by Alan Kerr. 
Potential contributors should make immediate contact 
on u l -661 86:19. send an outline by fax on Ill -661 8913. or 
mail articles to Industry Insight. Electronics d' II'ireles, 
IV'orld. Quadrant I louse. The Quadrant. Sutton. Surrey 
Syl2 SAS. Potential advertisers contact Paul Kitchener 
0I-4161 Sr;tn. 
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT 

SILICON SENSORS IN 
TRANSDUCER TECHNOLOGY 

A 
Ithough inherently a brittle 
material. silicon has a tensile 
strength and hardness com- 
parable with that of steel. For 

transducer manufacture. a remarkably 
robust silicon sensor can he achieved by 
making it very small, so that scratches and 
other surface imperfections which might 
instigate breakage are effectively eliminated. 
Silicon has the added advantages of a high 
stiffness: weight ratio and - if single crystal - virtually zero creep. It can operate at 
around 400-500°C so that other factors such 
as on -chip circuitry eventually set the 
temperature limit. 

Semiconductor transducers using a sili- 
con piezoresistive diaphragm are now so 
well -established for pressure sensing. espe- 
cially in aerospace applications. as to war- 
rant the label 'conventional'. Four 
piezoresistive strain gauges are diffused into 
the surface of the silicon connected in a 

\'heatstone bridge configuration. A con- 
stant current is fed to the bridge. The 
diaphragm distorts under the applied press- 
ure. varying the conductivity of the stain 
gauges and unbalancing the bridge with an 
output voltage in direct proportion to the 
change in the applied pressure. 

Two opposing resistors may be arranged 
perpendicular to the stress induced in the 

Piezo-resistors 
diffused into 
monocrystatline 
silicon diaphragm 

Wheatstone bridge 

Conventional semiconductor silicon press- 
ure sensor has four piezo resistive strain 
gauges diffused into the surface of the 
pressure diaphragm and connected in a 

Wheatstone bridge. 

diaphragm when pressure is applied and will 
register say a positive change in resistance. 
The others may be parallel to the stress and 
produce a corresponding negative change. 
I3ecause the bridge is configured with nega- 
tive and positive components, it is possible 
to compensate for temperature variations 
and other common -mode effects occurring 

1 

Experience gained in 

machining and manipulating 

silicon has encouraged the 

transducer manufacturing 

industry to investigate ways of 

adapting silicon to its own 

technology. 

in the sensor diaphragm. 
Accuracy of the electronic readout is 

dependent. however, upon the stability of 
the piezoresistors.'fhese components have a 

maximum operating temperature of about 
I3(1°C for reasonable accuracy. because the 
current leakage between the strain gauges 
and the silicon diaphragm increases drama- 
tically as the temperature rises above this 
level. The circuitry can also he adversely 
affected by electromagnetic interference. 
The application of this type of pressure 
transducer is severely restricted by these two 
factors. 

'I'o get around the problem of drift caused 

Diaphragms etched into silicon wafer will he 
cut into pressure sensors less than amm 
square l.Vovasensorl. 

1 

i 
a.s 

- t 

WNW 

by a high operating temperature. a modified 
version of this transducer involves interpos- 
ing a layer of silicon dioxide insulator he- 
tween the strain gauges and the silicon 
diaphragm (see diagram). In this design. the 
strain gauges are also of silicon. Sil icon -on - 
insulator chips improve the linearity. re- 
peatability and stability of the transducers. 
Such pressure transducers will he able to 
operate at temperatures up to 250-260°C and 
are basically designed to be resistant to 
electromagnetic interference and lightning 
spike. 

A third generation of silicon sensor oper- 
ates on the same principle as the vihrating 
cylinder sensing technology. characterized 
by high accuracy and long-term stability of 
measurement. as used for example in aero- 
space absolute air pressure transducers. The 

Silicon dioxide 
insulator 

1111111111111111111111111 

Silicon 
strain gauges 

.10111.911111111W11.1101111111111111111( 

Monocrystalline 
silicon diaphragm 

Reference vacuum 

By interposing silicon dioxide between 
strain gauges and diaphragm. temperature 
limit is raised to 250°C. 
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silicon version of this resonant sensor (be- 
low) incorporates a resonant structure 
bonded at both ends to bridge supports 
formed in the surface of the diaphragm. The 
diaphragm encloses a reference vacuum 
maintained on the resonator side of the 
diaphragm while gas for pressure measure- 
ment is applied to the other side. 

The resonator carries one electrode of a 

capacitor. the other electrode being 
mounted above it on the enclosure. An 

alternative voltage applied across the elec- 
trodes makes the structure resonate at its 
natural frequency. 

Applied pressure causes the diaphragm to 
how, stretching the resonator and changing 

.-1 bridge structure incorporated into the 
surface of the silicon diaphragm is made to 
resonate at its natural frequency with 
electro -static excitation. Pressure applied 
to the diaphragm bows and stretches the 
resonator, causing its frequency to change. 

its resonant frequency. The system reads the 
change of frequency piezoelectrically and 
feeds it into a phase -locked loop to the 
electrostatic drive. This feedback signal is 

used to alter the excitation frequency in such 
a way that the beam continues to oscillate at 
its new natural frequency. A fraction of the 
feedback signal is picked off to provide a 

digital output proportional to pressure. 
In a current development of this resonant 

sensor principle. the on -chip circuitry is 

eliminated. and fibre optics provide a 

frequency -related output for measurement. 
The allowable operating temperature deter- 
mined by the fibre optics is conservatively 
estimated to he in excess of 350°C. The 

design benefits from the fact that fibre optics 
systems are intrinsically safe and conse- 
quently well suited to application in poten- 
tially explosive and otherwise hazardous 
environments. 

In this design, the resonator is excited 
optically. 1 he top of the resonator is chro- 
mium coated for reflection and the end of an 

optical fibre positioned a predetermined 
distance from this surface. 

One laser diode generates a modulated 
light signal to provide excitation in the 
optical circuit: another produces a con- 
tinuous signal to monitor the change in the 

gap between the resonator and the fibre end, 

MICROMACHINING 3F SILICON SENSORS 

Micromachining allows silicon to be made 

into mechanical sensing devices that are 

almost as small as the microelectronic chip for 
which the technology was originally devised. 

It is also possible to manufacture many sen- 

sors sirrultaneously. thus spreading the cost 

of production and making individual sensors 

significantly cheaper. The micromachining 
process chemically etches silicon to form 
wells, hales, bridges, cantilevers and numer- 
ous otter structural features in the base 

materia . Virtually any mechanical shape of 
design c f sensor can he made using combina- 
tions of :hese structural elements. 

Moncerystalline silicon is normally used. 

Although brittle. this material is harder than 
most metals and extremely stilt. Furthermore, 
because of the single -crystal structure, the 
silicon ?xhibits no creep and hence no hys- 

teresis. Micromachining involves heating the 
silicon wafer to between 800 and 1200°C in an 
atmosphere of steam to produce a thin layer of 

oxide cn its surface. An organic polymer 
photoresist is then deposited over the oxide 

which changes as the diaphragm distorts 
under applied pressure. The two transmitted 
ature measurements, it could be appropriate 
where high accuracy is requied - for inst- 
ance for temperature compensation of the 

optical pressure sensor described earlier. 
For vibration measurements, a large iner- 

tial mass could be formed on the end of a 

cantilever beam incorporating a resonant 
signals need to he of different wavelengths to 
minimize crosstalk. These two light signals 
are combined in an optical coupler and 

transmitted via another coupler to the re- 
sonator. The return signal comes back 

through the second coupler to a detection 
diode and, via a bandpass filter, back to the 
oscillator diode in a phase -locked loop. An 

output signal is taken from the loop for 
frequency measurement. 

As the distance between the reflective 
surface and the fibre end changes, the 
intensify of the returning signal alters from 
dark to light to dark and soon. So the return 
signal is sinusoidally modulated on a phase 

scale of half a wavelength. A small change in 

the reflective gap as the diaphragm bends 

under applied pressure creates a correspond- 
ing change in the light intensity, which is 

what the optical system senses. 

This optical sensor system has been de- 

monstrated and work is now in hand to 
engineer a rugged interface unit which will 
withstand the difficult environmental condi- 
tions that this type of sensor is likely to 
experience. The next step is to apply the 

same principle to other measured para- 
meters; there is no shortage of ideas in this 
direction. 

In the case of temperature measurement. 
for example, the resonator could be a can- 
tilever, free at one end. The stiffness of the 
silicon cantilever will change with tempera - 

surface, a photomask is placed in contact with 
it. End the polymer exposed to ultraviolet 
ligh-. Rinsing the wafer in a developing solu- 
tion removes either the exposed or unexposed 
areas of polymer, depending on the photore- 
sist type. I lydrochloric acid removes the ex- 

posed oxide but not the remaining photoresist 
or any of the underlying silicon. The remain- 
ing photoresist is removed by hot sulphuric 
acid to leave an oxide pattern on the silicon 
surface. This pattern is either a positive or 
negative version of the pattern on the photo - 
mask. 

During subsequent chemical etching. the 
silicon surfaces not covered by the oxide are 
atta_ked to form deep, three-dimensional pits. 
Isohopic etchants excavate the silicon crystals 
at he same rate in all directions and form 
gen:ly rounded edges. Anisotropic etchants - 
also known as crystallographic or orientation - 
dependent etchants - remove silicon at diffe- 
ren- rates in different directions and form 
wet' defined shapes with sharp edges and 

corners. 
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In the latest version of the resonant silicon 
pressure sensor, fibre optics excites the 
resonator and provides the frequency out- 
put for measurement. There is no on -chip 
circuitry and the allowable operating 
temperature determined by the fibre optics 
is estimated to be in excess of 350°C. 

P 

turf and can be measured. Although this 
would not be cost-effective for many temper - 
structure. All conventional accelerometers 
depend on such an inertial mass for 
measurement. As the sensor is accelerated. a 

movement of the mass relative to the sensor 
body occurs and a time -dependent stress is 

imposed on the resonator. This stress alters 
the resonant frequency which can he mea- 

sured much as before. 
It has been suggested that the design 

could be adapted for chemical sensing by 

coating the resonating structure with a 

chemically sensitive material. As the moni- 
tored chemical passes the sensor it will bond 

to the resonant structure and alter its mass 

and produce a change of resonant frequency. 

Cost will be a major factor in determining 
how widely these silicon sensor systems will 
be applied. For the time being, their poten- 
tial is seen mainly in those severe duty 
applications where high accuracy, reliability 
and long-term stability are the main criteria. 
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FIBRE LOOP THERIIOMETRY 
T 

he driving force behind the 
development of distributed 
fibre sensors has been the 
need for inexpensive. corn - 

met equipment used in industrial environ- 
ments and with sufficient projected reliahil- 
ty to allow regular monitoring for long 
periods without intervention. 

Distributed fibre -optic sensors allow 
several hundred points (typically 400 in the 
case of l)TS-1 I) to be measured simul- 
taneously on a single optic fibre. This far 
exceeds the capacity of other schemes to 
multiplex many fibre -optic sensor outputs 
onto a single fibre. The equipment is thus 
shared between a large nurnher of measured 
points and therefore the cost of the equip- 
ment per measured point can he very low. 
This is particularly the case with WI'S II. 
where up to four fibres can he addressed by a 

single instrument, increasing the number of 
measurement points accessible by a single 
instrument to 1600. In many practical cases. 
then, the cost of the measurement is domin- 
ated by the cost of the fibre and its installa- 
tion. Here again. the distributed approach 
provides an advantage since only one fibre 
needs to he installed to monitor the temper- 
ature of many places. 

Instrumentation 
The I)'l'S-lI system consists of one or more 
loops of optical fibre. possibly cabled, the 
1)TS-II instrument itself and a desk -top 
computer for control - a colour version of 
the I IP-300 series made by I lewlett-Packard. 
The fibre is in thermal contact with objects 
whose temperatures are to he measured. 
deployed in the D'I'S-II system, as a loop. 
both ends returning to the instrument. 

The D'I'S-II contains all of the optics and 
electronics required to perform the 
measurement and a certain amount of data 

New instrument measures 

temperature at hundreds of 

points along a single fibre 

simultaneously, to avoid 

breakdown, improve efficiency 

and save lives 

processing. Specifically. the source is a GaAs 
injection laser delivering pulses of 1 W peak 
power and 40 us duration. Directional cou- 
plers allow the forward -travelling probe 
pulse to he separated from the backward - 

travelling backscatter signal. whilst fibre 
switches select the fibre loop to he measured 
and the fibre end. The returning signal is 
filtered by an interference filter. detected by 
a silicon avalanche photodiode, and to a 
transimpedance preamplifier followed by 
further stages of amplification. The signals 
are digitized by a high-speed converter cir- 
cuit able to sample the entire hackscatter 
return from each probe pulse at 50 ns 
intervals. Noise on the digitized waveform is 
reduced by digital averaging and the result 
sent to the controller for further processing. 

Measurement of the fibre from both ends 
allows the effect of fibre loss to he deter- 
mined and thus eliminated from the temper- 
ature information. ,1s a result. the instru- 
ment is largely immune from errors caused 
by loss at bends in the fibre or connectors. 
Fibre can he added to, or removed from. a 

measurement loop and after a few minutes of 

re -programming the sensor system is ready 
to function. 

Performance criteria 
The performance of distributed sensors is 

judged not only on their accuracy. measure- 
ment range and measurement time but also 
on the length of fihre they can cover and 
their spatial resolution. The maximum 
length of fibre is determined by the signal- 
to-noise ratio required to give a required 
temperature resolution after signal proces- 
sing. Thus as the total loss in the measure- 
ment loop increases with increasing fibre 
length. so the quality of the measured signal 
is degraded and the uncertainty on the 
output increases. 

Spatial resolution on the other hand 
describes the ability of the instrument to 
distinguish adjacent points in the fibre. 
Since DTS-II is the first commercial distri- 
buted sensor. no precedents exist and we 
have chosen, arbitrarily, to define the spatial 
resolution as the distance over which an 
abrupt temperature transition along the 
fibre appears to be spread. measured he- 
tween 10% and 90% points. The spatial 
resolution should not he confused with the 
sampling interval: it is possible to sample the 
backscatter waveform at far higher frequen- 
cies than the bandwidth of the analogue 
electronics. However. according to sampling 
theory, no further information is obtained. 
once the sampling frequency has exceeded 
twice the bandwidth. DTS-II has a spatial 
resolution of 7.5 ni and a sampling resolu- 
tion of 5m. 

In a system where the measurement 
accuracy is limited by the signal-to-noise 
ratio. the measurement or integration time 
will vary as the square of the accuracy 
required. However, criteria specific todistri- 
huted sensors also impact the measurement 
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An optical time domain reflectometer typically 
consists of a laser source, a directional coupler 
connected to the fibre under test, an optical 
receiver, followed by further electronic cir- 
cuitry. 

A short, high -intensity optical pulse is 

launched into the fibre and a measurement 
made of its hackscatter as a function of time. 
The signal consists of light scattered during 
the progress of the pulse down the fibre and 
re -captured by the waveguide in the return 
direction: it takes the following form as a 

function of the position z of the scattering 
element dx: 

P(z) = t/ePWv,,.a.,.Sexpf; -2 dx 

where I' is the power launched, W, the pulse 
width, vg the group velocity. Here a, and a are 
the scattering and total losses, respectively. 
and both can he functions of posit ion along the 
fibre. S is the capture fraction i.e. that propor- 
tion of the scattered light collected by the 
optical system. Of course, the measurement 
position z is determined by the time for the 
optical pulse to travel the distance between the 
launching end and z and return. 

To use optical reflectometry in a distributed 
sensor, the scattering loss'«,. the local cap- 
ture fraction S (which both affect the signal 
directly) or the local fibre attenuation' a must 
he functions of the quantity to he measured - 
and preferably of nothing else! Most of the 
results reported have involved the measure- 
ment of temperature although in principle 
other measurands can also be addressed and 
the detection of magnetic fields has been 
reported'. 

Modulation of scattering loss. The first 
distributed fibre -optic temperature sensor 
demonstrated' used a special fibre having a 

liquid core. In the core. increasing tempera- 
ture results in greater molecular agitat ion and 
thus in a larger scattering coefficient, the 
sensitivity of the scattered signal being of 
order 0.5"01i. This resulted in a distributed 
temperature sensor able to resolve around 
0.1K over a distance of 100m with a spatial 
resolution of 2.5m after averaging 1000 
pulses. A resolution of 1K. with lm spatial 
resolution over 100m of fibre. was achievable 
with 1000 pulses. a measurement time well 
below Is. This performance is the hest so far 
reported hut the approach is out of favour 
since liquid -filled fibres are inconvenient to 
work with. have limited temperature range 
and unproved lifetimes. The sensitivity of the 
scattered signal to temperature in glasses is 

orders of magnitude lower and different 
means are thus required for solid fibres. 

Inelastic scattering. The scattering coeffi- 
cient in optical fibres is caused principally by 
Rayleigh scattering and is attributable to 
density and composition fluctuations frozen - 
in to the material during the drawing process. 
This type of scattering is largely independent 
of ambient temperature provided that the 
thermo-optic coefficients of the fibre consti- 
tuents are similar. However. as is shown 
schematically, the scattered light spectrum 
also contains a small contribution to the 
scattered power from Raman and 1rillouin 
spectral lines which originate in thermally 
driven molecular and bulk vibrations. respec- 
tively. The intensity of these lines is tempera- 
ture sensitive and the finite sensitivity of the 
total scattered signal in solid fibres is largely 
attributable to the contribution of Brillouin 
and Raman scattering. By selecting only one of 
these parts of the scattered light spectrum, the 
sensitivity of the measured signal to tempera- 
ture can he greatly enhanced. 

In practice. the Brillouin lines are shifted by 
only a few tens of Gl-Is from the incident 
radiation frequency. This puts demands on the 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
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linewidth and frequency stability of the source 
and filter which are presently incompatible 
with the use of semiconductor lasers - prefer- 
red for their small size. low cost and good 
reliability. The Brillouin scattering approach 
is therefore not judged to be the most suitable 
at present. 

In contrast, the Raman spectrum is well 
separated from the incident wavelength and 
can he readily separated by means of standard 
optical filters. Unlike that of free atoms and 
molecules. the Raman spectrum of high -silica 
glasses consists of very broad hands with a 

200cm ' wide hand centred around 440cm '. 
Some of the details which can he used in 
conventional Raman spectroscopy are thus 
lost to us in glasses. However the information 
is sufficient to obtain the temperature dis- 
tribution along the fibre' and to eliminate 
spurious effects caused, for example. by fibre 
attenuation. 

In the York UTS-I I. the shorter -wavelength 
Raman hand (the anti -Stokes hand) is used to 
obtain the temperature information since it 
has a far higher temperature sensitivity than 
the longer wavelength. Stokes. band. 

The Raman approach provides a practical 
solution to a number of measurement prob- 
lems and forms the basis for the York sensor. 
One of its main advantages is that it can he 
used with standard multimode telecom- 
munication fibre. which is readily available 
and relatively inexpensive. 

Two other approaches have also been prop- 
osed. 

Modulation of the fibre loss. If the loss of 
the fibre varies ss'ith the measurand of interest 
this should he detectable by retlectometrv.f 
This has been demonstrated at Southampton 
University by inserting thin colour -glass fil- 
ters at selected positions in the fibre and more 
recently in fibres doped with rare-earth ions.' 
providing a sensitivity of loss to temperature 
via the shift of absorption hands with tempera - 
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ture. In either case. the effect of the tempera- 
ture on loss may be separated from other 
causes by referencing the measurement to 
another wavelength at which the loss insensi- 
tive to temperature. 

The main drawback of the loss -modulation 
approach is that the number of sensing points 
is limited by attenuation induced directly by 
the measurand: if the fibre is sensitive. its loss 
will sometimes he high, which will then leave 
little power to probe the following point. In 
practice, about 10 hot -spots can be measured 
simultaneously, which could be sufficient in a 

number of applications. In other applications, 
it is desirable to use approaches which do not 
require the fibre loss to be high; this is the case 
when the scattering loss. the capture fraction 
or the polarization of the light is modulated. 

Polarization effects. In single -mode fibres, 
the hackscatter signal carries information on 
the evolution of the state of polarization to the 
scattering point and hack'. This approach has 
been used at the Central Electricity Research 
Laboratory to detect magnetic fields' via the 
Faraday effect hut never taken much beyond 
demonstration owing to difficulties in separat- 
ing the information of interest from a number 
of spurious effects which mask the desired 
signal. Whilst it could undoubtedly be used for 
obtaining temperature distribution informa- 
tion, the practical difficulties associated with 
it have. to date. precluded its use. 

1 A H. Hartog. J. Lightwave Technol. 1983, vol. 
VT -1, pp498-509. 
2 M.C. Farries el al., Electronics Letters 1986, vol. 
22. pp418-9. 
31.N. Ross. Electronics Letters 1981. vol. 17, pp596- 
597. 
4 A.H. Hartog, et al. Electronics Letters 1985. vol. 
21. pp.1061-3. 
5 A.H. Hartog et al. Proc 6th European Conf. Optical 
Communication (post -deadline session) York, UK 
1980. 
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time since. as the required fibre 
length increases. so too does the 
system loss and the signal-to- 
noise ratio is thus degraded. 
Similarly as the spatial resolu- 
tion is made finer, the pulse 
width of the source must he 
reduced and the receiver band- 
width must he increased, which 
degrades the system noise. 

There is therefore a trade -oft 
between the various perform- 
ance criteria and, for a fixed 
accuracy in the measurement. 
the integration time increases 
rapidly with improving spatial 
resolution and increasing total loss of the 
sensing fibre. 

The DTS-I1 is able to measure fibre loops 
oÍ2km in 12 seconds, with an uncertainty on 
the temperature of ± 1°C (peak) and with a 
spatial resolution of 7.5 m. This represents a 
round trip loss of about 12dB. If more than 
one fibre loop is measured, measurement 
time increases in proportion to the number 
of loops. In many cases, the ability to 
measure several separate fibre loops gives a 

Netter overall system performance than in- 
creasing the fibre length and leads to a 
reduced measurement time per point 
addressed. In addition, a degree of redun- 
dancy can he introduced into the system so 
that all measurement capability is not lost if 
a fibre is broken. 

Applications 
The DTS system has a vast range of applica- 
tions: almost certainly some of these will not 
become apparent until the technique is well 
known. For the sake of illustration. some of 
the appl ications follow: 
Electricity supply industry. UTS is ideally 
suited to locating hot spots since it can 
provide continuous coverage of the whole of 
the transformer windings. The present per- 
formance is adequate in most respects 
although improvements in spatial resolu- 
tion are desirable. 
Another application in the same industry is 
the monitoring of large generators. where 
the risk is primarily from blocked cooling 
pipes. The very high spatial resolution re- 
quired can he obtained by coiling the fibre 
into a number of separate sensing coils to 
monitor each cooling pipe. 
In thermal power stations, DTS could moni- 
tor high pressure steam pipes for leaks 
which are extremely hazardous as well as 

disruptive. 
Process industry. Monitoring of long ther- 
mal curing process, where temperature gra- 
dient along a curing oven is important. A 
major American company using UTS to 
monitor one of its production processes 
estimates to have saved many times its value 
in its first six months of operation from 
improvement to yields. 
The technique can he used for monitoring 
machinery to detect over -heating before 
damage to the equipment has occurred. 
Pipeline monitoring. Detecting leaks of 

«hi/ 

I 

DTS-2 software allows the user to program- 
me up to 100 zones - sections of fibre 
defined by starting and finishing positions 
and given a specific name (e.g. 'main boil- 
er'. 'escalator A" etc) to help the operator 
relate the location of the zone to the read- 
out. Each zone has pre-programmed alarm 
levels which are tested by the measurement 
software and an alarm raised if any zone 
temperature is outside is limits. Many users 
find this approach to displaying the large 
amount of information acquired by the 
instrument easier to use than a display of 
temperature as a function of position. 

LENGTH (km) 

Raman hackscatter waveforms measured 
from each end of a 1 km sensing fibre. The 
trace measured from the second end has 
been time -reversed so that positions on the 
horizontal axis correspond to the same 
point in the fibre in both cases. The effect of 
heating a length of libre (100m from the 
first end) can be seen as an increase in the 
scatter return. Likewise. the second fibre 
about 200m from the origin has been cooled 
with respect to the rest of the libre and 
shows a decrease in signal at that point. 
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The temperature distribution obtained from 
processing the curves shows the fibre loss 
has been eliminated and the temperature 
information is clearly visible. The tempera- 
ture trace is flat in all regions where the 
fibre was held at uniform temperature. 

fluid. by the cooling that results 
from the expansion of the gas 
leaving the pipeline. 
Failure of a viscosity -reducing 
heating system or of the insula- 
tion can cause a pipeline to seize 
up. a situation which is costly to 
rectify. in addition to the cost of 
any loss of production incurred. 
Buildings and tunnels. DTS has 
application inside buildings and 
tunnels as a fire -alarm system. 
Fires in railway tunnels frequen- 
tly start in cable trays and can 
smolder for a long time 
undetected before a fire breaks 

out. A fibre installed along the tunnel could 
detect the outbreak of a fire very quickly, 
wherever it occurs, as well as the overheat- 
ing before a fire actually occurs. 

DTS can also measure the temperature in 
areas to provide inputs to heating and air 
conditioning systems. 

The fire alarm and environment monitor- 
ing functions can he combined in a single 
system. A major advantage of the DTS in 
these applications is that the amount of 
wiring is reduced considerably. With dedi- 
cated software. it should also he possible to 
reduce the incidence of false alarms since an 
unusual condition can he rapidly qualified as 

a real emergency or as equipment malfunc- 
tion. A break in the fibre. for example, can he 
identified by the processing software as a 

fibre break (and its location given) and not as 
a fire alarm. 

Future prospects 
The performance of existing distributed 
fibre -optic temperature sensors is already 
sufficient for many applications. hut falls 
short of the requirements for many others. 
In particular. the spatial resolution will need 
to he improved for many industrial applica- 
tions and work is progressing in this area. 
Eventually, this will involve the develop- 
ment or adaptation of more suitable sources. 
refinements of the electronics and possibly 
of the fibre itself. It is expected that a spatial 
resolution of lm over Ikm of fibre, with 1K 
accuracy and measurement times of a few 
seconds will he achieveahle in the near 
future. 

Pipeline monitoring will demand extreme 
range and systems spanning about 20km of 
fibre should he achievable without unduly 
sacrificing performance in other respects. 
Progress is also expected in the methods 
used for processing the signals: for example 
beyond a spatial resolution of lm or so. 
measurement in the frequency domain may 
offer useful performance advantages. 

In the longer term. attention will turn to 
the measurement of other physical para- 
meters and almost certainly this will involve 
the development of special fibres with tai- 
lored sensitivity. 

York is working closely with several large 
users and system houses for OEM applica- 
tions of this technology and welcomes furth- 
er relationships of this nature. 
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SINGLE -ENDED MULTI POINT 
THERMOMETER 

D 
istrihuted fihre temperature 
sensors rely on the measure- 
ment of a temperature - 
dependent anti -Stokes back - 

scatter signal together with a calibrating 
signal (Stokes or Rayleigh backscatter) to 
cancel the effects of fibre attenuation and 
splice loss. Since these scattered signals are 
at different wavelengths they are subject to 
slightly different values of fibre 
attenuation and the cancellation 
is inexact, leading to significant 
measurement errors, particular- 
ly at long distances. 

Cossor Electronics are cur- 
rently developing a system under 
licence from CEGB to overcome 
this prohlem by using dual laser 
sources. The laser wavelengths 
Al and A. are chosen according 
to 

where v is Raman wavenumher 
shift. Using the source at A1. the 
Stokes scattered light is mea- 
sured at A,: and using the source 
at A, the anti -Stokes scattered 
light is measured at Al. In both 
instances light passed an equal 
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Cossor readies single -ended 

distributed temperature 

sensor for marketing 

later this year 
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distance through the fihre at 
each wavelength: outward at one 
wavelength and returning at the 
other. The total attenuation is 

therefore the same for both 
measurements. irrespective of 
the spectral attenuation prop- 
erties of the fibre. A major advan- 
tage that results from this is that 
the Cossor system requires ac- 
cess to only one end of the 
sensing fibre and will remain 
accurate irrespective of any 
changes in cable characteristics. 

A second key feature of the 

f-14 

t i ..,. 

-. 
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system is that the receiver is based on the use 
of a photon -counting avalanche photodiode 
using techniques originally developed for 
the OFL119 optical fault locator. This offers 
considerable sensitivity advantages over 
conventional transimpedance receivers and 
allows the system to operate with superior 
spatial resolution (lm), and industry - 
standard multi -mode fibre (50/125) 

over long distances, about 4km. 
The usual accuracy/resolution/ 

distance and acquisition -time 
trade-offs apply, hut 
typically this system 

will give ±2°. with 
2m resolution at 

S 2kmwithin two 
minutes. 
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FUEL CELL GAS SENSORS 
ver the past 10 to 
15 years there has 
been much gov- 
ernment legisla - 

ion throughout the world con- 
cerned with health and safety at 
work and atmospheric pollution 
control. This has caused a rapidly 
growing demand for a range of 
chemical gas sensors and associ- 
ated control instrumentation. 
This demand for gas sensing 
equipment has been further 
reinforced over a similar period 
in the area of general industrial 
process control and in particular 
flue gas analysis for control of 
large combustion plant for ener- 
gy conservat ion. 

Electrochemical gas sensors 
have proved part icularly success- 
ful in meeting the requirements 
of these various applications. 
Such sensors provide reliable. 
stable and accurate measure- 
ments over long maintenance 
cycle periods and can be manu- 
factured in small. rohust and 
relatively low-cost units, which 
are equally suitable for either portable and 
personal safety equipment or fixed monitor- 
ing installat ions. 

Previous oxygen sensors of the diffusion 
barrier type (see panel) have used very thin 
plastics membranes. which not only have 
handling and stability problems, hut inevit- 
ably result in very high temperature and 
pressure coefficients. which limit the useful- 
ness of the device. CTI. sensors take a 

radically different approach by using a 

gaseous diffusion barrier which can take the 
form of a simple capillary. This is not only 
extremely rohust and stable. hut entirely 
different diffusion laws apply, with the fol- 
lowing practical consequences. 

Low temperature coefficient: for many 
practical purposes temperature compensa - 
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Legislation around the world is 

the driving force behind the 

rapid growth in the 

electrochemical gas sensor 

market 

lion is unnecessary (see curves) 
Sensors measure volume percentage of 

gas directly. 
Low pressure coefficients: typical values 

for standard oxygen sensors are about 4 to 
5% signal change per atmosphere. 

The oxygen sensor has a low temperature 
coefficient over the range -15 to +40°C 
Curve shows the signal as a percentage of 
the 20 °C value. 

Output signal of an oxygen sensor over the 
range 0 - 25% oxygen is non-linear? 
following the law S = Kin (1-C)-1. The 
curve is the oxygen sensor signal as a 
function of concentration in the range 
0-25% oxygen. 

Signals vary non -linearly with 
gas concentration and follow the 
S = KIn( I -C) r law where S is 

the signal. C the fractional con- 
centration (0.209 oxygen in air1. 
and K a constant. For low con - 
cent rations. below a few percent. 
the signal is essentially linear. 
\Vhen oxygen sensors are cali- 
brated in air, and the response 
assumed linear in the range 0 to 
20.9%. the deviation from 
linearity is as illustrated. Above 
25% oxygen the deviation be- 
comes increasingly significant. 
and may he compensated elec- 
tronically using a suitable 
linearizing circuit. 

For many applications the 
gaseous diffusion barrier will 
comprise a nitrogen "carrier" 
gas. The diffusion coefficient of 
oxygen through the harrier 
varies, to a first approximation, 
inversely as the square root of 
the mean molecular weight of 
the carrier gas, and recal ihrat ion 
of the sensor may be required 
where the carrier gas molecular 

MARKETS 

Electrochemical sensors are being widely 
adopted to satisfy a growing demand for 
reliable. low-cost gas -measuring devices in 
safety and process control applications. Four 
factors have contributed to this increasing 
demand for gas sensors. 

t-lealth and Safety at \Vork Acts. requiring 
sensors for a wide range of gases. 

Energy conservation sector, requiring ox- 
ygen anc carbon monoxide sensors for com- 
bustion efficiency monitoring. 

Offshore oil and gas exploitation, requiring 
hydrogen sulphide emission detection from 
"sour" wells. 

Pollution control, demanding sensors for 
monitoring emissions of carbon monoxide 
sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen. 

20 
linear response 

Actual response 
(calibrated in air, 20.9% 021 
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SENSOR OPERATION 

The principle of operation can be illustrated using 
an oxygen metal -air sensor as an example. The 
sensor comprises a metal anode, electrolyte and 
an air cathode, to which the diffusion of oxygen is 

severely restricted by a diffusion barrier. 
At the air cathode oxygen is reduced to hydroxyl 

ions which is matched by an equivalent amount of 
metal oxidation at the anode and flow of electrons 
from anode to cathode via the external circuit. The 
diffusion harrier restricts oxygen access to the 
cathode such that all oxygen reacts as it arrives at 
the cathode where its concentration is essentially 
zero. In this condition: 

oxygen diffusion flux x oxygen 
concentration 
gradient 

x partial pressure 
oxygen 

The sensor will he operating in the limiting 
current' region of the current -voltage curve, 
when: 

sensor current, i x flux(02) 

therefore i x partial pressure (0,) 

There is then. a direct link between oxygen 
concentration and the sensor limiting cur- 
rent. which constitutes the signal from the 
sensor. 1Vith a known value of resistor across 
the sensor this can be read off as a voltage 
signal. 

weight alters significantly. 
The use of oxygen electrode technology as 

developed for fuel cells and metal/air batter- 
ies gives a cathode with a very high reserve of 
electrochemical activity. This ensures a high 
sensor stability over long periods of time. 
Typical sensor drift rates are less than 2% 
signal over six months. 

The anode has been chosen to provide 
sufficient voltage for the sensor to he self - 
powered and to prolong storage life and 
ensure freedom from self -corrosion and 
gassing. 

The operational life of the sensor is deter- 
mined by the anode capacity and standard 
sensors are designed to achieve a minimum 
of l o' 'oxygen '%% hours' - this amounts to at 
least six months continuous discharge in air 
at 20.9% oxygen. with typical lifetimes being 
nearer nine or ten months in practice. The 
active I Ile is unaffected by six months storage 
off load, under cool. clean conditions. 

\II known failure modes result in loss of 
signal and for oxygen deficiency applications 
the sensor is therefore fail-safe. 

The principle of sensor operation may he 

used to measure any gaseous substance that 
can be made to react electrochemically at a 

suitable electrode. In addition to oxygen 
sensors. CTL have been developed cells to 
measure carbon monoxide, hydrogen sul- 
phide. sulphur dioxide. oxides of nitrogen 
and chlorine. Unlike oxygen sensors. most of 

Pnnciple of operation 

Load resistor 

Air supply 
4 

Diffusion 
barrier 

J 

Anode Cathode 
Electrolyte 

Anode reaction 2 Ph + 40H' -. 2PhO + 2H20 + 4e 

Cathode reaction 02 + 21120 + 4e- oti' 
Cell reaction 2 Pb + 02 -2 PbO 

1.0 

Limiting 
current 
(IL) region 
ILx%02 

SENSOR CURRENT (mA) 
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- 

.r 

., 
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these gases undergo anodic oxidation at the 
sensing electrode and are accompanied by 

oxygen reduction at the counter electrode. 
Such fuel -cell sensors have no directly con- 
sumable - and therefore life limiting - 
corrponents: life is determined more by 

factors such as seal and electrode degrada- 
tion, not as easily quantified as for the 
oxygen sensor. Field experience has indi- 
cated a life expectancy of several years, 
provided that the ambient conditions are not 
excessively aggressive. 

A key feature of any chemical sensor 
development is the minimization of cross 
interferences when operating with multiple 
gas mixtures. This is largely managed in 
electrochemical sensors by 

- development of specific sensing electrode 
catalysts and electrolyte systems 
- control of the operating potential of the 
sensing electrode, and 
- use of chemical filters to selectively re- 
move interfering gases. 

A disadvantage of the last is limited life. A 

patented in -hoard gas filter concept, intro- 
duced for CTL sensor designs. can overcome 
this objection. Here the filter material is 

located between the sensor diffusion barrier 
and the sensor electrode where it only has to 
cope with the very low gas diffusion flux into 
the sensor, rather than exposure to the full. 
in -line gas stream of the sampling system. 

Thanks to Dr Brian llohhs of City Technology for 
help with the preparation of this article. 
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fibre.oplic 
sensors 

Biosensors's 

Intelligent 
Sensors 

SENSING THE SENSORS 
Gas sensors 

Distributed ` CCD image 
sensor systems sensors 

ISFET sensors 

Tactile 
sensors 

CMOS sensors 

A 
n analysis of the IEE's in- 
formation services database 
on sensors confirms the rapid 
growth in primary publica- 

tions on fibre optic sensing devices. Pub- 
lished work in this area now almost matches 
that of all other types' of sensor added 
together, with an estimated 700 references 
in 1988. 

The database can be reached at Inspec 
Marketing. Station I -louse, Nightingale 
Road. Hitch in. I lerts. tel 046253331. 
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PROSTHETICS LEAD THE WAY 
arly robots were dumb, mute, 
stupid devices that operated 
in highly structured environ- 
ments. Everything they en- 

countered had to be in the correct place and 
orientation. All the robot had to do was to 
reach out and pick up the object. The only 
difference between the robot and the 
machines they served was that a robot's 
actions could be modified more 
easily than those of a steel roller. 

The latest generation of robots 
are smart. They have arrays of 
sensors that allow decisions to be 
made about what to pick up. 
what to do with the object and 
where to put it. Over 20 years 
ago, it became clear from re- 
search into artificial hands for 
limb replacement. that for a 

more sophisticated and life -like 
prosthetic hand, sensors are an 
important part of a system. The 
user, a person who has lost a 

hand in an accident or was horn 
without one, will wish to use the 
prosthesis in an everyday en- 
vironment, which seldom has 
structure built into it, so the 

Southampton's University 

has a family of 

anthropomorphic robots under 

development 

AK" 

104' 

....-"-" '4111 

hand must be able to grasp a wide range of 
objects of differing shapes. sizes and orienta- 
tions. 

The artificial hands available two decades 
ago were crude devices. They had one degree 
of freedom, that is. the thumb and fingers 
opened together. Many hands were, and still 
are, operated by a cable attached to the 
wearer by a harness across his shoulders. 

Flexing his shoulders opens the 
hand, a spring closes it. These 
systems are very versatile and 
allow for a delicate touch as the 
wearer can feel the object 
through the cable much like a 
driver feels the road through the 
steering wheel of a car. Although 
objects can be manipulated with 
ease and often skill using the 
harness. it is disliked by some 
users as the action is unnatural 
and uncomfortable. In addition 
some tasks are impossible to 
perform (such as changing a 

light bulb), as overhead move- 
ment opens the hand pre- 
maturely. 

Electrically powered hands are 
compact and lifelike in appear - 
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ance. They are not controlled by a cable hut 
by amplifying the small voltages generated 
when a muscle contracts. An opposing pair is 

used: one muscle opens the hand the other 
side closes it. The disadvantage of this is that 
the mechanical feedback is lost. The oper- 
ator has to rely on visual feedback to tell him 
when the hand is touching an object and 
when to stop closing the hand. lithe object is 

obscured then grasping a delicate object 
becomes difficult. 

A person without a hand is faced with the 
choice of a functional hand which has cables 
and is unsightly. or one that resembles a 

natural hand more closely but is limited in 

use. It was the gap that the Electrical 
Engineering department at Southampton 
decided to explore. 

A four -degree -of -freedom hand is being 
developed. It is easy to use; the wearer 
supervises the hand and instructs it to open. 
close, hold, squeeze or release an object by 

the same type of muscle -contraction techni- 
ques as conventional electrical hands. The 
hand then adopts the correct posture and 
gripping forces to hold the object. For 
example, to pick up a kettle, the hand is 

opened and brought into contact with the 
handle. Sensors on the palm touch first so 

the fingers close in a fist. As the handle is 

quite narrows the fingers close a long way 
before the finger tips touch it. Once the 
fingers close beyond a minimum size the 

controller instructs the thumb to swing 
round to steady the kettle. The initial grip- 
ping force is low but if the kettle slips then 
sensors on the hand detect the vibrations 
and the grip tightens until the sliding stops. 

The wide range of grips possible is due to 

the four motors giving the hand four degrees 
of freedom. Although the natural hand uses 

muscles in the forearm, so that a wide range 
of people can he accommodated, the pros- 
thesis is made compact, with all the motors 
housed in the palm, inside the outline of a 

natural hand. The index finger moves on its 
own. thumb moves side to side and in and 
out, and the other three fingers move 
together. If one finger is stopped the others 
can continue to close so that they wrap 
round the edge of a curved object. 

You can appreciate that the control relies 
heavily on the tactile sensors spread across 
the surface of the hand. These sensors can 
detect grip -force, touch -contact or object - 
slip. Over the two decades many designs of 
transducers have been tried hut sensors have 
particularly strict specifications. Not only 
must they he compact, robust, easily fitted 
with low drift, but like all ideal transducers 
they must have low power consumption. 
must need little post -processing, and above 
all be very cheap. 

The controller's design has progressed 
from a relay -drive fixed -logic processor to 
the adoption of the latest generation of 
microcontroller integrated circuits. The ear- 
ly designs for the hands were also bulky. 
They were cable driven from motors and the 

drives extended up to the elbow. The most 
recent has fixed links that don't stretch or 
break. 

As the controller technology has become 
more advanced, more information can be 

gained and used for the sensors. The early 
devices gave simple on/off data about con- 
tacts on the hands: newer devices have an 
analogue output which is then digitized by 

the microcontroller. Even so. each sensor 
has its limitations and two of the more 
recent types are described to show some of 
the problems that prosthetics research pro- 
duces. 

The first sensor to combine both touch 
and slip transduction at a single site was 

developed at the University. The sensor uses 

an infrared beam 'shining' down a rubber 
tube, see diagram. When an external force 
on the leaf spring compresses the tube. the 
light received at the far end is reduced in 
proportion to the force. The basic principle 
has been employed elsewhere in commercial 
transducers. The crucial difference for pros- 
thetics is that the tube connects to a micro- 
phone. An object sliding across the leaf sets 
up vibrations which are detected by the 
microphone and is interpreted as slipping of 
the object. 

Earlier slip transducers had the micro- 
phone directly in contact with the surface of 
the finger. External noises also tended to be 

picked up by this arrangement. By placing 
the detector inside the tube the outside 
interference is attenuated to an acceptable 
level. A version of this sensor has been added 
to a commercial single -degree -of -freedom 
hand to test its performance. 

Plunger 

r 

l l l- 
Photodiode I Phototransistor 

Microphone 

A second sensor is based on a linear 
Hall -effect detector/amplifier integrated cir- 
cuit. A magnetic field near the chip gener- 
ates a differential voltage proportional to the 
field at the outputs. If a small plastics 
magnet is placed on a block of foam on top of 
the chip, compressing the foam causes the 
local field to the detector to increase and so 

the output voltage changes in response to 
the field. 

This device not only detects the forces on 
it, but it also directly picks up the vibrations 
of an object sliding across its surface. So the 
force and slip information come from a 

single output. The mass of the magnet and 
the foam compliance tend to damp out the 
external vibrations as well as the high fre- 
quencies, leaving only those frequencies 
associated with slip. Stray magnetic fields 
are removed by common -mode rejection 

There is a lot of 
work to be done 
before we see the 
likes of The Six 
Million Dollar Man 
and Robocop on the 
streets" 

methods. and as the latest devices available 
are only a few millimeters long arrays of 
many devices are possible. 

The project is a collaboration between 
many parts of the University. The mechanic- 
al design of the hand was principally the 
responsibility of the University's own central 
design service and it was constructed by the 
University's workshops. 

Expertise in human touch was drawn on 
to see what could be learned from millenia of 
evolution. Other work includes software and 
finally trying it out on the prosthesis. So in 
common with much of modern research, the 
project does not lie exclusively in one depart- 
ment or even one faculty. A large campus 
with a wide mixture of disciplines allows for 
the best and most productive cross- 
fertilization of ideas. 

Many publications on smart industrial 
robots suggest that the techniques de- 
veloped for robots could be used for medical 
applications such as prosthetics. Although 
the two disciplines have a lot in common, 
solution in prosthetics are arguably harder 
to realise. Only some solutions are applic- 
able to both. The prosthetics research at 
Southampton is now being applied to robo- 
tics and the information flow is in the 
opposite direction. A family of anthropomor- 
phic robots for different applications is being 
developed. In addition the ideas for control 
are being used in the electrical stimulation 
of paralysed limbs for people with spinal 
injuries. However it is probably safe to say 

that there is a lot of work to be done before 
we see the likes of the "The Six Million dollar 
man" and "Robocop" on our streets. 

by Peter Kyberd MSc. supervisor Dr PII Chappell. 
of the University of Southampton's electrical 
engineering department. 
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INTELLIGENT ODOUR 
DISCRIMINATING NOSE 

i 

t is the ultimate aim of re- 
search into odour character- 
ization to develop a small 
portable instrument which 

can identify and quantify the Constituents in 
a low -concentration gas mixture. The detec- 
tion head would ideally comprise a large 
array of integrated sensing devices, with 
digitized outputs feeding via a microcompu- 
ter via a multiplexer. followed by a visual 
display unit giving results of the gas analysis. 
Progress toward this ideal is well advanced, 
according to Warwick University's Dr Julian 
Gardner. 
General principles 
The electronic instrument is based on the 
same general principles that have been 

identified in a biological nose and the two are 
compared in the top diagram. The mamma- 
lian olfactory systems, which is able to detect 
as little as one part of odourous substance in 
10'2 parts of air. has primary receptors 
which are neurones terminating in mucus. 
Some ten thousand of these will synapse into 
a secondary neurone which feeds into the 
olfactory cordex of the brain and this vast 
number of neurones helps to explain why the 
mammalian nose can he so sensitive and 
discriminating'. Through this facility a 

complex odour can stimulate elecrical sig- 
nals to the brain, which may he interpreted 
as a unitary stimulus. 

The target for a man-made nose must he 

modest by comparison and the number of 
individual elements is limited by present 
technology to perhaps a few hundreds, in an 
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Twelve -element chemo- 

sensor array identifies 

complex gas mixtures 

Wans'ick University's intelligent odor - 
discriminating nose pictured below consists 
of a 12 -element chemosensor array with 
5 -litre flask linked to Opus IV microcompu- 
ter via 12 -bit intreface card. Display shows a 
typical output from a test vapour mixture 
used to generate a characteristic 'finger- 
print' using associate vector space analysis 
or neural network techniques. 

A biological nose may be 
schematically repre- 
sented as an array of 50 
million primary neurones 
connected to the brain via 

several thousand secon- 
dary and olfactory 
neurons. As shown, the 
Warwick electronic nose 
mimic's this network us- 
ing sensors, a 12 -hit data 
convertor and a micro- 
computer. 
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integrated array. These, however, are in an 
early stage of development and the largest 
number of elements so far reported for a 

practical electronic nose is no more than 12 

discrete devices'. However, it was shown 
several years ago that remarkable success 
could be achieved in discriminating between 
complex gas mixtures for a system having 
only three discrete sensors'. The arrange- 
ment for an electronic nose corresponds to 
the biological situation in that the primary 
neurones are replaced by sensing devices 
that feed an amplifier with linearising prop- 
erties, a microprocessor performing the type 
of analytical function provided by a biologic- 
al brain'. 

Electronic Nose 

Sensors 

Digitizer 

Biological Nose 

Primary neurones 
Secondary 
neurones 

,. 11 

Microcomputer Vdu 

Olfactory 
neurones Brain 

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

Several array processing techniques are being 
investigated at Warwick University in their 
application to integrated gas sensor arrays. 
One of the most promising relies on artificial 
neural networks, and may lead to exciting 
possibilities in odour or gas detection. The 
potential advantages offered by this technique 
are adaptability, fault -tolerance and distribu- 
tive associative memory. Our effort has cen- 
tred on a back propagation technique" on a 

multilayer perception model. Initial results 
from a commercial PC -based software pack- 
age. Neuralworks. are encouraging, and will 
be announcing results shortly. The field is of 
enormous interest due to applications in many 
fields such as image analysis, speech, robotics. 
and control. 

'Rymelhart and McClelland. Parallel distributed 
processing. MIT Press. 1986. 
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Need for linearity 
If each sensing element can be made to 
provide a voltage output that varies in linear 
proportion to the concentration of each 
constituent gas in a mixutre. then a com- 
plete analysis can be made, assuming also 
that the principle of superposition holds and 
that the combined effect of a number of 
gases is equal to the sum of individual 
effects. This is expressed mathematically if 
the value of each sensor output. after digi- 
tization. is expressed by a linear equation of 
the form 

n=aC,+bC,+cG,+.... 
where V is the value yielded by a sensor n. 
C1. C,. etc. are the concentrations of first. 
second. etc. substances and an, b, etc. are 
constants characteristics of the sensor n. 
The microcomputer receives and stores a 

complete set of samples from the whole 
array of sensors and the resulting set of 
linear equations may he solved by 
elementary means for C1, C etc.. assuming 
that the constants an, bn, etc. have been 

evaluated by preliminary calibration in 
which known amounts of constituent gases 

are introduced individually. 
If the responses are non-linear and the 

relationship between the output and a par- 
ticular gas constituent depends on the pre- 
sence and concentration level of other gases 

that may be present then no simple solution 
is possible. Fortunately, by using appropri- 
ate linearizing circuitry. linearity and super- 
position can he shown' to hold up to gas 

concentration levels of around 50-100 parts 
per million. 

Linearizing circuitry 
The detecting elements used in an electronic 
nose may depend for their action on changes 
in resistance or electronic charge as a result 
of gas adsorption. A commercially available 
sensing element operating by resistance 
change is the Taguchi type of sensor. which 
utilizes a film of doped tin oxide material as 

the gas -sensitive layer and this is headed to 
the normal operating temperature of some 
350°C by means of a heading coil incorpo- 
rated into the device. In the form of con- 
struction illustrated, the coil passes down 
the middle of a ceramic tube and the tin 
oxide layer is deposited on the outer surface 
of the tube. 

Such a device may be used to provide a 

voltage which depends on the gaseous en- 
vironment by using the sensor tin oxide 
layer as an element in a potential divider. 
The tin oxide behaves as an n -type semicon- 
ductor in which the number of conduction 
electrons depends on the surface oxygen 
content. In the presence of oxidizing gases. 
the content increases and more electronic 
charge becomes trapped. hence raising the 
resistance. If the supply voltage V is main- 
tained constant, the output V will be re- 
duced. Whilst this arrangement gives a 

satisfactory indication of the presence of an 

VAPOUR DISCRIMINATION USING A COMPOSITE 12 -ELEMENT ARRAY 

In a mammalian nose the intake of a gas 
mixture containing odorants results in the 
generation of electrical signals to the brain, 
which may he interpreted as a unitary stimu- 
lus. Work at Warwick University's department 
of engineering is based on mimicking the 
biological structure with regard to the sensing 
arrangement and information processing pro- 
cedures. There. a multiple gas -sensing array 
generates electrical signals which. after digi- 
tization. are processed by microcomputer, 
resulting in identification of the vapour. In a 

mammalian nose, high discrimination and 
sensitivity is achieved through some ten mil- 
lion primary receptors. which are basal cells 
linked via supporting cells to olfactory 
neurones. Ten thousand of these may synapse 
into a single secondary neurone, the brain 
being fed from many such neurones'. 

An ultimate aim in mimicking the biologic- 
al system is to produce an integrated array 
with thousands of minute sensing elements on 
a single chip. Work of this nature has, indeed. 
begun though it is in its infancy. To maximize 
information for discrimination, the elements 
should differ from each other and this poses 
major. though not insuperable. manufactur- 
ing difficulties. t-litherto, attempts to provide 
vapour discrimination via a composite sensing 
unit have been limited to models using no 
more than three or four discrete elements2. 
Whilst these have given interesting and 
perhaps even remarkable results, their power 
is naturally limited with so few elements. 

Drs Shurmer and Gardner of Warwick's 
solid-state laboratory described a system using 
12 discrete SnO., Taguchi -type sensors at an 
tEE colloquium held recently in London. 

v 
Ú 

The Taguchi gas sensor consists of a cera- 
mic tube on which an interdigital electrode 
structure lies, covered by a sintered tin - 
dioxide layer. Film conductance changes 
with the chemisorption of atmospheric 
vapours, while its temperature is main- 
tained by a heating coil through the centre 

RI 

- Stainless steel gauze - Noble metal wire 

-Sensor - Heater 

-Resin moulding 

Nickel pin 

Each sensor possessed different individual 
characteristics whilst at the same time being 
sensitive to a broad spectrum of gases. Spu- 
rious effects of moisture and temperature 
fluctuations are reduced by the inclusion of 
ceramic humidity and temperature sensors. 
The power of discrimination available from 
this system is increased enormously compared 
with anything else so far reported and enables 
information processing techniques to be ap- 
plied effectively. 

There are basic limitations to the perform- 
ance of the system to be discussed, and their 
influence on the development of the present 
system to he detailed, in a forthcoming confer- 
ence paper'. which will also outline steps 
taken to improve stability and repeatability - 
factors which need continuous checking. 
since they have a dominant effect on the power 
of discrimination. 

The researchers will report on how different 
methods for processing the raw data are 
compared in terms of accuracy, efficiency and 
ease of implementation for a wide range of 
chemicals, beverages and foodstuffs. 

I. Persand. K. and Dodd. G.il.. Analysis of discri- 
mination mechanisms in the mammalian olfactory 
system using a model nose. Nature. vol 299 1982 pp 
352-355. 
2. Shurmer. FIN. et al. Development of an electronic 
nose. Physics in Technology. vol 18 1987 pp 1711-176. 
3. Gardner. C.IV. and 'lines. E.L.. Integrated array 
processing in an electronic nose. IEE Colloquium on 
Ner. Trends in Sensor Array Processing. London. 6 

December 1988. 
4. Shurmer. FIN., Basic limitations for an electronic 
nose. Eurosensors Ill. Montreux. 1989. 

Sensor 

Microcomputer 
analogue 
input 

Possible circuit arrangement for a Taguchi 
gas sensor where the output voltage V. 
varies with device resistance for a fixed 
supply voltage V and load resistor RL. 

vo 

In the improved circuit arrangement used at Warwick the gas sensors act as a current 
source in a virtual earth circuit feeding an inverting amplifier with fixed gain ReJR2 to give 
an output voltage Vo. 
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oxidizing gas for of a reducing gas by 

converse effects), the output is very non- 
linear with concentration. 

A much improved response from the 
linearity viewpoint may he obtained at the 
expense of circuit complexity. Consider the 
circuit shown, in which the potential divider 
of the previous arrangement now supplies 
two cascaded feedback amplifiers. If the 
voltage gains of the two amplifiers are Gland 
G, the output voltage V. will be given by 

CIG2V; where V;=5V. G1=RI/R3. C2=R2/R3. 
Thus 

V =V;RIR3. O 

R5R2 

Denoting the conductance of the sensor 
tin -oxide layer by G3, where G5 = I/I\5 it 
follows that V. = kC5, where k is a constant. 
Provided that the conductance of the gas 
sensitive layer is proportional to the concen- 
tration of detected gas in the environment. 
the output voltage will be a linear function of 
gas concentration. 

A comparison is given of the general form 
of output response for the potential divider 
arrangement and for the linearizing circuit, 
this providing an excellent linear rela- 

tionship with gas concentration level. As 

preliminary investigations have indicated 
that superposition principles may also he 

applied at low concentration levels, a full 
analysis for a complex gas mixture is entirely 
feasible, provided the system is initially 
calibrated for all components present in the 
mixture. 
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GUIDED WAVE S 

DEVELOPMENT FOR 

0 ptical sensors have existed for 
a long time and many of 
today's scientists and en- 
gineers will have encoun- 

tered optical sensors for the first time at the 
Science Museum in London, where optically 
activated automatic doors were installed in 
the 'Childrens' Gallery' before 1932. During 
recent years there has been considerable 
interest in developing fibre -optic based sen- 
sors as alternatives to conventional sensors 
fora large range of measurands. 

Fibre -optic based sensors may be grouped 
into two main classes. Fibre link - where 
some form of conventional optical sensing 
element or system is remotely deployed and 
illuminated via a fibre optic link and the 
optical encoded signal transferred via 
another fibre optic link for final demodula- 
tion - and fibre optic sensors - where the 
measurand directly modulates some physic- 
al property of the fibre. 

This second class of sensors may he 

further sub -divided by transduction 
mechanism and classified as 'intensity' or 
'interferometric'. Fibre optic intensity sen- 
sors tend to he based on multimode fibre 
whereas fibre optic interferometers are 
usually constructed from monomode fibre. 
In the 'tree' of optical sensors shown, the 
entries under the 'hybrid' label are all fibre 
link devices. There are a large range of 
transduction mechanisms that have been 

exploited to realise fibre -based sensors as 

indicated in the second chart, where you can 

see that there are many more transduction 
mechanisms to be exploited for the multi - 

BASIC TRANSDUCTION MECHANISMS 

Multimode and hybrids 

Intensity variations via: 

Microbending loss 
Breakage 
Fibre -to -fibre coupling 
Modified cladding 
Reflectance 
Absorption 
Attenuation 
Fluoresecence 
Wavelength change 
Molecular scattering 
Molecular effects 
Evanescent fields 
Polarization 
Doppler shift 
Optical path change 

External to fibre 

Interferometric 

Optical phase via: 

Bulk dimensional change 
and variation in opto - 
elastic fibre constants 

Magnetic fields via: 

Changes in modal 
propagation 
constants 

Kent has more fibre -optic 

sensors under development 

than any other research 

centre in Britain 

NSOR 
NDUSTRY 
mode and hybrid devices than for the inter- 
ferametric systems. Measurands that have 

been addressed via fibre optic sensors are 

indicated in the third chart. 
An important aspect of any sensor is its 

range to resolution ratio (dynamic range): 
typically the dynamic range of an intensity - 

Optical sensors { 

Measurands 
detected via 
large range 

of transouction 
mechanisms 

Conventional 
optical 
sensors 

Fibre optic 
based 

Hybrids 

Fibre 
link 

conventional 

Intensity interferometnc 

SENSOR GROUPING 

Hybrids 

Particle size 
Turbidity intensity 
pH 
Distnbuted (temp) - 

Pressure 
Displacement - 

Postion 
Magnetic field intensity 
Temperature or 
Gas phase 
Chemical 
Vibration 
Level 
Optical radar 

Laser velocimetry 
Vibrometry phase 

Holography 

Fibre sensor 
intensity 

Monomode 
Multimode Interferometric 
(Intensity) (Phase)' 

Pressure Temperature 
Displacement Displacement 
Position Strain 
Strain Magnetic field 
Flow Acceleration 
Switch Force 
Force Rotation 
Temperature Flow 

Vibration 

Extnnsic 

Magnetic field 
Electric field 
Chemical 

Fibre sensor 
interferometric 
1polanmetricl 

based sensor is 1: I0' to 1:104 whereas it can 
exceed 1:106 for interferometric devices. 

The research work at the University of 
Kent at Canterbury has concentrated on 
interferometric sensors implemented as 

either hybrid or all -fibre systems and funded 
by SERC, the Royal Society's Paul Instru- 
ment Fund, MoD, OSCA`, the US Air Force 
and UK industry. Several examples of recent 
successful projects are outlined next. 

Current measurement 
The use of the Faraday effect, in which the 
plane of polarization is rotated in the pre- 
sence of a magnetic field, within a mono - 
mode optical fibre is being used as the basis 
of an electric current sensor for use on high 

'See.alao article starting page Ina. 
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voltage transmission and distribution lines. 
This has advantages in its substantial elec- 
tric isolation (due to the dielectric nature of 
the sensing element), high bandwidth and 
immunity from electromagnetic interfer- 
ence. Light from a solid-state laser couples 
into an optical fibre which is looped several 
times around a current carrying hushar. At 
the output a polarization analyser converts 

sensing fibre 

section through 
conductor 

polarizer 

polarization 
analyser 

input fibre 

output fibres 

insulator 

light source 

detection and 
processing 
electronics 

digital optical link 

Prototypes of the Faraday current sensor 
developed in conjunction rs'ith Sifam will be 
undergoing field trials later this year. One 
of the unique features of this system is that 
the polarizer is made in situ on the fibre. 
The polarization analyser developed espe- 
cially: it can determine both the ellipticity 
and the azimuth of the optical beam trans- 
mitted through the sensing fibre. 

(b) 

]O 20 30 40 
Time/ms 

The conventional current transformer can- 
not be used for transient measurements 
because its output is proportional to the rate 
of change of current with time (Ldi/dt). 
whereas the output of the fibre optic system 
is linearly related to current. making it 
suitable for both direct and transient cur- 
rents. 

the azimuth rotation to an intensity signal, 
transmitted via multimode optical fibres to 
detection and processing electronics. The 
system demonstrates excellent linearity up 
to currents in excess of 60,000 amps. This 
work has been carried out under an SERC/ 
DTI Teaching Company Scheme with Sifam 
Ltd, of Torquay. 

The current measurement system is re- 
latively large and will remain permanently 
sited, but it is possible. by using optical 
materials with large Verdet constants, to 
construct miniature current probes. Typi- 
cally the sensing probe will he deployed at 
the end of a monomode optical fibre link and 
interrogated using some form of heterodyne 
signal processing. An example of a prototype 
system is shown below where the multimode 
fibres are used to transfer the reference 
phase and signal phase change to remote 

/Vl/I 
x ) 

Source ' x 

Reflective 
end 

y Beam splatter A/2 

Sensing 
element 

FR -5 glass 

detectors. Possible applications for these 
miniature probes could be for health moni- 
toring of large electrical machines. 

Very high bandwidth thermometry 
Miniature fibre Fabry-Perot interferometers 
can be used as very high bandwidth thermo- 
meters. In the experimental arrangement 
used to study the thermal diffusion of very 
short heat pulses generated optically of light 
from the argon laser is switched and focused 
on the fibre tip using the Bragg cell. The 
response time of the sensor is less than three 
microseconds. A similar experimental con- 
figuration can be used for conventional 
thermometry, in which case some form of 
autocalihration must he included if absolute 
measurements of temperature are to be 
made. 

Bragg 
cell 

Resolution µT v+ v high-speed response 

Polarizing If beamsplitter 

Multimode fibre 

Linear 
analyser 

A/4 
n 

Multimode fibre 

1 , 
Lens } Ref 

detector 

s 

Hi.bi fibre 

Signal 
detector 

Miniature remote probe for current sensing: orthogonally -polarized beams from a linearly 
polarized solid-state laser with a difference frequency , '. i' are injected into the 'Ili-hi'optical 
fibre so that the propagate through the fibre in different eigenmodes. A quarter -wave plate 
effectively converts them to a linear state rotating at 4 v. amplitude -division at the final 
beam split ter to produce a reference beam and probe beam. passing through the sensing 
element twice. It is the relative phase of these two beams that is directls' related to the 
magnetic field (B). 

Laser diode 

Launcher 

Photodiode 

Signal processing 

Non reflective cleave 

Directional coupler 

Reflective splice 
Argon ion laser 

Sensing element Bragg cell 

The heat pulse measurement system is formed by fusion splicing a miniature fibre 
Fabry-Perot interferometer to one of the output ports of a single -mode directional coupler. 
A simple low -bandwidth servo controls the laser diode's injection current hence its absolute 
frequency such that the operating point of the interferometer is stable and not effected by 
low frequency environmental noise whilst remaining vent' sensitive to high frequency 
transients. 
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Variation of visibility of embedded differen- 
tial interferometer as a function of displace- 
ment of the centre of graphite composite 
bar. Rapid cycling of the visibility indicates 
onset of har failure. 

Structural analysis 
Knowledge of the mechanical properties of 
carbon fibre composite materials is extreme- 
ly important in order to assess the 'life -time' 
of structures and their vulnerability to im- 
pact damage. One approach to this problem 
is to embed optical fibre sensors in the 
structure at the time of manufacture. The 
photograph shows the results of an experi- 
ment where a carbon fibre beam has been 
loaded at its centre and the extension of the 
composite measured using an embedded 
differential interferometer. Each cycle of the 
visibility corresponds to a beam extension of 
52 microns. corresponding to a strain of 
0.1%: micro -strain resolutions are readily 
obtainable by this method. This work was 

performed in collaboration with City Uni- 
versity. 

Laser Doppler velocimetry 
The use of laser light to measure the velocity 
of a fluid (laser velocimetry) is now well 
established. No material probe need be 

placed in the flow, which can he measured in 
the range of microns to kilometres per 
second. One such system. designed to mea- 
sure internal flows, exploits the properties of 
both single and multimode fibres to enable a 

small probe to be constructed, and separated 
from the laser source and detectors, and 
their associated electronics. A laser diode 
(wavelength 780 nm) is the source and light 
is conveyed to the small instrument head by 
a pair of single -mode optical fibres. Optical 
elements in the head form a pair of beams 
which produce interference fringes thus 
defining the measurement volume of the 
instrument. Light scattered from particles 
entrained in the flow moving through the 
measurement volume is collected by a lens 
and relayed back to the detector by a multi - 
mode fibre. The fibre link in this case is 10 

metres and the instrument head shown 
without its protective cover, contains only 
passive components and is intrinsically safe. 

In this instrument. a second laser diode of 
830mm wavelength is used to form a second 
pair of beams which overlap in the same 
region of space as the first pair. '('his gives 
the instrument the ability to measure two 
orthogonal components of velocity simul- 
taneously. 

Laser 
diode 

Optional 
Bragg cell 

Diffraction 
grating 

MMF 

SMF 

ioneimin eeeee.ee 111n0 

ee 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,41110t PD 1 

. PD2 

Fringe -forming 
lens 

Measurément 
volume 

1 

Orthogonal fringes 
formed with beam 
pairs 1 & 1' and 
2&2'. 

After amplitude division at the beamsplitter, light from the laser diode wavelength Ar is 
injected into the two single -mode fibre links. the output beams from fibres 1 and I' are 
collimated and focused by the lens to produce Young's fringes in the measurement volume. 
The Bragg cell imparts a frequency difference between 1 and 1" if it is necessary to 
determine the direction of the flow. The second channel is formed in a similar fashion using 
a second laser diode of wavelength A2. The diffraction grating demultiplexes the two 
Doppler signals. 

He-Ne 
Monomode 

fibre 

Hi-bi fibre 

Beam division 
& frequency 
shifting unit 

Signal process ng 

direct measu e 
of displacement 

or velocity 

Miniature 
Autocollimator 

Target 

Detectors 

Non -contact vibration sensor using heterodyne signal processing will be marketed by 
Cogent Ltd ofAscot later this year. 

The dimensions of the instrument head 
shown here are 100mm long x 25mm 
diameter. measurement volume is 130mm 
in diameter and situated 85mm from the 
front face of the collecting lens, visible in the 
photograph. This work was performed under 
a research contract from bloD. 

Vibration and displacement measurement 
Laser Doppler techniques can also be used to 
determine the vibrational amplitude spec- 
trum of a surface. In a system developed at 
Kent. a monomode optical fibre couples the 
light from the I-IeNe laser to a remote unit in 
which the input beam is divided. and one of 
the beams is frequency shifted with a Bragg 
cell. The unshifted beam is coupled into a 

fibre and transferred to the autocollimator. 
The hack -reflected beam from the vibrating 
target is then coupled hack into the fibre via 
the autocollimator lens and re -directed to 
the signal processing unit. where it mixes 
with the unshifted beam to produce a phase 
modulated carrier at the Bragg -cell frequen- 

cy. This is subsequently demodulated with a 

phase -locked loop to produce a signal prop- 
ortional to the instantaneous velocity of the 
surface. 

The operational range of this device is up 
to 20m, the displacement resolution is 

10 "m and the velocity range 1µm/s to 
10m/s for frequencies up to 100k1-Iz. Sys- 
tems of this type are finding application in 
the design of automobile suspensions. This 
project is currently supported by SERC/DTI 
Teaching Company scheme in association 
with Cogent Ltd. 

The group is also involved in the develop- 
ment of many of the other sensors indicated 
on page 181. 

Br David Jackson. Professor of Applied Optics in 
the University of Kent. Canterhury. 
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OPTICAL SENSOR MARKET 

0 ptical sensors development is 
being helped along by ad- 
vances in optical fibre 
technology arising primarily 

through telecommunications requirements. 
information technology and consumer elec- 
tronics. As with many developments in the 
sensors area, the application of the techno- 
logy for measurement is a spin-off from its 
development to meet the much larger re- 
quirements of these primary markets. The 
technical benefits of fibre optics are not 
inconsiderable; however, except in special 
cases. cost-effectiveness is not. as yet. one of 
the frequently -claimed benefits. The tech- 
nology is having difficulty in displacing 
conventional technologies which are already 
entrenched, and is now advancing by carving 
out new niche markets for itself. This is in 
fact the traditional pattern for the uptake of 
new technology in the measurement indus- 
tries, and is rationalised by recognising that 
once a sensor is designed -in to a piece of 
equipment or system that has a far greater 
value than itself. there are only small poten- 
tial economic benefits to changing the sen- 
sor, coupled with substantial technical risks. 

Collaboration in new sensing 

techniques is needed if 

UK firms are to trade 

in this new area, as it 

develops. 

In the case of fibre optic sensors the 
characteristics relevant to the new applica- 
tions are size and weight, resistance to 
electromagnetic effects, inherent electrical 
isolation, and possibly a high intuitive de- 
gree of inherent safety. In addition, fibre 
optic cables are lighter, particularly when 
considering their high bandwidth capability, 
and can achieve very low levels of cross talk, 

OPTICAL SENSORS COLLABORATIVE ASSOCIATION 

The industrial members of OSCA now number 
over 30 with over 20 affiliated universities. A 
core of members have been involved since 
1982-4, hut the overall complexion has 
changed in broad line with commercial ex- 
pectations of the technology. Thus, whilst the 
strong process industry interest is retained, 
the aerospace interests of old and a few newer 
members is also becoming evident. The initial 
bias toward physical variables has been re- 
placed by a more balanced approach involving 
(dissolved) chemical and gaseous sensing. 
\Vhilst one recent member has strong medical 
interests, defence activities are not directly 
reflected in the programme. 

For the period April 1987- March 1990. the 
Department of Trade and Industry is providing 
a grant of £270k, representing about 40% of 
total expenditure, the balance being from 
membership fees. About 30% of the budget is 
spent on providing members with information 
on the activities of the Association, and aware- 
ness services covering the scientific and tech- 
nological literature, including patents. The 
rest of the funding is used to sponsor research 
on a customer -contractor basis, principally in 
UK centres of expertise. The project work 
includes studies of the literature and the 
market, and laboratory work on pre - 

competitive aspects of systems, sensors and 
components. Contractors include members 
(academic. industrial and laboratories), other 
universities, technical consultancies and 
firms. Additionally. a continuing effort is 

devoted to establishing quantitative guide- 
lines to support the much -claimed, but not 
demonstrated, 'inherent safety' of optical fibre 
sensor systems. 
ABB Kent plc 
AFRC Engineering 
Bestohell Mobrey 
BICC Research and Engineering 
Biomedical Sensors 
British Coal 
British Gas 
British Telecom 
CEGB 
Cogent 
Department of Trade and Industry 
Dowty Electronic Systems 
Elf UK 
ERA Technology 
GEC 
I lealth & Safety Executive 
Laboratory of the Government Chemist 
Lucas Automotive 
Rosemount Engineering 
Schlumberger Industries 
Servomex 
Shell 
Si ra 

STC Technology 
Thorn EMI 
Transinstruments 
UKAEA 
Warren Spring Lab 
Water Research Centre 
\Vest land Helicopters 

making them highly attractive to the aircraft 
manufacturing community: fibre optic sen- 
sors benefit by default, and not by virtue of 
intrinsic characteristics. The almost unique 
capability of fibre optic sensors for distri- 
buted measurement has emerged in early 
products` hut has yet to make a substantial 
commercial impact. 

Diversity of solutions and applications 
A device capable of generating information 
about its physical or chemical surroundings 
in a technologically useful (and ultimately 
electronic) form is going to he subtle. com- 
plex and require skills of a multi -disciplinary 
nature. The many different permutations 
ensure that there is technical fragmentation 
of the supply side of the 'sensors market'. 

the user of a sensor or transducer general- 
ly requires it to protect or monitor expensive 
equipment. and is therefore concerned ab- 
out many facets of the device performance, 
besides its primary capability to measure 
just one variable. Indeed, susceptibility to 
secondary variables is probably more impor- 
tant than accuracy for the primary variable, 
given viable performance/cost for the last- 
mentioned. This is one of the major factors 
influencing the proliferation of device types: 
each user has his own collection of 'small 
print' performance parameters which make 
nominally identical requirements (at the 
superficial level) in reality very different. For 
a given problem, only a few of the possible 
sensor solutions are relevant. 

In practice, the combination of a set of 
demanding technologies and a set of deman- 
ding applications results in specialization by 
virtue of both technology and application. 
Users of sensors are often much larger 
organisations than their suppliers, and 
being technically sophisticated, demand 
technical sophistication from the suppliers. 
But. companies on the supply side of the 
industry are often not sufficiently large to 
sponsor basic research on new measurement 
principles: rather, practical engineers em- 
ploy known principles or combinations of 
principles to produce cost-effective solu- 
tions. given both their drawbacks and the 
difficulties of the measuring environment. 
The new principles which are applied are 
often derived from research undertaken for 
other, more significant purposes. .\ perfect 
example is represented by optical sensors. 
the technological infrastructure of which is 
being developed primarily for telecom- 
munications and consumer products. 

It is interesting to observe the timescales 
involved in exploding research and develop- 
ment in sensors. Harmer documented a 10 

'The first to market is described on page 170. 
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year cycle from initial laboratory work to 
product launch involved in three fibre optic 
sensors initiated at Battelle Geneva. The 

bulk of R&D on which the many successful 
silicon sensor companies are based was 

undertaken in the late sixties and early 
seventies (first publications were in the late 
fifties), hut it is only in the eighties that the 
business made significant market impact. 
The previous generation of small strain 
gauge. the unbonded gauge. was discovered 
in the late thirties and did not make a market 
impact until the late fifties and early sixties. 

Market situation 
There is a substantial market that already 
exists for devices of the simple beam - 

interrupt type. From those using white light 
and macro -optics to the more sophisticated 
employing the latest opto -electronic compo- 

nents, these represent a market of around 
$500 million in the USA alone - probably 
more than twice this worldwide. They are 

used for counting objects or determining an 

object's presence; they are simple and effec- 
tive when used on biscuits and bottles, nuts 
and bolts. 

Much of current work on optical sensors is 

directed toward devices more sophisticated 
by virtue of the envisaged applications en- 
vironment, the information requirements. 
and packaging considerat ions. 

The UK's optical sensor collaborative 
10SCA - see panel) concentrates on devices 
in which the optical path is either invasive - 
that is. penetrates the measured volume -or 
non-invasive in that in is confined within 
fibres or. if the device is an extrinsic sensor, 
within the housing of the packaged device. 
Light scattering instruments for determin- 

ing the number, shape, size and velocity of 
particles are in the first category, as well as 

instruments for determining chemical in- 
formation based on Raman spectroscopy. 
Optically non-invasive sensors include fibre 
optic versions of conventional pressure 
transducers, or temperature sensors for 
example which have wide market address 
from the process to aerospace industries. 
Distributed sensors fall within this class. 

Just over a year ago OSCA commissioned 
ERA Technology to conduct a comprehen- 
sive world-wide product survey` of fibre 
optic sensors for process variables, covering 
analogue, switch and digital devices in de- 

velopment, with preliminary and product 
specifications. Over 200 suppliers were iden- 

' Results from this survey are summarized in the listings 

on page 185. 186. 

Commercial optical sensor activity overseas 
This data has been abstracted from questionnaires completed by sensor 

manufacturers and UK suppliers and should not be regarded as exhaustive; 

about 70% of relevant manufacturers responded. The sensors investigated are 

intended for continuous monitoring only - process control in its widest sense. A 

number of sensors suitable for single -shot medical/chemical usage and fibre 

optic gyroscopes are not therefore included. 
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Compiled by Sam Crossley, manager of ERA Technology's electro -optical programme, with 

acknowledgement to the Optical Sensors Collaborative Association, on whose behalf the 

original work was carried out. Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the validity of 
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- analogue, S - switch (two -valued 'set point type output), D - digital: a - product in 

development, b - preliminary spec. available, c - product spec. available. 
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tified, of which over 100 supplied detailed 
data over the ent ire range of measurands. Of 
the 78 manufacturers who said they were 
considering the systems potential of their 
products. a little over half claimed to have it. 

In terms of the global industrial market 
sectors greatest activity is in the aerospace 
and electricity generation and supply sec- 

tors. In the aerospace industry, the benefits 
of fibre optics as a gravimetrically-efficient 
and production -friendly means of com- 
munication in aircraft is imposing a require- 
ment for compatible, passive, optical devices 
on the transducer and sensor manufacture. 
Displacement in the mm range to tens of 
centimetres is a particularly important 
measurand. Many of the measurements re- 
levant to flight control are of a positional 
nature, and rotation is also an important 
variable. An attractive approach is to 
intensity -encode multiple channels derived 
from, say, the spectral width of a light - 

emitting diode through wavelength division 
demultiplexing.'I'he resulting signal can he 

multiplexed down a single fibre and demulti- 
plexed for extraction of the required in- 
formation. Besides the control of flight, 
there is the additional need to control the 
propulsive gas turbines. Rolls Royce recently 
issued a statement of requirements for optic- 
al sensors to make measurements at 30 
different locations in a typical power plant. 

In the electricity industry, more efficient 
capital investment carries with it a require- 
ment for more monitoring: in the typically 
noisy measurement locations, optical sen- 
sors score heavily. Measurement of electrical 
quantities can he achieved in a variety of 
ways, including the use of hulk or thick -film 
Pockels and Faraday cells. In the first case. 
lithium niobate and bismuth silicon or 
germanium oxide are the preferred mate- 
rials, in the second. sophisticated garnets, 
zinc selenide. lismuth silicon oxide and flint 

Commercial optical sensor activity in UK 
This data has been abstracted from questionnaires completed by sensor 
manufacturers and UK suppliers and should not be regarded as exhaustive, at 

least outside the UK. The sensors investigated are intended for continuous 
monitoring only - process control in its widest sense. A number of sensors 

glass have all been used successfully. 'These 

materials have relatively high rotary powers 
and \'erdet constants respectively. Applica- 
tions as diverse as gas -insulated switch gear 
and 'telegraph pole' transformers have been 
reported, at least one family of devices being 
elegantly compensated against temperature 
fluctuations. On the other hand. the emph- 
asis of much UK work has been on the 
measurement of properties of fibres not 
necessarily optimized for the measurand of 
interest. but configured in long lengths to 
make up for lack of sensitivity. 

The safety issue 
Safety is crucial to the ultimate success of 
optical fibre sensors in many applications. 
There will be a safe level of transmitted 
power that. if by light from a fibre is 

accidentally projected into space. cannot 
trigger explosions by, say. the chance heat- 
ing of a particle illuminated by the beam. 

suitable for single -shot medical/chemical usage and fibre optic gyroscopes are 
not therefore included. UK data has been updated by telephone, first week 
December. Data for the rest of the world is approximately one year old. 
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Given that sufficient power is available. the 
probability of such an occurrence is low. yet 
the versatility and cost effectiveness of the 
technology is directly linked to the level of 
power that can be transmitted down the fibre 
without an explosion hazard. if it, were to 
break. It is therefore useful to establish the 
lowest power density at which explosions 
can be initiated: the safe level then becomes 
a matter of judgement. 

Two phases of work in this area by Sira 
Safety Services has already produced some 
interesting findings. 

Ignitions of di -ethyl ether and carbon 
disulphide have been obtained by irradiat- 
ing small inert solid objects with light 
from a laser. 

No ignitions were obtained at an incident 
energy of less than 80m\\ . or with objects 
less than 130pm diameter. 

For particles greater than about 800pm in 
size, power to cause ignition falls with 
size: at about this diameter there may he a 

minimum to the curve such that for 
smaller particles the power for ignition 
rises again. but the difficulty of doing 
experiments makes this uncertain. 

The power required to cause ignition 
appears not to be influenced greatly by the 
ignition energy or the ignition tempera- 
ture of the flammable materials tested. 

Optical fibres are capable of transmitting 
far more power than is required to cause 
ignition, and solid-state laser diodes are 
available that will provide more power in an 

optical fibre than the minimum required to 
cause ignition. 

There is a strong case to continue with 
this work, and additional finance has come 
from the I lealth and Safety Executive with 
the further objectives of widening the range 
of flammable and illuminated materials and 
variation in the circumstances of illumina- 
tion. 

Chemical sensing 
A key shift in the scope of OSC4's range of 
activity over the last few years has been the 
adoption of a programme on chemical 
measurements. One aspect of the work. 
undertaken in a collaboration between the 
Harwell Laboratory of the UKAEA and 
Strathclyde University. effectively a design 
study for sensors where the attenuation of a 

waveguide structure (planar or circular) is 

perturbed through the evanescent field 
being affected by the presence of a lossy 
medium. Ray optics. perturbation and mat- 
rix methods were used for different cases, 

and the results were interpreted for the 
presence of different analytes such as petrol, 
aqueous solutions and gases. Coupled wave - 
guides and fluorescence spectroscopy were 
other aspects considered in work which did 
compare calculations with experimental 
data. The results were detailed and in some 
respects surprising. showing that optimal 

performance could he obtained by careful 
attention to the light propagation modes. 
The influence of surface contamination' and 
how it might he ameliorated was also deter- 
mined. A patent application has arisen from 
this work. 

In an ambitious attempt to make Raman 
spectroscopy more attractive to the process 
industry for potential on-line use, South- 
ampton University undertook a one-year 
investigation into the possibility of using the 
sharp lines in flash -lamp emissions as the 
light source. The approach suffers from the 
relative lack of width of the lines and the 
background intensity. which it was hoped 
might allow spectrographic detection. But 
this has been overtaken by the exciting 
development of Fourier transform Raman 
spectroscopy which appears now to he very 
close to commercialisation. 

In the case of the toxic gas. detection 
investigations to establish the detection 
limits and sensitivity of frequency modula- 
tion spectroscopy for nitrogen dioxide, will 
conclude with an assessment of instrument 
designs and their relative cost. From a safety 
perspective, detection of flammable gases 

such as methane and other hydrocarbons is 

important. Previous work on tunable diode 
laser spectroscopy using lead -salt diode las- 

ers in the mid -infra -red range points to the 
possibility of remote gas sensors based on 
second harmonic detection of absorption 
using a scanned, multimode diode laser 

source. Alternative detection schemes will 
be evaluated in what promises to he an 

exciting project. Additionally. work on the 
application of comb filters for sensing gases 

is under active consideration. All this is 

directed toward cost-effective systems with 
improved selectivity and lifetime perform- 
ance over pellistors and semiconductor gas 

sensors. 

I hybrid sensors and actuators 
For the process industry, a technically 
attractive alternative to the passive optical 
sensors required of the aerospace industry is 

the use of a hybrid configuration involving a 

conventional sensor - Wheatstone bridge. 
capactive gauge. thermocouple etc. Electric- 
al energy is provided either electrochemical- 
ly or by light through an optoelectronic 
converter. Communication of the magni- 
tude of the sensed parameter is via an fibre 
link. which in the second case can also he the 
fibre that provides the powering illumina- 
tion. The all -optical option is one which. 
with the wider availability of the lower power 
cmos devices, has been demonstrated in the 
literature, and battery powered products are 

already on the market. GEC (NiarconiI Re- 

search Laboratories recently completed for 
OSCA a techno-economic comparison of 
systems opt ions. 

Members of OSCA have supported with 
SERC a Cooperative project at Brunel Uni- 
versity which has demonstrated switched 
control of a pneumatic actuator via infra -red 

light transmitted down commercial optical 
fibres: 5m1V average light powers into 
membrane -flapper optopneumatic conver- 
ters operating in differential mode led to 
conversion efficiency of 60Pa/mJ. The work 
has also been extended to allow any output in 
the range 3-15 psi to he chosen for operation 
of standard actuators. Improved response 
time could be obtained by careful attention 
to the design. 

Systems and components 
Manchester Polytechnic has undertaken a 

comprehensive review of the current status 
of wavelength division multiplexing. This 
covered spectral effects in fibres and fibre 
components. sources and detectors: multi- 
plexers and demultiplexers: and relevant 
pub:ications on sensors. systems and net- 
works. 

Currently underway are three studies into 
specific aspects of optical fibre sensing. One 
covers the status. future prospects and role 
in sensing of polymer optical fibres. A second 
is reviewing comprehensively the technical 
and patent literature in relation to position 
sensing. \nd a third is examining the cur- 
rent status and prospects for fibre -bend 
sensors. 

The availability of suitable components 
with the right combination of performance 
and cost is one of the areas where improve- 
ments are required. A general trend in the 
market has been toward the development of 
passive integrated optic devices in glass. A 

thermally stable. mode -insensitive coupler 
technology is required for the implementa- 
tion of the balanced sensor approach to 
compensation of intensity -based sensors. 
which OSCA has been progressing for some 
time. University College has been evaluating 
prototype glass integrated optic components 
against this particular sensor philosophy. 
with very interesting results. 

As an emerging sub -technology. silicon 
micromachining probably has no contem- 
porary equals. other than perhaps the de- 

position of coatings of diamond by chemical 
vapoon disposition. The UK has considerable 
technical expertise that might be applied not 
just to sensors, hut to pumps. actuators. 
nano -filters and the like. Birmingham and 
Strathclyde Universities are co-operating on 
a pioject aimed at disciplining the tempera- 
ture sensitivity of structures for strain 
measurement so that strain effects can he 

discriminated alone for pressure measure- 
ment. The micromachined structures are set 

into vibration and monitored optically giv- 
ing an attractive output. an intensity of 
variable frequency. 

Dr Peter PlcGeehin, who compiled this report. Ls 

director and chairman of OSC1. at Compton 

Consultants. School Road. Compton. Newbury. 

Becks RG 16 OQU. 
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F 

FLY -BY -LIGHT 
ly-hy-wire" is the current 
buzz word in the aviation 
arena. Used properly. it can 
he taken to mean the assisted 

control of aircraft, including automatic con- 
trol, by computer rather than by means of 
mechanical linkages. Such systems are able 
not only to enhance manoeuvrability and 
stability (some aircraft are deliberately made 
unstable without the computer control to 
increase agility), hut will also ensure that 
engines are controlled in the most econo- 
mical way. The Airbus A320, for example. is, 
fully fly-hy wire aircraft and several modern 
fighters use such systems to enable them to 
perform manoeuvres that would have been 
quite out of the question in manually flown 
aircraft. 

Together with these obvious advantages, 
there is one disadvantage: electrical interfer- 
ence. Interference generated by equipment 
on hoard such as motors, engines and 
avionics and that picked up from external 
sources such as lightning and deliberate em 
countermeasures dictate elaborate screen- 
ing, some of which is provided by the 
metallic structure of many aircraft. If the 
aircraft is built of non-metallic material -a 
non -rigid airship, for example - then exten- 
sive local screening becomes necessary. with 
its cost and weight penalties. 

For this reason, communication between 
the pilot's controls, computer and controlled 
elements can benefit from the use of optical 
fibres, and GEC Avionics has recently pro- 
vided such a system for the Airship Indust- 
ries Skyship 600-04, which made its maiden 
flight on October 23 in Weeksville. Carolina. 
In this insallation, the optical fibres simply 
function as links between the units; future 
developments will certainly bring about the 
use of fibre bundles as data buses. 

Stick 
sensors 

Pilot's 
monitor panel 

Flight 
control 
computer 

r ------1 
I 

¡ Auto -pilot ;,,,,,,I 
sensors 

L 

Gondola 

Elements of the optical control system. 

Mechanical control runs present their 
own problems in this type of airship: since 
the ship is non -rigid, rods and linkages can 
distort the structure; and since the distance 
from pilot to control surfaces could he 
around 30 metres, the control runs must he 
long and could suffer from lost motion. 

Compared with a heavier-than-air air- 
craft, an airship is a fairly relaxed environ- 
ment, which allows failure detection and the 
ensuring remedial action to take place quite 
slowly. The pilot is included in the loop and 
makes the decision to change from the active 
control lane to a stand-hy-one. 

In the elemental system shown below the 
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flight control computer Ifcc) in the gondola 
accepts duplicated command data from the 
pilot's stick sensors. together with simple 
autopilot information, converts the ana- 
logue electrical signals to digital optical 
form and transmits the data. with additional 
protection bits, to an actuator drive unit 
ladu and servo amplifier for each of the four 
control surfaces. A microprocessor in the fcc 
takes inputs from the adus, pilot's controls 
and autopilot to monitor the system and to 
provide the pilot with an indication of 
control positions and controller status, in- 
cluding failure, on a pilot monitor panel 
(prnp). 

Red only reflecting 

Input 
rotation 
range 45° 

Red and infra -red 
reflecting 

Coated, spherically 
concave mirror 

Shown above is an alternative, optical type 
of rotation position pickoff, which avoids the 
use of electrical connection between the 
pilot's controls and the computer. The input 
shaft carries a segmented mask in front of a 

spherically concave mirror, some parts of 
which reflect red light and others infrared 
and red light, the coatings being shaped in a 

similar manner to that on the mask. The 
mirror reelects light from the input optical 
fibre to the output fibre, the ratio of red to 
infrared light (red always being present) 
allowing the position of the shaft to he 
computed. 

Future development is aimed at the evolu- 
tion of a system to provide automatic stabil- 
ity over the whole flight envelope and auto- 
matic cruise, hover, speed and mooring 
control. together with the vectored thrust 
control for the pivoted engines. 

Based on information provided by .l. W. hill 
of CECAv'ionics. 
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SMART TEMPERATURE 
SENSORS 

he most notable trend in the 
temperature -sensor industry 
is the increasing use of 
microprocessor -based 

temperature devices. The smart tempera- 
ture sensor and transmitter market is ex- 
pected to find application in the automotive. 
medical and household field in the next five 
years. Computerized monitoring of a greater 
number of control loops for distributed 
process control, greater utilization of data 
acquisition systems capable of internal data 
conversion, and transmitting a signal from a 

remote site to a computer are all expected to 
cause microprocessor -based smart temp- 
erature -sensing systems to proliferate. 

It is expected that it will soon be possible 
to integrate the sensing element and related 
instruments on a single chip, hut only for 
temperature sensors in low -temperature 
sensing and control applications. For ap- 
plications where high -temperature sensing 
and controls are called for, the manufactur- 
ers would still have to solve the problems 
associated with harsh environments. 

Developments 
A temperature sensor is chosen on the basis 

of price. accuracy. size. the temperature 
range it can measure and the environment 
in which it must function. The most difficult 
application involves high -temperature 
measurements in a hostile environment. 
There are at least 15 different types of 
temperature sensors and no single sensor is 

capable of measuring temperature in all 
circumstances. 

Among the major types of temperature 
sensors, thermocouples are largely used in 
process control, while resistance tempera- 
ture detectors (RTDs) are suitable for dis- 
tillation tower and pulp/paper stock temper- 
ature control, since they are accurate, linear 
and immune to environmental conditions. 
Thermistors are used in plastics manufac- 
turing, oven control, and gas steam moni- 
toring in petrochemical processing. 

At the present time, thermocouples are 
expected to remain dominant in industrial 
process applications, owing to their com- 
patibility with advanced transmitters. 
However, enhanced computer control 
should reduce the need for sensors with 
lighter accuracy and linearity. Since RTDs 
can satisfy the needs of microprocessor- 
hased systems. they are expected to domin- 
ate industrial process applications. By the 
year 1994. RTDs could very well become the 
chief sensors used for the coming generat ion 
of digital factory controls. 

Intelligent microprocessor - 

based sensors expand 

process control, medical, and 

industrial manufacturing 

applications 

Advancements in signal -processing in- 
strumentation are expected to foster multi - 
point, distributed temperature measure- 
ment and the use of high -capacity computer 
input multiplexers or data loggers. Multi - 
loop temperature control is expected to 
supersede the discrete, open -loop type. 

Non -electrical t emperatu re sensors would 
still be used for certain industrial process 
applications due to their low cost and availa- 
bility. However, as electronic signal trans- 
mission becomes more prevalent, the use of 
mechanical temperature sensors is expected 
to slow down in the years ahead. 

During the years 1988-1994, a technolo- 
gical trend toward implementation of smart 
temperature sensors, capable of a -to -d con- 
version at the sensing element and of trans- 
mitting the signal, is envisaged. Compute - 

Market share 
Smart temperature sensors 
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rized monitoring of additional control loops 
for process control temperature monitoring 
would provide further impetus to the de- 
velopment of microprocessor -based smart 
temperature sensors and transmitters. 

In the field of smart devices, develop- 
ments have made possible intelligent digital 
signal transmitters which can convert ther- 
mocouple. RTD, millivolt, and milliampere 
inputs into a linearized 4-20 mA signal. An 
internal temperature sensor automatically 
compensates for changes in ambient 
temperature. The smart temperature trans- 
mitter can be field -programmed to accept 
any number of sensor inputs. The smart 
temperature sensors and signal transmitters 
reduce the time needed for manual checking 
(transmitters can he remotely checked). 
have on -hoard diagnostics. and reduce the 
troubleshooting time in case of failure. The 
microprocessor -based system improves sen- 
sor performance and permits remote com- 
munication in a hazardous location without 
the need for physical access by an operator. 

At the present time, these devices carry a 

high price. Our industry survey indicates 
that. at this point. they are not adaptable 
and. as a result, most of them are custom - 
designed rather than general purpose. Pre- 
sently, the devices are designed on multiple 
chips. Right now, it is not feasible to inte- 
grate the whole temperature sensor and 
related instruments into a single chip, since 
it would require a good deal of miniaturiza- 
tion and very large-scale integrated cir- 
cuitry. 

Other advancements have occurred in 
microprocessor -based thermostats. These 
programmable, memory -capable thermo- 
stats can be monitored and reset by a central 
computer via telephone wires. They include 
continuously rechargeable backup batteries 
and room -temperature sensors and they can 
function by themselves without a host com- 
puter by being manually programmed to 
maintain room temperature correlated to 
the time of the day. 

World market forecasts 
Between 1985 and 1987 the world market for 
smart temperature sensors and transmitters 
grew at a compound average rate of 7.5% per 
year and reached a level of $164.4 million. 
Following the initial developments which 
spurred market growth for smart tempea- 
ture sensors and transmitters in the mid 
1980s the growth rate has slowed down 
slightly to 8%. This decline in growth rate is 

due to a sluggish world economy. a decline 
in the process industry and a recession in the 
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semiconductor manufacturing sector. Of 
the 1987 world market of$164.4 million, the 
US accounted for $74 million. Europe for 
$19.3 million and the rest of the world for 
$41.1 million. 

During the next seven years, we expect the 
world smart temperature sensors and trans- 
mitter market to grow at average annual 
rates of 10% and 13.3% respectively and. in 
1994. to reach $356.7 million. The trend 
toward computerized temperature monitor- 
ing among the process. chemical/ 
petrochemical. and general industrial 
manufacturing industries will provide an 
impetus to market growth. 

Other contributing factors to market 
growth will he an increased acceptance of 
microprocessor -based temperature moni- 
toring and control devices among users, a 

need for improved sensor performance. easy 

access to remote communications and digit- 
al communication network capabilities and 
the diagnostic abilities offered by the smart 
temperature sensors and transmitters. 

At the present time these microprocessor - 
based devices to high-priced customized 
items and are limited to specific applications 
where a user can justify the cost. As technol- 
ogy advances, unit price reductions will 
open up new markets. New market applica- 
tions may include expanding usage in energy 
management/hvac. industrial clean room 
applications, home appliances. automotive 
industry. and hiomedical/healthcare (pa- 
tient monitoring) applications. Also, if the 
semiconductor and telecomms industries 

rebound as is occurring at the present time. 
increased use of these devises is expected in 
electronic process instrumentation. 

As shown in the chart. the process -control 
industry was the biggest user of smart 
temperature control and monitoring devices 
last year. This sector included hvac 
manufacturers/end users. petrochemical/ 
chemical processors, food processing manu- 
facturers, and energy/environmental com- 
panies. 

Last year the aerospace/military sector 
accounted for 15-18% of the market. The 

medical/health care sector including medic- 
al instrumentation manufacturers encom- 
passed 20% of the market. The medical/ 
health care sector is expected to increase its 
consumption of smart temperature sensors 
in the years ahead. The automotive sector 
has 3% and other industries. including 
household appliances and electronic process 
control. accounted for 7-12% of the market. 

ldapted f om Intelligent Sensor'larkets. by Chris 
Nugent, director of research at Market Intelli- 
gence Research Co. Mountain View. California (tel 
415-9619000) 

Salmonella sensing 
Recent concern about salmonella infe:tion in 
eggs has made the rapid and reliable detection 
of food poisoning bacteria a hot topic. The 
testing of feed, hens and sample eggs only give 
information about the likelihood of sal- 
monella being present in the egg on the 
breakfast table: there is no known way of 
testing the individual egg without brezking it. 
Of course sample testing eggs or testing hens 
may well he adequate, if the result cDuld he 

obtained rapidly enough. The trouble is, con- 
ventional test methods take about five days to 
confirm salmonella presence in a sample. The 
key to rapid testing lies in the sensitivity of the 
test. 

A detector known as surface plasmen reso- 
nance (SPR) detector is in development at PA 
Technology's laboratory in Royston \hich is 

claimed to detect the presence of salmonella at 
concentrations of 10 to 100 organisms per 
millilitre within eight hours. This warks by 

detecting the changes to the angle at which 
light falling on a surface produces a wave 
which travels along the surface; surfaces are 
prepared which selectively attract the bacteria 
of interest and which cause changes to the 
SPR angle. In practice, the presence of other, 
harmlesst, organisms in high concentrations 
may limit the sensitivity of the technique to 
1000 or more organisms per millilitre. which 
implies that 24 hours preparation and growth 
may be needed before the bacteria can he 

detected. 
One of the more promising techniques. 

according to P1's Alec MacAndrew. is conduct- 
ance sensing in association with a highly 
selective growth medium. Media such as these 
support the growth of single or closely related 
species of bacteria. In the presence of the 
bacteria, the conductivity of the sample 
changes as the culture grows: in its absence, 
no conductivity changes are detected. The 
technique is potentially rapid and easy to use. 
Cadbury's have announced a possible medium. 

FIBRE OPTIC GYROSCOPE 
T 

hough the fibre optic gyro- 
scope was invented over a 

decade ago, it relies on an 
effect first described in the 

1920's. The Sagnac effect is the differential 
phase shift induced by rotating an optical 
system in which light travels clockwise and 
anti -clockwise round the system. 

In a practical arrangement. light from a 

source is passed through a first beam split - 
ter. and a single optical mode selected. The 
light then passes through a second beam 
splitter and propagates in both clockwise 
and anti -clockwise directions around a fibre 
optic coil. In the absence of rotation. the 
propagation times are identical so that when 
the light arrives hack at the second beam 
splitter perfect constructive interference 
occurs. The gyro signal is obtained by direct- 
ing the returning light toa photodetector via 
the beam splitter. Rotation results in a 

difference in propagation time between 

Latest advance in angular rate 

measurement provides instant 

readiness, wide dynamic 

range, digital readout and 

has no moving parts 

clockwise and anti -clockwise heams. which 
is manifested as a relative phase shift be- 
tween the beams, and hence reduced in- 
tensity at the detector. This change in 
intensity is very small for useful rotation 
rates, and techniques have to he introduced 
to enhance the resolution. 

According to British Aerospace nulling 
systems offer the greatest potential for pro- 
duction gyroscopes. The BAe fibre optic gyro 
architecture shown below uses a tracking 
phase modulator to cancel the rotation - 
induced optical phase shift. The signal re- 
quired to achieve a null is a direct measure of 
the optical phase shift. which is proportional 
to the applied angular rate around the axis of 
the fibre coil. 

Light from a 1.3pm edge -emitting light 
emitting diode is passed to the coil via a 

fused optical coupler. a fibre polarizer and 
the integrated optics chip which comprises a 

1' -junction and phase modulator. The fibre 
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT 

coupler and Y -junction are guided -wave 
equivalents of the beam splitters shown in 
the basic concept. Light returning from the 
coil passes back through the phase modula- 
tor, interferes at the Y -junction and is 

directed to the detector via the polarizer and 
coupler. 

Light propagating around the coil has its 
phase modulated by a signal which is syn- 
chronous with the delay time around the 
coil. The modulation biases the gyro to a 

point of maximum sensitivity. Rotation in- 
duces a rate -dependent signal which is de- 
modulated, filtered and integrated. and used 
as the input to the serrodyne voltage con- 
trolled oscillator. which outputs a sawtooth 
waveform. Applied to the phase modulator in 
the integrated optic chip, this is used to null 
the Sagnac phase shift induced by the ap- 
plied angular rate. 

The output from the gyro is obtained by 
counting the reset pulses from the serrodyne 
oscillator, each of which corresponds to 
fixed positive or negative angular incre- 
ments depending on the polarity of the 
ramp. A microprocessor performs scale fac- 
tor corrections on these signals and outputs 
either rate or integrated rate information. 

Light source 

Phase shift- 4n LR n 
Xc 

Beam spli*ters / 4 

Detector 

The basic concept of the fibre optic gyro 
relies on an effect first described by Sagnac 
in the 1920's in which a differential phase 
shift is induced in light that travels clock- 
wise and anti -clockwise around a rotating 
optical system. 

In a practical arrangement, light from a 

source is passed through a first beam 
splitter and a single optical mode selected. 
The light then passes through a second 
beam splitter and propagates in both clock- 

wise and anti -clockwise directions around 
the fibre coil. In the absence of rotation. the 
propagation times are identical so that when 
the light arrives back at the second beam 
splitter perfect constructive interference 
occurs. Rotation results in a difference in 
propagation time between clockwise and 
ar. ti -clockwise beams, manifested as a rela- 
tive phase shift between them and therefore 
reduced intensity at the detector. The phase 
shift is very small and the key problem is 
how to apply to electronics to enhance the 
resolution and provide a measurable input. 

FIBRE GYRO ARCHITECTURE 

Light 
source 

Detector Fibre coupler 

Integrated optic chip 

Signal 
mod 

Polorizer 

1 

Modulator 

tA 

Rate 
demod 

Romp 

height 
demod 

. T 

Loop 
filter 

-- Loop 

filter 

VCO 

Ramp height 
control 

Mode select rate, 

Integrated rate 

Counter 

Processor 

Scaling 
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High power bench PSUs from 
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KENWOOD 
-1 
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Current to 30A, voltage to 110V 
Wide model range, 22 versions 
Analogue or digital meters, rack mount 
IEEE -488 interface option 

The TRIO connection. Trio is a trade name of the giant 
Kenwood Corporation of Japan. The well known family of 
Trio test equipment now carries the Kenwood logo. 

Let us send you data on the product featured 
above and update you on the extensive Kenwood 
instrument range. 

Thurlby Electronics Ltd, 
Burrel Road, 
St. Ives, Huntingdon, 1,1 Thurlby Cambs PE4LE. 
Tel: (048017) 63570 

RACKMOUNT 
CASES 

19" Self -Assembly Rack Mounting Case with lift off Covers. 
Front Panel 10 gauge, Brushed Anodised Aluminium, Case 
18 gauge, Plated Steel with Removeable Rear & Side 
Panels. In 1U & 2U Types, a Subplate Chassis is Mounted 
to Bottom Cover. In 3U Type the Subplate is located on two 
Rails Mounted Between The Side Plates. 

1U (13/4) height, 230m depth £28.30 
2U (3'/2) height, 308m depth £33.60 
3U (51/4) height, 230m depth x41.00 

Width Behind Front Panel 437m (All Types). 

All prices include Postage & VAT. Cheques, Postal 
Orders Payable to: 

J. D. R. Sheetmetal, 131 Grenfell Road, 
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1 EX. 

Maidenhead 29450. 

Digital storage from 
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10 Mega Samples/sec on both channels 
Stored and real-time waveforms on -screen 
together 
Full cursor measurement facilities 

The TRIO connection. Trio is a trade name of the giant 
Kenwood Corporation of Japan. The well known family of 
Trio test equipment now carries the Kenwood logo. 

Let us send you data on the product featured 
above and update you on the extensive Kenwood 
instrument range. 

Thurlby Electronics Ltd, 
Burrel Road, 

'IISt. Ives, Huntingdon, 
Thurlby Cambs 

Tel: (0480PE)17 64E3570 

A 

A 
N 

CONNECTORS 
AND CABLES 
CABLE ASSEMBLIES AND 
TEST LEADS MADE TO 
ORDER 

Coaxial or multiway. 
RF, video, audio and data 

RF test leads using high quality 
coaxial, double braid and tough 
PTFE cables available. 

Price guide: BNC 1.0m lead only 
£3.50. Using high quality RG58, 
£6.20 using double braid PFTE. 

Customers already include 
several universities and 
polytechnics, government 
departments, broadcasters and 
cellnet. 

WAVEBAND 
ELECTRONICS 
3 Lon Howell, Denbigh, 
Clwyd LL16 4AN. 
Tel: 074 571 2777. 

ENTER 24 ON REPLY CARD 
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CONQUERING NEW HEIGHTS 
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* Component Comparator 
* Variable Hold Off * Triple DC Source 

* DC -25 MHz 
* 4Ons/div. * 2mV/div * Low Cost 

f319 
To scale the heights, just call 
us for your FREE copy of our 
catalogue '(Ex VAT & Delivery) 

25mHzforí319 Croteoh Instruments United res/ 2 Stephenson Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WJ 
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LOW COST PCB LAYOUT 
t i my SOFTWARE £ Only 

EASYTRAX is Powerful Affordable 
Easy to use software for laying out single 
and multi layer circuit hoards. 
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Complete with Printer Output including 
LIP Laser plus a range of plotters 
including Photo plotter, also includes a 

large component Literary. Works on most 
MsDos Computers and supports a wide 
range of Monitors. 

J.A.V. ELECTRONICS LTD, Unit I2A, 
Heaton Street, Denton, Manchester M34 31íG. 
Tel: 061-320 7210. Fax: 061-335 01 19. 

UK Distributor for MOTEL, Advance System Centre for 
AMSTRAD. Main dealer for ROLANI) also dealer for 
Brother. Oki Microline & Epson. Plus VAT 

Telephone: (0480) 301818 

INTELLIGENT MEASUREMENT 

AND CONTROL 
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C400 SERIES 
* MCS-52 basic with full floating point and trig functions 
* Four 12 bit A to D converter 
* One 12 bit D to A converter 
* Battery backed real time clock 
* 32K Battery backed RAM 

* 16K Eprom and on board Eprom programmer 
* Six by eight bit digital ports 
* RS232 and networked RS485 interface 
* Serial printer port 
* Direct drive to a LCD/Vacuum fluorescent display and user 

defined keypad or VDU 
* Automatically calibrates to any dumb terminal 

WARWICK INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONICS LTD 

UNIT 19, RIGBY CLOSE, 
HEATHCOTE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WARWICK CV34 6TH 

NATIONAL (0926) 334311 - NORTH WEST (056 587) 3540 

ENTER 41 ON REPLY CARD 
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It has been called one of the 
most fundamental develop- 
ments in the history of 

communications. yet patent 
offices in American and Britain 
nearly dismissed it as unwork- 
able. It is now one of the most 
widely used electronic circuits. 
yet it had "all the initial impact 
of a blow with a wet noodle", 
according to one who was there 
at the time. "It" is the negative - 
feedback amplifier, invented by 
I larold S. Black of Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories in 1927. 

For years Black had wanted to 
increase the number of tele- 
phone channels which could be 

passed through an amplifier. 
Whilst others at the recently - 
formed Bell Labs aimed at solv- 
ing the problems of using three 
channels. to their bewilderment 
Black dreamed of 3000. For any 
significant increase. however. 
the problem of distortion within 
amplifiers needed to he beaten. 
To Black. as to many others. 
that was the goal. At last the 
answer came to him 'in a flash' 
whilst travelling to work in New York: if 
some of the output were fed hack to the input 
in antiphase. the distortion could he cancel- 
led. He sketched the idea on to the first piece 
of paper that came to hand. his newspaper. 

IRONING SHIRTS 

Harold Black was horn in 1898 in the small 
factory town of Leominster. about 35 miles 
west of Boston. Massachusetts. I lis first job 
was ironing shirts for $12 a week, his father 
having been made redundant. Even then. in 
his teens, he owned a set of cheap hooks on 
electricity and magnetism. had conducted 
his own experiments and wanted to become 
an electrical engineer - "because I didn't 
have much money". 

In the summer of 1921 Black graduated 
with a degree from the nearby \Vorcester 
Polytechnic Institute. His education. he 
recalled in 1977. included "surveying. hyd- 
raulics, engineering. pattern making, drop- 
forge. and machine shop, in addition to 
physics. chemistry, and mathematics".I On 
5 July he moved south to join \\ esters 

- `/._` 
114 

26. Harold S. Black: 
inspiration on the ferry 

W.A. ATHERTON 

Electric at its laboratories near Manhattan's 
\Vest Side docks in New York City. His $32 a 

week salary \vas $5 more than other gradu- 
ates who started with him. However. in 
September, when the others received a $3 
rise and he did not, he decided to resign. By 
next morning his alternative plan. to go to 
business school at Harvard, had lost its 
attraction and so he stayed put. When finally 
he did leave, because he had reached the 
enforced retirement age of 65, it was a 

reluctant parting. "They fired me". he said. 
The Western Electric laboratories became 

the backbone of the new Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. founded on 27 December. 
1924. \\'hen they became operational on 1 

January. 1925. there were about 3600 em- 
ployees, including around 2000 technical 
staff - and. of course. Harold Black \vas one 
of them. 

After his decision not to resign Black 
started to go into work on Sundays to read 
memoranda files dating hack to 1898 - the 
year he was horn. By the time he was up to 
date he had learned what was happening on 
all 12 floors of the laboratories. Ile knew the 

SY2i/' 

names of the engineers and their 
supervisors and he had acquired 
a strategic view of the problems 
they faced. 

INTOLERABLE DISTORTION 

One of those problems lay with 
the electronic amplifiers which 
were used as repeaters. "No one 
knew how to make amplifiers 
linear or stable enough in those 
days". wrote Black in 1977. 
"They were subject to an intoler- 
able amount of distortion".I The 
main problem was the gen- 
eration of unwanted frequencies. 
particularly second harmonics. 
within the thermionicvalves. 

\s Black pondered he began to 
realise the size of the problem to 
which he had turned his mind. It 
was not long since the first coast - 
to -coast voice communication 
had taken place across America. 
using an open wire with a single 
channel. The largest repeater 
amplifier so far built was for only 
four channels. Yet he foresaw 
a need for a nationwide net- 

work providing "many. many channels". 
At home in his rented accommodation in 

New Jersey he plotted graphs to show how 
linearity would he affected by increasing the 
number of channels and the number of 
amplifiers. Third -order harmonics. he 

assumed. would he reduced as he knew 
second -order ones were. Ile showed his work 
to Ralph Hartley (who invented the Hartley 
oscillator in 19151. Hartley disillusioned 
him. 'third harmonic distortion, he said. 
would increase cumulatively with the num- 
ber of amplifiers. In a string of 1000 ampli- 
fiers. the cumulative voltage distortion 
would he about 60dB. Black reconsidered. 
He thought of the problems of a single 
amplifier catering for up to 3000 channels. 
He realised that for a string of x amplifiers 
the distortion from each amplifier must he 

reduced by a factor of x. But how? His 
supervisor complimented his work as 
"beautiful": but why bother with 3000 chan- 
nels? 

Immediately after Christmas 1921. Black 
asked to he assigned the task of producing 
amplifiers capable of multichannel work 
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Fig 1. Sketches on a page of The New York Times. 6 August 1927, for impedance 
matching between the output of . feedback amplifier and the line... proof that the 
ability to perform long division is not an essential attribute of a brilliant engineer. 
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over several thousand miles. In effect he was 
told to go ahead - provided it did not 
interfere with his other work! 

Over the next couple of years he studied 
the problem at weekends and in the even- 
ings. Like others he defined the problem as 

the need to improve the performance of the 
thermionic valves, by a factor of hundreds or 
thousands. As one other worker put it: if a 

factor of ten had been needed it might have 
been possible, with hard work. 

Black attributed what might he called the 
breakthrough to inspiration received from 
Charles Steinmetz, the famous electrical 
engineering genius from General Electric at 
Schenectady, New York. Steinmetz gave a 

lecture at the American Institute of Electric- 
al Engineers (now the IEEE) in New York in 
March 1923. It was not the subject that 
inspired Black hut the clarity and logic of 
Steinmetz's thoughts. Perhaps it was Stein- 
metz's last, and most indirect. contribution 
to electrical progress: seven months later, to 
the day, he died. 

When Black got home at two o'clock in the 
morning he redefined his problem as Stein- 
metz might have done. He now saw the 
problem as not one of improving the valves 
but of removing the distortion from the 
output of the amplifier. He was now willing 
to accept an imperfect amplifier and view its 
output as a combination of the wanted signal 
and an unwanted signal. By reducing the 
output to the same amplitude as the input, 
and subtracting one from the other, he 

would he left with only the unwanted signal 
which, whatever its cause, he now regarded 
as distortion. This distortion could then be 

amplified in another amplifier and sub- 
tracted from the original amplifier's output. 
The next day. 17 N arch 1923. he sketched 
out how to achieve his goal in practice and 
gave his invention a name - the feedforward 
amplifier. 

"HOORAY!" 

The same day he built two versions of the 
new amplifier and found that he had reduced 
the unwanted distortion by over 40dB. It was 
a phenomenal advance. He had proved that 
entirely new solutions were possible which 
were far better than squeezing the last drop 
out of valve improvements. 

However. the feedforward amplifier was 
not then a practical circuit. It could he made 
to work, and for four years Black struggled to 
crack problems which were not fully beaten 
until decades later. It was not until 1972 that 
Bell engineers felt they had successfully 
demonstrated the feedforward amplifier. 
Black was invited to see a demonstration. 
"Hooray", he shouted. 

It took those four years for the moment to 
arrive when "in a flash" Harry Black saw that 
the answer to his problem was to feed the 
output of the amplifier back to the input in 
reverse phase: the negative -feedback ampli- 
fier. 

Black was on a ferry crossing the Hudson 
River on his way to work, looking at the 
Statute of Liberty, when inspiration struck. 
Quickly. before the idea was lost. he sketch- 
ed a diagram and wrote equations on the 
nearest piece of paper to hand, that day's 

...the answer... was 
to feed the output of 
the amplifier back to 
the input in reverse 
phase: the negative 
feedback amplifier 

New York Times, for Tuesday. 2 August. 
1927. He signed the sketch and as soon as he 

arrived at work "paper in one hand and his 
pipe in the other" he had it witnessed. 
understood and signed by a colleague. Four 
days later he sketched out the arrangement 
for matching the output impedance of a 

negative -feedback amplifier to that of the 
line. Again he was on the ferry and again The 
New York Times was used as a notepad (Fig. 
1). Note the day of the week: Saturday! 

By the end of the year Black had a working 
model in which the reduction of distortion 
was 50dB, the target he had set himself six 
years earlier. Boldly he asked for permission 
to develop the new amplifier for a new 
transcontinental telephone cable. The direc- 
tor of research, Black recalled, objected on 
the grounds that a negative -feedback ampli- 
fier would not work. Instead Black was told 
to build a very powerful "Colpitts amplifier". 
the push-pull amplifier invented by E.I I. 

Colpitts* of the Bell System in 1912-one of 
the earliest electronic circuits. 

A few years of hard work passed for Black 
and his colleagues before the new design 
could he said to he successfully completed. 
They were driven on by the now-appreciatd 
economic necessity of such a device. "It was 
this pressing need. plus Black's stubborn- 
ness. that carried us through those early 
years". one of his colleagues has said. "The 
advantages he pointed to were so compelling 
as to drive us through years of failure." 

FIELD TRIAL 

A field trial of the negative feedback ampli- 
fier was completed with great success in 
1931 at Morristown in New Jersey. Sixty- 
eight repeater amplifiers were crammed into 
a 25 -mile length of cable. Each amplifier 
measured 19 x 9 x 10 inches and the loop 
through the amplifier and the feedback path 
was over a yard long. 

Experts the world over, so it has been said, 

asserted that the negative -feedback ampli- 
fier would never work. Certainly the patent 
offices, according to Black himself, initially 
did not believe in it. The British Patent Office 
demanded a working model and the Amer- 
icans took nine years to issue the patent. 
partly because of its very broad claims. By 

the time he died in 1983, aged 85. I larry 
Black had taken revenge on the patent 
offices of the world by keeping them busy. 
He held over 300 patents. 

Black's published papers in 1933 and 1934 

silenced most doubters with the results of 
the Morristown field trial. In later years 

Harry Nyquist and then Hendrik Bode put 
the design of negative -feedback amplifiers 

on to a systematic mathematical footing. 
Negative feedback became an indispensable 
tool of amplifier design. 

As if one claim to fame of such magnitude 
is not enough. Black could claim another. 
\lec Reeves, of the ITT laboratories in Paris. 
had conceived a digital method of speech 
transmission in 1937 and named it pulse - 
code modulation (see Pioneers 21, Edl11V. 
September 1988, p.873). The Second \\'orld 
War compelled Reeves to flee hack to his 
home in England and devote his time to 
other matters. "Having had it patented. for 
understandable reasons I then let the inven- 
tion slip from my mind until the end of the 
war. It was in the United States during World 
\Var II that the next step in PCM's progress 
was made, by the Bell Telephone Laborator- 
ies". That work was carried out by Black and 
his co-workers. Their publications of 1947 
are claimed as the first technical publica- 
tions on pulse -code modulation (PCM). 
Black himself, when in his eighties, claimed 
to have been the first in merica to use I'CM. 

\Vhen Bell Laboratories "fired" him at the 
age of 65, after 42 years with the laboratories 
and its predecessor, Black joined a company 
called General Precision Corporation as 

Principal Research Scientist. At the age of 68 
he became a communications consultant 
and in 1980, at the age of 82, he was still 
doing some consultancy from his home in 
New Jersey "not too far from Bell Labs." He 

still liked to call in there because, as he put 
it, "I can't get over the things they're doing 
now .- 

That is all a far cry from I tarry_ Black's first 
attempt at a telecommunications system. 
When he was 16 years old he built a 

microphone "out of pieces of wood, two 
pieces of carbon I had sawed from a battery, a 

tin can, and a spring for contact". It was 
sensitive enough to hear a watch tick "or a 

conversation anywhere in the house". He 
then passed a thin wire across the street and 
into a neighbour's house and, using an old 
telephone. he found he could listen, in his 
own attic, to their conversation. This 
triumph was driven by the same desire as his 
later effort to heat distortion: better com- 
munications. Not so much with his neig- 
hour, perhaps. as with his neighbour's five 
daughters. However the system did not 
survive the return of the girls' father from 
work. "So my first telecommunications sys- 
tem did not last very long", Black observed.' 

References 
I. I I.S. Black. IEEE Spectrum. December 1977. 

pp54-60 
2. Electronics. Vol. 53. No 9. 17April. 1980, p429. 

E.H. Colpitts also invented the Colpitts Oscilla- 
tor in March 1915, a month after R.V.L. Hartley. 
also of the Bell System. had invented the oscillator 
named after him. 

Next in this series of pioneers of electrical 
communication: Harty Nyquist and !tendril,. 
Bode. 

Toni' Atherton is a principal Lecturer at the 
IBA Hannan Engineering Training College. 
Seaton. Devon. 
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2951 Mobile Radio Test Set. Recent OEM 
Calibration. £2.250 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS 

TF 1152A/ 1 RF power meter 0-25W 250MHz 
TF1066B/6 AM/FM signal generator 10-470MHz 
TF1245/1246 O -Meter and oscillator 
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz 
TF2012 FM signal generator 400-520MHz 
TF2015/2171 UHF AM/FM signal generator with 
synchroniser 
TF2162 MF attenuator 0-1 1 1 db in 0.1db steps 
2019 synthesized signal generator 
TF2001 AF signal source/monitored attenuato- 
TF2300 modulation meter AM/FM to 1GHz 
TF2300A as above with deviation to 1.5KHz isd 
TF2300B modulation meter as above 
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz 
TF2501 power meter 0.3W Isd DC -1 GHz 
TF2600 millivoltmeter AF 1 mV -300V Isd 
TF2600B video voltmeter 1 mV -300V Isd 
TF2604 electronic multi -meter 
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester 
TF1313A Universal Bridge 
2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser 
2833 digital in -line monitor 
TF2908 blanking 8 sync mixer 
60558 signal source 850.2150MHz 
6460 RF power meter 
6460/6420 power meter/microwave head 
TF893A audio power meter 1 mW-t0W Isd 
TF99513/5 AM/FM signal generator 0.2-220MHz 
TF2213A XY crt display 
TF2015 AM/FM sig. gen. 10-520MHz 
500W 50ohm RF load with power meter 
2092C noise receiver, many filters available 
2091/2092A noise gen/receiver & filters 
TF2370 110MHz spectrum analyser 
TF2100 audio oscillator 
TF1066B AM/FM sig. gen. 10-470MHz 
2019A synthesized signal generator 
6600A/6646 sweeper 8-12 4GHz 
2123 function generator 200kHz 
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TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 

AMPLIFIERS RF band 11100W output 
AVO 8151 LCR universal bridge 
AVO RM215F2 Insulation tester 0-6KV 
AVO RM160/3 megohmmeter 
BIRD 4370 RF wattmeter 
BIRD Termaline RF loads 500W 50 ohm 
BIRD Termaline RF loads 150W 50 ohm 
JJ Lloyd CR500 G.P. pen recorder 
LYONS PG73N Bipolar pulse generator 
DRANETZ 305 digital phase -meter 2Hz-700KHz 
FEEDBACK SFG606 sweep function generator 
PHILIPS PM2554 audio millivoltmeter 
PHILIPS PM5590 TV IF Modulator 
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF TV Modulators 
PHILIPS PM 1590 1 mHz-2mHz synth. function gen. 
PHILIPS PM8235 multipoint pec recorder 
STOLTZ A.G. prom programmer M2 Maestro 
RACAL 9911 120MHz counters in carrying cases 
RACAL 9102 OC-1GHz 30W power meter 
RACAL 9083 2 -tone signal source 
RACAL 9084 104MHz synthesized sig. gen. GPIB 
RACAL 9303 digital RF millivoltmeter 
TREND 1.8 data transmission test set 
SYSTRON-DONNER 410 sweep function gen. 
WAVETEK 1503 sweeper 450-950MHz 
WAVETEK 157 synthesizer 100uHz1MHz 
WAYNE KERR RF Bridge B60t 
WAYNE KERR B642 Auto Balance bridge 
VALRADIO inverters 24V DC -230V AC from 

£500 
£25C 
£350 
£150 
£325 
£100 

£75 
£175 
£295 
£400 
£200 
£175 

£1500 
£250 
£950 
£495 
£250 
£125 
£150 
£300 

£1500 
£950 
£200 
£395 
£450 
£325 
£ 1 Oil 

£295 
£75 

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLENT. FULLY 

FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS. 

MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENOUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE 

TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE 

AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST 

EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED 

ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT. 

ENTER 180N REPLY ('ARI) 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

n10Khz-3S0MHz Spectrum Analyser. 
Type 8557A tüKhz-350Mhz in 182T + mainframe Plug-in perfect. M a little 
low so JUST £1.500 

It 22A power unit for fet probes £195 
11602B transistor fixture £395 
8007B pulse generator £495 
8733A pin modulator £250 
8600A 8 86632A Sig gen/mod section £1000 

- 400F mild -voltmeter £250 
529A Logic comparator £275 
10529A/ 10526T Logic troubleshooter £295 

33 t A distortion meter £750 
334A distortion meter £950 
5300B/5305B 1300MHz 8 digit counter £295 
3400A millivoltmeter £175 
382A(P)P-band attenuator 0-50db £250 
415E swr meter £295 
4204A decade audio oscillator £295 
431 BBC/478A microwave power meters from £250 
651EA power supplies 0-3KV 6mA £250 
7046B(07) 2 -pen XV plotter high-speed £1000 
8018A(01) senal data generator 

££11000000 

851B/8551B spectrum analyser 10M-4OGHz £750 
5011T logic troubleshooting kit complete £500 
400F L mV -meter £325 
3438A digital multimeter HPIB £450 
8165A function 1 MHz-50MHz £2250 
8444A (opt058. 0.5.1300MHz) tracking generator £1750 
8555A spectrum analyser plug-in (141 -series) 18GHz £2750 
8565A 22GHz spectrum analyser £8000 
86408 0 5-520MHz signal generator phase -locked £2250 
435A/8481 A RF power meter 8 head 
(Otter heads available) £750 
358 t A AF wave analyser £ 1250 

287t G thermal graphics printer £250 
1615A logic analyser £650 
8620C Sweeper mainframe & plug-in 0.01-2 4GHz £2250 

ADDITIONAL EX -STOCK T & M KIT 

SHIBASOKU envelope delay measuring set £250 
MICROWAVE - selection of P.0.4 Band waveguide, slotted lines. 

couplers. attenuators. etc. 
RHODE & SCHWARZ 1kW 50 ohm load. N -types £250 
BRUEL 8 KJAER 4428 noise dose -meter £295 
BRUEL & KJAER 2113 AF spectrometer £750 
FIEL DTECH A75501GHz Spectrum Analyser £5000 
RIKADENKI 3 pen chart recorder £450 
SCHLUMBERGER SRTG-GA63 selective call test set £1.750 
TEKTRONIX 0S245PU oscilloscope system Brand new £ t 250 
TEKTRONIX 465 100MHz oscilloscope £650 
TEKTRONIX 475 200MHz oscilloscope £1000 
TEKTRONIX 7D12M/2 A/D converter plug-in £350 
TEK 2901 time -mark gen £250. 7St 1 sampling plug -1n £600 
TEKTRONIX 178 IC fixture £250 Tek' 606 XV monitor £250 
TEXSCAN W 8713 0.950 sweep generator £950 
TEXSCAN 9900 300Mhz sweeper/display £350 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
PATCHING AND 

SWITCHING EQUIPMENT 
FOR DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE SYSTEMS. 

"NORMAL THROUGH" PATCHING AND SWITCHING EQUIPMENT FOR 
THE FOLLOWING INTERFACE TYPES: 

V11, V24, V35, X21, X27, G703, RS232, RS422, RS449 VF AND COAXIAL. 

NATO, MIL STANDARD AND BABT APPROVED SYSTEMS. 

DISTRIBUTED MATRIX SYSTEMS FOR UP TO 4000 USER PORTS. 

FULL CATALOGUES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 

THE SWITCHING SPECIALISTS... 

FESHON SYSTEMS 
PINDEN, DARTFORD, KENT DA2 8DX. 

TEL: 04-747 8111 (SIX LINES) FAX: 04-747 8142 TELEX: 96395 (FESHON G) 

ENTER 480N REPLY CARD 
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01-205 9558 TECHNOMATIC LTD 01-20.5 9558 
BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre 

AMBIS BBC MASTER 134614 
AMC06 Turbo (65C - 02) Expansion Module 

ADC08 5,2PrOcesso, £195(b) 
ADF14 Rom Cartridge £13(b) 
.40.122 Ref Manual Part 1 £14 (c) 

60J24 Advanced Ref Manual 
ADF10 Econet Module 
ADJ23 Ref Manual Part II 

BBC Mash', Dust Cower 
BBC MASTER COMPACT 
A tree paCkof of len 3 5 DS discs wan each Comp.,, I 
SYSTEM 1 1286 S,nnie640K Or we and bundled software £3851.1 
SYSTEM 2 System t wan a 12 HI Res RGB Mumio, [469 (a) 
SYS I EM 3 System I with a 14 Med Res RGB Monde, £599 (a) 
Second Once Kt £99 (OE lens,on Cable 1010,1525 drive £12.50 (d) 

View 3 0 User Guide £10 (4) 
BBC Dust Cover £4 50 (d) 
ADF S ROM (tor B wan 1770 DFS 6 B PIusI £26 (d) 
ACORN 180 2nd Processors £329 (a) 
MULTIFORM 1802nd Processor £289 (b) 
1'0;10-1180 2nd Processor 1E P 100 
T2OP 240 ZIP 100 with I cnnnomahr PD800P dual drove wail built ,n monitor stand 

AMB12 BBC MASTER Econet £315 (a) 
£99 (b) 

[19.50 (c) 
Cal (6) 
£14 (e) 

£4 75 (d) 

wewsheer User Guide £10 )0) 
1770 CH S Upgrade for Model 13 [43.50 (d) 

1 2 0S ROM £15 (d) 
ACORN 6502 2nd Processor £173 (b) 

ACORN IEEE Interlace £269 (a) 
£229 (a) 
£439(a) 

META Version III - The only package available in the micro market that will 
assemble 27 different processors at the price offered Supplied on two 16K 
roms and two discs and fully compatible with all BBC models Please phone 
for comprehensive leaflet £145 (b). 

We stock the lull range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide range of other 
peripherals for the BBC For detailed specifications and pelting please send for our leaflet 

PRINTERS -81 PLOTTERS 
EPSON STAR NLIO (Parallel Interface) 1209 (a) 
EPSON LX86 1189 Ial STAR NLIO (Serial Interface) 1279 (a) 
Optional Tractor Feed LX80116 (20 (c) STAR Power Type 1229(a) 
Sheet Feeder LX80E6 (49Ie1 
FX800 £319(a) BROTHER MR20 £329 (a) 

FX1000 . £449 la) 
EX800 £409 (a) 
L0800 (80 colt £439 (a) 
101000 . £589 (a) 

TAXAN 
KP815 (160 cps) £249(a) 
KP915 (180 cps) . £369(a) 

JUKI 
6100 (Daisy Wheel) . 0259 (a) 

NATIONAL PANASONIC 
KX P1080 (80 con £149(a) 

COLOUR PRINTERS 

Dotprint Plus NLO Rom for 
Epson versions for FX. RX. MX 

and GLP (BBC only) 

PLOTTERS 
Hitachi 672 (459 (a) 
Graphics Workstation 

(A3 Plotter) ... . .. . .£599 (a) 
Plotmate A4SM . . wawa £450 (a) 

£28 (d) 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
We hold a wide range or printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etc) 
in stock. Serial, parallel, IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons 
available for all above plotters. Pens with a variety of tips and colours also 
available. Please phone for details and prices. 
Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge): 
2000 sheets 9 5' x 11' £13(b) 2000 sheets 14 5- x 11' £18.50(b) 
Labels per 1000s Single Row 3' x 1 7/16' £5.25(d) Triple Row 2-7/16- x 1 7/16' £5.00)d) 

MODEMS 
All modems carry a lull BT approval 

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS Range 

WS4000 V21123 (Hayes Compatible. 
Intelligent. Auto Dial/Auto Answer) .. ..£149 (b) 

WS3000 V21/23 Professional As WS4000 
and with BELL standards and battery backup 
for memory ... ......... £245 (b) 

WS3000 V22 Professional As WS300 V21/23 
but with 1200 baud full duplex . . ... £450 (a) 

WS3000 V22 bis Professional As V22 and 
2400 baud full duplex . ...£595 (a) 

WS3022 V22 Professional As WS3000 but 
with only 1200/1200 £350 (a) 

WS3024 V22 Professional As WS3000 but 
with only 2400/2400 .. . . . £450 (b) 

.í95(b) 
. £10(d) 

WS2000 V21/V23 Manual Modem .. 

DATA Cable for WS series/PC or XT 

DATATALK Comms Package 
' If purchased with any of the above 
modems'.. 

PACE Nightingale Modem V21/V23 
Manual wawa 

(Otter limited t0 Current stocks) 

'070 (c) 

075 (b) 

SOFTY II 
this low Cost mieagera colon, programmer can peogeam 2716. 2516 
2532. 2732. and with an adaptor. 2564 and 2764 Displays 512 byte 
page on Tv - has a Serial and par- 
alle1110 eoubnes Can be used as an emulaix,. cassette ,medie 
Softy ll £ 195.00 (6) 
Adapto, lo, 2764/ 
2564 £25.00 

PLEASE WRITE OR 
TELEPHONE FOR 
CURRENT PRICES 

852563 PORT SwITCHOVER 
SERIAL INTERFACE 
3 inpuVI output 011 input 3 output 
manual channel selection Input/ 
Output baud rates independently 
selectable 7 bN8 bit odd,even/none 
party Hardware or software 
handshake 2566 butler mans 
powered £375(0) 

PB BUFFER 
Internal butler to, most Epson 
printers Easy to msrae ins/ 
suppled 
P8128 1288 (99 )c) 

DISC DRIVES 
5.25 Single Drives 40/50 switchable: 
TS400400K/640K 
PS400 4001(640K with integral mains power Supply 
5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable: 
TD800 800K, 1280K 
P0800 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply 
PD800P 80010,1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand. 
3.5' 80T DS Drives: 
TS351 Single 400K 640K .. 

PS351 Single 40010640K with integral mains power supply 
TD352 Dual BOOK 1280K 
PD352 Dual BOOK 1280K with integral mains power supply .. 

PD853 Combo D ial 5 25'3 5 drive with p s u 

£114(b) 
£129(b) 

[199 (a) 
. f 22 (a) 

[249 (a) 

. £99 (b) 
£119 (b) 
£170 (b) 
£187(b) 
£229 (a) 

3M FLOPPY DISCS 
Industry Standard floppy discs with a Illetlme guarantee Discs in packs of 10 

5,4i' Discs 
40TSSOD £10.00(d) 
80 T SS DD £ 14.50 (d) 

40 T DS DD 
80TDSDD 

£12.00 (d) 
£15.50 (0) 

392 Discs 
80 T SS DD [20.00 (d) 
80 T DS DD [25.00 (d) 

FLOPPICLENE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT 
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs 
ensures continued optimum performance of the drives 5' a" 012.50 (d) 

3' 2- 014.00 (d) 

DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
Single Disc Cable [6 (d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (0) 
10 Disc library Case £1.80 (d) 30 5,2 Disc Storage Box £6 (c) 
50 5' 2 Disc lockable Box (9.00 IC) 100 5' 2 Disc Lockable Box £13 (e) 

RGB 14" 
t431 Std Res 
1451 Med Res 
t 441 HI Res 

MON 

£179(a) 
£225 (a) 
í365(a) 

MICROVITEC 14" RGB PAL/Audio 
1431 AP Std Res 0 199 (a) 
1451 AP Std Res 0259 (a) 
All above monitors available in plastic or 
metal case 

TAXAN SUPERVISION II 
12' Hi Res with amberigreen options 
IBM compatible [279 (a) 
Taran Supervision III 0319 (a) 

MITSUBISHI 
XC1404 14" Med Res RGB. IBM & BBC 
Compatible ... £219 (a) 

ITORS 
MONOCHROME 
TAXAN 12 HI -RES 
KX1201G green screen 
KX1203A amber screen 

PHILIPS 12 HI -RES 
BM7502 green screen 
BM7522 amber screen 
8501 RGB Std Res 

ACCESSORIES 
Microvitec Swivel Base 
Taxan Mono Swivel Base with 
Clock 
Philips Swivel Base 
BBC RGB Cable 
Microvitec 
Taxan £5(d) 
Touchtec 501 

f90 (a) 
£95 (a) 

£75 (a) 
£79(a) 

£139 (a) 

[20 (c) 

£22 (c) 
£14 (c) 
í5(d) 

[3.50 (d) 
Monochrome [3.50 (d) 

£239 (b) 

UVERASERS 
UV) T Eraser w,ih burn - in timer and mains «fecato, 
Butn-en Safety entenock to avoic accidental exposure 
to the harmlul UV rays 

It can handle up to 5 epromS at a lime with an average 
erasing time o1 about 20 mms (59 + £2 p&p. 
UVI as above but wñnoul the timer (47 - (2 p&p. 
For Industrial Users we otter UVI40 & UVI41 era - 
Sets with handling capacity of 14 eproms UV141 has 
a built in timer Both offer lull built in safety features 
ÚV140 £69, UV141 (85. P&p (2.50. 

EXT SERIAUPARALLEL 
CONVERTERS 

Mains powered converters 
Serial to Parallel 
Parallel to Seri31 
Bidirectional Convener 

£48 (c) 
í48(c) 

[105 (b) 

Serial Test Cable 
Sena/ Cable switchable al both ends 
allowing pin options to be le -routed or 

linked at either end - making el possible 
to produce almost any cable 
configuration on site 
Available as M/M or M/F (24.75 (d) 

Serial Mini Patch Box 
Allows an easy method to 
reconfigure pin luncbons 
without rewiring the cable 
assay Jumpers can be used 
and reused (22(d) 

Serial Mini Test 
Monitors RS232C and CC) 
V24 Transmissions 
indicating status wars dual 
colour LEDs on 7 most 
significant lines Connects en 

line £22.50(d) 

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS 

I.D. CONNECTORS 
)Sp..dbt«k Type) 

No or Header Recep Edge 
ways Plug 'acre Conn 

10 Sop esp 120p 
20 145p 125p 195p 
26 175p 150p 2409 
34 200p 160p 320p 
40 2209 190p 340p 
50 235p 200p 390p 

D CONNECTORS 
No 01 Ways 

9 15 25 37 
MALE: 
Ang Pins 120 180 230 350 
Solder 60 85 125 170 
IDC 175 275 325 - 
FEMALE: 
St Pin 100 140 210 380 
Ang Pins 160 210 275 440 
Solder 90 130 195 290 

I IDC 195 325 375 
St Hood 90 95 100 120 
Screw 130 150 175 - 
LOCk 

EDGE 

CONNECTORS 
2 6 way tcommodo,ei 
2 10 wax 
2. 12 way i , 20, 
2.18» 
2.23» . itv8n 
2. 75 oat 
1 28 » . ISOecnuerl 
2.36. at 
t 43 ..a. 

. 22 wit. 

.43 »air 
1 . '7 » 
2.50» s100conn 

0r íl,51 - 
300o 

í50P 

175p 
2250 
2000 
2509 
2609 
1909 
3959 
400P 
600P 

350p 
eaop 
220p 
2700 

5000 

AMPHENOL 
CONNECTORS 

3o was plug Centronics 
solder 500p (IOC, 475p 

36 way ski Centronics 
l solder 550p (IDC 1 SOOp 
24 way plug IEEE 'spider. 
475p IIDCI 475p 
24 way ski IEEE Isolder, 
500p (IDC) 5009 
PCB Mtg Skt Ang Pin 
24 way 700p 36 was 750p 

10 way 

t6 w4, 
20 war 

2 way 

RIBBON CABLE 
,grey me^el 
40p 34.war 
4.00 40 war 

esp sc.ar 
120p 64 way 

150p 

eop 

700p 

2800 

TEXTOOL ZIF 
SOCKETS 24p,n 67.50 
28 pin £9.10 40 pin £1210 

EURO CONNECTORS 
DIN 41612 Plug SkI 
2 K 32 way St Pin 230p 275p 
2 x 32 way Ang Pin 275p 320p 
3 x 32 way SI Pin 260p 300p 
3 x 32 way Ay Pin 375p 400p 
IDC Ski A + B 400p 
IDC Ski A + C 400p 

For 2 e 32 way please specify 
spacing (A a B, A + C). 

GENDER CHANGERS 
25 way D type 

Male to Male f 10 
Male to Female £ 10 
Female to Female [ 10 

DIL HEADERS 
Solder IDC 

14 pin Opp 100p 
16 pin 50p 110p 
18 pin 60p - 
20 pin 75p - 
24 pin 100p 150p 
28 pin 160p 200p 
40 pin 200p 225p 

RS 232 JUMPERS 
125 oat Dt 

24 5rngle end Male 
24 Single end Female 
74 Female Female 
24 Male Male 
24 Male Female 

ES 00 
£ 5.25 

11000 
£9 50 
£9 SO 

MSC CONNS 
21 pm Scarf Connector 200p 
B pin Video Connector 200p 

DIL SWITCHES 
4 -way 90p 6 -way 105p 
8 -way 120p 10 -way 150p 

ATTENTION 
AI prices In this double page 
advertisement am sub)ect to 

change without notice. 
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

Please add carriage 50p 
unless indicated as follows: 
(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d) 

£1.00 
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lull 1 % 181M7 115 
1u11 % 181351 I 30 

14416 110 14136 ISO 
6819 20 19119 0 60 

lu% 420 L43Y 060 
14495 40 LM1Ye 0% 
14500 60 14311 1 CO 

9(5,1 710 
N1591 0 % 

F5532e I% 
NE 55337 760 
NE55349 120 

NE 553449 1% 
OR 07E9 1 % 
RL02A 5% 
7r.416 055 

(2151 20 
0C4195 ISO 
9(25Y 055 
550240 1% 
5009636/ S% 
54490 3 % 

5N7011N 5% 

47(1165. 5% 
A210 400 
002106 4% 
0112201 3 n 
0111211 9 rS 

aA7206 4 n 
362149 120 
7N404 I% 
ZN114 0110 

Z94199 1 75 

29120E 110 
ZN47µ 110 
2342528 3% 
ZM416E6 380 
15424E4 00 
I54'14 4 % 

74107 0 % 1415958 0 74599 10 1M3019 10 5570119 503 1942%B 2ri 
)4109 0 75 715% b 4000 SERIES 7110 3 % 474309 1 % 53151155 23u7í S% 
00110 0n 
1071 0S5 
)4116 1 )0 
74110 110 
74119 170 
712 10 
74117 0 55 

74121 010 
14111 0 40 

7445107 040 

7415109 040 
795117 0Y 
745113 045 
1415114 045 
7415111 010 
»15113 00 
7415115 0% 

745 SERIES 
14500 0 % 
74507 0 b 
745M 0% 

4000 0 20 

4001 0 24 

4937 0n 
4006 0 /0 
4001 015 
4008 0 40 

4009 0 45 

4010 00 

72101 100 

22102 10 
40014 0Y 
40085 12 
40091 0 36 

40097 0 40 

4010 1% 
40101 125 

14A3 l2 
1461 220 
44A611 140 

4M361 2 2 
19391 114 

4143925 1'0 
10391 0! 
11419666 440 

415 
5576409 % 

5576495 400 
5N76660 1 20 

590156.17 7 % 
579515 7 % 
TA7110 1 70 

107130 140 
T172M 1 % 

76044b 7 % 
7N64% 3 CO 

Z3450F 7% 
1965%e 3 % 
7777034E 2 % 
ZNA7040 10 
Z9414. 2 00 

ZN423µ % 

7425 045 
74116 0 % 
74119 0 SS 

74L51)6 0% 
7451)2 064 
1415111 055 

74505 0 % 
74500 0 % 
74510 0% 

4011 024 
4012 02f 
401) 0 36 

40102 1 )0 49109 01S 

40103 2% 
40134 12 

447105 0% 
1472)7 1% 
14)310 1% 

74132 0 1 
>4136 070 

7475136 065 
79516 055 

14511 0 n 
4520 0 % 

4004 00 
4015 0 70 

40105 1 % 
40106 044 

7410 0% 
74742 2% 

741516 055 
1475105 0% 

74522 0% 
77510 0% 

4016 06 
4017 055 

40101 0 55 

93708 12 VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
74141 1 )0 745141 I n 74511 00 4016 00 40109 00 
14144 1 10 7445143 140 71537 0 b 4019 0 60 40110 2 I 021 74 00ED VOLTAGE PLASTIC T0 

4115 1 10 

74147 12 
7415151 065 
7415152 2 % 

7656 DSO 

74540 0 % 
9320 010 
9371 0b 

40114 22 
40107 20 11 01 

7494. 140 7411151 0 74551 0 0 4072 0 70 40161 110 50 7305 0 68 7905 0% 

741% 1 73 

141514 0 70 

745145 
p 

415195 
74564 0 45 

574 0 /0 
4023 0 30 

N o 41 

40173 120 

40119 100 
6V /106 0% n% 0 
6v 1616 0% 903 

14153 00 7451% 0H /4585 5 % 4025 074 40115 I10 In 7812 045 7912 0% 

74154 1 40 7415157 0% 14516 1 % 4026 0 % 40191 100 1527815 050' 1915 0% 

74155 0 0 
74156 0% 

7415163 65 

1957604 00 
745117 0 % 
745111 1 2 

4011 040 
4021 00 

40191 10 

40194 110 

180 784 0% 1910 0% 
246 7824 0 % 7924 o % 

74159 2 n 7415161/ 0 n 145114 1 40 402 015 40)44 1 % 

7410 110 1/151614 0 15 745124 180 4010 0I5 40245 1 % 51 313ED VOLTAGE R4570 17012 

74161 0 00 

/4162 110 
74763 170 
74164 12 
14165 1 10 

74161 1 40 

//151630 0 n 
1415164 o 75 

741516v 110 
1615166. 1 % 
7415169 110 
7615169 1 10 

145132 103 

745111 0b 
74516 I10 
7451A 0 
745140 1 03 

145151 1% 

4031 Iri 
4032 110 

4033 125 
34 2% 

4031 2% 
4035 0 n 

42257 10 
40373 1 0 
40174 1 0 
80035 0 n 
10037 75 

IOC% 0 75 

5V 7005 030 50 79405 040 
60 7006 010 12679112 0% 
eV 1006 o 30 1527%15 0% 
1707012 010 
1521015 010 

74167 4% 
74170 200 

745170 140 
7µ51735 1 % 

745151 1 50 

745157 7% 
4036 2% 
40031 110 OTHER REGULATORS 

7422 410 749524 0n 745155 2 6 1 00 

1421 140 7475175 0 n 745763 4040 0 b 
141/4 110 795181 203 745169 5% 4041 0 % 

74715 7 os 

14175 1 % 
1475190 1 % 
74151% 0 n 

745114 3 % 
145175 32 

IM? 0% 
Ob 

10100,10412l610115 
174)090 0. 5V 140 

74178 1 % 1415191 o n 145130 110 4044 0 b 103320 32 5V l% 
74179 ISO 7415192 040 145199 1 10 4045 100 700051[ 54 50 7% 

71910 I 03 74151944 0 n 745134 1 % 4046 o Go 

74101 140 16151954 0 n 145195 1 % 4041 040 

74182 1 40 76151% 080 /457% 1 % 403 0 SS 

73191 1 10 745t97 010 16520 450 4049 4la 
741054 1 0 745711 0 % 745201 32 4050 0l5 1.804011 REGULATORS 

1410 1 30 745140 080 145225 5 70 4051 00 4930549 2% 

14191 30 )µ5241 010 745240 4 00 4052 0b 1M317T 10120 12 
7419) 110 741521) 0% )45241 4 % 4051 0 0 403111a 101 240 

14193 1 15 7415243 090 14á1u 4 00 4054 00 0747371 223 

74194 110 1415244 00 145251 2 0 4055 010 14)%1 4 co 

14195 010 7415245 0 .73 745251 2b 4054 0! 187115 Ob 
741% 130 145241 110 745261 2 % 400 0 70 

74191 1 10 7452Y 110 145760 1 0 4.063 010 

741% 12 1µ5749 110 145261 303 400 040 

74199 22 
/7271 110 
1421 I 00 

74259 1 % 
7416 o 02 

,4271 7 03 

14276 140 
14216 t.ro 

145251 0 n 
14.5751 4 75 

452% 10 

741514574 0 70 

745158* 0 70 

1495259 12 
74520 o n 
1415206 0 I 

705283 7 2 
765207 223 
745288 2 % 

745279 42 ZS2 

7459 % 
165171 4 % 

745374 4 00 

10561 1 ri 

4061 2 l0 
4.063 on 
40U69 024 

ro 074 
4071 0I4 
4072 024 
4073 074 
4075 024 

S113IC9040 R300441015 
£11680 1% 
541514 I% 
17.494 3% 
71.497 In 
78540 % 
RC4195 1% 

T_E CHNOMATIC'LTD 
MAIL ORDERS TO: TECHNO HOUSE, 468 CHURCH LANE, 

LONDON NW9 8TQ 
SHOPS AT: TECHNO HOUSE, 468 CHURCH LANE, LONDON NW9 8TQ 

Tel: 01-205 9558. Fax: 01-205 0190. Telex: -922800 
305 EDGWARE_ ROAD, LONDON W2 

EN I'ER 17 ON REPLY CAIID 

COMPUTER COMPONENTS 

1736 

I 

65o1A I% 
6502 800 
6000 150 
601 150 

6609 4% 
M. 10 D0 

683109 10 00 

6Y091 12% 
6900018 1I00 
06 I% 
OOC6 600 
10n 02 
02879 7% 
9030 9S0 
30054 110 
110CBS4 7% 

L`10 
0875 n2 
0876 1180 

086 115'I 
5741 

1[10 B7Y 10 

rv57607 72 % 
18759980 17 50 

iM599% 1410 
V2 0 12 00 

V%4 1100 
Z0 2 % 

% 
10 

EPROMs nl% I2 
75159 120 

10 1MS.50 14 % 510 500 
T45'901 500 2716 450 

75161 I% 

4 00 

T45'907 5 80 1711A I SO 
7516) 1% 

745'914 1600 /64'5 350 75177 J1.925 rste) 010 
11VPP 600 r51b 0 Z0e0 2 S .711875 75189 1ó4R0 2 n I25VP14 480 75365 1% 16047C 1% 2725615 5 50 75355 o a0 1BOi7C Jn 2^11224 850 1545t 0% 180C4aT 454 1151 f 15 Ie 0a O% 18040411/ 7 00 11C17tl 75 S 50 nM51 0 10 
2/C25625 650 1L54 010 

18oCV )10 >s410 1% 
1604074 250 L91 OH 

'5497 0M. 
6726 12 

10AS10019 5T]9 120 
I00 4795 12 

29087'0 503 7T% 120 

t0fiv10 S10 8797 720 

180ETC 5% 81% 12 
230®437 910 91L595 I40 

9115% 140 
311597 I 40 

140 811591 

971598 7 68 

4815720 6 % 

9602 I% 
9660 1 00 

963147 110 
9b 

RS232 

MEMORIES 

...4.212 750 

CRT 

CONTROLLER, 

110. 2 % 3616 7 10 

9619 2 50 109 5 % 
200. 1 S'l 

I 21173 
411,20 

SUPPORT 41401. 

DEVICES 416:15 
510 
61193 
6810 

2651 12% 412961: 
3242 8 % 41256 15 
1145 % 4144412 

6510 4% 4147415 
6511 3. 622961/ 
65224 5 % 
6511 410 
%NIA 410 

611 110 
921 1% 

60540 175 
68540 S 03 

ease 110 

68350 2% 
6851 250 
6154 3% 
6064 110 

1154 1% 
8155 1% 
5156 180 

8205 2" 
5112 I % 
8216 40 

8224 700 
8226 425 
822e 5 % 
8231 6% 

17241 210 
e2% 12% 
9771 311 
9253C 5 ISO 

87556C 5 170 
82% IS 03 

3257C5 5603 
515%5 4% 

6175 2 % 
82790 5 4 

m 8287 4 

6084 4 0 
826/ 180 B2Y04 so 

07554 1400 

100 
150 
320 
2.75 
500 
650 
250 
750 
750 
950 
950 INTERFACE ICS 

12.00 

PROMS 

2%n 400 

765'89 1 40 

14597 Iri 
45.98 1 0 

74561 215 
815.1 1 % 
815'73 I% 
825'79 12 

IBMI AMSTRAD 

UPGRADCS 

6070.5 E% 
9081.3 0160 
0297 5 6100 

837727 e (210 
02117 10 (]60 

C67%)1 72 03 

CPi6645 CO 

79164 I10 
779365 1280 

149166 1610 
)9161 600 

.86.9169 71 %% 

C65 6 

03C634550 3 S 
510634, 6% 
50796160 100 
17059278 10 03 

DISC ' 

CONTROLLER 

ICs 

KEYBOARD 
DECODERS 

6.511/6 1154 
14921 5.11 

'47921 110 

BAUD RATE 
GENERATORS 

0(14411 7SO cow, 090 
028 7 S 

UARTs 

MODULATORS 

415 
6467 50 

SOUND A 

VISION 
..7,307 7210 

1654 10 % 
6841 I % 
3272 10 

104771 2% 
401001 10% 701791 2% 

4M4D%14 

20 % 101793 
% 

2 % 

I 

25510 l 807191 Z] % 
47425157521 *01170 l4% 

1% *0169 15% 
0202143 12 CO 

*92191 17 % 
*D2n1 21% 

4.475157518 

3% 
77261517 120 
6261511 120 
14791000 n % 
000731 6 % 
D703M 4 % 
053691 4 % 
05030 140 
05E931 1 % 
05Y11 ISO 

058833 2 2 
053036 1 % 
O5Y31 215 

41002 6 CO 

C140.8 060 
MCIY9 00 
MC34µ 1% 
MC3459 4% 
0[53470 475 
VC340 I% 
00C3496 22 
9CLB7 275 
07[4014 S % 
MC40u 450 

Oo 

00411 17% 
50C1442 7% 
75107 0% 
75108 0 80 

75109 I 2 
75110 0 90 

75111 1 b 
75111 20 
/5774 I 6o 

75115 140 
75171 1 40 

75111 140 
157507 1 20 

CHARACTER 
GENERATORS 

TELETEXT 
DECODER 

5645670 103 
SA.01:L 10 
504ti0' 180 

SAA5050 180 

CRYSTALS 
12 761007 1 % 

68376404 115 
200Mw 2ri 
1451409.714 

200 
2 4576007.7 i51 

2 50 

7506/ 150 
11752744 150 

: 519503.4 100 

000.0 I % 
.1940144 

10100 4 41997 
09151.10 2% 
5)003.4 

1 

% 
5 611497 

w 6 X499 
614451.7 140 

1 »4N7 1 % 
16060 I A 

IOOM.4 1% 
9 57697% 1 n 
100cM.0 1 n 
10 506411/ 2% 
10 7000 1 % 

1 004.0 110 
7.00M.7 1N 
005.4 1 

w 4. 14314 1 

4 7%7401 2 % 
150M9) 2% 
16 005497 2 % 
1773407.4 ISO 

I6 0490 1 % 
I8 4121947 1 % 
19 9697494 I Sil 

20 0007394 1 % 

14 3009097 1 75 

50 0005097 1 73 

164.6 I% 
P 107000 12 03 

Please note 
All prICes ale su01e0 t0 
change wothout notice 

Only current pnme grade 
components stocked. 

We also stock a wide 
range of Transistors. 
Diodes. Triacs Plastic. 

Badge Rectdiers. 
Thy0i570rs and Zenors 

Please phone for details. 

OTHERS .0 LEDs OPTO -ELECTRONICS 

130015 

87511 
06612 
06060 

00P61 
5114205 

711113 

n411 

D ISPLAVS 14 

04021 100 I T18311 4% 
850500111114 4a>'1 1 0 

110 A 730 100 
f90%71£12 6A1N7910 ISO 

110 9.194890 2 % 

MANIC 21 /07 DISPLAY 
% DRIVERS 

9453640 1 n 
MÁ5460 103 

0%9 4% 

4 

)70 4SI 
:a l5I 

BP3n I03 
83334 
BP*2 
0921 
NDJ57 

m4474 DL 

5441471 i 7101707 

COUNTERS 540 
V656610 

11(925 6% .65691008' 
11C916 9 % 35868431 
14928 4 % I 0332 
ZN1040 6 n 54905 

1M3914 I% T1117A 

41915 1% Tll)1 

1143916 1% 71175 

00106116 120 
71167 

4056100 320 7111 

1N200J 0% 310 

4lNX116 0 PO 

111762063 2 % 
ULN201 1 % 
845701 110 
12114204 190 
75491 0 /0 
7%91 0 70 

LOW PROFILE SOC ETS BY TI 

3077 % 1866 LIP 
44.6 lop 100.0 143 

160.n 110 20407 29p 

OPTO ISOLATORS 
a11 

12 On 
16113 In 
111110 515 
69137 lr 
MIA 175 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS BY TI 

146.0 240 800 25n 087'6 4% 

270.7 700 I0.n 39029990 As 
0.0 40 009 1649 409 127'0 100 

TURNED PIN 189,6 040 7690 099 

LOW PROFILE SKTS t4e.0 390 IN. 400 

740.0 7% 
2806 110 

4006 7000 

309.77 6500 21MR 460 

040.n 550 40010 600 

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15 % VAT 
(Export: no VAT. p&-7 at Cost) 

Orders from Government Depts & Colleges etc. welcome. 

petailcd Price List on request. 

Stock items :we normally by return of post. 
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TELESCOPIC MASTS 
A 

~Lt. SW 

r` 
- -o 

1 

Pneumatic 

Hydraulic Ram 
Operated 

.s 
Winch Operated 

tar 

r 

i 

Hilomast Ltd. 
THE STREET, HEYBRIDGE, MALDON 

ESSEX CM9 7NB ENGLAND 
Tel: (0621) 56480 Telex: 995855 

ENTER 60 ON REPLY CARD 

INTEL 82786 GRAPHICS ENGINE 
Hardware Windows 
Drawing at 2.5 Million Pixels/sec 
Fill at 30 Mbit/sec 
BitBlt at 24 Mbit/sec 

TT786-HARNESS THE POWER.0£395 
IBM PC Add -In 
100% CGA, EGA, and VGA Compatible 
512 Kbyte to 4Mbyte Memory 

TT786 SOFTWARE LIBRARY .175 
C and BASIC 

Comprehensive Documentation 

i 
u...... .M.... DOOR 

RUMOUR 
MURMUR .0... 

...u... MR.... u.MMRO MUM ....... ....... ....... ...MO. O.R.R. 

TEKTITE LTD 
PO BOX 5 

FELIXSTOWE, IP11 7LW 
SUFFOLK, ENGLAND 
0394 -672117 
TELEX: 987458 

Jvictron 
RELIABLE POWER 

CONVERSION 
FOR ALL MARINE, INDUSTRIAL AND 

MOBILE APPLICATIONS 

High Quality - Low Cost 

e 

- 
, 

Atlas Inverters 
The Atlas range of maintenance 
free inverters provide exceptionally 
high efficiency at ratings up to 
3000VA (peak power 6000VA) and 
full protection against the rigours of 
everyday use. An optional Auto- 
matic Economy Switch switches 
the inverter on and off according to 
load demand. 

Skylla Battery Chargers 

Our five Skylla fully automatic 
chargers use the VDL-system 
patented by Victron-Energie which 
charges 50% taster than most 
other types of unit. With charging 
currents up to 75A, the Skylla 
range charges both sealed and 
vented batteries fully up to 100% 
and adjusts automatically to float 
charge, ensuring the longest 
possible battery life. Also ideal for 
winter maintenance of marine 
batteries. 

Ask about the Atlas Combi combined inverter and fully 
automatic 25A charger. Ideal for small vessels, service 
vans, mobile homes etc. 

600V>\toi 
and'ch 

1i 

than £500* 
rella 

REE! 

t 

Jd,jJ , í /'excl. VAT) ,. 

Pico Uninterruptible 
Power Supply 

The Pico gives ultra - 
reliable protection 

against damage 
to electronic 

equipment caused 
by power cuts and 

fluctuations in the 
mains supply. At £495 
plus VAT the Pico is 

a breakthrough in low 
cost uninterruptible 
power supplies. 

Supports 3 
PC's for up 
to 20 mins. 

VICTRON UPS RANGE - 150VA TO OVER 100KVA 

victron uk ltd 
Jacknell Rd Hinckley Leicestershire LE10 3BZ 

Tel: 0455 618666 Fax: 0455 611446 Telex: 342458 VICTR G 

ENTER fit ON REPLY CART) 
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BBC digits to 
Oz 

BBC World Service has estab- 
lished a dedicated digital link via 
satellite to Sydney, Australia. 
providing a good quality (speech) 
programme feed to Australian 
broadcasters. Ten Australian sta- 
tions. including ABC and all four 
major commercial radio net- 
works. are taking the service. In 
Sydney, the potential reach is 

already 70% of radio listeners. 
While BBC World Service can 

he received in Australia on I -IF 

from the Far Eastern relay at 
Kranji. Singapore (four 100kW 
and five 250k\V transmitters) 
and intermittently from the 
Caribbean relay or UK transmit- 
ters. this is subject to the 
variability of HF propagation. 
the heavy congestion of the I -IF 

broadcast spectrum, and the 
minority interest of listeners in 
I IF reception. 

The digital programme feed 

from Bush House is transmitted 
over a Mercury digital satellite 
link to the Australian Telecom 
Ceduna earth station near Ade- 
laide and thence to Sydney where 
it is decoded back into analogue 
form and made available by ter- 
restrial or satellite links to the 
newsrooms of the 100 or more 
Australian radio stations capable 
of accessing such a service. 

Digital transmission is based 

on the use of the French AETA 
7kHz SCOOT' codec (Speech 
COdec Optimizing quality/ 
Systéme de COdage OPt imisant 
la Parole) conforming to CCITT 
recommendation G722. This 
codec is designed to provide a 

good quality analogue speech 
bandwidth of 501Iz to 7k1 -1z (in- 
stead of the standard 30011z to 
3.4k1-Iz telecommunications 
speech bandwidth) with a signal- 
to-noise ratio of 50dB 112dB bet- 
ter than the 38dB for digital 
speech encoding) while not re- 

quiring more than the 64Khit/s 
capacity of a standard digital 
telephone channel. 

Sr OOP codecs for the Bush 
House and Sydney terminals 
have been supplied to the BBC by 

L-TEQ Data Systems Ltd of 
Weybridge, Surrey. For the past 

two years, a BBC news and 

current -affairs feed has been 

used by up to 60 American Public 
Radio stations by means of an 

analogue satellite link to 

CIO BROn 
\Vashington DC and this is being 
converted to digital transmission 
using 7kI Iz SCOOP codecs. 

Coding is based on sub -hand 
adaptive pulse code modulation 
(ADPCM) and the codec was ori- 
ginally developed for the French 
broadcasting authorities who are 

using this type of codec on satel- 
lite links. A 15k1-Iz Il28Kbit/s) 
version for high -quality music 
links will become available later 
this year and may be used for the 
ILR satellite links. With either 
version. two SCOOP channels 
can be used for stereo distribu- 
tion over satellites. a bit -rate of 
256Kbit/s providing 15kHz. full 
FM -quality, stereo. 

It would thus appear that the 

French system is basically simi- 
lar to, but pre-empts. the four - 
hit ADI'CM encoding proposed 
by S.M.F. Smyth and J.V. 
McCanny of Queen's University, 
Belfast ("Television Broadcast" 
September 1988) which also 
achieves a 15kHz audio hand - 
width with a hit rate of 128Kbit/s. 

Growth of world 
broadcasting 

In recent years, with the decline 
of listener interest in h.f. radio 
reception, the BBC has been 

keen to secure international or 
local medium -wave or FM out- 
lets on a dedicated 24 -hour basis. 

Currently, BBC programmes are 

carried on a 5kW FM transmitter 
at Tanglin, Singapore; on two 
500kW and one 200k\V MF trans- 
mitters at Zyyi, Cyrpus: on two 
750kW transmitters on Masirah 
island, off Oman; and on a 10kW 

FM transmitter in Berlin. In 
I -long Kong, BBC World Service 
is to be carried to the colony on a 

dedicated "Channel Six" of Radio 
Television Hong Kong, using the 

satellite feed to the BBC Hong 
Kong HF relay station opened in 
1987. 

At the beginning of December, 
the USSR ceased jamming the 
transmissions of the American - 
funded Radio Free Europe, Radio 
Liberty and Radio Free Afghanis- 
tan and also some Deutsche Wel- 
le (West German) programmes. 
It would appear that the large 
and complex networks of Rus- 
sian skywave and ground -wave 

jammers are now virtually dor- 
mant. Jamming of BBC and 
Voice of America programmes 
ceased about two years ago. 

_J 

Since the effects of blanket 
jamming on HF broadcasting 
can never he confined solely to 
the specific transmissions being 
attacked. this latest move should 
bring considerable improvement 
to world broadcasting generally. 
It should also reduce the need for 
simultaneous, megawatt trans- 
missions on several different fre- 
quencies that has added greatly 
to the congestion of the I -IF 

broadcast spectrum. 
Russian efforts to establsh its 

first overseas MF relay base on 
Cuba have not been without 
problems. Cuba agreed to the 
base and gave Moscow World 
Radio a frequency. t nfortunately 
for the Russians. this frequency 
is not an IFRB assignment to 
Cuba and, I believe, is the one 
used by the Americans for their 
Radio Marti programmes 
directed at Cuba. In 1982. Cuba 
"walked out" of a Region 2 plan- 
ning conference after filing a 

plan for 187 omnidirectional MF 

stations, including two 500kW 
installations. Cuba apparently 
considers it has the right to work 
to this plan although it has never 
been accepted by ITU/IFRB. 

Need to improve 
pacemaker EMC 
For many years it has been rec- 
ognized that there ís a potential 
hazard when patients with im- 
planted cardiac pacemakers are 

subject to the very high field - 
strengths that may exist near 
high -power broadcast, com- 
munications and radar transmit- 
ters. A draft standard was issued 
by CENELAC in 1986: "Safety of 
implantable cardiac pacemak- 
ers" (pr EN50 061) which defines 
an acceptable reaction threshold 
to disturbance voltages (mea- 
sured from peak -to -peak) from 
low audio frequencies to above 
50M Iiz. 

However, a paper by 'I'. Bossert 

and M. Dahme of the Institut 
fuer Rundfunktechnik (IRT), 
Munich, at last September's "In- 
ternational Conference on EMC" 
showed that for practical applica- 
tion in radio engineering, the 
specification of disturbance 
field -strength instead of disturb- 
ance voltages is necessasry since 
only field -strength can he mea- 

sured (often with great difficulty 
in the near -field). 

In practice, as IRT work has 

Jl' 
underlined, there is still as much 
as 40dB variation in the sensitiv- 
ity of pacemaker designs to RFI 

voltages between the least and 

most susceptible models. The 
IRT experiments, backed up by 

theoretical studies at the West 

German Institut fuer Medizinis- 
che Technik at Giessen. show 

that quite simple, low-cost cir- 
cuit modifications of the best 

design can provide a further 
32dB voltage improvement. IRT 

believes that the work has shown 
that, if their suggestions were 
adopted, pacemakers would 
function satisfactorily at all field 
strengths within the ANSI limits 
of non -ionized radiation, as ap- 

plied to healthy persons not hav- 

ing implanted pacemakers. 
Clearly this is not the situation at 

present. 
Pacemakers show most sensi- 

sitivity to pulsed AM signals. 
External RF signals may cause an 
inhibited pacemaker to start sti- 
mulation when it is not needed, 

although this is unlikely to have 

any serious effect on the patient. 
But external signals can also 

inhibit the action of a stimulat- 
ing pacemaker. Since this effect 
usually occurs at much lower 
levels of RFI and is much more 
dangerous to the patient. it rep- 
resents the critical design 
threshold. 

The IRT experiments were 
based on laboratory measure- 
ments on 34 models when placed 
within a NaCI solution corres- 
ponding to the specific conduc- 
tivity of the human trunk at 

5MIiz. This showed that an im- 
planted electrode is well 
screened from the purely electric 
field of the plate capacitor, 
although susceptible to RFI. 

Suggested improvements to 
pacemaker circuitry put forward 
by IRT are: (1) Shunting the 
input/output leads to cases with 
an RF-type capacitor of at least 

1nF; (2) Inserting a passive low- 
pass filter between the input/ 
output leads and the high sensi- 
tivity input amplifier; and (3) 
Avoiding non-linearities by 

choosing adequate symmetrical 
clipping levels of about 10 to 
20V. \Vith such modified pace- 
makers, patients could he 

assured that the working of their 
life-saving aids would not he 

affected by radio signals at field 
strengths within ANSI limits. 

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat 
Hawker. 
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7IO COMMUNICATIONS 
Spectrum 

management 
All the signs are that another 
"general" \Vorld Administrative 
Radio Conference of the ITU will 
he held in the early 1990s at 
which the entire International 
Table of Frequency Allocations. 
forming a vital part of the ITU 
RADIO Regulations which have 
the status of an international 
treaty, will be revised. The first 
post-war conference at Atlanta 
City. USA in 1947 introduced the 
important concept of dividing 
the world into three regions, 
permitting the spectrum to be 
divided up rather differently for 
some services in different parts 
of the world, hut generally all 
three post-war conferences have 
maintained the traditional con- 
cept of allotting "hands" of fre- 
quencies to specific "services" 
(some on a "shared basis with 
"primary" and "secondary" sta- 
tus and with an increasing num- 
ber of "footnote" exceptions re- 
lating to specific countries). In- 
dividual frequency assignments 
are confirmed and co-ordinated 
and protected by registration by 
the International Frequency 
Registration Board at Geneva. 
International rather than purely 
national regulation of the radio 
spectrum arises basically from 
the need to limit or control radio 
interference across national 
frontiers as well as from the 
international nature of many 
telecommunications services, 
including the aeronautical and 
maritime mobile services. Radio 
waves capable of propagation 
over long distances, such as I -IF 
and satellite, high -power LF and 
MF, tend to pose the greatest 
problems although with. for ex- 
ample. new pan-European sys- 
tems there is increasing need for 
common frequencies and stan- 
dards onVI-IFand UHF. 

With the ever-growing con- 
gestion of the spectrum there 
has been increasing dissatisfac- 
tion with the traditional con- 
cepts of international regulation. 
The ITU Plenipotentiary Confer- 
ence this year will he urged by 
some delegates to explore possi- 
ble alternatives for consideration 
at the next \VARC. 

As Les Barclay (DTI) has 
noted: "With the availability of 
frequency -agile transmitters and 

receivers and micro -computer 
control, there is now a body of 
opinion which advocates a new 
method of managing the I -IF 
spectrum, whereby frequencies 
are not specifically assigned but a 

system is permitted to select its 
own optimum frequency from 
time -to -time, using real-time 
channel evaluation (R'I'CE) tech- 
niques. This fundamental new 
aproach needs a full evaluation. 
'I his could he done using a com- 
prehensive I -IF propagation mod- 
el, and adequate models for this 
purpose do not yet exist" 

Another far-reaching propos- 
al, affecting all parts of the spec- 
trum, has come from Wayne 
Longman (Canadian Depart- 
ment of Communications). This 
would add an important element 
of flexibility based on the concept 
of protecting allotments in other 
countries primarily by not ex- 
ceeding pre -agreed interference 
levels. Provided this could he 

achieved, any country would be 
permitted to obtain IFRB recog- 
nition and protection regardless 
of whether the transmissions 
concerned are for the service(s) 
allocated to that hand. In other 
words so long as any station in 
any service does not affect the 
spectrum in another country by 
more than a pre -agreed interfer- 
ence limit. such a station would 
he acceptable. since other coun- 
tries would still he able to imple- 
ment stations in that hand with 
no greater technical constraints 
than before. This concept would 
not eliminate the need for ITU 
hand boundaries and services hut 
would increase each country's 
sovereignty over the use of the 
spectrum within its territory, 
while maintaining an interna- 
tional regulatory system striving 
to avoid interference between 
countries. It would to some ex- 
tent help overcome the present 
difficulty that, in general, once 
an allocation has been made to a 

"service", any system belonging 
to that service, no matter ho 
different from the foreseen mod- 
el, can claim protection consis- 
tent with its status in the fre- 
quency allocation table. 

An element of this concept has 
already been incorporated in the 
planning for Region 2 of their 
new 1605 to 1705kHz broadcast 
hand. The concept would allow 
services having greater interfer- 
ence characteristics to he 

assigned deeper within a coun- 
try's own territory. Longman 
suggests that "the adoption of 
this technique might yield the 
ultimate flexibility in the use of 
the radio spectrum". 

HF propagation 
study 

CCIR Study Croup 6 (IWP6/14) 
in an effort to obtain improved 
modelling of I -IF propagation is 

currently setting up an ambi- 
tious measurement programme 
based on automatic monitoring 
of "beacon" transmissions from 
nine dedicated transmitters. 
These are being located in north- 
ern and southern mid-lattitudes 
and near the Equator in each of 
the three ITU Regions (Europe/ 
Africa, the Americas and Far 
East/Aust ralasia). 

Each transmitter will radiate 
on five frequencies sequentially. 
remaining on a specific frequen- 
cy for four minutes. During this 
time a I2 -second coded sequence 
will he transmitted: a brief burst 
of FSK for synchronizing pur- 
poses, morse callsign, two bursts 
of 1.2Khit/s complementary 
sequences to permit automatic 
measurement of the multipath 
characteristics existing over the 
path, four seconds of FSK rever- 
sals to permit measurement of 
both signal and background 
field -strengths: then three 
seconds of steady tone to permit 
manual measurements to he 
made. Transmitting antennas 
will he omnidirectional broad- 
band vertical monopoles. 

A large number of receiving 
terminals are planned at loca- 
tions spread throughout the 
globe. These will comprise an 
active monopole antenna; a 

computer -controlled synthe- 
sized receiver of the type avail- 
able at the top -end of the 
amateur -radio market; a special- 
purpose computer interface; and 
a controlling personal -computer 
and data processor with floppy - 
disc storage. 

The receivers will he program- 
med to monitor a 12 -second 
transmission on one frequency 
and then switch to another 
transmission. During each hour 
25 frequency/transmitter com- 
binations will he monitored at 
each location with the data on 

floppy disc forwarded to CCIR. 
Geneva. 

In brief 
American radio amateurs in 
Texas and Arizona have made the 
first Earth -Moon -Earth ("moon - 
bounce") contact on the 10GHz 
amateur band. In Texas a mod- 
ified SSB transverter fed a TWT 
amplifier delivering 55 watts to a 

12 -ft dish. Receiver noise figure 
was 2.1dB. In Arizona a 14.5 -ft 
dish was fed with 90 watts RF and 
the receiver had a 1.5dB noise 
figure. 

Based on a study of sediments 
laid down in Australia. Ron 
Bracewell claims that the Sun's 
cycle of activity has maintained a 

steady rhythm, averaging 11.2 
years. for over 600 -million years. 

Archivists have expressed con- 
cern that the "electronic office" 
will leave few permanent records 
for future historians to study. A 
more immediate problem 
appears to he the fading within 
months of the contents of facsi- 
miled documents. 

Robert Morris. a graduate stu- 
dent at Cornell University and 
son of the chief scientist at the 
National Computer Security 
Center - a division of the US 
National Security Agency - has 
been revealed as the person who 
introduced a "virus" (worm) into 
thousands of terminals of the 
UNIX computer networks of 
ARPANET. MILNET and 
NSFNET. Although the virus did 
not destroy any data or com- 
promise programs, the cost of 
eliminating the flaws in UNIX 
networks that permit virus infec- 
tion is likely to prove substantial. 
According to Nature. Prof. James 
D. Bruce (MIT) claims that: 
"Many people are hailing this as 
the end of the user-friendly era of 
computing, but if we've gone 
that far we have literally put our 
heads in the sand. or locked 
ourselves into a fortress we can't 
get out of." The situation with 
network security is analogous to 
people putting locks on doors as 

a deterrent. then adding alarm 
systems until eventually it gets 
to the point where it is difficult to 
get into your own home. 

Radio Communications is writ- 
ten by Pat Hawker 
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DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £27 per single col. centimetre (min.3cm). 
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Radio Investigation Service 
Keeping The Wavelengths Clear 

Assistant ' Telecommunications 
Technical Officers 

up to £11,477 
The Radio Investigation Service is part of the Department of Trade and Industry's 

Radiocommunications Division. Its brief is simple - to keep the wavelengths clear of interference 
and illegal operators. 

Right now we have vacancies around the country: 

WARRINGTON, BELFAST, PRESTON, CANTERBURY. SOUTH LONDON, BRISTOL & 

BIRMINGHAM. 
You will be reponsible for the routine inspection of licensed operators, ensuring that they 

comply with the relevant regulations. You will assist in the detection of illegal operators, collecting 
and presenting evidence for prosecution. In addition you will assist in the investigation of inter- 
ference to authorised radio and TV services, and advise on remedial action. 

Candidates must be qualified in radio telecommunication subjects to BTEC/SCOTEC 
standard and have at least 2 years experience in the field of radio technology. 

Starting salaries depend on experience and qualifications. A clean driving licence is 

essential. 

For further details and application form please write to Peter Ratcliffe, Department of Trade 

and Industry, PM/PRTU, 1st Floor South, Allington Towers, 19 Allington Street. London SW1E 5EB, 

quoting reference PR/ATTO (EWW). The closing date for receipt of applications is 22nd February 

1989. 
The Civil Service is an Equal Opportunities Employer. 

dtj 
the deti,rrinicnl for l-ntcrprise 

ALWAYS AH 
IN DESIGN, TEST & SERVICE 

£ 10,000 - £30,000 

Brighton Polytechnic 
Computer Centre 

DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS 

TECHNICIAN 

£3,588-£11,475 
To join a small team 
dedicated to maintaining an 
extensive communications, 
terminals and 
microprocessor service, 
comprising 650 terminals 
and well over 200 
microprocessor systems. 
Development activities are 
also undertaken, improving 
the network by designing, 
building and servicing 
various system components. 

A progression scheme for 
accelerated remuneration 
commensurate with the 
successful applicant's 
developing skills is in 
operation. 

For further details and an 
application form, please 
contact the Personnel 
Department, Brighton 
Polytechnic, Mithras 
House, Lewes Road, 
Brighton BN2 4AT. 
Telephone: (0273) 600900, 
ext. 2535. 
Closing date: 3rd February 

713 

GSSFF 

(4oF F 

- With the most successful companies and consultancies - both large and small - throug lout the UK: Offering firs class salary/benefit packages - several include I 

company car - plus excellent career advancement opportunities 
Interest and experience in any of these fields: 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING; ADVANCED PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES; IMAGE ANALYSIS; GRAPHICS / SPEECH PROCESSING; LASER / I 

FIBRE OPTICS; PARALLEL PROCESSORS; REAL-TIME CONTROL / C31 SYSTEMS; RADAR: SONAR: CCIMMUNICAT1ONS; OSI / X400 NETWORKS; 
Al & IKB SYSTEMS; ANALOGUE & DIGITAL VLSI / ASIC DESIGN; SIMULATION; MIWMETRIC SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE - C, PASCAL, ADA, OCCAM, 
68000 ASM, MODULA, UNIX / VMS; CAD TOOLS. 
ECM offers confidential and professional guidance: we will listen to your requirements and identify opportunitie; to suit your plans. 

Phone now For your FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology' and hear how ECM can help you to develop your career. 

Call ECM on 0638 742244 - .,ntil 8.00 p.m. most evenings - or send your cv by FAX 10638 743066) cr mail tc: 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED 
THE MALTINGS, BURWELL. CAMBRIDGE. CB5 OH3. 
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT VACANCY 
Capital Radio has a vacancy for a member of staff in its Engineering Department. 

The Radio station operates a total of 7 studios, ranging from a 24 track SSL equipped facility, to 
on -air and production studios. It is currently engaged in a major refurbishment programme to 

provide improved studio facilities for its recently introduced AM Gold service and to up -date other 
on air equipment. In this connection, it is investing in computer network and digital audio storage 

equipment. The environment is consequently both challenging and stimulating. 
Candidates should possess some formal qualification in an engineering or scientific discipline. 

Experience of a broadcast engineering environment is desirable. Possession of a current British 
driving licence is essential. 

Although the successful candidate will be expected to work within an existing team he or she will 
also need to be able to work unsupervised on many occasions. 

Most engineering staff work on a shift system which involves weekend and unsocial hours 
working, for which a premium is paid. 

The appointment will be on a salary scale starting at £14,766 including shift enhancement. 
Applications, in writing, should be addressed to Mrs. Sue Davies, Head of Personnel, 
Capital Radio plc, Euston Tower, London NW1 3DR, no later than February 3rd 1989, 

quote Ref: ENG/280 

Assistant Telecommunications 
Technical Officers 

Three vacancies exist at the Baldock International Monitoring Station in Hertfordshire, which 
present interesting and challenging opportunities to work in either the Engineering Support Group 
or the rapidly expanding area of Mobile Monitoring. 

Posts A: Two vacancies in Engineering Support Group. 
The group maintain, modify and install a wide variety of modern communication receiving 

and measuring systems. The systems, both fixed and mobile, cover the frequency range 10 kHz to 
18 GHz. 

Post B: Vacancy in the Mobile Monitoring Section. 
The section operates two mobile monitoring stations working throughout the country 

investigating and assessing the operating characteristics of VHF UHF and Microwave systems. The 
equipment is both sophisticated and modern, using manual and computer control techniques to 
measure the parameters of these systems, which range from Private Mobile Radio, Band II 
Broadcast, up to Microwave links. You will operate away from base. On the job training will be given. 
A clean driving licence is essential. 

The Station is part of our Radiocommunications Division which is concerned with the 
efficient utilisation of the Radio Frequency Spectrum. 

Applicants should be qualified to full BTEC/SCOTEC certificate or equivalent subjects 
relevant to Radio Telecommunications and have at least 2 years experience in the field of radio 
technology. Successful applicants must possess their own transport as the Station is not served by 
public transport. Salary range is £8,574 to £11,477. For further details and application form please 
write to Mr P L Ratcliffe, Department of Trade and Industry, PM/PRTU, 1st Floor South, Allington 
Towers, 19 Allington Street, London SW1E 5EB, quoting reference E91764(EWW). The closing date 
for receipt of application forms is 22nd February 1989. 

The Civil Service is an Equal Opportunities Employer. 

dtj 

CHARING CROSS AND 
WESTMINSTER MEDICAL 

SCHOOL 

(University of London) 
JUNIOR ELECTRONICS 

TECHNICAN 

Applications are invited for a Junior 
Technician in the Electronics 

Laboratory. The Laboratory is on 
inter -departmental facility engaged 
in the development of new devices 
and in the maintenance and safety 
testing of o wide range of research 

and teaching equipment. 

Applicants should have a mechanical 
aptitude and experience of prototype 
construction of electronic equipment 

would be desirable. An interest in 
design would be encouraged. 

Salary within range £5,898-£7,605 
p.a. inclusive of London Allowance. 

Further details con he obtained from 
Mr. D. Dallas, Tel: 01-846 7281. 

Applications on forms obtainable 
from The Secretary, Charing Cross & 

Westminster Medical School, The 
Reynolds Building, St. Dunstan s 

Road, London, W6 8RP, to be 

submitted within three weeks of the 
appearance of this advertisement. 

(Quote Ref: 89/01) 76 

the department for Enterprise 
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Are you lookirg for o secure shore -based lob which offers 
a rewording career in the forefront of modern Tele - u. communications technology.. then consider 

joining GCHQ as o Trainee Radio Officer. 
Training involves o 32 week residential 

course, (plus 6 weeks extra if you cannot 
touch type) after which you wi I be 

appointed RADIO OFFICER and undertake 
3 variety of specialist duties covering the whole 

cf the spectrum from DC to light. 
We offer you: Job Security Good 
Career prospects Oppolunities 
for Overseas Service Attractive 
Salaries and much more. 

., . \ To be eligible you must hold or hope 
to obtain an MRGC or HNC in o 

I Telecommunications subject with an 
1 ability to read Morse of 20 wpm. 

(City and Guilds //// of advanced 
level incorporating morse tronscriptor would be advantageous). Anyone 
with a PMG, MPT or 2 years relevant radio operating experience is also eligible. 

The Civil Service is on equal opportunity employer. 
Salaries: Storting pay for trainees is age pointed to 21 years. For those aged 21 

or over entry will be of £7,162. After Training on RO will start at £10,684 rising by 5 

annual increments to £15,753 inclusive of shift and weekend working allowance. 

.......................... .....,111 Write or telephone for on application ....- farm to: 

4 

TRAINEE 
RADIO 
OFFICERS 

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM .4/1108 . 

PRIORS ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5.41 
OR TELEPHONE (0242) 232912/3 

The EISCAT Scientific Association is 
established to carry out research on the 
polar upper atmosphere by means of 
the incoherent scatter radar technique. 
For this purpose EISCAT, the European 
Incoherent Scatter radar facility. 
operates two high technology research 
radar systems with transmitters in 
Tromsó/Norway and additional radar 
receiving stations in Kiruna/Sweden and 
SodankylA/Finland. The UHF transmitter 
operates in the 933 MHz band with a 
peak power of 1.5 MW and a fully 
steerable 32 m dish antenna. The VHF 
transmitter operates on 224 MHz with a 
peak power of 5 MW and a partly 
steerable 120m x40m parabolic 
cylinder antenna. Both transmitters use 
high power klystrons. Particular 

research topics of EISCAT are the investigation of the aurora, the high 
latitude ionosphere and the coupling with the neutral atmosphere, the 
magnetosphere and the solar wind. The high -quality research work has to be 
permanently supported by innovative technical developments of the radar 
systems. 
The EISCAT ScienGf c Association announces the availability of the position 
of a 

Radio Frequency Engineer 
We look for a highly qualified individual, possessing an academic degree in 
electrical engineering or technical physics and extensive theoretical and 
practical knowledge of very high power RF installations in the VHF/UHF 
range The successful applicant will collaborate with a team of engineers, 
technicians and scientists at the EISCAT site near Tromsó in northern 
Norway. His/her immediate duties will include the optimization of the very 
large VHF antenna system, including possible redesign, as well as the 
handling of EMC and RFI problems at VHF and UHF and contributing to the 
upgrading of the radar receivers and exciters. Documented experience in 
these areas will thus be particularly valuable. 
This position is available from 1 April 1989 for a two years period with the 
possibility for prolongation. The salary and allowances will be according to 
qualifications and will be comparable to those of equivalent positions at 
Scandinavian research institutions. For further information contact Dr. 
Jürgen Róttger, Director EISCAT Scientific Association, under address given 
below or by telephone (+46 980 18740). Interested candidates should 
forward their application, curriculum vitae and other supporting material to: 

EISCAT Scientific Association, Headquarters, Director, P.O. Box 812, 
S-981 28 Kiruna, Sweden. 
Applications should be received by 6 March 1989. 

710 

SENIOR ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEER 

Thames Valley 

The FLIGHT SYSTEMS DIVISION of a reputable defence and aerospace 
engineering Company, have an internationally recognised standing in the design and 
development of unmanned aircraft. 

We are seeking to recruit a self motivated and proactive person to join our 
team of highly professional engineers. The successful candidate must be qualified to 
H N D or Degree level, wi -1 at least two years' practical experience. 

The position will involve carrying out a challenging programme of work on 
remotely piloted helicopters, including extensive trials work in the LISA. 

If you have a basic knowledge of analogue closed loop control systems and an 
interest in sensors and radio communications. then this position could be for you. 

In addition to an attractive salary, Company benefits include 25 days' holiday. 
pension scheme and free life assurance, subsidised canteen, sports and social club. The 
Company also operates a coach service from Reading, Wokingham, Bracknell and 
Maidenhead. 

If you would like to be considered for the above position, please contact 
Sharon O'Rourke on Slough (0753) 23838 extn. 236 for further details or write to 
the address below for an application form. 

ML Aviation Ltd 
644 Ajax Avenue, 

Slough, Berkshire SL 1 4 BQ. 
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Give yourself the experience 
to build a better career 

SENIOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
ENGINEER 
£15,951 - £17,325 
An organisation can only function effectively if it 
communicates efficiently. 
The people who install and maintain communications 
facilities can, in turn, function more effectively when they have 
at their disposal the best technology currently available. 
You'll be well aware that this is an industry where the 
technology you work with and the skills you acquire have a 
major bearing on how your career will fare in the future. 
Here in Ealing we provide the kind of environment you'll need 
to continue to develop as a successful professional. For 
example, we're now at an early and interesting stage of 
designing a computer database for administering all 
commercial aspects of telephone services. 
Briefly, we're looking for someone to undertake the design of 
telecommunications projects and the supervision of the 
technical operation (by computer keyboard control) of the 
Council's telephone network, and electronic security systems. 
To join our progressive group, you should have a 
telecommunications or electronics qualification, or 
alternatively have acquired equivalent expertise. A minimum 
of three years,experience is needed, including supervision of 
staff. 
It is vitally important that you share a commitment to the 
implementation of our equal opportunities policy. 

If you feel your career could benefit from this sort of 
environment, application forms and job descriptions are 
available from the Director of Personnel, Ealing Civic Centre, 
14-16 Uxbridge Road, London W5 2HL Tel: 01-840 1995. 
Please quote reference 260 AR. 

Ealing's Council welcomes applications from all 
regardless of sex, race, ethnic origin, responsibility 

for dependants, from people with disabilities and 
from lesbians and gay men. 

Closing date: 1st February 1989. 

aling 
ARTICLÉS FOR SALE 

SOUTHEND HEALTH AUTHORITY 

SENIOR/BASIC GRADE ELECTRONICS ENGINEER 
Radiation Physics Section, Medical Physics Department, Southend Hospital 

This post is based in the Radiotherapy Deportment which is currently equipped with a 6 MEV Linear 
Accelerator, Cobalt Unit and a Srmulotor A second linac is likely to replace the cobalt in the near 

future The successful applicant will be responsible for the repair, maintenance and development of 
X-ray machines and test equipment within the radiation physics section. 

Sound electronics and computing skills are essential as o number of computer controlled radiation 
measuring devices are to be developed 

Applications from persons without previous Radiotherapy experience are warmly invited, but will he 

considered at the Basic Grade level Three months free accommodation available, lease car 
available 

For further information please contact Dr Peter Rudd, Principal Physicist, Radiation Physics on 
Southend (07021348911, Page 218 

For Application Form/Job Description please contact the Unit Personnel Department, Southend 
Hospital, Protlewelf Chase, Westcliff-on Sea, Essex SSO ORY. Telephone. Southend (0702) 34891 I, 

ext 2423 
An equal opportunities employer 

CLIVEDEN 
Technical 
Recruitment 

TEST ENGINEER Surrey 
Repair and fault find marine radar 
equipment. £8.5K 
SERVICE ENGINEER Berks 
Test and service of avionic control 
systems. £12K 
TEST ENGINEER Surrey 
Fault find cellular telepnones using 
state of the art techniques. £8K 
RF 
ENGINEERS Varied locations 
Detailed design and development 
of telephony, telecomms and radar 
systems. £16K 
TEST ENGINEER Hants 
Repair & service fibre optic test 
equipment. £8K 
SERVICE 
ENGINEER N. London 
Repair and maintain complex 
analogue and digital systems. 

c£9K 
Hundreds of Other Electronic vacancies 

Roger Howard. C.Eng. M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E. 
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT 

92 The Broadway. Bracknell, Berko RG12 tAR 
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour) 

1ff 
Complete 

Systems 

JUNIOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEER 
Complete Systems, a recently created 
subsidiary of one of London's leading 
video facilities companies, has been 
set up to make products for the 
braodcast industry. 

A keen young engineer at ONC level 
is required to work on current 
projects. An acute interest in 

electronics is required with some 
knowledge of computing. Special 
interest will he taken of any past 
involvement in electronics related 
projects either at home or as part of 
your training. 

Please reply in writing only to: 
Steve Crocker, 

Complete Systems Ltd, Slingsby 
Place, London WC2E 9AB. 707 

HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN 
OBSOLETE VALVE/TRANSISTOR/IC? 

Cor magnetron, Klystron, CRT, tray wave tube etc) 

We specialise in obsolete types and stock all popular types at competitive 
prices! All good quality brands, guaranteed by us. Special prices for orders 

over £50. Official orders from gvt depts. military. PLCs, overseas etc welcome. 
PHONE/FAX. TELEX FOR UP TO DATE PRICES ON YOUR 

REQUIREMENTS 
Visa -Barclaycard telephone orders welcome. 

WE WISH TO PURCHASE VALVES (esp EL34 KT66 KT88 PX4 PX25) 
TRANSISTORS, I.Cs, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CONNECTORS 

II possible send written list for oiler by return 

BILLINGTON VALVES 
Good quality - Low price- Rarities a speciality 

39 Highlands Road, Sussex, RH13 5LS, UK. 
Callers welcome but by appointment only. 

Phone: 0403 210729. Fax: 0403 40214. Telex: 87271 
Office hours Mon -Fri 9am-6.30pm (+24 hr answerphone). 

GOOD USED TEST EQUIPMENT ALWAYS AVAILABLE. 

SCOPES ANALYSERS SIG GENS BRIDGES COUNTERS 
POWER METERS RECORDERS 

Small sample of current stock: Tektronix 465 DC-100Mhz dual beans with delay 
portable scope 5750; Rohde & Schwarz UHF Signal gen SMAI 600-1800MHz £2,500; 
Rohde & Schwarz SHF Signal gen 1.7 - 5.0GHz £2.000: Rohde & Schwarz SHF Signal 
gen 4.8 - I2.5GHz £3,000; H.P. 1725A DC-275Mhz dual trace with delay scope and 

DMM £1,500: Bryans BS272 2 pen XY-T recorder as new £450. 

Full stock lists available 

COOKE INTERNATIONAL 
Unit 4 Fordingbridge Site. Main Road. Barnftant, Bognor Regis. West Sussex 

P022 OEB. Tel: 0243 68 5111/2. Fax: 0243 68 2457 5os 

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS, 
BULK BUYERS, ETC. 

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL 

SEMICONDUCTORS. all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES. 
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F. M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS. 

SILVER MICA. POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296. DISC CERAMICS. PLATE CERAMICS. etc. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS. CONNECTING WIRE. CABLES. SCREENED 
WIRE. SCREWS, NUTS. CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS, etc ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES 

Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S C AVE 

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713 
R. HENSON LTD. 

21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12. 
15 minutes tram Tally Ho Corner) 1613 

G.W.M. RADIO LTD 
40/42 Portland Road. Worthing. Sussex. 

Tel: 0903 34897 
Receivers: Eddystone 730/4 - 480KHz- 
30MHz, 770R Mk II - 19MHz-165MHz at 
£110 each. Racal RA17 Mk II with 
handbook. C180. Phone for details. 
carriage at cost. Ex Mod R210 Vehicle or 
Base Communications Receiver, covers 
2-16MHz film strip dial with facility for 
accurate calibration, 24V DC at 2A 
required. original condition, checked for 
good working order before despatch, 
plug and connecting details included f55 
inc P&P. Eddystone 990R 30 to 240MHz 
solid state f250 inc P&P. Signal 
Generator TF2015 with TF2171 Digital 
Synchronizer 10-520MHz AM/FM C500 
inc P&P. All prices include VAT. Many 
bargains for callers. 705 

FIGOLLEOGE1 - 
jELECTRONIC_5_1-i 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLA- 
TORS AND FILTERS of all types. 
Large stocks of standard items. Spe- 
cials supplied to order. Personal and 
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists 
please. OEM support thru: design 
advice, prototype quantities. produc- 
tion schedules. Colledge Electronics, 
Merriott. Somerset TAI6 5NS. Tel: 
0460 73718. 124721 
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TENDERS 

BEDFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 
LONDON -YORKSHIRE MOTORWAY: ROUTE M1 

MAJOR MAINTENANCE: 1989/90 PROGRAMME 
PROVISION OF SITE RADIO TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

Applications are invited from companies wishing to be considered for the supply and 
maintenance of this system on the basis of a medium term hire contract. The 
equipment will be used for a period of approximately six months dunrg the 

maintenance programme in Mid Bedfordshire. 

Companies wishing to be considered should apply to-- The County Surveyor. County 
Hall Cauldwell Street, Bedford MK42 9AP 

ARTICLES WANTED 

WANTED 
Test equipment. receivers, valves. 
transmitters, components, cable 

and electronic scrap and quantity. 
Prompt service and cash. 

M & B RADIO 
86 Bfshopgate Street, 

Leeds LS1 4BB. 
Tel: 0532 435649 
Fax: 0532 426881 9,456 

WANTED 
Surplus components, panels, 

finished items. 
GOOD PRICES PAID 

GREENWELD 
443G Millbrook Road, 

Southampton SO1 OHX. 
Tel: (0703) 772501 
Fax: (0703) 787555 

SERVICES 

TURN YOUR SURPLUS 
ICs transistors etc into cash. 

Immediate settlement. We also 
welcome the opportunity to quote 
for complete factory clearance. 

Contact 
COLES, HARDING & Co 

103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 
Tel: 0945 584188 Fax: 0945 588844 

ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS 692 

WANTED 

STEWART OF READING 
110 WYKEHAM ROAD. 

READING RG6 1 PL. 
TEL: 0734 68041. 
FAX: 0734 351696 

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL 
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST 
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER 

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS 
etc. ANY QUANTITY. 

703 

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER 
SCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for 
within 24 hours relay contacts, thermo 
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit 
boards, plugs, connectors. palladium. 
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We 
have the technology to do the difficult 
refining jobs that others can't handle. 
Totally free sampling service. Send 
samples or parcels (I-;egd post) or 
contact Eric Henderson, 0773 570141. 
Steinheck Refineries (UK) Ltd, 
Peasehill Industrial Estate. Ripley, 
Derbyshire DE5 3JG. No quantity too 
large or small. 495 

VALVES TRANSISTORS I.Cs 
WANTED also IC sockets. plugs, con- 
nectors, factory clearance etc. Valves 
types PX4 PX25 KT66 S K'f88 espe- 
cially wanted. Billington Valves See 
above. 

r 

L 

AUCTIONS_ 

JOHN -RUSSELL & CO 
VALUERS & AUCTIONEERS 

AN IMPORTANT SALE BY AUCTION 
of excellent quality Electronic Test, Measurement & 

Recording Equipment. 

To be held on 

Friday 3rd February 1989 
At our Croydon Salerooms: 

Airport House, Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey. 

700 lots of late equipment: 
Storage Oscilloscopes & Plug in modules by Tektronix, 

Gould, Marconi, Hewlett Packard etc, Spectrum Analysers, 
Test Sets, Sampling & Recording Equipment. 

For Sale catalogues, which will be published on the 10th 
January 1989, please telephone: 

01-681 5413 
Or write to: John Russell & Co, Unit 4, Airport House, 

Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey, CRO OXZ. 

Please note: 
We will be publishing our full schedule of over 30 

auctions for 1989 on the 16th December. A payment of 
L12.00 to our offices will ensure that you are fully 

informed of all auctions and sales by tender in which 
our company is involved. 

SPECIALISING IN COMPUTER HARDWARE 
& COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT 

When replying to classified 
advertisement readers are 

recommended to take steps to protect 
their interest before sending money. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

FiJ 

Use this Form for your Sales and Wants 
PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW 

To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS 

Rate £6 PER LINE. Average six words per 
line. Minimum £48 (prepayable). 
Name and address to be included in charge if 
used in advertisement. 

Box No. Allow two words plus £15. 
AI Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business 

Publishing" and cross & Co.' 15% VAT to 
be added. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

I 

REMITTANCE VALUE ... ENCLOSED 

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS. CLASSIFICATION NUMBER OF INSERTIONS 111 
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COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 
30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1 BL 
Tel: (0227) 470512. 

TRIUMPH ADLER/ROYAL OFFICE MASTER 2000 DAISY WHEEL 
PRINTERS. FULL IBM AND DIABLO 630 COMPATIBILITY, 
CENTRONICS INTERFACE. Features include underscore, bold, 
subscripts, superscript etc. Complete with typewheel and. ribbon, 
manufactured to highest standards in West Germany by Europe's 
largest typewriter manufacturer and offered elsewhere at over £350.00. 
Cables available for most computers, £7.95. 

£119.50 (carr. £6.50) - £99.50 each for quantities of 5+ 
ITT PERFECTOR TELEX MACHINE. With 32k memory, screen etc 

£350.00 
Model 6052 DASHER VDU TERMINAL. All Baud rates to 19200B 

£25.00 
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL 
Model H310 automatic handler. With IEEE interface and full print out 
of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic including pin voltages at 
point of failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and other ICs. 
CONTREL handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted 
into 2 bins. Price includes a second HP5045A (believed fully 
operational) for maintenance back-up £350.00 
TIME ELECTRONICS MODEL 505 DC current source 0.05%. With 
leather case. £25.00 
HEWLETT PACKARD MODEL 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER. With 
piezoelectric tuning for precise control of wavelength for measuring 
applications £350.00 
VICKERS INSTRUMENTS MODEL M17 METALLURGICAL 
MICROSCOPE with binocular/micrographic head and all eyepieces. 
With 4'Microplan' objectives and Nomarski interference contrast 

£1250.00 
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. 
Approximately 8 years old with negative ion capability and fast atom 
bombardment (FAB) facility. With gas and direct introduction sample 
probes and with gas chromatograph inlet system. Output spectra are 
available directly via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display and a UV 
recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL DS60 computer system, which 
includes a graphics printer and two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals, 
analyses output. Price in region of £12,000 for complete instrument 
LUMONICS SYSTEM 2000 LASER. Ruby laser with 0.3J per pulse 
0 -switched output. With frequency doubler £3500 

Please note: 'VAT & carriage (also + VAT) are extra on all items 

ENTER 23 ON REPLY CARD 

TRIUMPH ADLER ROYAL 
Daisy Wheel Printer 

Our purchase of nearly 2000 
T/A Royal Office Master 
Printers direct from West 
Germany enables us to offer 
them at enormous savings! 

Features include: 
* 20 cps operation 
* Full DIABLO 630 and IBM 

compatibility 
* CENTRONICS compatible 

parallel Interface 
* 132 column with variable pitch capability 

including micro proportional spacing 
* Subscripts, superscripts, bold type, 

underline etc. 
* Manufactured to highest standards 

(rigid steel chassis etc) in West 
Germany by Europe's largest 
typewriter manufacturer 

Power Supply Aztec 65W 
Switch mode p.s.u. +5V at 8 amp. 
4 12V at 3 amp. -12V at 1 amp. 

*6 month full guarantee 
* Ribbon & typewheel included 

NEW LOW PRICES! 

FROM 

£89.50 £99.50 
FOR 10 

Monitor Duplex 12" green screen high resolution 

composite video input, suits IBM, BBC etc. 

Acoustic Coupler Transdata 307 
RS232 modems. Mains powered, 300 Baud. 
Fits all 'phones. 

0 OS tmos Ltd.R1 Church Street. 
- &' W. Sussex 17 5JZ Tel: (04Street. C field. 414484/454377 

FOR ONE 

£6.50 carriage 
ALL PRICES 

+ VAT 

ENTER 22 ON REPLY CARD 
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TAYLOR R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 

PERFORMANCE 
& QUALITY 

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND 
TELEVISION MODULATOR 
PRICES FROM ONLY £109.76 (excluding VAT & carriage) 

UHF 
F Q7 PIlT 

41,5 v 
O,.i]f 

CM 2/ 
:114 

l I 1 

iv CK'PK 7 O,+Me9 

511" 1°UE00 IIN 1V PM6 30K OrM 

,.:,r-- - 

Prices 
CCIR/5-1 1 Modulator 
CCIP./5-2 2 Modulators 
CCIP./5-3 3 Modulators 
CCIP./5-4 4 Modulators 
CCIR/3-5 5 Modulators 

£109.76 
£167.99 
£237.59 
£307.19 
£376.79 

ON]0 

ENTER 2 ON REPLI CARO 

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR 

PRICES FROM £214.13 (excluding VAT & carriage) 
Prices CCIR/3 £214.13 

CCIR/3-1 £273.67 

EriMO 

,Esrwiu 
00(100(1rw ep/ 

tf 
Y,yOr 

aojp0r 9' 19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF 

TELEVISION DEMODULATOR 
PRICE AT ONLY £198.45 (excluding VAT & carriage) 

CC1R/3 SPECIFICATION 

Power requirement - 240V 8 Watt (available other voltages) 
Video Input - IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohm 
Audio Input - .8V 600 Ohm 
FM Sound Sub -Carrier - 6MHz (available 5.5MHz) 
Modulation - Negative 
IF Vision - 38.9MHz 
IF Sound - 32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz) 
Sound Pre -Emphasis - 50us 
Ripple on IF Saw Filter - .6dB 
Output (any channel 47-860MHz) - +6dBmV (2mV) 75 Ohm 
Vision to Sound Power Ratio - 10 to I 

Intermodulation - Equal or less than 60dB 
Spurious Harmorvc Output - -40dB (80dB if fitted with TCFLI filter or 

combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller 

CCIR/3-I - Specification as above but output level 
60dBmV 1000mV Intermodulation 54dB 

Other Options Available - I.F. Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output 

Alternative Applications - CCTV Surveillance up to 100 TV channels 
down one coax, telemetry camera control 
signals, transmitted in the same coax in the 
reverse direction 

802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION 

Frequency Range - 45-290MHz, 470-860MHz 
A.FC. Control - +/- 1.8 MHz 
Video Output - IV 75 Ohm 
Audio Output - .7SV 600 Ohm unbalanced 
Audio Monitor Output - 4 Ohms 

Tunable by internal preset 
Available for PAL System I or BC 

Options - Channel selection via remote switching. 
Crystal Controlled Tuner. 
Stereo Sound. 

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION 

Power Requirement - 240V 
Video Input - IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohms 
Audio Input - IV rms 30K Ohms Adjustable .4 to 1.2 

Vision to Sound Power Ratio - 10 to I 

Output - 6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz 
Modulation - Negative 
Audio Sub -Carrier - 6MHz or 5.5MHz 
Frequency Stability - 25 Deg temperature change 150KHz 
Intermodulation - less than 60dB 
Sound Pre -Emphasis - 50us 
Doub:e Sideband Moculator(unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4 
Combiner/Leveller) 

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER 
to combine outputs of modulators 

TCFL2 2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB 
TCFL4 4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB 
TSKO Enables up to 4xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined. 

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD 
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET, 
OLDHAM, ENGLAND 

TEL: 061-652 3221 TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061-626 1736 
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"OK, I'm curious. What is it?" 
S3 is an Electronic Engineer's Tool -kit. Since 
1978, Softy 1 and Softy 2 have been used to 
develop millions of pounds' worth of new 
products. S3 is Softy 3. 

S3 could be the only programmer you will ever 
need. S3 could also be the only development 
system you will ever need. S3 is a set -of - 
tools for designing, modifying and manu 
facturing products which contain Micro 
processors, EPROMS, EEPROMS, 
RAMS, EPLDS - programmable ,: O 
memory and logic of all kinds. 
That is what you do for a living isn't it? ' Q. 
Or did they send you this magazine by mistake 
instead of Practical Beekeeping? 

"I think I have all the tools I need" 
Engineers have discovered lately that they are 
more productive in a windowing, multitasking 
computer environment. The PC workstation is 

now fashionable. Coffee -stained notebooks, 
boxes of tangled wire and two -legged -transistors 
are going out -of -style. Today you can sit down at 
a computer keyboard and tackle everything from 
design to documentation. At a keystroke you can 
re -assemble your source -file, download to your 
memory -emulator and run your program. The 

"Unbelievably good, obviously 
designed by working engineers for 

___wo_rking engineers" 
prototype of your new product will work exactly 
like the real thing, except that you can set break- 
points, examine variables and stack, debug the 
code and so forth. Logic Analysers, Storage 
Scopes, lots of instruments these days have 
RS232 or IEEE interfaces, and can be con- 
trolled in another task -window, to provide insight 
into what's going on. S3 fits in well, needing only 
a single RS232 port for complete remote control. 
In shórt, if you value your time, isn't it time you 
bought yourself some proper equipment? 

"I wonder - would I use it much?" 
S3 is a small computer which uses PROMS for 
storage like other computers use disks. A PROM 
in the front panel socket can be loaded as a work - 
Mg program or as data. S3 can make this data - 
memory externally available, taking the place of 
any 25 or 27 series PROM in your prototype. If 
the Flying Write Lead is connected to the 
microprocessor's write -line, it can emulate 
RAM too, by providing the WRITE input miss- 
ing from PROMS. This is a real advantage over 
simple ROM -emulators, because variables and 
stack can be inspected and the target system can 
feedback data. Memory is permanent, in effect, 

"I wouldn't dream of parting 
with it" 

because in standby mode only a tenth of a 

milliamp is drawn from the battery. S3 is ready 
for work next morning or next month - even if 
you're not. 

Í 

You could poss- 
ibly put together a 

set -of -tools equival- 
' ent to S3, from several 

other products on the 
market and you might even 
get them to work together. 

But you could waste a lot of 
time and spend a lot of money doing it. S3 is a 

solution, ready-made, here -and -now and cheap 
enough for engineers to have one each. 

"Why should I spend hard-earned 
cash?" 
Presumably to help you make some more cash, a 

little easier. 

"What's it like as a programmer?" 
S3. as it comes, will program any 24/28 pin 
EPROM/EEPROM that goes in the socket. Of 
course, the manufacturers, bless their little 
hearts, are always bringing out PROMS which 
use new programming methods. But not -to - 

"I'll bet you sell thousands of these" 
worry, upgrading is usually a simple matter of 
installing the latest software which takes only a 

few seconds. We supply up grades at nominal 
cost in a PROM - or you can get 'em FREE by 
calling our Bulletin Board. 

"It's a bit of a risk. Does it work?" 
Yes! Do be careful; other makers go on about 
performance, yield, dire -consequences and 
peace -of -mind to frighten you into buying their 
big, expensive Prommers. Why not buy one of 
these on approval and compare it with S3? The 

"It beats the socks off the two ****s 
we've got" 

PROM makers supply free data -sheets which 
set -out the way to program their devices. You 
can check voltages and signals with an oscillo- 
scope. Speed comparisons - theirs, not ours - 
prove S3 to be faster. 14 secs to Program an Intel 
27C256, 3 secs to Load or Verify. Compare fea- 
tures, price, performance, decide which Prom- 
mer you like best and send the other one 
back. 

"What are the odds I will like it?" 
Better than 100 to 1. We know that because our 
products have a 28 day money -back trial -period 
and we get less than I in 100 back. 

"Best bit of kit we've bought this 
year" 

£495 buys S3, 
a programmer 
with knobs on 

S3 £495 
DISPLAY: 80 character Liquid Crystal Display. 
KEYBOARD: 45 "real click keys" - metal -domes with buttons. 
PROGRAMS: 28/24 pin 25/27 series (E)EPROMS to 512k. 
EMULATES: 28/24 pin 25/27 series (E)EPROMS to 512k. 
PROGRAM RAM: 8k bytes - program loads from socket. 
EMULATION RAM: 64k bytes of IOOns static CMOS RAM. 
INTERFACE: Bi-directional remote control by serial RS232 

300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800 or 9600 baud DB25 
socket with CTS/DTR handshake. (Actually. S3 
will receive files at 9600,N,8,1 at full speed 
without handshake). 
7.3 x 4.4 x 1.8 ins. WEIGHT: IBoz. approx. 

ERY: 8.4 volt S00ma/hr rechargeable nicad. 
LOAD: With mains -supply connected you can edit or 

program continuously. A fully charged battery will 
do several days' work e.g. 
EDIT for 45 hours. 
EMULATE for 6 hours. 
PROGRAM 1000 fast or 100 slow PROMS 
or RETAIN program & data for several weeks. 

CHARGING: 3 hrs on BOOST or 14 hrs on TRICKLE. 
Charging ends when battery -temperature rises 5`C. 
You can use S3 when charging. 

INCLUDES: Mains -Charger, ROM Emulator Lead, Flying Write 
Lead and Help ROM. 

S3 Editor/Assembler £195 
Runs on IBM type PC/AT. Development Environment i.e. Two 
Window Editor, Very Fast Macro -Assembler, Linker, Loader, S3 
Remote -Control Serial Interface. AVAILABLE IN UK ONLY. 
Choose your micro from the following list: 
1802 1805 TMS370 TMS32010 

TMS320C15 TMS320C17 TMS32020 TMS320C25 
F8/3870 COP400 COP440 HMCS400 
64180 65CO2 6502 65C812 
65C816 6800 6801 6301 
6802 6803 6303 6804 
6805 6809 6309 68HC11 
68000 68010 TMS7000 uPD7500A 
uPD7500B uPD7800 uPD7806 uPD7810 
uPD78I M740 77P20 8048 
8039 8035 8051 8031 
8080 8085 8086 8088 
80188 80286 TMS9900 TMS9995 
TS94110 Z8 Z80 

S3 Developer's Package £195 
Inside information for engineers wishing to change S3 and develop 
their own applications. Environment as above, with 78C06 Assem- 
bler, S3 BIOS calls and Circuit -Diagram. 

EPROMS 32 or 40 pins, .. £75 each 
Two modules cover Imeg and 2meg 8 & 16 bit EPROMS. 

8748/8749 £125 

XICOR 2212 £45 

EPLDS £295 
Handles Erasable Programmable Logic Devices. Works with 
PLPL and other manufacturer's design software (mostly free on 
request) to provide complete development package. Receives, 
translates, creates and transmits JEDEC files. Loads, bums and 
copies: 
22V10, 16R4, 16R6, 16R8, 16L8, 20G10, EP300, EP310, 
EP320. EP600, EP900, EP910, I 8CV8, 50C30, 50C3I, 50C32, 
50060, 60C90 from MMI, Atmel, Cypress, Alters. Gould, Intel, 
Texas, etc. 

Quotations in italics are typical 
unsolicited customers' comments 

28 days money -refund trial period 
Guarantee - both parts & labour 
3 yrs on S3, 1 yr on other hardware 
UK customers please add VAT 

! VISA 

7íTili1111 
Lombard House, Cornwall Rd, 
DORCHESTER, Dorset DT 1 I RX 
England 
Phone 0305 68066 
Telex 418442 DATAMN G 
Fax 0305 64997 
Modem 0305 251786 
V21, V22, V23, V22bis N 8 I 24hr 
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